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ABSTRACT 
A Qualitative Inquiry into the Effects of Visualization  
on High School Chemistry Students’ Learning  
Process of Molecular Structure 
Susan Deratzou 
Sheila Vaidya, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
 
This research studies the process of high school chemistry students visualizing chemical 
structures and its role in learning chemical bonding and molecular structure.  Minimal 
research exists with high school chemistry students and more research is necessary 
(Gabel & Sherwood, 1980; Seddon & Moore, 1986; Seddon, Tariq, & Dos Santos Veiga, 
1984).  Using visualization tests (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Dermen, 1990a), a 
learning style inventory (Brown & Cooper, 1999), and observations through a case study 
design, this study found visual learners performed better, but needed more practice and 
training.  Statistically, all five pre- and post-test visualization test comparisons were 
highly significant in the two-tailed t-test (p > .01).  The research findings are: 
1. Students who tested high in the Visual (Language and/or Numerical) and Tactile 
Learning Styles (and Social Learning) had an advantage.  Students who learned 
the chemistry concepts more effectively were better at visualizing structures and 
using molecular models to enhance their knowledge.   
2. Students showed improvement in learning after visualization practice.  Training in 
visualization would improve students’ visualization abilities and provide them 
with a way to think about these concepts.   
  xv              
3. Conceptualization of concepts indicated that visualizing ability was critical and 
that it could be acquired.  Support for this finding was provided by pre- and post- 
Visualization Test data with a highly significant t-test.   
4. Various molecular animation programs and websites were found to be effective.   
5. Visualization and modeling of structures encompassed both two- and three- 
dimensional space.  The Visualization Test findings suggested that the students 
performed better with basic rotation of structures as compared to two- and three- 
dimensional objects.   
6. Data from observations suggest that teaching style was an important factor in 
student learning of molecular structure.   
7. Students did learn the chemistry concepts.  Based on the Visualization Test 
results, which showed that most of the students performed better on the post-test, 
the visualization experience and the abstract nature of the content allowed them to 
transfer some of their chemical understanding and practice to non-chemical 
structures. 
Finally, implications for teaching of chemistry, students learning chemistry, curriculum, 
and research for the field of chemical education were discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Background of the Problem 
 
The focus of this research is to study the process of visualizing chemical 
structures and its role in learning chemistry along with teaching for understanding.  The 
purpose of this study is to understand and describe how visualization lessons and 
activities act as a “scaffold” in supporting high school chemistry students’ understanding 
of a chemistry topic, such as chemical bonding and molecular structure.  Students have 
difficulty learning chemistry, especially when it comes to visualizing molecules and their 
bonding (Lord, 1985; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987).  Chemistry students need visualization as 
a “scaffold” in order to understand chemical structures, chemical bonding, and chemical 
reactions.  Tuckey, Selvaratam, and Bradley (1991) state that students experience 
difficulty with three-dimensional thinking required for the learning and understanding of 
chemistry; therefore, models, shadowing, diagrams, and chemical formulas are used to 
aid this understanding.  Summerlin and Borgford (1989) found that chemical concepts are 
better understood when visualized by using chemical models.  This study will follow the 
participants in their learning process, which consists of visualization, an area in which 
minimal research exists. 
Researchers have shown, through classroom studies, that there are some methods 
that help students learn chemistry.  These methods include cooperative groups (Basili & 
Sanford, 1991), peer-led tutoring groups (Lundeberg, 1990), students teaching course 
topics (Meyer, 1993), teaching aloud problem-solving (Pestel, 1993), concept maps 
(Zoller, 1990), and problem-solving (Beall & Prescott, 1994; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993; 
Pushkin, 1998).  Unfortunately, none of these methods use visualization techniques, 
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which combine three-dimensional structures with the tools and ability to visualize 
chemical models easily.  The visualization process is an important part in the 
understanding of chemistry because it creates a connection between abstract theories and 
practical knowledge of the students serving as a “scaffold” type of learning support for 
students. 
An early discussion of mental representations (a type of “scaffold”) dates back to 
the Greeks with the belief that one thinks in images.  These images “were thought of as 
faint traces or impressions of past experience” (John-Steiner, 1997, p. 83).  Examples of 
visual images are used in thinking and communicating (Barry, 1997), such as with 
Arnheim (1969), who suggests cognitive thinking and mental imagery are a part of 
perception.  He states “that concepts are perceptual images and . . . thought operations 
are the handling of these images” (Arnheim, 1969, p. 227).  In communication, language 
is used as a way to express thought, but thinking can be based on images alone.  As Barry 
(1997, p. 69) explains, “This is why an understanding of the nature and power of images 
begins with perceptual process but ultimately ends with the abstract picture of the world 
that we carry in our heads.” 
A daily life example of the application of mental representations can be found in 
the Real Estate Section of the New York Times (Hall, 2001).  Tony Hagar and Cindy 
Franklin were remodeling the pre-war style apartment they had just bought.  Ms. Franklin 
said that she is “very interested in color, which affects her deeply, but she insists she has 
no spatial sense.”  She felt that “she had no idea what the place would finally look like. ‘I 
can’t visualize,’ she said.  ‘He sees the whole thing in three dimensions, and he tells me 
about it, and I’m just nodding.  I would try to act excited, but he would know I was just 
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faking.’  They have a division of labor, she said, with her husband specializing in time, 
space, and three dimensions, while she is attuned to ‘emotional development and 
intellectual property.’”    
 From this simple example of everyday life, one can note that people are aware of 
their preferences and differences in how they perceive their world.  Students can also 
become aware of the way they represent the world, through their thinking, mental 
imagery, and perception.  An outgrowth of perception involves students having different 
styles of learning and having different capacities or profiles of intelligence (Gardner, 
1993a).  Whereas one’s perceptions become one’s own reality, one’s learning differences 
must be addressed within the same environment. 
Traditional chemistry instruction (consisting primarily of lecturing, questioning, 
and homework assignments) does not recognize these learning differences.  A teacher 
who teaches in a traditional way assumes that all students perceive and learn the subject 
content in the same way and with the same outcome.  The educational system favors 
linguistic intelligence, right answers, logic and mathematical processing over everything 
else (Barry, 1997; Gardner, 1993a; Williams, 1983).  Von Oech (as cited in Barry, 1997) 
finds that students who have a “right answer mentality” look for right answers, work to 
make answers fit, and fear failing.  The educational system sets high values to 
memorizing and analyzing abilities, rather than to thinking (Sternberg, 1997).  Hence, 
perception is not valued in the educational system.  Many teachers rely on a model that 
“assumes that one should learn, then think, rather than that one should think to learn and 
thereby learn to think” (Sternberg, 1997, p. 7).   
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 Rarely do teachers create a learning environment that meets the needs of students 
who do not process oral or written directions as well or who do not learn by traditional 
modalities.  High school and college teachers present their content through oral and 
written means, as in the lecture format (Hyerle, 1996; Sternberg, 1997; Williams, 1983), 
but by whatever means, it is the goal of the high school teacher to teach for content.  
Some students manage their learning by processing images first and then changing these 
images into words or formulas (John-Steiner, 1997).  Wandersee, Mintzes, and Novak 
(1994) found that students create chemical explanations and processes in order to explain 
concepts they do not understand.  They also noted that diagrams and pictures in 
chemistry textbooks cause difficulty in understanding for the students.   
Gardner (1993a) suggests that people use all sorts of different intelligences, only 
one of which is spatial.  Traditional intelligence testing has favored students with paper-
and-pencil tests and verbal intelligence over other types of intelligences, such as the type 
of intelligence required in problem-solving.  The visual learner, except in the written text, 
is largely ignored.  The visual aspect of education is relegated to visual aids, such as 
illustrations, which become secondary to verbal communication (Arnheim, 1969).  For 
students to benefit from their education, some of their instruction should match their own 
learning style (Sternberg, 1997).   
The subject of chemistry is unique in that it offers an avenue for visual and 
kinesthetic style learners along with spatial and logical-mathematical intelligences.  
Chemistry includes abstract symbols and concepts where students must learn to 
manipulate these symbols and concepts.  Sketches, models, and two- and three-
dimensional representations are all means of allowing the student to see the relationships 
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of the concepts, the explanations of generalities, and the conclusions that are drawn 
(Arnheim, 1969; John-Steiner, 1997).  Anne Roe found that scientists “reported a 
preference for visual modes of thought” (John-Steiner, 1997, p. 85).  Students who do not 
excel in these modes usually have difficulty grasping the details of the concepts given.  In 
order to understand their work, a reliance on mental images is necessary.   
Spatial intelligence, according to Gardner (1993a, p. 173), encompasses “the 
capacities to perceive the visual world accurately, to perform transformations and 
modifications upon one’s initial perceptions, and to be able to re-create aspects of one’s 
visual experience, even in the absence of relevant physical stimuli.”  As applied to 
chemistry, these capacities are essential to perceiving the underlying concepts and to 
making connections to the everyday world.  As much as these capacities are key 
components of chemistry, students at the high school level tend to have difficulty with 
these abilities.  Factors, such as previous schooling, operational level (usually concrete, 
mathematically oriented), learning style, and teacher’s presentation mode are all 
important.  These students understand less than the teachers think they do, but one strives 
towards the development of “their ability to understand abstract concepts, manipulate 
symbols, reason logically, and generalize” (Nelson, 1999, p. 17).  Thus, one should add 
visual learning, such as illustrations, diagrams, models, and analogies, to all students’ 
science experiences (Mathewson, 1999; Shepard, 1978).   
Thus far the research in chemical education has emphasized specific chemical 
concepts, such as problem-solving and matter (Gabel, 1993, 1999; Nakhleh, 1992; 
Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987) and less has been done on the 
perceptions of chemistry, such as in curriculum, staff/student relations, and student 
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learning styles (Kirkwood & Symington, 1996).  As an example of this, all nine staff 
members of an Australian university (9,000 students) who taught first-year chemistry 
were interviewed and asked about student difficulties in the course.  The staff came up 
with many suggestions in what they thought student difficulties would be and how they 
would overcome these difficulties.  As Kirkwood and Symington (1996, p. 343) state:  
“Although there is a great deal in the literature that indicates that students have different 
learning styles the interview data would suggest that this concept has not been significant 
in the thinking of the teaching staff.”  
Tsaparlis (1997) suggests that students do not fully understand atomic and 
molecular structure and found that, for these students, rote learning is the best method.  
This research suggests that not only high school students, but also Chemistry majors in 
college, have difficulty with these quantum chemistry concepts (including atomic and 
molecular structure) and the way they are taught.  Tsaparlis (1997) suggests that quantum 
mechanical concepts cannot be understood without mathematics and that orbitals should 
not be taught at high school or in general chemistry but only Lewis structures and the 
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) model.  The visualization component in 
chemistry has not been sufficiently studied at the high school and college levels.  
Finally, instructors see and understand what they draw and students usually see 
only the drawing itself (letters and lines), but not the meaning it portrays.  The instructors 
need to bridge what they and the students know by explanations of the structures and 
models with underlying meanings (Kozma & Russell, 1997).  Even if the students draw 
poorly, the processes and their explanations are what allow the students to come to a 
better understanding (Williams, 1983).  Many students have difficulty visualizing three-
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dimensional models, specifically in viewing from different perspectives (Izard, 1990), 
and these topics need to be addressed. 
Therefore, visualization, especially in molecular structures, is an important aspect 
of chemistry, but not an easy one for students to comprehend.  Students develop their 
spatialization and visualization abilities, whether it be with models (concretely and 
kinesthetic/tactual), assignments, classwork, or other means that allow them to 
understand these concepts.  Training in visualization would improve students’ 
visualization abilities and provide them with a way to think about these concepts.  
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory (VSEPR) and Hybridization Theory are 
ways for students to model chemical bonding and tend to be intellectually challenging.  
Since these chemistry concepts are very visual, it is worthwhile to consider the 
relationship of a student’s ability to visualize (as in a learning style preference and 
intelligence) and a student’s ability to do chemistry and therefore, more research needs to 
be done in this field.   
Statement of Problem 
 
Most chemistry students have difficulties with visualizing molecular structure and 
chemical bonding (Lord, 1985; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987).  Some students are likely to use 
visualization on their own and some are likely to learn how to visualize from instruction 
and guidance in visualization.  High school chemistry curriculum, which includes topics 
such as chemical structure and bonding, should also include visualization of chemical 
structures.  The relevant points in support are: 
1. that students can learn chemistry through visualization and modeling (Bodner, 
Greenbowe, & Robinson, 1980; Carter, LaRussa, & Bodner, 1987; Gabel, 
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1993; Gabel & Sherwood, 1980; Lee, 1999; Lord, 1985, 1987; Seddon & 
Moore, 1986; Summerlin & Borgford, 1989; Tuckey et al., 1991),  
2. that students can improve their understanding by training and practice (Ben-
Chaim, Lappan, & Houang, 1988; Lord, 1985, 1987; Starko, 2001; Tuckey et 
al., 1991; Yates, 1986), and 
3. that students can clear up questions and misunderstandings of the concepts 
through the ability to visualize the chemical structures (Hyerle, 1996; Liggitt-
Fox, 1997; Nakhleh, 1992). 
The need for this research stems from studies of undergraduate chemistry students 
that has shown that these students do poorly in the area of bonding and visualization 
(Lord, 1985; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987), but with chemical modeling and practice (which 
includes visualization), understanding occurs over time.  This study addresses the lack of 
research on pre-college students, especially in the area of molecular structure, and it 
investigates the possible benefits from a more visual and a more hands-on approach to the 
chemistry content. 
One of the foundation topics in Chemistry is molecular structure and can be 
conceptualized in many ways, two of which are discussed.  One model is the Valence 
Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) Theory, which accounts for the repulsive forces 
of electron pairs around an atom.  This model appears easy for students to learn, 
especially for those who memorize the concept.  The second model is the Hybridization 
Theory, which accounts for how atomic orbitals overlap to form hybrid orbitals of 
molecules.  Students find the Hybridization Theory more difficult to learn than the 
VSEPR Theory, possibly due to the visual process that is necessary to understand the 
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theory.  Hybridization Theory includes three-dimensional orbitals of the probable 
location of electrons, the overlap of these orbitals, and a fundamental understanding of 
the quantum theory.  These orbitals, though mathematically defined, are visual in nature. 
VSEPR and Hybridization Theories are just two examples of the difficulty that 
students have with the concepts and with the inherent nature of the language of 
chemistry.  Students compare the study of chemistry to the study of a foreign language.  
Chemistry terminology and concepts, such as chemical symbols and formulas, are 
considered the vocabulary of chemistry.  Molecular structure and concepts are the 
sentences that one may write.  The fine understanding of any language occurs over time 
with conceptualization of the ideas one wants to express, just as the fluency and nuances 
of the chemistry language.  As students struggle with the basic vocabulary of a foreign 
language, chemistry students struggle with the language of chemistry.  Without the 
chemistry vocabulary these students have no foundation to understand molecular 
structure, just as the foreign language students who cannot write a sentence because they 
do not know the words. 
Inasmuch as chemistry is like a vocabulary, it is also like a spoken language.  
Chemists require the ability to communicate to others about their experimental findings 
and concepts without confusion or incorrect interpretation (Bodner, Cutler, Greenbowe, 
& Robinson, 1984; Kozma, & Russell, 1997).  Chemists realize the importance of 
presenting and using visual information (Bodner et al., 1984).  Pribyl and Bodner (1987) 
suggest that a drawing or preliminary sketch of a chemical formula or reaction while 
answering a question helps to process the problem with the information stored in the 
brain.  Molecular modeling, computer graphical representation, and representation of 
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three-dimensional objects in two dimensions are methods students use to master this 
subject (Pensak, 1989; Ross, 1991).   
Purpose of the Study 
 
The purpose of this study is to improve high school students’ understanding of 
chemical bonding through the use of visualization skills and how the students either 
understand the process or do not.  Since the unit of chemical bonding and molecular 
structure contains visual components that students need to master, it is expected that the 
students who are good visualizers should do well, whereas the students who are poor 
visualizers will acquire skills to adapt their learning to the visual nature of this content.  
The impact of the acquisition of visualization will be further studied. 
Rationale for the Study 
 
Of the many objectives in studying chemistry, understanding the relationship 
between the structure and the shape of molecules plays a key role in determining the 
properties of a chemical substance.  The students who take chemistry need to learn the 
material, and this study approaches a way to understand the students’ learning processes. 
As a teacher of chemistry students, every year I have seen high school students 
struggle learning molecular structure and chemical bonding.  Some students have a 
difficult time picturing and expressing the structures and diagrams and, therefore, merely 
memorize key concepts, while others demonstrate a deeper understanding of the material.  
Students comment that they tend to memorize the content, but do not understand it.  Even 
the students who have done well have said that they have a good memory for the 
information, but cannot apply what they memorize.  
Even with using chemical modeling kits, some of these students do not have the 
understanding needed to connect what they are seeing and touching to the concepts that 
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they are learning.  By the time these students see this content again (in Advanced 
Placement Chemistry II or Chemistry II in high school or in General Chemistry in 
college), some of these students will understand the content, but some will be turned off 
from chemistry.  Hence, there is a need for students to find a way to comprehend this 
material and most would do better by employing visualization techniques. 
Very little research has been done with high school students in the area of 
visualization and with their understandings of key chemistry concepts.  Thus far, the 
research using visualization has dealt with college chemistry students and not with high 
school chemistry students.  In comparison to university chemistry professors, high school 
chemistry teachers are more likely, on a daily basis, to create ways for students to learn 
the content.  In general, high school teachers interact with the students each day and are 
“in tune with” the process of student learning.  Phillips and Soltis (1998) suggest that the 
knowledge of how the individual student learns the content will help the teacher of the 
student.  Therefore, high school teachers are more likely to find ways to connect new and 
abstract chemistry content to their prior knowledge.  These connections allow the 
students to gain insights in their learning, to repeat the material over a period of time, and 
to assimilate and integrate new concepts. 
Questions Guiding the Study 
 
Visualizing molecular structures and chemical bonding are probably two of the 
more challenging topics for an introductory chemistry student in high school.  Since these 
topics are part of the basic foundation of chemical learning (Brown, LeMay Jr., & 
Bursten, 1994; Masterton & Hurley, 1997; Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995), more studies 
need to be conducted to show how student understanding occurs (the learning process) 
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and how it can be improved.  The focus of this research is to study the process of 
visualizing chemical structures, which lends itself to four key questions: 
1. Why do some students understand molecular structure and chemical bonding 
and some do not? 
2. How do students think about molecular structure? 
3. Is learning style a factor influencing student learning of molecular structures? 
4. What influences will teaching students to visualize have on their learning of 
molecular structures? 
The understanding of molecular structure and chemical bonding forms the 
underpinning concepts, which bring together electronic configuration, atomic theory, 
quantum theory, hybridization, and creating chemical formulas and reactions (Brown et 
al., 1994; Masterton & Hurley, 1997; Smoot et al., 1995).  Truly understanding these 
concepts gives the students a “scaffold” with which to build their knowledge base and 
which allows for a more in-depth study of molecular orbitals and calculations.  From past 
classroom experience, this investigator has witnessed very capable students who only 
have difficulty with this particular unit.  The students tend to understand the other topics 
and ask thoughtful questions, but these same students appear confused and have a 
difficult time learning and applying the concepts of molecular structure.  This study 
examines differences in learning among students with a focus on investigating how 
visualization is used as a support for facilitating learning.  
The areas that these capable students have trouble with in this particular unit are 
in phrasing questions they have, in their class work, and especially in representing on 
paper the molecular structures they picture in their minds.  All of these areas of difficulty 
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relate to how the student thinks about molecular structure.  It is not necessarily true that 
just by lecturing, questioning, and giving homework exercises the teacher understands the 
process of how students think about these topics.  The investigator, also a teacher, 
explores the way the student thinks and, through past experience, has developed an 
ability to identify the difference between the student who clearly knows the topic and the 
student who needs more help.  One emphasis of this research is to discover the problems 
and the reasons why students have difficulty in order to understand the way students learn 
and to increase the knowledge base of educational techniques.   
Finally, the preferred learning style of the student may factor in how a student 
learns the content.  It is quite possible that the bridge to a student’s learning may be 
crossed through the appropriate learning style.  A student whose predominant style is not 
compatible with the traditional way that chemistry is taught could be at a disadvantage as 
compared to a student who learns and thinks in the same or compatible style as a chemist.  
Significance of the Study 
  
This study will delve into the learning process of the chemistry student on the unit 
of molecular structure.  It centers on the practice of conveying the understanding to the 
students and the way students learn chemistry.  
Research on American high school students learning this specific component of 
the chemistry content is very limited.  Studies (Gabel & Sherwood, 1980; Goodstein & 
Howe, 1978; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987) show chemical models and other visualization 
techniques improve student achievement in chemistry.  Since chemistry in high school is 
a basic foundation to future college science courses, more studies of high school students 
are needed.   
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This research study is important because the students who take Chemistry in high 
school start their foundation to other sciences and a career in science.  Many students in 
high school create misconceptions for themselves when they do not understand the 
material and when they do not have the tools and skills to create productive visualization 
that would not cause these misconceptions.  These students would benefit from a clear 
understanding of chemical bonding and would benefit in future studies and 
conceptualizations by visualization.  Any experience in a classroom that allows students 
to think, discuss, and question their learning and allows students to take risks (and make 
mistakes) will have a positive impact on their learning environment. 
This study aims to investigate the following issues: 
1. high school students are capable of visualizing chemical structures, 
2. students have different learning styles, and learning style may aid the 
student in the visualization process, 
3. students can be taught to use visualization and,  
4.  the impact of teaching students to visualize will influence their 
learning.   
Training in visualization may be a key factor missing in the students’ learning 
processes since visualizing chemical structures appears to be one of the more difficult 
aspects of the students’ studies.  Most research studies have not included training in the 
visualization process and with this lack of training, chemistry students tend to create their 
own, sometimes incorrect, view of these concepts and structures.  
The findings from this study will add to the research knowledge base on 
visualization, especially the importance of chemical molecules.  Based on this research, 
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teachers may change their methods in how they approach their teaching of the 
visualization of chemical bonding. 
Definition of Terms 
1. Perception – Meaning attached to information received through the senses (Wolfe, 
2001). 
2. Style – A cognitive process that tells how the information is being processed (Keefe, 
1979).  Style was first used by Gordon W. Allport in the 1930’s and it was defined as 
consistent patterns appearing in individuals (Guild & Garger, 1998).  These styles are 
persistent qualities in behavior regardless of teaching methods or content experience 
(Keefe, 1979). 
a. Learning style – The preferred way students process information and 
experiences (Dunn, 1996; Samples, 1994), which includes cognitive, 
affective, and physiological styles (Keefe, 1979).  A learning style is the “way 
students begin to concentrate on, process, internalize, and remember new and 
difficult academic information” (Dunn, 2000, p. 8). 
b. Cognitive style – The way in which students relate to individual psychological 
differences (Dunn, Dunn, & Price, 1979) and the way a student perceives, 
organizes, and retains material, such as in intellectual abilities (Keefe, 1979). 
3. Abilities – Measure of specific innate capacities (Keefe, 1979).  Reiff (1992) suggests 
that the difference between styles and abilities is in how one learns (style) versus 
what one learns (ability). 
4. Learning – A change in an attitude or behavior based on experience (Schmeck, 1988; 
Sims & Sims, 1995).  Factors of learning include motivation, retention and transfer, 
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the process during the experience, and the product of the outcome of the experience 
(Sims & Sims, 1995).  
5. Metacognition – The awareness of what one does and being aware of one’s mental 
processes (Nisbet & Shucksmith, 1986). 
6. Learning modalities – Pathways where information can be processed.  The pathways 
include perception, memory, and sensation and the senses such as auditory, 
kinesthetic, tactile, visualization, smell, and taste (Reiff, 1992).  
a. The Auditory modality differentiates sounds, letters or words through the process 
of hearing (Dunn et al., 1979). 
b. The Kinesthetic modality uses the whole body movement of a person for learning 
(Dunn et al., 1979). 
c. The Tactile modality uses the sense of touch (tracing words, writing) to learn 
(Dunn et al., 1979).  Both kinesthetic and tactile modalities are often used 
interchangeably (Reiff, 1992). 
d. The Visual modality associates words as images and uses the “mind’s eye” to see 
things (Dunn et al., 1979).  
7. Intelligence – The “ability to solve problems or to create products that are valued 
within one or more cultural settings.”  It is the potential and capacity to create new 
things (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000, p. 33). 
8. Spatial ability – The capacity to imagine two- and three-dimensional objects as they 
transform or rotate in space (Halpern, 1986) and to make a mental picture or model of 
the object (Owens, 1990; Pinker, 1997). 
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9. Visualization – The process of creating mental images that cannot be seen or may not 
exist (Starko, 2001; Williams, 1983). 
a. Spatial visualization – The “ability to imagine how objects appear when they are 
rotated or . . . folded” (Halpern, 1986, p. 49). 
b. Spatial orientation – “Ability to perceive spatial patterns” (Halpern, 1986, p. 49). 
10. Visual spatialization in chemistry – Shepard (1978, p. 135) suggests “scientists . . . 
construct external supports for their mental operations in the form of sketches, 
diagrams, or three--dimensional models . . .” 
11.  Chemical bonding – A chemical bond is “a link between atoms resulting from the 
mutual attraction of their nuclei for electrons” (Tzimopoulos, Metcalfe, Williams, & 
Castka, 1990a, p. 161).  Chemical bonding includes both ionic and covalent bonds.  
The covalent bond is a link between elements that occurs by the mutual sharing of 
electrons between atoms (Wade, 1995).   
a. Molecular Geometry - VSEPR (Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion) Theory -  
The arrangement of the atoms of a molecule in space (Brown et al., 1994).  
VSEPR Theory is a method to account for various bond angles and geometric 
arrangements of molecules.  This method uses the theory of electron pairs 
repelling each other, and therefore, the bonds and lone pair electrons around the 
central atom are repelled as far as possible from each other (Wade, 1995). 
b. Hybridization – The mixing of orbitals to form an equal number of identical new 
orbitals.  An orbital is the approximate space where a maximum of two electrons 
is in the same main energy level or sublevel (Smoot et al., 1995). 
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12. Chemical model – An arrangement in one’s mind or a physical structure that is used 
to understand a system in nature (Smoot et al., 1995).   
13. Organic Chemistry – A branch of Chemistry that deals with carbon molecules.  
Carbon can form a variety of molecules.  The study of organic chemistry uses 
functional groups (containing different bonds of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur) 
to make predictions of properties, reactions, and syntheses of similar new molecules 
(Hart, 1987; Wade, 1995). 
Assumptions 
With the qualitative design, the research focuses on the process more than the 
outcome.  The case study design (Creswell, 1994) allows for the study of a specific 
chemistry class that meets the same time each day over a period of a semester.  
The investigator has gained permission from both the school district and the 
Principal of the high school (where the research will take place).  The investigator has 
successfully completed the training program “Protected Human Research Participants” of 
the Institutional Review Board of Drexel University and has submitted and received 
approval for her research protocol from the Institutional Review Board.   
Delimitations  
The study is focused on high school chemistry students at a suburban public high 
school in Pennsylvania.  The high school follows a block schedule semester system 
where most classes are 82 minutes each day, with the exception of the Advanced 
Placement program, which runs throughout the entire school year.   
The investigator in this study has been a Chemistry Teacher at this high school for 
sixteen years.  She is in direct contact with all the junior students who take Honors 
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Chemistry and with all the senior students who take Advanced Placement Chemistry, but 
not with students who take Chemistry I.  
This study examines the way students process chemistry through direct 
interviewing and student assessments, such as homework assignments, class work 
(answering questions, think aloud assignments), journal reflections, building chemical 
models, and laboratory work.  
Limitations 
The limitations of this study include the role of the investigator, student 
visualization abilities, and the use of chemical models.  The investigator in this study is 
both a teacher who teaches a full schedule, as well as an observer of the students in the 
research.  This dual role is thought of as an asset rather than a limitation because the 
investigator has a general knowledge of these students, has taught Chemistry for a 
number of years, and has experiences that her knowledge leads to insights into the 
student work.  The investigator, as a teacher, is able to understand the abilities and 
pressures placed on these students.  
As shown in studies in Chapter 2, Literature Review, chemical modeling and the 
use of computer software will enhance students’ ability to understand these concepts 
better.  Most students have a fundamental ability to learn through tactile/kinesthetic 
means, and it appears that chemistry students can use the ability along with their 
preferred learning style to enhance their learning.  It is also a fundamental belief that 
anything a teacher may do to enhance both curriculum and instruction will create a good 
learning experience for the student.   
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Therefore, the investigator’s biases will be limited by the investigator realizing 
her role in terms of objectivity, peer examination, and multiple data sources.  In terms of 
objectivity, the investigator will observe the students and will make fair observations.  In 
terms of peer examination, the investigator will have an independent observer look at the 
class and the videotapes and then discuss the observations with her to come to an 
agreement.  The investigator will make observations, conduct interviews, and review 
documents of the many types of data sources open to her.  
Summary 
 Most chemistry students do well with concrete mathematical concepts, but have 
difficulty with the more theoretical, microscopic aspects.  As the Literature Review will 
show, there are a number of studies in which students have difficulty with three-
dimensional perspective and few studies that apply to high school students.  Spatial 
ability is an important aspect of chemistry, both in terms of multiple intelligences and in 
learning styles, and many students need to utilize and/or develop their abilities in this 
area.  Traditional education has focused on verbal and logical strengths and has assumed 
that students know about perception and visual learning. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF VISUALIZATION,  CHEMICAL MODELING,  
LEARNING STYLES, AND MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES LITERATURE 
WITH RESPECT TO CHEMICAL EDUCATION 
 
Introduction 
 
 Both the chemistry topics of molecular structure and chemical bonding tend to be 
the most difficult concepts for students to understand.  As noted in the Introduction 
(Chapter 1), students who are able to visualize chemical structures are also the ones who 
tend to do better in chemistry (Carter et al., 1987; Lord, 1985; Summerlin & Borgford, 
1989; Tuckey et al., 1991). 
 The review of the literature encompasses a number of areas, such as general 
spatial ability, spatial ability in chemistry (including modeling and computer use), 
learning theories, learning style theory, brain research and learning styles, and multiple 
intelligences.  Spatial ability is the ability to visualize, in the “mind’s eye,” two- and 
three-dimensional structures as in chemical models, scanning, or time of rotation.  
Chemistry falls into three realms (macroscopic, molecular, and symbolic), which adds to 
the difficulty and misconceptions of the content (Gabel, 1993, 1999; Gabel & Sherwood, 
1980; Kosslyn & Pomerantz, 1977; Lord, 1985; Metzler & Shepard, 1974; Nakhleh, 
1992; Pinker & Kosslyn, 1983; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Shepard, 1978; Shepard & 
Metzler, 1971; Smyth, Morris, Levy, & Ellis, 1987).  Training in visualization tends to 
improve the visualization skills of students (Lord, 1985, 1987; Starko, 2001; Tuckey et 
al., 1991). 
Spatial ability in chemistry is most important in chemical bonding.  Chemical 
bonding includes VSEPR, Hybridization, and Molecular Orbital Theories (Brown et al., 
1994; Gillespie, Spencer, & Moog, 1996; LeMay Jr., Beall, Robblee, & Brower, 1996; 
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Masterton & Hurley, 1997; Perkins & Lassigne, 1992; Smoot et al., 1995).  Chemical 
structure modeling (Casanova & Casanova, 1991; Harrison & Treagust, 1996; 
Mathewson, 1999; Seddon & Moore, 1986; Summerlin & Borgford, 1989) and the use of 
computer software (Gabel, 1999; Wiley, 1990) are key ways to enhance student learning. 
Learning theories allow for the integration of new knowledge with experience and 
existing knowledge.  Of the prominent schools of learning theories, the cognitive 
approach represents processes and percepts of the learner, such as in Piaget’s theory of 
cognitive development, in metacognition, and in constructivist theory (Biehler & 
Snowman, 1986; Bransford et al., 2000; Nisbet & Shucksmith, 1998; Odom & Kelly, 
1998; Phillips & Soltis, 1998; Sims & Sims, 1995; Slavin, 2000). 
Learning style theory has many domains, one of which relates to modalities, such 
as auditory, kinesthetic/tactile, and visual.  These modalities are the ways that students 
process information.  A learning style inventory, such as Brown and Cooper’s Learning 
Style Inventory (1999), allows the investigator to gain information on the strengths and 
weaknesses of how students learn.  Other Learning Style Inventories are also discussed in 
Appendices A and B (Dunn, 1996, 2000; Dunn et al., 1979; Keefe, 1979; Reiff, 1992; 
Samples, 1994). 
In terms of brain research and learning styles, the human brain has specific 
modality centers that relate to a student’s learning styles.  Brain research suggests areas 
of the brain (occipital, temporal, and parietal lobes) that relate to specific modality 
centers (visual, auditory, and kinesthetic/tactile).  Different functions of the brain are also 
based on the two hemispheres (verbal and analyzing versus non-linguistic) (Samples, 
1994; Thies, 1979; Tileston, 2000; Wolfe, 2001; Wooldridge, 1995).  Lastly, multiple 
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intelligences show how people differ in their talents, perceptions, potentials, abilities, and 
mental skills (Bransford et al., 2000; Gardner, 1993b; Krechersky & Seidel, 1998; Slavin, 
2000), one of which is visual-spatial intelligence. 
 Among the most critical topics that form the foundation of chemistry, symbol 
notation, such as writing formulas (Gabel, 1993; Kozma & Russell, 1997), chemical 
properties and reactions, predicting chemical reactivity, and visualizing molecular 
structure are key.  As a chemistry teacher, I have been aware that these topics take time to 
learn and the majority of the students once taking the time, are able to master them, but I 
have also found that molecular structure and bonding can be the most difficult of the 
topics for students to understand.  These students memorize the content in these topics 
instead of working to attain full understanding of the content.  It has been noted however, 
that the students who are able to visualize the structures are the ones who can easily apply 
the ideas to new situations, thus resulting in a higher understanding (Carter et al., 1987; 
Lord, 1985; Summerlin & Borgford, 1989; Tuckey et al., 1991).  Hence, the process of 
visualization of structures appears to enhance student learning of the three-dimensional 
shape of chemical structures (Bodner et al., 1980; Gabel, 1993; Gabel & Sherwood, 
1980; Lee, 1999; Lord, 1987; Seddon & Moore, 1986).  Visualization serves as a 
“scaffold” to bridge the learning gap and thereby enable chemistry students to make a 
conceptual leap in acquiring the understanding and application of molecular structure. 
  In the area of student learning, chemical education literature does not address the 
issue of how students learn molecular structures or why they either learn these concepts 
successfully or fail to do so.  Instead, it focuses on acquired skills, primarily concrete and 
observable, such as in problem-solving (Gabel, 1993, 1999; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987).  
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Research evidence does support the concept that the ability to visualize the chemical 
structure assists chemistry students to learn the concepts and theories of bonding (Lord, 
1985; Seddon, Tariq, & Dos Santos Veiga, 1984; Starko, 2001).  High school level 
studies, which investigate problem-solving, address only issues such as the improvement 
of educational techniques for sustained learning; they do not address underlying issues of 
the learning process.  
 The literature has suggested that the basic understanding of chemistry relies on a 
student’s ability to picture or visualize the chemical structure (Casanova & Casanova, 
1991; Lord, 1985; Owens, 1990; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Seddon, Eniaiyeju, & Jusoh, 
1984; Shepard, 1978; Zoller, 1990).  Chemical structures, specifically three-dimensional 
ones, are particularly daunting for some students to visualize, in their minds or as 
drawings on paper (Lord, 1985; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987).  Hence, some students are 
unable to be successful in learning about molecular structures and thereby unable to 
experience the abstractness and richness of chemistry. 
My observations as a high school chemistry teacher have led to the following 
questions:   
a. Why are some students able to visualize the molecular structure and 
others unable to do so?   
b. Does the student’s learning style have anything to do with ability to 
visualize? 
c. Does the type of intelligence (as conceptualized in multiple 
intelligence and learning styles theories) provide information leading 
to the understanding about one’s ability to visualize? 
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 Students who have difficulty learning the chemistry unit of molecular structure 
and bonding may be using a learning style (Dunn, 1996, 2000; Samples, 1994; Tsaparlis, 
1997) or type of intelligence (Gardner, 1993b) that does not support the type of learning 
required in this unit.  For chemistry, students use visual, kinesthetic/tactile, and auditory 
learning styles as well as spatial-visualize, linguistic, bodily-kinesthetic, and logical-
mathematical intelligences (Francisco, Nicoll, & Trautmann, 1998; Kozma & Russell, 
1997; Samples, 1994; Tsaparlis, 1997).  In my observations from teaching chemistry, the 
visual and kinesthetic/tactile learning styles and the spatial-visualization and bodily-
kinesthetic intelligences appear to be critical as they are used with molecular structures.  
It is likely that a student whose preferred learning style is visual and who uses visual-
spatial intelligence may have a stronger ability to think and access information visually, 
thus leading to a learning advantage for this individual.  
Spatial Ability 
 
Spatial ability is the capacity to imagine two- and three-dimensional objects as 
they transform or rotate in space (Halpern, 1986).  It is also the ability to create a mental 
picture or model of the object that cannot be seen or may not exist (Owens, 1990; Pinker, 
1997; Starko, 2001).  Lord (1985, p. 396) defines spatial understanding as “the ability to 
juxtapose, manipulate, and orient an object mentally and to create structures in the mind 
from written and verbal directions.”   These mental images or representations are 
dynamic and convey meaning through symbols, schemas, ideas, and other forms of 
mental representations, such as real objects are able to do (Gardner, 1987; Kosslyn, 1980, 
1983; Kosslyn & Pomerantz, 1977; Shepard, 1978; Stein & Su, 1980). 
In order to explain spatial visualization, Shepard and Metzler (1971) and Metzler 
and Shepard (1974) studied the time of rotation in relation to in-plane and in-depth 
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orientation of pairs of three-dimensional (ten block) line drawings.  The subjects had to 
decide quickly whether or not the two objects were similar.  Their reaction time increased 
with increasing rotation and difficulty of the object.  When asked, the subjects said that 
they imagined and mentally rotated objects to make their decisions.  Metzler and Shepard 
(1974) suggest that this matching process is brought on by an internal mechanism of a 
rotation in three-dimensional space.  Hyerle (1996) envisions these mental maps as 
internal, flexible, and quick changing. 
Cooper (1975; as cited in Cooper & Shepard, 1984) had students quickly 
determine the difference between eight different polygon shapes presented in their 
“standard” and “reflected” forms.  Reaction time increased with the increased distance 
from the standard orientation.  In another experiment by Cooper (1975; as cited in 
Cooper & Shepard, 1984; Kosslyn, 1980), the subjects were given advanced information 
of the identity and orientation of an object.  They imagined a rotation and then were 
shown a picture that either matched or differed in orientation to the polygon.  The study 
showed that with enough preparation time, the orientation did not affect the evaluation 
time. 
Kosslyn and Pomerantz (1977) considered the effects of size and scanning of 
images.   They found that more time was needed to see the details of a smaller image (as 
compared to a larger one) and more time was needed to scan further across an image.  
Kosslyn and Shwartz (1981) noticed that parts of a mental image could be seen in detail 
(subjects “zoomed in”).  In studies of maps, they also showed that the greater the distance 
between locations, the longer it takes subjects to make a judgment (Gardner, 1987; 
Kosslyn, 1983; Kosslyn & Shwartz, 1981).  Finally, Shepard and Feng (1982; as cited in 
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Anderson, 1980) showed that processing time increases with the number of folds one 
mentally performs.  
Based on these studies, a mental image is formed and the subject mentally rotates 
the object (Anderson, 1980; Cooper, 1975; Cooper & Shepard, 1984; Kosslyn, 1980; 
Metzler & Shepard, 1974; Shepard & Metzler, 1971).  Of these studies, subjects were 
asked to imagine rotation of objects while only two studies show rotation of chemical 
structures (Seddon & Moore, 1986; Seddon, Eniaiyeju, & Jusoh, 1984).  Hence, more 
research is necessary on mental image rotation, especially within the realm of chemistry. 
Spatial Ability and Visualization in Chemistry:  Research Studies 
Spatial ability is used in mathematics, engineering, architecture, art, chess, and 
chemistry (Finke, 1989; Halpern, 1986; Owens, 1990; Seddon, Eniaiyeju, & Jusoh, 
1984).  Visualization in chemistry is the process of taking a concept and using various 
media (paper and pencil, blackboard, overhead projector, stereo imaging, diagrams, 
drawings, and photographs), physical models, or computers to explain it (Smith & Jones, 
1989).  Shepard (1978, p. 135) notes “scientists . . . construct external supports for their 
mental operations in the form of sketches, diagrams, or three-dimensional models . . .”  
Specifically the visualization of atoms bonding and the pattern recognition of molecules 
are fundamental to the study of organic chemistry (Casanova & Casanova, 1991).  A 
well-known example of using visual imagery is demonstrated by organic chemist 
Friedrich Kekulé who daydreamed the molecular ring structure (snake grabbing his tail) 
for benzene (Mathewson, 1999; Pinker, 1997; Shepard, 1978).  Michael Faraday and 
James Maxwell were also said to visualize or “see” the solution of the problem with 
electromagnetic fields (Pinker, 1997). 
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Zoller (1990, p. 1054) comments that “both chemistry teachers and students . . . 
agree that freshman chemistry (general and organic) is probably the most problematic 
traditional science discipline taught (as far as learning difficulties and 
misunderstandings are concerned).”  Siemankowski and MacKnight (as cited in Lord, 
1985) gave both science and non-science college students spatial visualization tests and 
concluded that the science students did better on these tests due to their visualization 
ability.  People who lack spatial ability tend to drop out of college or change their course 
work to areas that do not stress the use of mental imagery (as the sciences do) because 
these students have never learned how to visualize (Lord, 1985).  This conclusion is 
noteworthy and significant in the context of this proposed study. 
Pribyl and Bodner (1987) show that there is a correlation between spatial ability 
and performance that requires problem-solving skills in general and organic chemistries.  
Carter et al. (1987) studied general chemistry college students and found a relationship 
between problem-solving skills and spatial ability.  High spatial ability students are able 
to separate relevant information from all information given in the problem, are able to 
understand the problem, and therefore, are able to solve the problem.  Mayer and Sims 
(1994) found that high-spatial ability students construct referential connections whereas 
the low-spatial ability students construct representational connections.  Hence, it may be 
concluded that spatial ability is critical for learning chemistry. 
Visualizing chemical structures and chemical bonding are two important topics in 
chemistry.  Despite the importance, students have difficulty in visualizing chemical 
structures and using visualization to interpret bonding (Lord, 1985; Pribyl & Bodner, 
1987).  The research literature on visualization shows studies on several groups of college 
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students (Carter et al., 1987; Coleman & Gotch, 1998; Lord, 1985, 1987; Tuckey et al., 
1991), some studies of middle school students (Ben-Chaim et al., 1988), but a paltry 
number on high school students (Seddon & Moore, 1986; Seddon et al., 1984) with only 
one study on American high school students (Gabel & Sherwood, 1980).  The shortage of 
research in visualization with high school chemistry students prompts this research study.  
Misconceptions in visualization learning. 
Often, students are not constructing good meanings of fundamental concepts 
(Nakhleh, 1992) and these misconceptions become integrated into their cognitive 
structures and interfere with their future processing and learning (Hyerle, 1996; Nakhleh, 
1992).  Liggitt-Fox (1997) proposes that because of their misconceptions, these students 
have a difficult time applying new knowledge to new situations.  Further, they may be 
using their own rules to create understanding based on initial misconceptions. 
Constructing good meanings also relates to the realms of chemical understanding:  
macroscopic, molecular, and symbolic (Bodner, 1992; Dyche et al., 1993; Gabel, 1993, 
1999; Kozma & Russell, 1997; Lee, 1999).  The macroscopic realm includes 
demonstrations and practical work while the symbolic realm explains concepts using 
chemical equations or symbols.  Chemists use specialized symbol notation for equations, 
structure, diagrams, and models (Kozma & Russell, 1997).  Gabel (1993) found that 
teaching chemistry is in the symbolic realm, whereas students work in the macroscopic 
(experiments) and molecular (interpreting data) realms (Bodner, 1992).  Even without the 
symbolic nature, chemistry learning occurs through oral and written means (lectures and 
testing) (Hyerle, 1996; Sternberg, 1997), with little connection to the microscopic realm 
(Bodner, 1992).  Therefore, due to compartmentalization of information, many students 
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find difficulty understanding chemical concepts and do not make connections of the 
models to what they are learning with the models they are using (Gabel, 1993; Lee, 
1999).  
Chemical concepts are quite complex, so chemists use simpler two-dimensional 
ways to explain them.  Chemists should be able to interpret and communicate two-
dimensional representations, three-dimensional images, and their connections (Bodner et 
al., 1984; Bodner et al., 1980; Kozma & Russell, 1997; Mathewson, 1999).  Even if the 
students appear to have the knowledge, they may not have the ability to communicate the 
knowledge and/or may not be able to apply the information to the real world (Dyche et 
al., 1993).  This failure to link and apply the macroscopic and symbolic levels with the 
microscopic level should be given more attention in chemical education (Lee, 1999).   
Training in visualization. 
In many studies, training has been shown to improve visualization skills among 
science students.  Visual imagery can be enhanced by having students plan and create 
images, by observing, and by creating relations to other concepts (Starko, 2001; 
Williams, 1983).  Tuckey et al. (1991) suggest models, diagrams, and videotapes enhance 
the learning of chemistry.  These investigators gave a pre-test for visualization (including 
depth cues, axes, rotation, and reflection) and, based on remedial instruction, results on 
post-tests improved significantly.   
Lord (1985) reports on college biology students who pictured the sectioning of a 
three-dimensional solid object and were asked to predict the two-dimensional result.  
Through a pre/post test experiment and weekly spatial instructional exercises, learning 
and understanding of the spatial material improved.  In another study, Lord (1987) gave 
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college biology students a standard spatial examination and classified the students as low, 
average, or high visual-spatial aptitude.  With visual practice exercises, the high visual-
spatial perception students performed the best on the final examination (Lord, 1987).  He 
suggested that practice in visualization improved the scores and that one should teach 
visual-spatial skills, not just analytical skills.  Most formal education does not make use 
of visual imagery but only verbal cues.  Mathewson (1999) states that exercises for 
visual-spatial material and descriptions of diagrams are uncommon in education and that 
there is a need for these exercises. 
In other studies, seventeen- to nineteen-year-old students were shown three-
dimensional diagrams and were asked questions about the reflections and rotations of 
these diagrams (Seddon, Tariq, & Dos Santos Veiga, 1984).  Upon testing, these students 
improved their performances on these transformation skills.  Both Salomen as well as 
Rigney and Lutz (as cited in Lord, 1985) show that instruction, including exercises in 
spatial perception and visual graphic analogies, increases achievement, motivation, and 
interest for students.  Yates (1986) suggests that college chemistry students can improve 
their work in spatial visualization by training exercises in visualization.  Lastly, Ben-
Chaim et al. (1988) studied middle school students from fifth to eighth grades through a 
pre-test, training, and post-test design.  The seventh grade students gained the most from 
the training.  The authors commented that students, in general, are not trained in 
visualization, but must acquire skills on their own.  Therefore, through these examples, 
training in visualization enhances students’ performances and would be worthwhile to 
study further. 
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In summary, only a few studies investigate the learning of chemistry and 
visualization of structures with high school students.  Since training has been found to 
increase performance and understanding, it is essential to find effective means to assist 
students in their learning processes (Ben-Chaim et al., 1988; Lord, 1985, 1987; Seddon et 
al., 1984; Tuckey et al., 1991).   
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory:  relationship to visualization. 
As Gillespie et al. (1996, p. 622) state:   
One of the most difficult parts of an introductory chemistry course for 
most students, and one of the most difficult to teach in a satisfactory way, 
is the concept of covalent bonding in terms of the conventional valence 
bond (overlap of atomic or hybrid orbitals) method. 
 
Three-dimensional structures of molecules are determined by the distances 
between bonded atoms and by the directions of chemical bonds with respect to one 
another around a particular atom.  One begins by forming simple Lewis structures of 
molecules.  Then, various theories are used to investigate the structure of molecules to 
account for their shape and properties.  One theory, the Valence Shell Electron Pair 
Repulsion Theory (VSEPR), accounts for the repulsive forces of valence electron pairs 
around an atom.  In this theory the electron pairs orient themselves as far apart as 
possible in order to minimize their interactions.  This theory gives both a good 
approximation and a good introduction for making predictions of molecular geometry; 
however, it does not explain why bonds exist between atoms.   
A second theory, the Hybridization Theory or Valence Bond Model, accounts for 
the mixing (overlap) of atomic orbitals to form hybrid orbitals of molecules that could not 
be explained by the VSEPR theory.  This model includes both sigma (end overlap) and pi 
(side overlap) bonding and gives a better approach to describe a covalent bond.   
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Finally, a more advanced theory, Molecular Orbital Theory, shows that a 
molecular bond is formed by the interaction of two atomic orbitals.  This theory allows 
for a better representation of structure by predicting that electrons in molecules exist in 
certain energy states (Brown et al., 1994; Gillespie et al., 1996; LeMay Jr. et al., 1996; 
Masterton & Hurley, 1997; Perkins & Lassigne, 1992; Smoot et al., 1995).  The orbital 
model, unfortunately, gives students the idea “that chemistry is a difficult, abstract, 
mathematical subject based on a mysterious concept that is not and cannot be 
satisfactorily explained at the introductory level” (Gillespie, 1997, p. 862).   
Ronald Gillespie (1992), one of the creators of the VSEPR theory, suggests that 
students need to be made aware that these models are only approximate renditions of 
atomic interactions.  The VSEPR theory is easy to use for predicting geometry, but 
beginning students have no theoretical foundation.  These introductory chemistry 
students do not comprehend the details of quantum mechanics and wave functions and 
therefore, they tend to memorize the material (Gillespie et al., 1996).  Many investigators 
and educators have tried ways to make these structures more concrete, by using overhead 
transparencies (Silverman & Barbaro, 1999) or objects such as plastic eggs, styrofoam 
balls, balloons, rubber balls (Birk & Abbassian, 1996), and soda bottles (Samoshin, 
1998).  The lack of research on how students understand and process the molecular 
structures using these theories is the basis of this study. 
Modeling in Chemistry to Support Visualization 
 Science uses illustrations, diagrams, models, and analogies to represent concepts 
(Mathewson, 1999).  In general, a model is a representation showing the structure (Stein 
& Su, 1980) or an abstract meaning from a picture (Anderson, 1980).  A model in 
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chemistry is “a description, picture, or idea about something that cannot be viewed 
directly” (Herron, Frank, J. Sarquis, M. Sarquis, Schrader, & Kukla, 1996, p. 6).  Ost 
(1987) states that chemistry models are not like the models of everyday objects (which 
can be scaled down), but are representative of very small entities that are not tangible or 
visible.   
Summerlin and Borgford (1989) note that students understand chemical concepts 
(such as atomic properties or electronegativity) better when they visualize the concepts 
using models.  Pavelich, Abraham, and Wildeman (2000) show that mental models of 
molecular actions can be used in inquiry laboratory experiments for freshmen.  The 
students draw a picture, talk about the picture, and then correct their mental models.  
Tuckey et al. (1991, p. 460) conclude that “students tend to experience difficulty 
with many aspects of three-dimensional thinking required for the learning and 
understanding of chemistry.”  The use of diagrams, scale and analogical models, 
shadowing, and chemical formulas (Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Wheeler & Hill, 1990) 
give students concrete aids with which to work.  Textbook diagrams represent molecular 
structures, but do not allow for easy interpretation or movement (Jonassen, 1999).  Of the 
many types of molecular models, four are:  space filling, ball-and-stick, Lewis dot 
structures, and Lewis structural formulas (Harrison & Treagust, 1996).  Space filling 
three-dimensional models show the relative sizes of the atoms; ball-and-stick three-
dimensional models show geometric bonds and angles; two-dimensional Lewis dot 
structures are diagrams of approximate angles and geometry; and Lewis structural 
formulas interpret three-dimensional structures to two dimensions on paper (Dubois, 
Douclet, & Yue, 1988).   
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Seddon and Moore (1986) use both three-dimensional models and diagrams to 
understand the similarities and differences between students’ ability to visualize rotations 
of structures.  Their results show that fourteen- and fifteen-year-old students have 
difficulty in visualizing rotations of models and diagrams and that these two types of 
tasks are different.  Gabel and Sherwood (1980, p. 75) asked “whether the manipulation 
of molecular models by high school chemistry students over a long period of time would 
improve chemistry achievement.”  The treatment group manipulated space-filled models 
and the control group watched the teacher use the models.  Over a long period of time, 
the treatment group performed better than the control group.  Talley (as cited in 
Goodstein & Howe, 1978) found that the group who constructed molecular models did 
better with the higher order questions.   
Pribyl and Bodner (1987) found a relationship between high spatial ability and 
achievement in organic chemistry, especially with the students who drew sketches.  The 
students who drew diagrams aided their memories, facilitated their mental images, and 
had a better understanding of the concepts indicating use of drawings as “scaffolds.”  
Even college students have difficulty relating analogies and models to actual chemical 
phenomena (Gabel, 1999).  Of college students who had high school chemistry, Coleman 
and Gotch (1998) found that the more prepared chemistry students tested better.  As can 
be seen with these studies, models are used in both inorganic and organic chemistries for 
spatial orientation of orbitals, molecular geometries, chirality, and stereochemistry 
(Coleman & Gotch, 1998; Whitlock, 1991).  
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Computer Use in Chemistry to Support Visualization 
Computers are used in chemistry for graphics, representation of chemicals, 
simulations, chemical modeling, and chemical research design (Illman, 1994; Jones, 
2001).  Molecular modeling with computers is a generic term referring to the evaluation 
of properties or structure of a molecule by use of a computer (Pensak, 1989).  Computer-
based molecular modeling allows students to understand abstract concepts.  Gabel (1999) 
found that students understand chemistry concepts better when using computer 
simulations than when using diagrams and pictures.  Computer graphics allow better 
visualization with three-dimensional modeling (rotating, perspective, color) as one would 
with a physical model (Wiley, 1990). 
Recent research studies at the college level (Pfennig, 2000; Russell & Geno, 
2000; Ungar, 2000; Viswanathan, 2000) have shown an effective use of the computer as 
an interface in both chemical modeling and visualizing chemical models.  Examples of 
software applications for chemistry are Chime™ (the C4 Project - computers in 
chemistry at Cabrillo College), which shows molecular visualization in organic and 
inorganic chemistry (Ungar, 2000); CAChe and PCSpartan (for projects and calculations) 
(Viswanathan, 2000); and SMV (for visual representations of many experiments and 
problems) (Russell & Geno, 2000).  In summary, there are many computer applications 
that assist in both chemical modeling and visualization, and these applications need to be 
further studied.  
Learning Theories:  How Students Learn 
In general, there are two schools of learning theories.  One is the stimulus 
response school, biologically centered and studying overt behavior.  Learning is the result 
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of the environment acting on the learner where good, rewarding actions will be repeated 
(Phillips & Soltis, 1998).  Those who are well-known behaviorist theorists in this field 
are:  I. Pavlov, B. F. Skinner, K.W. Spence, and J.M. Stephens (Bigge, 1971; Sims & 
Sims, 1995).   
The second school is the cognitive approach or Gestalt, which is psychologically 
centered and representing outward behavior.  Learning is based on cognitive processes 
and perception of different perspectives on the learner’s world.  Gestalt roughly translates 
to a configuration or a pattern.  It represents the relations of the patterns (Biehler & 
Snowman, 1986).  The work of Piaget has been one of the forerunners of this school 
(Bigge, 1971; Sims & Sims, 1995).  Key people involved in this theory are:  M. 
Wertheimer, W. Köhler, K. Koffka, and K. Lewin.  Max Wertheimer is recognized as the 
founder of this movement and Wolfgang Köhler worked with apes to study problem-
solving (Gardner, 1987). 
In this research, learning is framed as a process (Sims & Sims, 1995), which 
follows the constructivist approach.  This research study focuses on the student’s learning 
and only uses the outcome as a guide to their learning.  
Cognitive theory. 
The cognitive theory is based on the Gestalt process, where one examines the total 
experience in thinking, and that the whole is more than the sum of its parts (Bigge, 1971; 
Morgan, 1997).  J. Piaget, L. Vygotsky, J.P. Guillford, B. Bloom, and R. Feuerstein are 
all well known as cognitive-developmental psychologists (Hyerle, 1996).  
Piaget’s theory relates to the concept of constructivism, where students actively 
build meanings and understandings of reality through their experiences and interactions 
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in their development.  It defines stages (sensory-motor, pre-operational, concrete-
operational, and formal-operational) that delineate how a student’s abilities change 
(Lawson, 1994; Parziale & Fischer, 1998; Slavin, 2000).  The key stages for this research 
study are the concrete-operational and the formal-operational.  The concrete-operational 
stage entails the development of operations and the mental internalization and 
reversibility of thought based on the manipulations of objects.  The formal-operational 
stage is the highest level in the student’s development of mental structures.  At this stage, 
the student can think in the future and can create theories (Lawson, 1994; Parziale & 
Fischer, 1998).  Recent views of Piaget’s theory suggest that the student can not only 
learn tasks at an earlier age but can also complete the developmental stages earlier, 
especially at the transitions between stages (Biehler & Snowman, 1986; Slavin, 2000). 
Shemesh, Eckstein, and Lazarowitz (1992) studied the Piagetian cognitive levels 
of seventh- to twelfth-grade Israeli students and found that less than fifty percent of high 
school students are at the formal reasoning levels.  Chiapetta (as cited in Goodstein & 
Howe, 1978) also found that most students have not reached formal levels, but Lawson 
(as cited in Goodstein & Howe, 1978, p. 171) “found that 22% of chemistry students at 
Oklahoma high school were concrete thinkers while 78% were at the formal level.”   
Huddle and Pillay (1996) state that many college freshmen chemistry students are 
not capable of handling abstract reasoning.  More than one half of college freshmen are 
reasoning at concrete levels and are unable to work at formal-operational levels while 
most chemistry concepts require abstract formal thinking (Goodstein & Howe, 1978; 
Nunmedal, 1987; Thomas & Grouws, 1984).  
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Concrete level students may have difficulty understanding formal concepts.  
Odom and Kelly (1998) report that many secondary students are concrete thinkers and 
cannot understand abstract subject matter.  At the concrete level, these students benefit 
from hands-on activities that allow them to construct their own knowledge.  Harrison and 
Treagust (1996) interviewed eighth- to tenth-grade Australian students and asked them 
about models, atoms, and molecules.  The concrete level student sees models as copies of 
reality instead of representing an idea as a formal level student would (Dyche et al., 1993; 
Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Herron, 1978).  Herron (1978, p. 166) explains the formal 
operational student as “able to understand the strategy” whereas the “the concrete 
operational student will not see the . . . reasoning inherent in the formal strategy and will 
either avoid using it because it doesn’t make sense or will memorize the algorithm.”  On 
the other hand, most teachers are abstract, formal thinkers.  A teacher’s lectures should 
connect the concrete thinking of the student with the abstract information of the subject.  
It is likely that concrete level students may benefit from support with physical models 
and teaching students to visualize chemistry structures may act as a “scaffold” to 
facilitate their learning (Crosby, 1992). 
Lev Vygotsky, a Soviet psychologist, saw that mediation by others (teachers, 
peers, parents) plays a key role in the creation of a child’s (student’s) own knowledge.  
Vygotsky did not follow Piaget’s stages, but found learning to be social in nature.  One of 
Vygotsky’s theories, the zone of proximal development, suggests that, through social 
support and scaffolding by adults, students have the ability to construct and understand 
concepts much earlier in life than once believed.  Students have a learning potential, 
which may be different from their “stage” or IQ (Intelligence Quotient), and with 
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guidance, it could be developed (Gardner, 1987; Hyerle, 1996; Lawson, 1994; Phillips & 
Soltis, 1998; Slavin, 2000). 
Metacognition. 
 
 In-depth coverage of specific chemistry concepts, such as chemical bonding and 
molecular structures, allows students to think metacognitively.  This reflection allows the 
students more of an opportunity to visualize the structures (Bransford et al., 2000; Gabel 
& Sherwood, 1980; Goodstein & Howe, 1978; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Starko, 2001).   
John Flavell, who coined the term “metacognition,” defined it as “knowledge 
concerning one’s own cognitive processes and products or anything related to them” 
(Nisbet & Shucksmith, 1986; Rickey & Stacy, 2000, p. 915).  Metacognition is the ability 
to predict one’s accomplishments and to reflect, evaluate, and be aware of one’s current 
levels of mastery, understanding, and thought processes (Bransford et al., 2000; Bruning, 
Schraw, & Ronning, 1999; Goodrich Andrade & Perkins, 1998; Nisbet & Shucksmith, 
1986; Tsai, 2001; Wandersee et al., 1994).  In a metacognitive approach in the classroom, 
an in-depth coverage of a few select topics allows students time to reflect and connect 
instead of a superficial coverage of many topics.  The in-depth coverage allows students 
to think deeply about the content and better learn the concepts.  Therefore, the teacher 
must create an environment where detailed knowledge of the material is taught, as well as 
the use of the teacher’s experience, allowing the creation of teaching methods and 
assessment to enhance the student’s deeper understanding (Bransford et al., 2000).  The 
curriculum for the topics of chemical bonding and molecular structure will be covered in 
such depth that the students will have time to think metacognitively and to comprehend 
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the content fully.  This research will use metacognition as a way to approach learning of 
these topics. 
 Constructivism theory.  
In constructivism theory, the student constructs meaning from new content and 
uses previous knowledge as a basis for new content, which allows learning to become a 
continuous process where conceptions can be reformatted (Bonnstetter & Yager, 1991).  
Ausbel (as cited in Novak, 1993, p. 51; as cited in Rakow, 1992, p. 18), states, “If I had 
to reduce all of educational psychology to just one principle, I would say this:  The most 
important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows.  
Ascertain this and teach him accordingly.”   Previous experiences are “the hooks upon 
which new learning is hung” (in Rakow, 1992, p. 18) and students build upon previous 
learning and integrate it into their own knowledge (Bransford et al., 2000; Tileston, 2000; 
Tsaparlis, 1997).   
Learners build their own knowledge by organizing information, linking new and 
prior information, and thinking metacognitively (Novak, 1991; Starko, 2001).  
Constructivism is essential in the topic of chemical bonding because the students need to 
link their basic understanding of formulas with the more advanced knowledge of three-
dimensional molecular structure.  Good teachers, as part of their daily routine, facilitate 
the students’ ability to make connections with their prior knowledge (Tileston, 2000).  In 
order for this learning to happen, there must be a shift from the teacher, who understands 
the information, to the learner, who actively works to process the information (Sims & 
Sims, 1995). 
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Learning Style Theory 
 Visualization is one of many learning styles and is also the one most related to the 
comprehension of two- and three-dimensional molecular structures (Bodner et al., 1984; 
Bodner et al., 1980; Carter et al., 1987; Gabel, 1993; Gabel & Sherwood, 1980; Lee, 
1999; Lord, 1985, 1987; Seddon & Moore, 1986; Tuckey et al., 1991).  A learning style 
is the way a student prefers to process information and experiences (Denig, 2004; Dunn, 
1996; Samples, 1994; Silver et al., 2000; Sims & Sims, 1995; Strong, & Perini, 2000).  It 
is the factors, behaviors, and attitudes for learning (Reiff, 1992) that relate to how 
students perceive, interact with, and respond to their learning situations (Dunn, 2000).  
According to Rita Dunn (2000, p. 8), learning style is the “way students begin to 
concentrate on, process, internalize, and remember new and difficult academic 
information.”  The tendency towards a particular learning style appears to be a biological 
or inherited characteristic (Sims & Sims, 1995) that is “influenced by culture, personal 
experiences, maturation, and development” (Reiff, 1992, p. 8).   
Learning style modalities are the way one receives and gives messages in terms of 
visual, auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic learning.  Learning modalities are biologically 
rooted in sensory aspects of the brain and students develop preferences for specific 
modalities (Samples, 1994).  Characteristics of the various modalities are listed in Table 
1.  Originally, educators were only concerned with auditory and visual modalities, 
whereas Dunn et al. (1979) now show an awareness of educators to teach lessons with the 
kinesthetic and tactile modalities, too.  
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Table 1 
Learning Style Modalities 
 
Learning 
Style 
Characteristics 
Visual-
Spatial 
· Learn best through images and spatial reasoning. 
· Think in terms of pictures and diagrams (Reiff, 1992; Samples, 1994). 
· Close eyes and visually recall what read or observed (Wooldridge, 1995). 
· Recall mental models that help to understand and remember concepts and 
enable them to connect new and prior information (Tileston, 2000). 
· Teachers should use images, symbols, visual representations instead of just 
written words or hand motions (Guild & Garger, 1998). 
· Visual learners like to see things written, such as diagrams and charts, and 
review their notes by reading and recopying them. 
Auditory · Learn best through sound (voice and ears). 
· Preferred way of remembering what they said and heard. 
· Like group discussions, are distracted by sounds, talk their words as they  
read, and easily learn music and foreign languages (Guild & Garger, 1998; 
Samples, 1994; Tileston, 2000; Wooldridge, 1995). 
Tactile · Learn best through feeling and touching. 
· Underline material, take notes, keep busy (Reiff, 1992; Wooldridge, 1995). 
Kinesthetic · Learn best through touch and movement. 
· Need to move their whole body through gestures and dance (Reiff, 1992; 
Tileston, 2000; Wooldridge, 1995). 
· Need hands-on experiences, such as manipulating materials (science 
equipment), and making something, in order to understand. 
· Doing leads to understanding (Guild & Garger, 1998). 
 
 
 
Learning style traits can be categorized by achievement level, gender, age, 
culture, and global versus analytic processing.  Males tend to be kinesthetic, tactual, and 
visual learners with a desire for more mobility and informality in the classroom.  They 
are non-conforming but are motivated by their peers.  Females tend to be auditory 
learners who prefer conformity, authority, motivation, and sitting passively in a 
classroom (Dunn, 2000). 
Learning style theory is based on cognitive, affective, physiological, 
psychological, and sociological domains that affect a student’s academic work (Dunn, 
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2000; Keefe, 1979).  Therefore, some learning environments may work well for some 
learners and not for others (Dunn, 2000).  One usually identifies learning styles through 
overt behaviors, such as observations, interviews, and paper-and-pencil instruments 
(Gregorc, 1979).  It should be noted that in this research, the construct learning styles 
does not include the various forms of styles in the learning style literature, such as 
cognitive, affective, and physiological (Dunn et al., 1979; Guild & Garger, 1998; Keefe, 
1979; Reiff, 1992; Simpson et al., 1994). 
 Learning styles research demonstrates the impact of style on learning in various 
disciplines.  There are no studies in high school chemistry that reflect the students’ 
learning style, specifically visualization, with chemical modeling and chemical structure. 
Learning Style Inventory 
 In general, a learning style inventory identifies learning preferences for each 
student and may suggest learning strategies that work for each student.  Appendix A 
provides a summary of the most commonly used inventories to assess learning style.  
Appendix B provides a summary of other inventories that are used in specific situations 
and have research flaws.  The inventories are grouped by Type, Purpose, Questions, 
Evaluation, Reliability and Validity, and References.   
Brown and Cooper Learning Style Inventory. 
For the purpose of this study, the Brown and Cooper Learning Style Inventory 
(Brown & Cooper, 1999) will be used.  It was selected based on its appropriateness for 
the study, and it is used to “assess a student’s preferred method or style of receiving and 
expressing information” (Brown & Cooper, 1999, p. 2).  This learning style inventory is 
divided into three general categories that include the learning modalities representative of 
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this study.  The three general categories and nine subcategories are:  Cognitive Style 
(Auditory Language, Visual Language, Auditory Numerical, Visual Numerical, Tactile 
Concrete), Social Style (Individual Learning, Group Learning), and Expressive Style 
(Oral Expressiveness, Written Expressiveness).  This inventory is aimed at intermediate- 
and secondary- level students and is easy to read and relatively short (45 item four-point 
Likert Scale), which allows for easy administration and scoring.  The inventory can be 
administered to a whole group or to an individual.  Detailed information on this inventory 
is provided in Chapter 3:  Research and Methodology. 
Brain Research and Learning Styles 
This section is included because of the significant current emphasis on the brain 
and its possible role in understanding learning styles and the visualization process.  The 
human brain has specific modality centers (Samples, 1994; Thies, 1979; Tileston, 2000; 
Wolfe, 2001; Wooldridge, 1995), as shown in Figure 1 
( http://neurosurgery.mgh.harvard.edu/abta/primer.htm), and the two hemispheres of the human 
brain have different functions.  The left hemisphere involves verbal and analytic skills, 
such as linguistic, tactile, and sequential abilities; whereas the right hemisphere involves 
visual-spatial (non-linguistic), holistic processing, and emotions (Carbo, Dunn, & Dunn, 
1986; Dunn, 2000; Thies, 1979).   
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Figure 1:  Cerebral hemisphere including the cerebral lobes 
 
 
Left-brain students are rational, logical, linear, sequential, and unemotional in a crisis and 
use language and speech.  Their thinking styles are structured, organized, and inflexible.  
They are not creative problem-solvers or good planners.  Right brain students are global 
processors and synthesize ideas.  Their thinking styles are holistic, artistic, less organized, 
and more spatially oriented (images and patterns).  They are creative problem-solvers, 
good planners and decision makers, and use their emotions instead of logic.  
Approximately thirty percent of adults are right brained; but left-brain students tend to do 
well in school (Sims & Sims, 1995; Williams, 1983).  Therefore, the educational system 
is doing a disservice to the number of students who are more spatially oriented.  These 
students either create coping processes to learn the content or have difficulty with it.  
More work in the area of education and brain research is needed. 
Multiple Intelligences 
Visual-spatial intelligence, one of the multiple intelligences, is related to 
visualization in chemistry because molecular structures are three-dimensional in space, 
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and students who have difficulty with visualizing these structures also have difficulty 
with this topic (Lord, 1985; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987).  These students compensate by 
changing images into words (John-Steiner, 1997) and using concrete aids, such as 
models.  These methods allow the students to use their other more dominant intelligences 
over spatial-visualization (Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Seddon & Moore, 1986; Tuckey et 
al., 1991; Wheeler & Hill, 1990).  As stated in the Introduction (Chapter 1), the 
educational system favors linguistic and logic-mathematical intelligences over visual-
spatial intelligence (Armstrong, 2000; Barry, 1997; Bransford et al., 2000; Gardner, 
1993a; Meers & Wiseman, 2002; Slavin, 2000; Williams, 1983); however, based on 
previously cited research (Harrison & Treagust, 1996; Seddon & Moore, 1986; Tuckey et 
al., 1991; Wheeler & Hill, 1990), visual-spatial intelligence should be emphasized. 
 Intelligence is not the same as a learning style.  Intelligence is a potential or 
capacity tied to achievement and related to specific content, whereas a learning style is a 
process that uses a variety of approaches of any content (Bransford et al., 2000; Denig, 
2004; Gardner, 1993b; Krechevsky & Seidel, 1998; Silver et al., 2000).  Science 
programs should include instructional approaches using both learning styles and multiple 
intelligences that allow students to think about their learning (Samples, 1994).  The 
lecture format is not enough; the students should actively partake in their learning 
processes (Francisco et al., 1998).   
Summary 
 The review of the literature provides context for the proposed research in the 
following: 
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1. Students who are better visualizers appear to do better with the unit of 
chemical bonding. 
2. The use of models allows students a concrete structure to aid with their mental 
picture. 
3. Computer software, combined with models, gives a way to rotate these 
structures in space and allow the students to reflect on their learning. 
4. Learning theories are the educational foundation for learning in this chemistry 
unit. 
5. Learning styles, especially visualization, are an appropriate indicator of the 
process of students’ learning. 
6. Current brain theories research indicates students have various ways of 
processing information. 
7. Visual-spatial intelligence is most related to the visual learning style and how 
the students “see” the molecule in their heads. 
This research will add to the knowledge base of students’ learning processes and 
how they visualize the structures in the chemical bonding unit of a chemistry course. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
Overall Approach and Rationale 
 
 The goal of this research was to facilitate students’ learning and to find ways to 
improve their visualization of chemical bonds.  In this research, both qualitative and 
quantitative methods were used, with an emphasis on the case study approach.  The 
qualitative design allowed for an in-depth analysis of the process of learning molecular 
structures and gave a better understanding of visualization than just a quantitative 
approach (Merriam, 2001).   
The chemistry students at the suburban high school in this study normally 
performed well in classwork, homework assignments, laboratory experiments, and 
testing.  Therefore, the research was not focused on measuring their ability, but rather on 
understanding the thought processes that they used when learning about chemical 
bonding.  These students have an ability to memorize the material and tended to do so for 
this particular unit.  Unfortunately, their memorization only assisted them for the initial 
section of the unit and not for the more challenging topics.   
 As the research questions suggest, some students understood the concepts of 
molecular structure and chemical bonding, whereas some did not.  One way to examine 
this understanding was to see how the students’ learning styles influenced their 
processing and learning of the content.  As discussed in the Review of the Literature 
(Chapter 2), studies, such as Pribyl and Bodner (1987) and Yates (1986), showed there 
was a correlation between spatial ability and problem-solving performance in chemistry.  
Little has been documented to show how students process non-mathematical abstract 
concepts and how this processing relates to learning styles. 
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 Of all the types of research design available, the case study was the most 
appropriate for this research.  The case study describes the “what, where, how, when, and 
why” of the research questions through narration, patterns, and consistencies (Jaeger, 
1997) and represents a “bounded system,” such as a classroom setting.  In a case study 
design, data can be collected through observations (field notes), interviews, document 
analysis, and artifacts.  All of these methods of data collection have been proven to give 
rich, meaningful material for interpretation of the research questions and it adds the 
voices of the individuals in the study. 
 The benefit of the investigator acting as an observer was that she was immersed in 
the classroom and gained knowledge of the participants.  As any teacher realizes, day-to-
day work and exposure with students gives many insights into their capabilities, work 
ethic, interests, and study habits.  Many teachers process this information automatically 
and use it to reinforce and change both lessons and techniques of teaching, but few take 
the opportunity to record this information for a more systematic study.  Observations, 
such as field notes, taping (video and audio), interviews, and participant journal 
reflections, gave a way to think about the content and how participants, step-by-step, 
made connections to what they were learning.  At the same time, the investigator made 
every effort to be aware of biases, reliability, validity, and ethical issues.   
Finally, quantitative records included testing, homework assignments, 
visualization tests and a learning style inventory.  All of the information and data 
collected from these methods gave a detailed (thick description) account of the 
participants’ patterns of processing information, their learning preference, the difficulty 
of the subject matter, and new developments not foreseen, but interesting to consider. 
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Standards framework. 
The unit on chemical bonding is based on both standards from the Pennsylvania 
Department of Education and the suburban high school’s curriculum for Chemistry I.  
The Pennsylvania Department of Education has written standards for Science and 
Technology that “describe what students should know and be able to do by the end of 
fourth, seventh, tenth and twelfth grade” ( www.pde.psu.edu, p. 1).  Specific standards 
(Appendix D) were used in relation to the suburban high school’s curriculum and lesson 
plans (Appendix E). 
Essential questions. 
Chemistry students are always asking interesting questions about science.  They 
are curious and interested in learning and want to know more.  Essential questions allow 
teachers to add an aspect of newness, curiosity, and investigation to the curriculum both 
in asking/answering questions and the continuation of new knowledge in science (Martin-
Kniep, 2000).   
 For the unit of chemical bonding, one key question was:  how does one picture a 
molecule?  This question can be answered in many ways, including practical (Scanning 
Tunneling Microscope), as well as drawings, models, and macroscopic and microscopic 
views.  Some essential questions that were asked in this research were: 
1. How does one learn? 
2. How does the student think and understand? 
3. How would one interpret learning chemistry within the larger social and 
psychological theories? 
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4. How does one transfer ideas to other people so they have the same 
understanding? 
5. What difference does visualization have on the life of the student beyond 
school? 
6. As one goes through schooling, how does one use a learning style? 
7. Why can one student visualize and another cannot visualize as well? 
Site and Sample Selection 
 
 The sample for this study was composed of chemistry students from a suburban 
high school in Southeastern Pennsylvania.  The school district has one high school, two 
middle schools, nine elementary schools, and one Kindergarten Center.  This suburban 
school district, outside of Philadelphia, has the second largest high school in 
Pennsylvania with over 4000 students, ninth to twelfth grades.  The community is 
composed of mostly middle-class, working people.  The students come from many races 
and nationalities, with the major categories:  65% Caucasian, 13% Asian, 21% African 
American, and 1% Hispanic.  This suburban high school was rated a “National School of 
Excellence” by the United States Department of Education.   
This suburban high school was purposefully selected because the investigator 
knew the school district and people (administration, faculty, and students) and had 
approval and interest.  Since the students have seen the investigator in the school, there 
was a decrease in student reactivity to the investigator being in the classroom.  Also, the 
investigator had access to computers, software, and copying facilities.  The learning style 
inventory and visualization tests were used with the publishing companies’ permission 
and with a minimum cost for permission. 
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 The investigator was knowledgeable about the Chemistry classes at this high 
school because she taught Chemistry for sixteen years at this high school and had good 
and personal relationships with her students and a good understanding of the culture of 
the school system.  During the study, the investigator observed the students from another 
teacher’s class. 
Also, the investigator realized bias in this study because she was interested in the 
performance of the participants and wanted to show them in a favorable light.  This bias 
did not pose a problem since the goal of education is to create an environment where the 
participants can learn theories, concepts, and skills and apply them.  In that respect, the 
participants were able to learn and the investigator used the results to improve their 
learning; therefore, both benefited.  
Science courses at the suburban high school. 
 The science program at this suburban high school began with Introductory 
Physical Science in ninth grade, Biology I in tenth grade, Physics I in eleventh grade, and 
Chemistry I in twelfth grade.  The students could opt for any number of elective science 
courses, including a second year Biology, Chemistry, or Physics class and a student could 
take any of the numerous science classes offered beyond the required ones for graduation.  
All courses were in a Block Schedule (82 minutes) single semester format, except for 
Honors Chemistry, Honors Physics, and Advanced Placement classes, which were 
scheduled for a block and half time period.  
 The science curricula were theories and principles driven, with laboratory 
experiences and technology.  Many of the topics covered in these courses are ones 
encountered in college science classes.  Specifically, in chemistry, these students found 
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themselves well prepared to take either a General Chemistry class freshman year of 
college or to place out of General Chemistry and take Organic Chemistry (sophomore 
chemistry class in most colleges).  Many of the investigator’s former students returned 
from their first year college experience and shared positive comments about their 
preparation for college and, based on their high school chemistry experience, were able 
easily to obtain an excellent grade in their first college chemistry class.   
 Chemistry at the suburban high school. 
The typical Chemistry class was composed of seniors, with a few juniors, ranging 
in ages from fifteen- to eighteen-years old.  A few sections of Chemistry were offered 
each semester, with 25-30 students, males and females relatively evenly divided.  
The chemistry students were bright, highly motivated, and hard-working.  They 
wanted to do well in their studies.  In class, they listened to what was presented, tried the 
individual and group work, and asked questions.  Even with a busy schedule of sports, 
activities, and friends, these students made an effort to do their assignments and 
understand the work.  Usually they came in the next day with questions, frustration, and 
renewed interest.  Some came after school for clarification, explanation, and individual 
conversations.  Most were interested in obtaining a science background that would lead to 
a science major in college.  Some chose chemistry or physics as a major, while some 
continued on to medical, nursing, or pharmacy schools.   
 Sample selection. 
 The selection of the sample was both a homogeneous and comprehensive 
purposeful sampling.  The sample was homogeneous because it was composed of 
participants who did well in science and mathematics and had an interest in these 
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subjects.  It was comprehensive because every student who chose to take chemistry had 
an option to be in this class and every student in the class self-selected to be in this study.  
Finally, the sample was purposeful because it involved the juniors and seniors who 
signed up for this elective class out of all the juniors and seniors who could have taken 
this class.  The administrator who created the schedules for students and faculty randomly 
assigned the class schedule and selection.   
The selection of the Chemistry I teacher was purposeful because she was 
interested in applying visualization lessons/activities and she included reflection journals 
as a part of her course work.  For the investigator, the sample selection met the needs of 
ease of entry, alignment with district curricula, and student need.  The investigator, as a 
teacher in this district, was familiar with the district curricula and has observed how 
students had difficulty with this unit in the past. 
Curriculum. 
The curriculum for Chemistry I included basic concepts of the atom (and 
terminology), quantum theory, chemical properties, chemical bonding, organic chemistry, 
stoichiometry, balancing chemical equations, gas laws, solutions, and acids and bases.  
The curriculum of the Chemical Bonding unit included many interrelated topics, such as:  
the various types and properties of chemical bonds, how electronegativity affects 
chemical bonds, the energy relationship and stability of a bond, the electronic 
configuration and Lewis structures, resonance, geometry and molecular structures, 
VSEPR Theory, Hybridization Theory, intermolecular forces, laboratory work, and the 
use of chemical models and computer technology.  Along with all this work, students 
were exposed to some basic organic molecular structures.  Organic chemistry was taught 
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concurrently with chemical bonding in order to show continuity, overlap, and practical 
applications of the chemical bonding content.  Organic chemistry terms were defined, and 
a general approach to drawing and naming the three-dimensional structures was included.  
The more the two units were integrated, the more the students practiced using molecular 
structures in both two- and three-dimensions. 
The School District Curriculum for Chemistry consists of standards, assessments, 
learning strategies, enrichment, remediation, and materials, as shown in Appendix E.  
Visualization lessons and activities are also in Appendix E. 
Data Research Plan 
This research study investigated how chemistry students learned and understood 
molecular structure and chemical bonding.  The atmosphere of this unit was to allow the 
participants to demonstrate knowledge about chemical bonding and have a basic 
conception of how to visualize the molecular structures.  The participants were able to 
use these concepts in other units in this class and as a foundation in college courses. 
The research was performed in two phases during the 2003-2004 school year.  
The first phase, the preliminary data collection phase, was accomplished in the Fall of 
2003 with one Chemistry class.  This phase collected preliminary data that tested the 
quality of the instruments used, such as the quiz, the test, interview protocol, observation 
systems, and timing of visualization lessons and activities.  The second phase, the data 
collection phase, was done in the Spring of 2004 with one Chemistry class.  This phase 
collected data using the research instruments and visualization lessons and activities.  
Appendix F gives a summary of the research design plan. 
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Recruitment of participants. 
The first part of each phase involved a recruitment process.  All families with 
students enrolled in the selected Chemistry I class received initial contact letters 
(September, 2003 or February, 2004) disclosing the purpose and procedures of the 
research study.  The investigator provided a student information session to take questions, 
to disclose purpose and procedures of the research, and to review risks and benefits of 
involvement in the study.  The investigator held an information session for parents to take 
questions, to disclose the purpose and procedures of the research, and to review the risks 
and benefits of the subject involvement.  Students (15-18 years old, male or female) self-
selected by submitting consent and assent forms.  All the students handed in consent and 
assent forms, and participated in the class and the research study.   
Preliminary data collection plan. 
The preliminary data collection phase determined the use of various instruments 
and the timing of the visualization lessons and activities.  The instruments included one 
visualization quiz, the unit test, the Interview Protocol, and the Observation systems.  The 
observation systems included a format (Appendix I) that both the investigator and 
independent observer used.  Each day the investigator and independent observer 
discussed their observations and worked on inter-rater reliability and coding of themes 
that emerged in the study.  The investigator also kept a reflection journal of the research 
study, separate from the observation protocol. 
Data collection plan. 
The data collection phase consisted of two stages during the Spring semester of 
the 2003-2004 school year.  Based on the preliminary data collection, the instruments and 
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visualization lessons and activities would be modified, if necessary.  Stage One included 
five short Visualization Tests (Ekstrom et al., 1990a), one visualization quiz, the unit test, 
reflection journals, observations, and visualization lessons and activities.  Stage Two 
included five short Visualization Tests, Interviews, and a Learning Style Inventory. 
For Stage One, the Visualization Tests were given at the beginning of this unit to 
create a baseline of visualization abilities.  The quiz and unit test gauged a student’s 
understanding of the content and visualization process.  The journals gave a day to day 
in-depth look into a student’s thought processes throughout this unit.  The observations 
by the investigator and independent observer gave an opening into class behavior, 
frustration level, and processing of the content.   
For Stage Two, Visualization Tests, Interviews, and the Learning Style Inventory 
were used.  The Visualization Tests were again taken to identify any change in a 
participant’s way of visualizing structures.  Since these tests were short (three minutes 
each), the participants did not have a good recall of the various questions.  The 
Interviews, based on the Interview Protocol, delved into the participant’s thought 
processes and tried to understand how a participant worked with visually related 
chemistry molecular structures.  The interview questions probed how the student thought 
through a question and figured it out.  Finally, the Learning Style Inventory (Appendix C) 
was a 45- item document gauging a participant’s predominant learning style. 
Visualization lessons and activities. 
Following the visualization lessons and activities, laid out in Appendix E, the 
investigator used both performance and traditional assessments to analyze student 
understanding.  The investigator observed lecture, classwork, and class activities 
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(questions and answers to the students, student questions, think aloud assignments, 
journals, building chemical models) as a means to examine the research questions.  The 
investigator also used homework questions, quizzes, two-dimensional board drawings, 
three-dimensional chemical models, student sketching, computer software, and laboratory 
experiences as a means to understand the process of student conceptualization of the 
chemical structures.  These assessments were multiple ways of approaching student 
learning and of enhancing the quality of the research. 
For this particular unit on chemical bonding, the teacher, as a continuation from 
the previous units, asked the participants about their previous knowledge on chemical 
bonding.  Some participants remembered chemistry from their Introductory Physical 
Science course in ninth grade and most participants remembered terms discussed in 
previous chemistry units, but the aspect of visualization was new to them.   
Data Collection Methods 
The data needed for this research included:  observations of the learning process, 
visualization lessons and activities (guided practice, class problems, board work, 
homework, World of Chemistry Video, chemical modeling, modeling assignment, 
laboratory experiments, computer technology), journals, quiz and unit testing, interview 
protocol, a learning style inventory, and visualization tests (both pre- and post-testing).  
The data were collected by both quantitative and qualitative methods.  Table 2 shows the 
data collection methods that were used.             
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Table 2 
Data Collection Methods – Mixed Methodology Design 
Research Questions Method Time Line Terms 
1. Why do some students 
understand molecular 
structure and chemical 
bonding and some do 
not? 
· Observations 
· Assessments 
· Learning Style 
Inventory 
· Visualization Tests 
2. How do students think 
about molecular 
structure? 
· Observations 
· Interviews 
· Chemical Modeling 
Assessments 
· Homework 
· Laboratory 
Experiments 
· Quiz 
· Unit Test 
· Learning Style 
Inventory 
· Visualization Tests 
3. Is learning style a 
factor influencing 
student learning of 
molecular structures? 
· Learning Style 
Inventory 
· Visualization Test 
· Observations 
4. What influence will 
teaching students to 
visualize have on their 
learning? 
· Observations 
· Assessments 
· Visualization Test 
Phase I 
· Chemical 
Bonding 
Unit  
(Fall, 2003) 
 
Phase II 
· Chemical 
Bonding 
Unit  
(Spring, 
2004) 
Observations 
· Field Notes 
· Independent 
Observer 
· Videotape 
· Class discussion 
· Journals 
· Board work 
· Models 
· Computer software 
· Interviews 
  
 
 
Observations. 
 The observations of the chemistry class occurred in two parts.  In the first part, the 
investigator and independent observer visited the class a few times before the unit began.  
They wanted to become familiar with the students and the class identity, as well as 
having the students become familiar with observers in the classroom. 
 For the second part, the investigator and independent observer visited the class 
daily for the length of the Chemical Bonding Unit.  These observations were crucial to 
understanding the participants’ thought processes.  The investigator also set up a 
videocamera and used the observational information gained from the tapes.  For the 
preliminary data collection phase, the observations were used as a way to allow the 
investigator and the independent observer to corroborate their observations, as a way to 
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test the Observation Protocol (Appendix I), and as a way to create themes and codes from 
these observations.  The independent observer was a respected teacher who had 
enthusiasm to teach and was willing to participate in this research (see Appendix K).  
Also, the observer did not teach the participants in this study, so she was not involved 
with the grades of the participants. 
 Interviews. 
Another method of observing the participants was by individual interview.  The 
interview gave in-depth information regarding the students’ thought process on chemical 
bonding.  What the participants know and have learned was in their heads and, sometimes 
testing and general class activities were enough to gauge progress, but not processing.  
This investigator wanted to know what the participants were thinking in order to 
conceptualize the material better.   
The in-depth interview included a semi-structured set of questions since each 
participant had a different area of understanding/misconceptions in learning.  Therefore, 
the interviewer was flexible enough to continue on the path the participant lead her.  
These questions (Appendix J) were used in Phase I of the research in order to tap into the 
participant processing and were not revised for Phase II.  Interviews occurred either after 
school or during a free period in the school day.  The interview questions had the 
participants explain in detail their understanding of this unit and asked probing questions 
about their thinking (Appendix J).  By observing the class for three weeks, the 
investigator had a familiarity with the participants and was able to distinguish a response 
effect from participants (Wiersma, 2000).  The interviews were audiotaped for 
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completeness and then transcribed and analyzed.  The Interview Protocol is found in 
Appendix J. 
 Inventories. 
 The inventories used in this research study were the Visualization Tests and the 
Learning Style Inventory (Appendix C).  Both inventories are reliable and valid and only 
were used in Phase II of the research.  The Visualization Tests were given both at the 
beginning of the study and after the participants completed the unit.  At the beginning of 
the unit, the Visualization Tests gave the investigator a chance to see the visualization 
ability of participants before they learned the new content and possibly have them learn 
some visualization techniques.  The Visualization Tests were also given at the end of the 
unit in order to see if there was any change in the visualization ability of the participants. 
 The Learning Style Inventory assessed the participants’ strongest learning styles.  
This inventory was used to connect the observations of the visualization lessons and 
activities, the interviews, and the Visualization Test with the research questions. 
 Visualization lessons and activities. 
During the class time, the teacher lectured, gave classwork, and had the 
participants work on class activities.  Class discussion and activities included questions 
and answers and think aloud methods.  Both the teacher and the participants initiated 
questions and comments during the class time.  Questions from the teacher and from the 
students revealed more in depth information about the participants’ understanding, 
learning processes, and lack of knowledge. 
Participants’ thinking aloud allowed the teacher to work through a particular 
question or topic and explain the thought processes.  This method traditionally has been 
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done with mathematical problems, but can be used to elicit information about student 
thinking in general.  Usually the students had something tangible to use, as in numbers, 
and then fumbled their way through the problem, but their understanding of visualization 
concepts is just as difficult and the thinking aloud method helped the participants and 
investigator.  
 Other in-class methods included the participants presenting their understanding on 
the board or answering homework questions.  Both board work and homework 
assignments were examined by the teacher for general patterns of problems and 
misconceptions.  Usually participants, who volunteered in front of the class, were sure of 
the answers, but with the atmosphere fostered in the class environment, the participants 
took a risk at the board even when not knowing the correct answer.  It is this process that 
builds confidence in the participant, makes other participants aware that they, too, can 
volunteer, and helps the quiet, non-volunteering ones see the answer and the thought 
process.   
Along with thinking aloud and board work, the written responses, such as 
homework exercises and journals, were important.  Assigned homework exercises 
(Appendix L) covered the skills of organization, timely completion of an assignment, and 
the synthesis of the content.  Since this work was written, the teacher chose one of two 
methods to check the work, such as checking for completeness (and the participants 
placing the answers on the board) or collecting the work.  The collection of the work 
showed a reinforcement of the concepts learned, understanding of the concepts, correctly 
written answers, and synthesis of the content.  The collection of homework reminded the 
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participants that the homework, both in attempting and completing the assignment, was 
an important part of their learning.     
Journals were another form of response in which the participants wrote or drew 
their own thoughts, or followed specific directions/assignments.  The participants’ 
thoughts and reflections were completed in class, such as in the ideas, relationships, and 
questions they had or as in specific questions from the teacher.  At home the participants 
wrote down what they did not know/understand and what they wanted to ask the next day 
in class.  The investigator also kept a journal (as her field log) and used her journal to 
reflect on her observations and research.  The investigator collected and reviewed these 
participant journals in the same way as she reviewed and reflected on the other 
observational methods.  
There are many variations on journal writing, such as “What I Learned Today” 
(WILT), “Knowing, Want to Know, Learned” (KWL), free writes, ticket out the door, 
revision groups, one minute papers, one sentence summaries, learning logs, muddiest 
points, question writing, and concepts maps.  These methods allow participants to reflect 
each day on what they know, what they do not know, and what they learn.  Appendix G 
has a summary of many of the methods that may be used (Angelo & Cross, 1993; 
Goodrich Andrade & Perkins, 1998; Nilson, 1998; Novak, 1991; Tileston, 2000).  
Along with journal writing, the teacher showed a video and conduct laboratory 
experiments with the students.  The video is from the World of Chemistry Series and was 
about Chemical Bonding (Appendix P).  The teacher provided a question sheet for the 
participants to answer and discussed the concepts covered in the video.  The video was 
important because it was one of many methods to give the participants a chance to 
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process the overall content.  The two Laboratory Experiments (Appendix O) showed a 
participant’s skill to perform laboratory work, written observations, and analysis. 
The teacher also used chemical models to present and reinforce the concepts.  The 
teacher demonstrated how to use the chemical models and what molecular structures 
were made from them.  These models took a structure, which is two-dimensional, and 
created a three-dimensional structure that the participants were not able to visualize 
otherwise. 
Both the teacher and participants used the three-dimensional chemical models to 
represent structural and geometric information.  At first, the teacher demonstrated simple 
structures of chemicals and then asked groups of participants to create their own 
structures with the model kits.  She liked the participants to connect the physical models 
in their hands with the structures on the board, in their textbooks, and in the theories they 
learned.  The participants examined the models from various angles, discussed the 
aspects of building specific geometries, drew a representation of the model, and verified 
the structure with the teacher or fellow participants.  From a chemical formula, the 
participants were correctly able to build and identify (usually by name) the structure.  
After practice, the participants were asked to write their information down on a chart 
(Appendix Q), which included headings of name, formula structure, interpretation of the 
structure, and drawing from the molecular model along with participants’ reflections on 
their understanding.  The teacher walked around and asked the participants how they 
created the physical model, how easy or difficult it was for them, what they thought about 
their experience, and how they made connections to previous content.  These models 
bridged the visual, verbal, and tactile modes of learning.  
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 Lastly, computer technology was used to enhance the three-dimensional aspect of 
the pictures, models and theory.  The chemistry classroom was equipped with two 
computers that the participants could, either as an entire group using an LCD projector or 
in smaller groups, work with the chemical bonding computer software.  The computer 
applications ranged from tutorials to rotating chemical models (Appendices R and S).  
The teacher also had access to a nearby classroom that was equipped with SMART Board 
technology.  The World Wide Web (Appendix R) and CD-ROM software (Appendix S) 
were used with the SMART Board technology to show examples of how these chemicals 
appear.  The combination of pictures from the text, computer software, and chemical 
models were used to enhance the students’ understanding and awareness of how shape, 
size, and theory all come together.   
Data Analysis Methods  
Data were collected through triangulation of the data (multiple observers, multiple 
respondents, multiple methods), such as participants’ observations, interviews, and 
documents, and analyzed by the constant comparison method (Merriam, 2001).  The 
observations included field notes, videotapes, and questions and answers.  The interviews 
elicited information on the individual’s thought processes.  The Inventories consisted of 
Visualization Tests and a Learning Style Inventory.  The visualization lessons and 
activities included class problems, board work, homework, journal reflections, chemical 
model building, laboratory experiments, World of Chemistry videotape, computer 
software, and the use of the Internet.  The transcribed field notes and videotapes were 
analyzed by the investigator and the independent observer who reviewed the videotapes 
for corroboration and cross-validation with the investigator (Wiersma, 2000).  
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Observations. 
The investigator and independent observer took field notes (on class problems, 
board work, and laboratory work) on the Observation Protocol (Appendix I), and 
videotaped the class each day.  The videotaping ensured documented information on the 
class performance and the investigator performance, and was used for additional 
observations, such as nonverbal behaviors.  Both the investigator and independent 
observer discussed the interpretations of the observations and used the insights to create a 
more complete picture of the learning process. 
Interviews. 
The interviews (Appendix J) were audiotaped, transcribed, and reviewed by the 
investigator.  As with the class videotaping, these transcribed interviews showed how 
these participants were learning and processing the chemistry content. 
Inventories. 
The Visualization Tests were compared to the answers given by the Educational 
Testing Service (Ekstrom et al., 1990a, 1990b) and were rated to see whether the 
participant was able to visualize the content on the test or not.  The Learning Style 
Inventory (Brown & Cooper, 1999) was rated for the most predominant learning style 
strengths of each participant. 
Visualization lessons and activities. 
In terms of journals, the participants were asked to answer questions such as 
“What I Learned Today” and wrote their thoughts, sketches, and answers to select 
questions.  The daily writing assignments reflected what they knew or did not know and 
where misconceptions developed.  Documents, such as homework, quizzes, tests, 
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laboratory reports, World of Chemistry video answer sheet, previous testing, Learning 
Style Inventory (Appendix C), and Visualization Tests, were collected, graded, and 
analyzed.  The homework (Appendix L) was also used to identify patterns of 
misunderstandings.  These patterns were used to reinforce the teaching and to understand 
the problems some participants had in learning the chemical bonding process.   
The investigator tracked the participants’ questions, mistakes, and comments in 
order to clarify their problems with the visualization aspect of two- and three-dimensional 
molecular structures.  The general steps in the tracking process are:  data preparation, 
data identification, and data manipulation (Merriam, 2001).  In data preparation, one 
reviews the videotapes and audiotapes through many rounds of observations (marginal 
notes), organization, and transcribing material.  Data identification allows the generation 
of categories, themes, and patterns.  The content is analyzed, coded for themes, reflected 
upon, summarized and used to explain the way participants think about the molecular 
structures and theories (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Merriam, 2001).  Data manipulation 
gives a chance for narrowing the coding of the data, feedback to correct any mistakes or 
misconceptions the participants have in class, and testing and explaining plausible 
patterns of interpretation.   
Verification and Ethical Issues 
 Reliability, validity, and ethical issues are addressed.    Reliability (dependability, 
consistency) is the ability for a study to be replicated (Creswell, 1994; Yin, 1994), where 
one accounts for both internal and external reliability.  Internal reliability is 
acknowledged in this study by having both an independent observer who observes in the 
class and who analyzes the data (videotapes and audiotapes) in order to corroborate the 
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investigator’s interpretations (Appendix K for the credentials).  In this way the observer 
incorporates details of the class that the investigator missed (Wiersma, 2000; Yin, 1994).  
External reliability suggests that independent investigators would yield consistent results.  
Again, having another observer review the materials and talk with the investigator creates 
a more consistent outcome. 
 Validity. 
 Yin (1994) suggests three kinds of validity:  construct, internal, and external.  
Construct validity uses “multiple sources of evidence,” establishes “a chain of evidence,” 
and has “key informants” review the material (Yin, 1994, p. 34-35).  The research design 
(Appendix F) incorporates observations, interviews, and documents as three methods to 
corroborate the information obtained.  Internal validity also incorporates triangulation of 
data and credibility, along with member checking, peer examination, and clarifying 
investigator bias (Creswell, 1994; Merriam, 2001).  In member checking, the investigator 
asks the participants for their feedback and for them to read their interviews and see if the 
transcription is accurate.  The investigator, as stated above, asks the independent observer 
to examine the data (peer examination) and constantly reflects on her work and her 
interpretation of the data so as to keep track of her biases.  Finally, external validity 
recognizes the generalizability of the data to other populations, but as both Yin (1994) 
and Bogdan and Biklen (1992) suggest, the external validity in a qualitative design may 
be limited.  Yin (1994, p. 37) says that the “analyst should try to generalize findings to 
‘theory’”; that is, qualitative research is applied to more general social processes, rather 
than specific classrooms (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).   
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Ethical issues. 
Lastly, ethical issues are addressed.  The investigator informed the participants 
and their parents through an initial contact letter, an Informed Consent Letter and Assent 
Letter (Appendix H), by meeting with the parents who have questions or comments about 
the study, and discussing with the students the reason for the research and the voluntary 
nature of the program.  
An independent observer observed the classes in order to give the investigator 
another viewpoint and read through the observation information for consistency.  The 
teacher graded the unit test so that the participants worked without any indication of 
influence on their grades by the investigator.  Also, through the Research Design 
(Appendix F), the investigator protected the students from harm and created a minimal 
risk to anyone involved.  The investigator realized the right to the privacy of the 
participants and kept the data collected confidential so that there were no identifying 
markers used.  The data are kept secure in a locked cabinet with no access to the 
materials by others.  The audiotapes and videotapes will be destroyed (erased and broken 
apart) seven years after the participants turn 18 years old.   
The investigator ensured the research study to have a minimum disruption to the 
ongoing life of the participants and made it a natural part of the school process.  Students 
in school are expected to follow reasonable class directions, to participate and to ask 
questions, and to complete in-class and homework assignments.  This study in no way 
increased the workload or changed the participants’ perception of school and of this class.  
At most, this research study improved the quality of the classroom experience for the 
participants. 
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Risk and confidentiality. 
At the beginning of the semester all the students and parents were asked to read 
the Science Laboratory Safety Regulations and sign the Student Laboratory Safety 
Contract.  The teacher and researcher were concerned for student safety and minimum 
risks while performing a laboratory experiment.  For every laboratory experiment the 
student was given information about any hazards of the experiment and reminded about 
specific safety rules, such as wearing appropriate clothes, safety glasses, and laboratory 
aprons.  The teacher was constantly moving around the class observing and correcting 
student procedure and behavior. 
With the class, the investigator discussed information about videotaping and 
audiotaping during the research study.  She asked for participant concerns and addressed 
them before the taping began.  The teacher spoke with the appropriate guidance counselor 
about any participant who had concerns that were not appropriately addressed in the 
class.  If the participant was still discomforted by the taping, then the teacher could make 
arrangements for the participant either not to be in the study or to be transferred to 
another chemistry class.  None of the participants said they were discomforted by the 
taping. 
If the participant had concerns with the content that was presented (as related to 
the research study), he or she could discuss the information with a friend in the class, 
could come in for extra help before or after school, or could use the list of students posted 
who were willing volunteers and tutors to the first year chemistry students.  In the high 
school atmosphere, in order to succeed, the participant had many opportunities and 
assessment techniques available.  The grading was only done by the teacher of the class, 
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not by the investigator.  If the participant found that this content was too difficult, then he 
or she could transfer to another class, but he or she still would have to learn the same 
concepts in the other class. 
Bias. 
Finally, there will always be some investigator bias, whether subconsciously or 
deliberately.  The investigator described methods to minimize the bias and was open to 
other interpretations of the data.  With the independent observer and the triangulation of 
data, the research design was created to acknowledge bias and to give many interpretive 
perspectives. 
Summary 
The research methods in this proposal appeared to be appropriate and feasible.  
All of these methods of data collection were suited for a classroom setting and designed 
to elicit participant thoughts and understanding.  It is part of the natural educational 
process for the teacher of a high school class to ask the students to perform the tasks 
given in this proposal and to expect them to do their best.  It was the process of this 
research to gain some understanding of the students who have a difficulty in the 
visualization of the chemical bonding.   
This research design was primarily a qualitative case study with a quantitative 
component.  A qualitative case study allowed the investigator more leeway in the 
observations and the ability to come up with new themes of how the participants learned 
about chemical bonding (Merriam, 2001; Yin, 1994).  The research focused on how the 
participants process the new concepts and on how they incorporated visualization into the 
material they were learning.  In terms of the quantitative component of this study, the 
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investigator was able to see if the participant had a better understanding of the structures 
of the molecules.   
Therefore, the data collection plan incorporated many methods to give the 
investigator a holistic picture of the learning involved in this particular unit (Merriam, 
2001; Wiersma, 2000; Yin, 1994).  The high school setting was ideal for investigator 
access and investigator knowledge of the school regulations, classroom procedures, and 
chemistry curriculum.  The science curriculum was flexible enough to allow for the 
teacher to create a comfortable environment for the participants and to utilize many 
excellent methods of teaching.  Also, the selection of the chemistry class as the sample 
was ideal because the typical chemistry student made great strides at doing well and at 
attempting to master the concepts and the teacher was willing to try new teaching 
methods.  The data analysis followed a three-part method:  data preparation, data 
identification, and data manipulation, as suggested by Merriam (2001).  This plan of 
analysis will allow the researcher to compare continually the patterns and themes and to 
modify and create new interpretations. 
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Findings 
 
Introduction 
 This research study analyzed the process of visualization of chemical structures in 
learning chemistry.  Chemical structures involve the understanding of the abstract 
symbols used to show these structures (two-dimensional processing), the models used to 
represent these structures and shapes (three-dimensional processing), and the mental 
imagery that allows the student to understand these complicated concepts.   
This research study considered the assumption that students learn these concepts 
through visualization and modeling of structures, and that understanding is attained 
through practice.  Observations of how students learn the content were used to understand 
this process.  The study of chemistry is comprised of “layers and layers of concepts” built 
on the foundation that matter is composed of elements.  Teachers of chemistry realize 
that students need time to reflect and practice these concepts.  This process lends itself to 
four key questions as noted in Chapter 1. 
This study was divided into two phases:  a Pilot Study and the Main Study.  The 
goal of the Pilot Study was to try out the instruments, make some observations of the 
lessons and activities, and conduct some basic interview questions, all in order to see if 
the methods suggested would be valuable.  The goal of the Main Study was to conduct 
the actual research through the use of the Visualization Tests, Learning Style Inventory, 
observations, student work and activities, and conduct interviews. 
The overall approach and rationale for both phases involved both qualitative and 
quantitative methods, with emphasis on a case study approach.  In-depth analysis of 
qualitative data consisting of how students process and visualize molecular structures 
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appeared to provide a richer examination than the quantitative approach (Merriam, 2001) 
alone.  This study was not focused on measuring ability, but rather on understanding 
thought processes used when learning about chemical bonding.  One way to examine 
understanding was to see how learning styles influenced processing and learning.  Little 
has been documented to show how the students process non-mathematical abstract 
concepts and how this processing relates to learning styles. 
Pilot Study 
Subjects. 
The sample included junior and senior students from a typical Chemistry I class at 
a suburban high school.  These students selected Chemistry as one of their science 
electives and as part of their overall plans to enter college upon graduation.  The site and 
sample selection were more fully described in the Research and Methodology Chapter.   
This Pilot Study was conducted with the third block Chemistry I class from 
October 30th to December 8th, 2003.  (The dates were inclusive except for one day the 
investigator could not attend the class and one in which the teacher went home.)  The 
original pilot study proposal planned for 15 school days, but instead it lasted for 26 days.   
 
 
Table 3 
Class Composition of the Pilot Study 
25 Students 10 Male 15 Female 
Juniors 3 2 
Seniors 7 13 
 
 
The classroom consisted of four rows of six seats each.  Also, there were seats at 
the laboratory tables.  The students were assigned new seats the day before the unit 
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began.  The four rows of seats were divided into two groups where the teacher could 
move up and down the center aisle.  Students who sat in the adjacent sets of rows were 
partners, and groups of four students were considered a cluster.  Students at the 
laboratory table were considered as one group.   
The students faced the front laboratory demonstration table and board.  Seven 
laboratory tables were on the outer edge of the room so that students did classwork at 
their seats and laboratory experiments at the tables, all in the same room.  The 
videocamera was mounted on a tripod in front of the room, off to the side, and did not 
interfere with the movement of students or the teacher.  The class was videotaped each 
day of the study.  The students appeared to be aware of the camera the first day, but did 
not seem to take note of it beyond that day. 
One or two observers were in the room at all times, along with the teacher, all of 
whom are certified teachers.  The independent observer and one student used a hand-held 
videocamera to record individual comments and work during one of two laboratory 
experiments.  When the class was seated, the observers were positioned at laboratory 
benches; where when the class did activities that required movement (group work or 
laboratory experiments), the observers walked around and watched the work and interac-
tion of the students.  Only during the last few days of the unit did the investigator speak 
with students.  At the end of the unit, the investigator arranged times with some of the 
students for interviews. 
Teacher and class activities. 
The teacher had a natural, interactive teaching style in relating to her students.  
She appeared interested in the students, both academically and personally; walking 
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around the classroom, asking questions, having students read aloud, and calling on 
random students to answer questions.  The teacher also wanted the students to learn 
independently.  Some examples of this included:  reading new information from 
textbooks before starting a new topic; asking questions about prior knowledge; 
processing together in small groups/partners to do practice questions and activities; and, 
at times, beginning class by having students brainstorm ideas.   
The teacher appeared dynamic, caring, rule-oriented, and spontaneous; she was 
also quick to change topics.  She was always moving around the classroom, animated in 
her instruction, and full of energy.  She seemed to favor a tactile/kinesthetic teaching 
style (and a tactile/kinesthetic learning style).  Some examples of her teaching style 
included pointing and asking the class to point to a periodic table; asking students to 
point to a problem on a page; asking them to feel the page as they move their fingers 
down; asking students to stand; and, at one point, she said, “It’s only Monday – if we do 
not keep moving, we will not make it to Friday.”  From her directions to the students to 
stand in a circle (during a brainstorming session or holding up whiteboards), everything 
appeared to be in motion.  The academic process was “in movement” from her 
perception.  Finally, with formula writing, she reminded students “to drop and cross” 
charges by using her arms to represent this concept. 
There were many good aspects of the teaching.  She noticed what students were 
doing by walking the open aisle between the two sets of rows.  She made the work 
personal by joking with the class, by praising individual students for their activities 
outside of class (as with an award or a sporting event), by noting a birthday, and by using 
nicknames she created.  The teacher also had many good teaching analogies, such as 
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covalent bonding was “sharing, like in kindergarten, where they first learned to share” 
and organic chemical structures were “like the colored paper chains we made in 
elementary school.”  During an interview one student said:   
I like her teaching.  She’s a good teacher so I think that’s why the class is more 
involved  cause she personally goes “how’s your day” and like personal little 
things like that some other classes you just sit there dreading. 
 
The teacher called on students in a fast-paced question/answer session while 
reviewing content.  She solved problems with her class step-by-step, asked for volun-
teers, and constantly asked students to explain the content.  Sometimes, a student talked 
through the process while the teacher wrote on the board.  It appeared students were 
listening intently to their peers and watching the teacher process on the board.  She even 
asked them to read questions aloud and allowed that student to select the next student (a 
method known as “popcorning”).  The teacher also asked students to associate prior 
knowledge with new learning.  One example of this association was when she told the 
students to create a “skeleton” structure on “Halloween.”  She made the connection of a 
skeleton to Halloween and continued to use this example when she reviewed.   
The teacher reinforced learning by reviewing the content each day and asking if 
they understood what she taught.  She gave students a lot of practice time to allow for 
understanding and, during that time, she walked around and talked to them.  She gave a 
packet of answers to homework/classwork questions, so they could look over their 
answer and talk with their partners. 
Instead of giving many notes and lectures, the teacher provided many activities, 
discussions, and other opportunities for group work.  She used small group work, such as 
cooperative learning, small group discussion (brainstorming) with partners (“study 
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buddy”), and small groups as a way to teach.  The teacher even taught a couple of lessons 
in small groups instead of with the whole group.  She was constantly praising the class, 
saying “excellent job,” “the group is working really, really well,” or that they were her 
“mini-chemists.”  
Unfortunately, there were a few flaws with the teaching style, some due to her 
lack of experience.  She had a tendency to repeat content and instructions and did not 
give enough “wait time” for students to process.  She asked a question and then gave 
students too much guidance to the answer.  She also gave too many hints in their 
classwork, which may have become a crutch for their learning.  By getting these answers, 
students did not work as independently and may have had the idea that the teacher gave 
all the answers to all the questions. 
The teacher reviewed and reinforced concepts a lot which slowed down the unit.  
She spent too much time on ionic/covalent and polar/nonpolar and not enough time on 
Hydrocarbons and VSEPR and Hybridization Theories.  Reviewing and reinforcing 
indicated she did not think they understood or that she was unsure of it herself.  She gave 
too much step-by-step detail and rules during laboratory sessions and a large portion of 
class time to write up laboratory reports. 
Working individually or with partners. 
Students were asked to work with partners or groups of four assigned at the 
beginning of the unit.  Their partner work consisted of class questions/problems where 
they worked with each other, checked answers, and discussed the content. 
The teacher encouraged partner work, but some students appeared to prefer to 
work alone.  Even though most activities were done in groups, not all students did well 
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with group work.  The students who worked individually finished quickly and did not 
want assistance from others.  One may question if these students had a choice of working 
together or by themselves.  It seemed that some students worked better as partners and 
some as individuals. 
Method/Procedure of the Research Design in the Study 
 The research plan for the Pilot Study, Phase I, of Fall, 2003, followed the case 
study paradigm with an intense study of one class for a period of time.  The main purpose 
was to try out the instruments used with reference to the research objectives and the 
timing of lessons and activities with reference to the research questions.  The Pilot Study 
included observations and field notes (lecture, activities), by both investigator and 
independent observer; videotaping the entire class each day; audiotaping interviews; and 
documenting student work (homework, Appendix L; quizzes, Appendix T; tests, 
Appendix U; and journal reflections).  Many activities included teacher questions/student 
answers, student questions, think aloud explanations, journals, chemical modeling (three-
dimensional processing), using the board (two-dimensional processing), student 
sketching (class and homework), computer structures (Appendices R and S), laboratory 
experiments (Appendices M, N, and O), and the World of Chemistry video series.   
Both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods were used along with 
the triangulation of data (multiple observers, respondents, and methods) analyzed by 
constant comparison (Merriam, 2001).  Data collection methods included classroom 
observations, homework exercises (skills of organization, timely completion, synthesis of 
content, reinforcement and understanding of concepts, correct answers), journals 
(thoughts and reflections), interviews (thought processes and explanations of 
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understanding), chemical models (structures with model kits, connecting physical 
models/structures with board, texts, and theories), and computer technology (enhance 
three-dimensional aspect of pictures and models; relate visual aspect to theory).   
The transcribed field notes and videotapes were analyzed by the investigator and 
independent observer to look for corroboration and cross-validation.  Interviews were 
audiotaped, transcribed, and reviewed by the investigator.   The data collection plan is 
described in Table 4. 
 
 
Table 4 
Data Collections Methods – Mixed Methodology Design:  Phase I – Chemical Bonding 
Unit – Fall, 2003 
 
Research Questions Method Assessments and Observations 
1. Why do some students understand 
molecular structure and chemical 
bonding and some do not? 
· Observations 
· Assessments 
2. How do students think about 
molecular structure? 
· Observations 
· Interviews 
· Chemical 
Modeling 
3. Is learning style a factor influencing 
student learning of molecular 
structures? 
· Observations 
4. What influence will teaching students 
to visualize have on their learning? 
· Observations 
· Assessments 
Assessments 
· Homework 
· Laboratory Experiments 
· Quizzes 
· Unit Test 
Observations 
· Field Notes 
· Independent Observer 
· Videotape 
· Class discussion 
· Journals 
· Board work 
· Models 
· Interviews 
 
 
 
Interviews.  
Specific interview questions were asked to 11 students, seven females and four 
males.  The investigator conducted all the interviews.  The interviewer and interviewee 
sat across a table from each other with a small tape recorder between them.  The 
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interview questions were in front of the interviewer and paper and pencil were in front of 
the interviewee.  Each interview lasted approximately 10 minutes. 
In general, some students said that they were not good visualizers, that they 
needed to see it on the board, but could not see it in their heads.  Those that did the 
assignments quickly, and had no trouble with the work, said they could “picture it.”  
Some were more worried about the content and concepts rather than understanding.  A 
detailed analysis of the interview questions is in the Themes section of this Chapter. 
Documents. 
The teacher kept the collected student work in folders in her classroom.  The 
students had access to their work and were given progress reports.  The students had 
journal entries, quizzes, and assignments.  Upon completion of the unit, the student work 
was returned.  Of the many pieces, journal entries and the molecular assignment were 
some of the most useful items. 
Journal entries.  
 Of the many topics entered in the journals, two specific themes emerged.  The 
first was how the students pictured a molecule.  Their answers included small, circular, 
sphere, and bubble.  Most students drew water molecules.  The second was when they 
were asked “how are you on the camera and with observers – same/different.”  Six 
students answered uncomfortable, nine said it did not matter, four sometimes forgot the 
camera was there, two said they worked harder, and seven did not answer.  The camera 
did not seem to cause any distractions. 
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Molecular modeling assignment. 
 Before starting the assignment, the teacher explained it and the model kits.  Each 
student worked with a partner to build and draw models, with emphasis on shape.  They 
used their books to find formulas, but were told they should be able find what they need 
without any help.  Some students used the textbook to check structures, but most made 
the models on their own. 
The molecular assignment included four questions and the student answers 
revealed their thoughts about how they made the models and drawings, as in Table 5.   
 
 
Table 5 
Student Comments on the Molecular Modeling Assignment 
Molecular Modeling Assignment 
Questions 
Student Responses and Themes 
How do the interpretation of the 
structure and the molecular 
model compare?  How does the 
knowledge of the structure 
compare to the actual molecular 
model? 
· Eight said they could picture the model in three dimensions. 
· Two said it helped to represent the bond angles. 
· Others said the knowledge from this unit helped to build models 
and that the models made it easier to understand, showed which 
atoms bond, were a physical representation, and reinforced the 
knowledge of shapes.  
What have you learned from this 
experience?  
· Seven said they learned how to put together a model of a formula. 
· Four said they learned more about shapes. 
· Three said they learned about the models and angles.   
What connections can you make 
from the content already learned 
in previous units? 
· Two students said drawing molecules. 
· Two said valence electrons. 
· Four said Lewis structures.   
· Two said VSEPR theory and shapes. 
· Four said Organic Chemistry. 
List questions that you still have 
after this activity. 
· “How do you know which are double and which are triple bonds?”  
· “How do you determine the bond angles and shapes?” 
(Both of these answers are not easily emphasized in teaching the 
material, but come through with practice.) 
 
 
Once the assignment was complete, the students said they had a different view of 
their interpretations versus models they made.  They realized the drawings related to the 
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shape and angles, molecules were not round, and models helped them to visualize better.  
The models were three-dimensional physical representations that differed by shape, 
angles, and appearance.  After the assignment, the students had a better knowledge of 
structure and said seeing the models made it easier to understand how atoms bonded and 
how electrons were shared.  The students were also able to connect this new learning to 
previously learned topics, such as valence electrons, lone pairs of electrons, Lewis 
structures, VSEPR Theory, and chemical bonds. 
Hydrocarbons. 
As part of this unit, the topic of Organic Chemistry was introduced.  The teacher 
defined the terminology, specifically what hydrocarbons were and rules to name them.  
She told the class to try to visualize these structures.  As an example, the teacher 
reminded them about carbon and asked where this element always ends up in a chemical 
bond.  They answered ‘the center.’  She then asked why carbon would be in the center of 
the molecule, and they said because it has four valence electrons.  The teacher praised 
them and told them that it can have single bonds on all four sides.  Thus, by asking and 
answering questions, the students were able to expand their knowledge of Lewis 
structures to organic molecules. 
It appeared that the teacher was not as confident in her ability to teach Organic 
Chemistry.  She pictured a molecule in expanded form where she saw each piece of the 
molecule and her preference influenced the class away from drawing structures in any 
other format (condensed or line).  For example, one student wrote the structure easily in 
the condensed form and the teacher said, “For me, I take longer to look at it, but good for 
you.”  When students were asked about the topic, they said that even though the book 
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was thin, it ‘scared’ them and the concept was overwhelming.  Most preferred working 
with a partner so they could check their work.  Overall, they were able to answer the 
questions and did basic naming and drawing of structures.  
Homework. 
The assigned homework was sometimes collected, but mostly corrected in class.  
The students were called on to answer questions, asked to put work on the board, or 
checked answers with each other or with an answer key. 
Quizzes and tests. 
Two quizzes were given and most students did well on both.  The concepts that 
caused difficulty were electronegativity; ionic and covalent; and polar and nonpolar. 
 As for the test, the grades were as follows:  six received an “A,” nine received a 
“B,” five received a “C,” four received a failing grade, with one student who did not take 
the test on the test day.  A total of twenty out of twenty-five students passed the test.   
The test consisted of three pages, an electronegativity chart, and a handwritten 
chart.  A Periodic Table was handed out and larger Periodic Tables were on display in the 
classroom.  Many students wrote for most of the class time and worked on the test pretty 
thoroughly. 
After the test, the students were asked to write about areas they needed to work on 
and responded:  vocabulary and VSEPR and Hybridization Theories.  These areas were 
also the ones that the investigator considered needing reinforcing.  Analysis of the com-
ments showed that three students said they had not gone over the content enough, one did 
not know VSEPR, one said the questions were hard, one did not study, three did not 
know Hybridization, three said items not on the test should have been tested, three did 
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not know the vocabulary, one said everything was covered, one found the wording 
confusing, and one did not know about Hydrocarbons.   
Upon analysis of the test answers, six students mixed up definitions, twenty-two 
did not know intermolecular forces, seventeen did not know VSEPR Theory, fourteen 
could not answer the question relating electronegativity/ionic character, thirteen did not 
answer the multiple choice questions correctly, ten did not know what overall dipole 
moment was and how to display it, six did not draw correct Lewis structures, nine did not 
know Hydrocarbons or how to draw/name structures, and two did not complete the angle 
information for Lewis structures.  Students had problems with vocabulary words and 
VSEPR and Hybridization Theories.  It seemed that the teacher did not review VSEPR or 
Hybridization Theories as much as she could have done. 
Themes:  As They Emerged from the Pilot Study Relating to Each Research Question 
 First research question. 
 The purpose of the Pilot Study was to examine the research questions and to be 
able to focus on the key issues in the chemical bonding topic studied here.  As this Pilot 
Study was conducted, the key research questions were constantly considered and the 
findings, as related to each of these questions, are described.  The first research question 
was:  “Why do some students understand molecular structure and chemical bonding and 
some do not?”  The answer appeared to be due in part to the student, the activities, and 
the teacher. 
 In general, students were asked to visualize, but not always to share their 
visualization through written or verbal means.  Some students could readily picture 
molecules and some could not.  Some studiously did the work; some did not.  Some 
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students relied only on the information given in class and did not look over the content at 
home.  Others understood the concepts immediately and, therefore, assisted others.  Some 
did not even grasp the very basic concepts, such as writing formulas and charges, which 
made new content harder for them.  Through journaling and questions, students knew the 
terminology, such as valence electrons, but did not have a firmer, deeper grasp of how 
these concepts related to each other or to bonding. 
The students knew a number of concepts, such as polarity, electronegativity, 
Lewis structures, chemical bonding, ionic/covalent, hydrocarbons (bonds and names), 
VSEPR Theory and shapes, and writing formulas.  The students liked to build the models 
because they were able to “see” them.  One student said that the models were the best 
because they helped him remember, without having to memorize.  In order to probe their 
grasp of the concepts and why some students understood molecular structure, the 
following interview questions were asked:  What do you know about the topic?  How do 
you feel about this topic?  The student responses were varied, as reflected in Table 6. 
 
 
Table 6 
Phase I:  Interview Question:  What do you know about the topic? 
Interview Question Student Responses 
Electronegativity · “I get that.  I get how to use it without the numbers. That’s a breeze.” 
Lewis structures · “They’re good, except I’m just really slow with bonding cause I missed a  
couple of important days – how you put them altogether.” 
· “They’re much clearer now – most of Lewis structures are pretty easy.” 
(For some, how to do Lewis structures changed when shapes were added.) 
 
Bonding · “I can get that pretty well, it helps me to draw out - put the arrows on it, put  
the bubbles around it.” 
• “How they get there and how they bond together.  I have a general overview  
of it but now it’s set in my mind. I can definitely tell the difference now.” 
• “Did a lot of bonding.  I like it actually, I know the charges - it’s in my mind 
when I see the table now I know which one is ionic, covalent.  I always had 
to figure it out, but I always remember she always said that ionic is metals 
and nonmetals.” 
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Table 6 (continued)  
Hydrocarbons  
 
 
• “I learned how they bond and the different names for each one changes.” 
• “I had trouble when she was talking about alkanes, -enes, -ynes.  First I 
didn’t understand, then I got alkanes single bonds . . .” 
• “I remember chemical bonding, ionic bonding; covalent is sharing electrons, 
ionic is transfer electrons, and all the hydrocarbons.” 
 
 
 
Another interview question that helped to understand molecular structure was:  
What do you think of when you hear a chemical name?  Again, students gave various 
answers:  compound, picturing symbols, thinking of the name, drawing a picture, 
bonding, and a chemical used in an experiment.  When a chemical name was mentioned, 
they pictured the location on the periodic table, valence electrons or a formula.  One 
student said he did not picture what a compound looked like, but pictured the symbols 
and now these students can imagine molecules more so than before the models.  Other 
responses are noted in Table 7. 
 
 
Table 7 
Phase I:  Interview Question:  Chemical Formula Examples 
Interview Question Student Responses and Themes 
What do you think 
 of when you hear 
 a chemical name? 
· A chemical used in an experiment; could see how they bond together.   
· Straight, but after using the molecular models, was able to include angles. 
· The chemical formula first, then how to model it. 
· Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2):  The student realized there were two chlorine atoms 
and a methane, which meant only one carbon atom.  When the student drew the 
picture, she realized it did not matter what direction the chlorine atoms were 
attached, but made the mistake of adding four hydrogen atoms and two chlorine 
atoms instead of replacing two of the hydrogen atoms with two chlorine atoms. 
Students asked to 
think about 
examples of 
chemical formulas.   
 · Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4):  Thought of sodium, but also said the sulfate formula 
pops into his head; when he hears the word ‘sulfate’ he thinks of the name first.   
· Hydrogen sulfide (H2S):  As a student was drawing the picture, he saw a hydrogen 
bonded with a plus one charge and sulfur having six dots (with two lone pairs). 
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Second research question. 
The second research question was:  “How do students think about molecular 
structure?”  In order to attempt to answer this question, a key sub-question was asked by 
the teacher and again by the investigator:  “How does one picture a molecule?” 
The first day of this unit, the teacher asked the students to use small whiteboards 
to draw or describe how they pictured a molecule.  All the partners drew circles or 
spheres representing molecules, most of which were the water molecule.  As the 
independent observer related, the teacher said, “I see more drawings than words.”  The 
teacher asked why they chose a circle and not a triangle and one student said, “Every 
molecule that I’ve seen has been a circle.”  When asked why so many had similar visual 
concepts, the independent observer heard one student remark, “Because models of atoms 
are circular in nature.”  These comments were based on previous work, and, as the 
independent observer said, “All the students seemed to have similar prior knowledge of 
foundational content related to the unit as well as pretty uniform visual ideas about what 
molecules look like.”  Since they have been in class since September, they knew of 
general concepts such as chemical bonds and writing formulas.  Lastly, the independent 
observer commented on the teacher analogy about “kids sharing in kindergarten,” where 
the students had a mental picture in their head to match the complex question they were 
asked.  The independent observer said, “I heard a couple of students say, ‘I see it!’.”   
At the end of the unit, the investigator examined whether a student’s ideas of a 
molecule had changed and become something more realistic to the scientific world.  The 
investigator asked this interview question:  How do you picture a molecule now as 
compared to the first day of the unit?  The students had more of an understanding of the 
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models and knew molecules had different shapes.  They said they knew what the 
molecule looked like.  By using models, they realized that molecules were more 
complicated and had a deeper meaning.  The students came away with different ideas 
than they had at the beginning and with more of an understanding than they once had.  
Molecules were composed of something and not just flat, but have shapes and angles, in 
which all of them do not look like water. 
With much practice, most were able to draw Lewis structures easily.  As for the 
concept of bonding, the teacher gave the students a visual means by using “tug of war.”  
The teacher pretended to have a tug of war with a student and asked who would win.  She 
then compared her “physical” tug of war to a “bonding” tug of war with the elements 
sodium and chlorine and asked which would win based on electronegativity.  
Specifically, the teacher said that they were a covalent bond; that is, the electrons make a 
stable bond, and the piece of chalk between them was an electron.  For a moment they 
acted happy, smiled, and posed for the class.  With a polar bond, the teacher said “I’m a 
little more greedy” and showed the electron was no longer in the middle as she pulled the 
chalk closer to her.  She then asked the class if electrons were shared.  They answered 
yes, but she was more electronegative and had a stronger pull on the bond. 
In terms of the teacher’s influence, the independent observer said that the “teacher 
uses a kinesthetic example by sharing an item with another student --- to illustrate the 
pull and tug in this type of bonding.  A number of students are shaking their heads in 
affirmation that they can see it.”  The teacher motioned with her hands using her physical 
self to show the exchange and pull of the electrons.  Other various responses are included 
in Table 8. 
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Table 8 
Phase I:  Interview Question: Picturing a Molecule 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
How do you 
picture a 
molecule now 
 as compared 
to the first  
day of  
the unit?   
 
 
 
· At the beginning of the unit:  pictured a molecule as Mickey Mouse (a water 
molecule looks like Mickey Mouse’s ears); as water; circular; condensed little 
balls. 
· At the end of the unit:  molecule included more, not just flat and straight, but 
angles; is not round, but big in shape; is circular with electrons moving around.   
· “Before I thought the outside of it; now I think about the inside.  Includes 
more.” 
· “It’s still the same except now I could actually see it because the molecular 
models.  It’s just all these different angles - that’s the simple version that we 
started to learn and then now we know the deeper meaning of a real molecule.” 
· “I guess before I picture it as condensed little balls and I now have more of an 
understanding of the models.” 
 · “I kind of know what it really looks like cause of the modeling.” 
· “Before I thought it was always pictured molecules kind of like water, H2O - 
hydrogen needing two atoms.  I just pictured it circular – I still kind of picture 
them circular, but now I know there are different shapes.  They don’t always 
have to be in a straight line.  Move in different ways, have different pulls 
depending on what’s involved in them.” 
· “For some reason I thought all molecules were water molecules. It’s not really 
a definite shape it is all made of electrons and a shell around it.” 
 
 
 
 For others, Organic Chemistry examples were the way to understand structure.  
The teacher reviewed Organic Chemistry problems and kept highlighting “it’s okay to 
write it out for now; don’t worry about the condensed form right away.”  In this aspect, 
the teacher repeatedly reinforced a visual way of representing answers.  For some, they 
found the models to be a way to visualize the chemicals.  They said that they could 
picture it in their heads and the models just verified what they knew.  Many students 
asked about the bond type or the shape of the structure (relating three-dimensional 
structure to shapes).  For this assignment, group work definitely helped students, espe-
cially the ones who were weak in drawing structures and relied on a partner to draw 
and/or explain it.  Examples of student responses are in Table 9. 
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Table 9 
Phase I:  Interview Question:  Models or Formulas? 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
Models or 
formulas?   
· Chemicals as formulas on paper, but not three-dimensionally.   
· Some were able to draw formula structures easily and then work on the models  
from their structures. 
· Some made models quickly without looking at a textbook or instructions (needed 
help with springs for double and triple bonds) and not have to draw a picture.   
· Some took a lot of time and effort drawing the structure and then meticulously 
putting the pieces of the models together, while asking questions about how it  
is bonded and how the picture is related to the model.   
Modeling 
assignment 
· Some groups divided the work, each student creating a different structure, and  
then showing the partner.   
· Some had trouble with acetic acid (realizing two oxygen atoms are attached to  
one  carbon atom) and with carbon dioxide (with two double bonds).   
· Some had difficulty understanding the bonding of 1 and 2-propanol; how the 
drawing/naming rules connected to creating and transforming a molecular model.   
· Some created other structures, such as formaldehyde.   
 
 
Now that they knew chemical structures had shapes and angles, these interview 
questions were asked:  How do you interpret a two-dimensional drawing?  A three-
dimensional drawing?  A typical student pictured a molecule as flat, linear shaped, but by 
working with models, realized different kinds of shapes.  Other responses are in Table 10. 
 
 
Table 10 
Phase I:  Interview Question:  Interpretation of Two- and Three-Dimensional Drawings 
Interview Questions Student Reponses and Themes 
· “Not that good of a visual processor, liked to see examples on the board in  
order to understand it, not picture a molecule as three-dimensional.”   
· “The models helped a lot.”  The student liked to draw the molecules on paper 
first and then put it together.   
· To understand bonding he should know the elements first and how they act 
individually and then when they come together it all makes sense. 
· “I picture it with bubbles around it.  That holds it together.  Not think models  
would help to see the molecule.”   
· “When we first started I didn’t see it.  I can understand it easier if it was 
three-dimensional.  Now we do this repeatedly, so now I know how to do.   
I don’t know what the angles are.” 
· “I first see the molecule - picture it.” 
How do you 
interpret a two-
dimensional 
drawing?  A three-
dimensional 
drawing? How  
do you draw a 
molecular 
structure?   
 
 · “I had first thought they were flat and changed that.” 
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Table 10  (continued) 
· “Think about diagrams.” 
· “Usually I see it drawn out and just like that.” 
Using models, did 
that help with the 
differences among 
alkanes, alkenes 
and alkynes? 
· “The models helped with double bonds and visual was not a big help, but 
hearing it, taking it down, and reviewing it was better.  Not that good of a 
visual learner.”  
· One liked hydrocarbons and the VSEPR theory a lot.   
· He liked what he called independent study, where they could talk to people, 
ask questions, and study on their own. 
 
 
 
Table 11 shows some student responses to picturing/drawing and thinking out loud. 
 
 
Table 11 
Phase I:  Examples of Descriptions of Chemical Drawings 
Examples Student Responses 
Boron 
trifluoride 
Pictured it with bubbles around it [the class used circles around each element] to hold it 
together, but did not recognize that this molecule had a trigonal planar shape. 
Drew six carbon atoms, as in hexane, and then found the location for three methyl substituents. 
Hexane and drew six carbon atoms.  Thought about the methyl group and numbers and knew  
that the numbers told where the substituent belongs.  Finally, noting tri, it meant three methyl 
substituents and located the positions by the numbers, along with all of the hydrogen atoms. 
Six carbon atoms and drew them out.  The interviewer noted he drew the branches at the same  
time he drew the structure.  He drew the whole molecule at once instead of step-by-step. 
Hexane and knew it was six, so drew six carbon atoms.  Noted -ane ending which told him it  
was all single bonds.  Looked at tri and he said it was three, obviously.  Finally, with the  
numbers 2, 3, 5 he knew it went from smaller to larger numbers on the chain, so he added on 
methyl substituents.  When done, he filled in the hydrogen atoms on the rest of the molecule. 
Started with the parent chain first, hexane.  Six carbons and the parent chain.  Trimethyl three 
separate methyl groups.  I would add them to the place according to the location in front of it. 
“Hexane, I would draw six, trimethyl so that would tell me where the substituent is – put a  
methyl at 2, 5 – there is three also – tri tells me three, then locate numbers – then put the rest.” 
“It is six.” Since the student was drawing, the interviewer said:  “I liked the way you did that 
because you had a cross, then a branch off, and went across and then it branched off, a lot of  
times people write the whole chain first, then branches, but you thought about the carbon.” 
2,3,5-
trimethyl-
hexane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Drawn as talking] “First I look at the hexane and so I know it is six so I draw six carbons.   
Then  -ane and so I know it is all single bonds and then I look at tri and so it is 3 and numbers 
2,3,5 then I know they always go from the littlest number to the biggest number.  And then I  
fill in the rest of the C’s.” 
Propane “I would say three carbons and eight hydrogens attached to it, so it would be C3H8. The way  
it’s drawn now, I look at it as a flat, linear shape, cause you have to get in the mindset of  
doing models because that’s when the first time I kind of realized that it was, they had all  
different kinds of shapes and so I really know now that they all have different shapes when t 
hey are on the paper.” 
1 - butene Student drew it easily. Interviewer:  “You put the double bond and counted hydrogens pretty 
quickly.” 
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As part of the second research question, the following question arose:  “How does 
the student learn about chemical bonding?”  Some ways students learned about chemical 
bonding were by asking and answering questions about what they remembered and by 
brainstorming.  The teacher did a lot of word association and fill in the blank prompts to 
guide students through explanations of complex content along with step-by-step 
questions as she explained the content. 
For the most part, partner pairs were actively engaged and shared ideas.  Twenty 
students worked in pairs and five worked independently.  The partners worked well 
together when presenting examples of ionic and covalent bonding and at the board to 
explain a problem.  While at the board, the investigator noticed one student of each group 
dominated.   
Students took notes and copied information, but one must ask if they were 
thinking through the concepts or just copying information.  Also, with the teacher’s step-
by-step process where students wrote down rules, one must question whether this writing 
aids learning.   
As the independent observer noted, the teacher took students step-by-step to 
another level of complexity in order to build on prior knowledge with new information.  
The teacher deftly guided students through the more complex stages and questions, but 
even in groups, students seemed to have difficulty grasping the next level.  The teacher 
guided them through numerous examples, sometimes allowing students’ somewhat 
incorrect answers to lead them to correct answers.  Even though students were partnered, 
individual students tried to solve the problem before they brought their ideas and answers 
to their partners.   
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Another way students learned about chemical bonding was by listening to a peer 
teach.  In one example, the teacher asked a student to explain how he figured out the 
answer, and as the independent observer wrote, the teacher asked the student ‘to walk 
through the problem’ and asked the class about the student’s ‘process of solving.’  The 
teacher then showed the class the way she processed the problem.  Another example was 
when the teacher had the student talk through the process while she wrote the information 
on the board.   
A different approach to peer teaching was when the teacher selected a few 
students to teach the VSEPR Theory.  The students taught the lesson and asked questions, 
just as the teacher would have done.  The class appeared interested, some asked 
questions, and some said they got it.  The group divided up the teaching tasks: one wrote 
the rules on the board, one drew pictures, one explained the topic, and one walked around 
the class to see how they were doing.  The one who taught asked if the class remembered 
Lewis structures and they nodded their heads in agreement.  The next day the teacher 
reinforced the concept by a journal entry and a discussion of shapes.  She asked who 
understood the concept and most raised their hands. 
The teacher also used small groups to show them molecular animation through 
various websites.  Some students were able to make the connection between these 
pictures and the drawings they had done.  It appeared that nine students understood the 
concept, six needed help, and the rest were unsure.  Some still had trouble with drawing 
Lewis structures, which is the basis of bonding and understanding shapes of molecules.   
Another time the teacher used the small group method to explain Hybridization, 
but the students who were interviewed said that they did not understand it.  It appeared 
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that this topic should have been taught to the whole class.  The teacher did not reinforce 
this concept, as she had done with previous topics; possibly because she was unsure of it 
herself.  Since the teacher could not talk to all the small groups during the class time, she 
used two of her best students to teach the topic to the other groups.  Again, peer teaching 
is a good idea, but these peer teacher students did not know the topic well enough to 
explain it to other students.   
The students said that they understood the simpler topic of dipole forces better 
than Hybridization.  To explain the dipole force, the teacher used the familiar tug of war 
example between two elements to decide which element would win the polarity war.   
Finally, journal entries, both as warm-up and closure, were a good means of 
assessing student understanding in a non-threatening manner.  One example of a good 
journal topic was when the teacher had the students write down all that they remembered, 
without looking at their notes.  Overall, when students were assessed on how they learn, 
fourteen appeared to be independent, nineteen needed some group interaction, nine 
usually answered teacher questions and followed her lead, and three appeared to not do 
any work.  These figures do not total to twenty-five students because some of the students 
behaved in more than one way. 
 Third research question. 
 
The third research question was:  “Is learning style a factor influencing student 
learning of molecular structures?”  It appeared that learning style influences the way a 
student learned molecular structures because a number of students independently said 
they could “see it in their heads” or they could visualize the molecule and that the three-
dimensional aspect of the models gave them a clearer picture in their heads.  This 
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question will be further developed during the second phase of the Main Study with the 
use of visualization tests and a learning style inventory.  From the preliminary results, 
learning style theory appears promising. 
The teacher was very tactile/kinesthetic in her teaching style.  She was very 
movement oriented.  One day there was about a half an hour before the end of class and 
the teacher said they were “sitting all the time” and she did not want them to fall asleep 
so they needed to wake up.  She had them stand in a circle “like a family dinner.”  The 
teacher liked to call on students to go to the board and she liked to do group work.   
A very preliminary observational assessment of student learning style types are as 
follows:  four students appeared to be auditory learners, fifteen visual learners, and six 
tactile/kinesthetic learners (who did not mind the movement in class).  Others appeared to 
have artistic qualities (two enrolled in Art).  In this Pilot Study, the Learning Style 
Inventory and Visualization Tests were not given and information will be gained by these 
tests during the second phase. 
Fourth research question. 
The fourth research question was:  “What influences will teaching students to 
visualize have on their learning?”  The teacher only mentioned visualization a few times.  
The teacher asked, “What looks visually different with this one?  What would you see?”  
The teacher tried to show how a picture changes by putting examples on the board and 
stressing that “whenever someone says ‘alkanes,’ this is what I picture.” 
As discussed earlier, the Molecular Modeling Assignment had an impact on 
student visualization and learning.  The students created and manipulated concrete 
objects that they compared to their drawings and theories.  They thought about their 
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learning through journal entries, assignment questions, and interviews.  This assignment 
gave an opening into what students thought molecules looked like and how their 
interpretation was similar/different from the actual physical representation in three 
dimensions, and differed by shape, angles, and appearance.  The students’ knowledge of 
structure changed by seeing the models and students commented that it was easier to 
understand bonding and sharing of electrons through models.  The teacher reminded the 
students about the visual aspect of molecules by showing small groups molecular 
rotations on the computer.  Student responses are documented in Table 12. 
 
 
Table 12 
Phase I:  Interview Question:  Molecular Modeling Assignment 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
Molecular 
Modeling 
Assignment   
· Learned how to make a model, how the drawing and shape are related, what the angles 
actually represented, and that the molecules are not always round. 
· Made aware of the connection to previously learned concepts:  valence electrons, lone 
pairs of electrons, Lewis structures, VSEPR Theory, chemical bonding. 
· One student commented during the interview:  “I liked building the models a lot that was 
fun because you got to see it and it took away from trying to generalize the book; I 
thought the models were the best because they helped me remember the most, but it 
wasn’t memorize it, that’s what kind of put it in perspective.  I didn’t really like the 
shapes because it got confusing when it was first introduced because we always get the 
Lewis structures I just assumed that’s how everything is laid out and suddenly it is 
different and you can move the electrons.” 
· Another student commented about hydrocarbons:  “I thought it was easy - drawing them 
and making the models.  Once you got the concept of it.  I think that it helps cause I’m 
kind of visual person so when I draw it out it helps me to think what it is.  It did help 
when we did the modeling.  It is easier to see what shape it is cause when it’s flat it is all 
just, flat.  When she wrote it we thought that things aren’t flat so obviously they have to 
have some shape.” 
 
 
Another influence had to do with how the students looked at their own work.  
Students were asked to present answers to questions either verbally or on the board and 
they were asked to check their work with partners or with an answer key.  On one hand, 
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the students always had a chance to reinforce their practice with the correct answers and 
correct their mistakes through interaction with the teacher or peers.  On the other hand, 
these same students may have become too dependent on always checking their work and 
therefore may either not work industriously and carefully or may not do it at all. 
As related to the fourth question, the investigator asked the following interview 
question:  Which strategies, from this unit, were the most effective in helping you to 
understand the concepts?  The students gave many answers as reflected in Table 13. 
 
 
Table 13 
Phase I:  Strategies Students Used to Help Understand Chemical Concepts 
Strategy 
Categories 
Student Reponses and Themes 
Why 
introduce 
Organic 
Chemistry  
in this unit? 
· The concept of double and triple bonds and of molecules occurring 3d.   
· He had trouble with alkanes, alkenes, and alkynes.  At first he did not understand the  
terms, but then he figured out that alkanes are single bonds; alkenes are double bonds.   
· Another student liked Organic Chemistry and thought it was easy since it contained 
hydrogen and carbon.  This student took the longer path of drawing out structures  
because she felt it was safer and did not want to make little mistakes, but said later on, 
 “it was so much easier to write using the condensed form, just so much easier to do 
CH3CH2 - condensed is easier.” 
Visualizing 
molecules 
· One student said that the models helped him a lot.  “I think I am a visual learner so  
seeing it [helped].  I probably write it first and make sure.”   
· Another said, “Practice helped me personally.  I’m not the visual type of person that  
needs to see it visually, so that’s why it may be a lot different for me.”   
Like 
Organic 
Chemistry? 
· A few students said that they liked the Organic Chemistry section of the unit.   
· One said: “I really liked it.  Naming, figuring out the name and what it looks like.”   
· Another student said, “I actually liked it because it was only H [hydrogen] and  
C [carbon] even though it’s complicated.  Not to worry about other formulas.” 
· Yet another student said, “Organic stuff - that part actually I liked.  To be able to name  
it and all – it wasn’t very difficult at all.  It opened up a whole thing.” 
Independent 
Study 
· One student liked the aspect of independent study, where students could talk to others,  
ask questions, but also work on their own.   
· One liked individual work so he could do it himself. 
· Another liked a group of four working at the laboratory table, “pretty good like that.”   
Practice 
Problems 
 
 
 
 
· One thought that a lot of practice problems helped so that she would not forget it.  
Students could ask questions.  She liked helping other students and also liked  
working independently.   
· Another student thought that practice helped and needed to see it visually.  
· One student summed up her work philosophy:  “I think that if we didn’t do that we 
probably forgot it.   Touch it, focus on it, ask other people or ask her personally; there’s 
a lot of people that they don’t understand they’ll just sit there and not raise their hand.   
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Table 13 (continued) 
The answer sheet was up there so you can check your answers.  I don’t mind helping 
other people but sometimes I’m hesitant.  Am I positive so I don’t want to give them the 
wrong idea?  I work independent.  I don’t like them bothering me when I’m trying to 
finish mine.  I want to do it first and then ask them cause if I always depend on 
everybody else then it’s not a good idea.  I don’t want to like slack off on one thing I 
just want to keep on going and not stop.  I don’t know some people say that I just work 
really fast but then again that’s something bad cause I always do stupid mistakes that I 
regret so I have to calm down and just look at every single one.  Because you figure out 
a problem you just ask a question to someone you to work with.  That’s stress relieving 
- even though you were doing work you could still have a side conversation – makes 
you feel good.” 
 
 
Two of the key, but more difficult, concepts of this unit were VSEPR and 
Hybridization Theories.  Therefore, the investigator asked an interview question about 
the VSEPR Theory.  The VSEPR theory represents various geometrical shapes of 
molecules instead of a two-dimensional simplified Lewis structure.  One student used the 
periodic table to understand the shapes of various central elements in bonds.  She was 
confused about the lone pairs of electrons because she thought it meant every atom, not 
just the central atom.  Another student was also confused, but now understood the shape 
depended just on the central atom and lone pairs of electrons.  Finally, when asked to 
compare boron trifluoride, BF3, as planar, and ammonia, NH3, as pyramidal, he noted the 
two extra electrons, so, by that rule, knew it was a pyramidal shape.  Along with these 
examples of VSEPR Theory, other students responded: 
 
 
Table 14 
Phase I:  Student Examples of VSEPR Theory 
Examples of what students understood Examples of what students  
did not understand 
• “It came like a blur except for the chart - shapes.   At first I was 
confused, because I thought when it said lone pairs, it meant every 
atom, but no one ever said it was the central atom.” 
• “I don’t know exactly, cause it’s a geometric shape, it’s just the 
shape of the molecule, instead of having it as the Lewis structure, 
it’s just another way of drawing.  Ammonia, is pyramidal cause it  
• “Only had to read about it.  
Had chart for shapes.  Very 
little practice.” 
• “Valence electrons and the 
atom lines to make (bonds). 
Not sure of lone pairs push  
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Table 14 (continued) 
        has two electrons.” 
• “I was a little confused at first, but I think now I understand it’s 
just the central atom and lone pair electrons.   Now, I can visualize 
better what a molecule looks like in my head.  I can see what it 
looks instead of on paper.  It’s more 3d.” 
• “Shapes – like tetrahedral. I thought that was pretty clear. And also 
I thought it made sense, too.” 
• “It explains how the angles need enough space for everything.” 
• “The pull – electronegativity. I see it in my head as the shape, 
because in the book it gave good pictures.” 
 
        away.  Had to read it.” 
• “Valence Shell Electron Pair 
Repulsion.  Shaping it.  I  
read through it, I really didn’t 
understand it.” 
• A couple of students could  
not even explain it. 
 
 
 
 The second key concept was Hybridization Theory and the investigator also asked 
about it.  Hybridization Theory explains the shapes of molecules through the mixing of 
orbitals.  The student responses were varied, but for the most part they had more trouble 
with this concept than the VSEPR Theory.  For example, one student did not get it, but 
thought it had something to do with mixing unequal things and coming out with identical 
things in different quantities.  The mixing concept was correct, but the understanding of 
what and how was mixed was confused.   
One student read through the chapter and said that since they did not go over it 
that much in class, she summarized it for herself and understood how the orbitals 
overlapped.  She read how three quarts of one juice and one quart of another juice were 
mixed and became one new thing; she was able to visualize making the quarts come 
together.  One said that sp3 represents methane, CH4, and that he could draw methane.  
He said when one has four atoms combined, it is tetrahedral and that the orbital notation 
could be the reason why it is tetrahedral.  Most students said that they did not understand 
the concept because they only read about it, it was taught in small groups, and there was 
not a lot of explanation. 
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Summary. 
The Pilot Study gave a greater in-depth understanding of what happens with 
learning, specifically visualization, in terms of chemical structures and bonding.  The 
Pilot Study accomplished its goal to try out certain instruments and to time lessons and 
activities.  Most of the students were able to do the homework assignments, quizzes, and 
test successfully.  An interesting note was the volume of observational information that 
one can obtain when viewing a class.  
The observations were accomplished by note-taking, videotaping, documents, and 
by an independent observer, who, on many occasions, noted her lack of chemistry 
experience.  The investigator found her lack of knowledge to be an asset because she 
could reflect on the teaching/learning aspect and at the same time see what she could 
learn about the topic.  The documents, specifically Journal Entries and Molecular 
Modeling Assignment, gave the investigator an opportunity to delve into the student’s 
mind.  The interviews were also successful because both the students and the investigator 
were at ease in the conversation format of the interview.  The students candidly gave a 
wealth of information through their classwork and the interviews.  
As to the purpose of this Pilot Study, the information gathered allowed the 
investigator, through the Main Study, to further explore the processes of visualization in 
chemical bonding. The investigator had an opportunity not to be the center in the 
teaching/learning process and to gain a better understanding of the general process of 
learning and the specific difficulties involved in this unit.  The Pilot Study showed that 
the case study approach, with observations, interviews, and student documentation, gave 
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a wealth of information about how a student thinks about chemical structures and where 
the student may need more reinforcement and practice.   
The Pilot Study, as per its intent, was a good beginning to answering the key 
research questions, but did not examine a connection between visualization and learning 
style, as this will be shown in the Main Study.  In the investigation of the first research 
question and through observations, the investigator was able to discern students who 
understood molecular structure and students who did not.  Investigating the second 
research question, the investigator was able to begin to understand what a student was 
thinking about molecular structure and how the students need a foundation in writing 
correct formulas first before they can do Lewis Structures or VSEPR Theory.  They also 
need more information and practice on VSEPR and Hybridization Theories and Organic 
Chemistry.  While investigating the third research question about Learning Style, there 
was no means to fully examine the relationship of learning style with visualization, but 
the investigator was able to gain some general observations.  Finally, studying the fourth 
research question, there were many influences on student learning through visualization 
and it was observed that most students had a better understanding at the end of the unit. 
Main Study 
 
Subjects. 
The Main Study was conducted with the second block Chemistry I class from 
March 12th to April 20th, 2004.  The sample included junior and senior students from a 
typical Chemistry I class at the suburban high school as described previously.  The school 
dates were inclusive except for Spring Vacation and this study lasted 18 days.   
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Table 15 
Class Composition of the Main Study 
31 Students 14 Male 17 Female 
Juniors 4 5 
Seniors 10 12 
 
 
 
Teacher and class activities. 
The teacher conducted the class as always, with the same interactive teaching 
style and work-focused approach.  She conducted an extensive review, reinforcing 
concepts that tended to slow down the progress of the unit.  Again, she seemed to spend 
too much time on ionic/covalent and polar/nonpolar and not enough time on VSEPR 
theory.  She made Hydrocarbons a separate unit this semester and therefore excluded 
Hybridization Theory.  With reviewing and reinforcing, it appeared that the teacher did 
not teach more “complicated” concepts.   
Working individually or with partners. 
Students were asked to work with partners or groups of four as in the previous 
semester; much of the time they worked with a partner.  Some consistently worked by 
themselves and did not even attempt to talk or check answers with another student.  Some 
other examples of student responses are in Table 16. 
 
 
Table 16 
Phase II:  Student Comments on Group or Individual Work 
Group Work 
or Individual 
Student Responses 
Group Work 
 
 
 
· One person gets it then he can or she can help the whole explain it. 
· “Sometimes your peers can help explain things better than your teacher because 
they understand - they’re on your level.” 
· “I think it helps me hear – explain by other people, too and not just the teacher.” 
· “Group work is fine because you don’t know at least one thing or you make a  
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Table 16 (continued) 
mistake somewhere or when I was doing my homework and I did most of them 
right but one of the answers my teammate got was different, and then somebody 
else got the same answer they did . . . then we would go over it, and then you were 
able to figure it out.  Because a lot of times you just sit there in class, you take notes 
or whatever and here you’re actually interacting with other students.” 
· “I work pretty well with my friends, but if I’m with a bunch of strangers I am not 
going to want to say as much cause I don’t want to be wrong and have everyone get 
it wrong and hate me.  I don’t want to be a snob and be right and you’re wrong, 
change it.” 
Individual · “I like working by myself.” 
· “It all depends.  Usually I’m a one-on-one learner when I don’t understand 
something I won’t go to people to explain it to me.  They’re a great group and they 
know what they’re doing and they’re faster than I am so, at times, instead of asking 
how to do it I find myself just looking at it, I would know that.  When, in reality, I 
don’t but I’m telling myself that I do to get it done.  The other week I caught 
myself doing it and I said stop, they’re working too fast so I went up and [the 
teacher] and I worked on it.” 
· “There’s times when I would rather work with myself because I get done faster, but 
I mean it’s always good to have to somebody cause it’s good to have the ideas of 
everybody else as compared to yours.” 
· “Most of the time I can get it on my own, like I understand the stuff.  As long as 
you have someone who’s on your own level, like you’re not teaching them but that 
way you can compare answers with what they got.” 
 
 
 
Method/Procedure of the Main Study 
 The methodology for the Main Study, Phase II, of Spring, 2004, followed the case 
study method used in the Pilot Study.  The purpose was to investigate the relationship 
between the students’ work with chemical structure and visualization by using the 
Visualization and Learning Style instruments along with other classroom observations.  
The Main Study included the data collection procedures as conducted in the Pilot Study 
along with many class activities. 
Both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods were used along with 
the triangulation of data as in the Pilot Study.  Transcribed field notes and videotapes 
were analyzed by the investigator and the independent observer to look for corroboration 
and cross-validation.  Interviews were audiotaped, transcribed, and reviewed by the 
investigator.   A summary of the data collection plan is described in Table 17. 
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Table 17 
Data Collection Methods – Mixed Methodology Design:  Phase II – Chemical Bonding 
Unit – Spring, 2004 
 
Research Questions Method Assessments and Observations 
1. Why do some students 
understand molecular structure 
and chemical bonding and some 
do not? 
· Observations 
· Assessments 
2. How do students think about 
molecular structure? 
· Observations 
· Interviews 
· Chemical 
Modeling 
3. Is learning style a factor 
influencing student learning of 
molecular structures? 
· Observations 
4. What influence will teaching 
students to visualize have on 
their learning? 
· Observations 
· Assessments 
Assessments 
· Homework 
· Laboratory Experiments 
· Quizzes 
· Unit Test 
· Visualization Tests (Pre and Post) 
Observations 
· Field Notes 
· Independent Observer 
· Videotape 
· Class discussion 
· Journals 
· Board work 
· Models 
· Interviews 
· Learning Style Inventory 
 
 
 
Interviews. 
Specific interview questions were asked of 11 individual students, six females and 
five males.  The investigator conducted all the interviews.  The interviews were 
conducted in a manner similar to the ones used in the Pilot Study.   
Documents. 
This semester, the teacher allowed the students to keep their work in their 
notebooks and the investigator borrowed the notebooks in order to observe their written 
work.  The students had journal entries, quizzes, and assignments.  Journal entries and 
quizzes are discussed in separate sections.  As to the assignments, the teacher gave 
various worksheets.  With the worksheet, “Writing Formulas from Names,” the students 
made some obvious mistakes:  sixteen students wrote MgBr instead of the correct 
formula, MgBr2, three wrote various numbers of chlorines for tetrachloromethane, CCl4, 
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four wrote I for the iron symbol (Fe), one wrote S for the sodium symbol (Na), twelve 
wrote AlI for aluminum triodide, AlI3, and two wrote FeF for iron (II) fluoride, FeF2.  For 
the worksheet “Naming Ionic Compounds,” eight students made mistakes using Roman 
numerals properly in correctly written formula names.  In the worksheet “Naming 
Molecular Formulas,” two made a mistake with the formula ammonia, NH3. 
Journal entries.  
This semester, the teacher created different journal entries for her students.  She 
asked more about dot structures and ionic/covalent bonding, along with more personal 
items, such as grade reflections.  Some examples of student journal entries are listed in 
Table 18. 
 
Table 18 
Phase II:  Student Responses to Journal Entries 
Journal Entries Student Responses 
Orbitals · 21 of 27 students wrote correctly about spdf orbitals. 
· “The orbitals seem to reflect the periodic table of the types of elements.  The 
energy levels increased as they got closer to the bottom of the periodic table.” 
· “I saw the orbital shapes were consistent with the families.” 
Configurations · 27 did the configurations for chromium and palladium correctly; 3 did not. 
Dot structures · 26 students were able to define it correctly; 3 did not. 
· “Dot structures are the position of electrons on an element shell.” 
· “Dot structures are the element with the amount of valence electrons dispersed 
around it.” 
Grade 
Reflection 
· 25 felt good about their grades – they were doing well. 
Formulas · One reflection:  24 wrote the formulas correctly; 3 did not. 
· Another reflection:  3 wrote the formulas correctly; 23 did not – the most  
common mistake was with the ammonia, NH3, formula. 
 
 
 
Molecular modeling assignment. 
 As with the Pilot Study, each student worked with a partner to build and draw 
models. They used their textbooks to find formulas and again were told that they could 
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find what they needed without the teacher’s help.  Some students used the textbook to 
check structures, but most did not use the textbook.  More detail about this assignment is 
in the Themes section. 
Homework. 
The assigned homework, based on the topic, was sometimes collected, but mostly 
corrected in class, as with the Pilot Study.   
Quizzes and tests. 
Four quizzes were given and most students did well on them.  The difficult 
concepts for students to grasp included:  writing names of formulas, using wrong symbols 
for formulas, mixing up polar/nonpolar and drawing Lewis drawings.  These were all 
similar mistakes to what students did on the worksheets in the Documents section. 
As for the test for this unit, the grades were as follows:  four received an “A,” six 
received a “B,” eight received a “C,” four received a “D,” and nine received a failing 
grade.  A total of twenty-two out of thirty-one students passed the test.  The teacher gave 
a different variation on the test, partly because students talk to each other from semester 
to semester (test integrity) and partly because she wanted to use some of last semester test 
questions as a review for this semester.  On the test, the teacher had students work with 
partners, with a section of the test written independently by each student.  This decision 
was made because of the nine junior students who missed class days due to PSSA Testing 
(Pennsylvania System of School Assessment) and school trips.  Prior to test day, the 
teacher spent time reviewing concepts.  The test consisted of five pages, with Lewis 
structures and VSEPR theory (shapes, bond angles).  A Periodic Table was provided and 
larger Periodic Tables were on display in the classroom.  Many students were writing for 
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most of the class time and worked on the test pretty thoroughly.  When it came to 
recording the answers, it appeared that one partner dominated.  One student, in order to 
explain what she wanted to say, used her hands to convey the ideas to her partner, which 
was unusual for her since she was quiet in class.  
Upon analysis of the test answers, as with the quizzes, students made simple 
mistakes with formulas, naming, ionic/covalent bonding, and drawing molecular pictures.  
It appeared that the students who had more mistakes with simple naming and formulas 
also did poorly overall on the test.  Those that did well on the individual portion of the 
test also did better on the test.  These were students who could explain the concepts and 
theories coherently and were able to draw accurate molecular diagrams.  One student 
commented:  “I think I got a C on the test, I actually expected to do better, but towards 
the end of the unit I was starting to understand everything.”  Another student said:  “. . . 
it’s hard for me to trust like other people and like sometimes I’ll do it but I really don’t 
think I know it.” 
Themes:  As They Emerged from the Main Study 
 First research question. 
 As the Main Study was conducted, the key research questions were constantly 
considered and the findings, as related to each of these questions, are described.  The first 
one was:  “Why do some students understand molecular structure and chemical bonding 
and some do not?”  The answer was due in part to the student, the activities, and the 
teacher.   
 As with the Pilot Study, the students knew a number of concepts, such as ionic 
and covalent bonding, simple formulas, and drawing Lewis structures.  The teacher spent 
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many portions of many days reviewing what the students knew; as if she were afraid they 
would not understand or remember the concepts and needed a good foundation in the 
fundamentals of chemical bonding.  She reviewed ionic and covalent bonding by asking 
questions and by writing information on the board.  The teacher also walked around and 
answered individual questions.  She reviewed polar and nonpolar molecules.  One review 
day she gave the students a worksheet and asked them to work on their own, without 
partners or their notebooks.  Then she gave them time to work using their notebooks.  
Finally, she asked them to work with their partners. 
 As part of the review work, the independent observer remarked that as the teacher 
reviewed ionic and covalent characteristics, all the students were writing and responding 
chorally.   She also noted that one student who usually did not volunteer was mouthing 
most of the answers correctly during this review time and said that “he really knew his 
stuff.” 
 The teacher gave the students much time to do group work.  Some students did no 
work or did other work that they needed to do.  These same students had a fundamental 
problem with writing formulas and recognizing charges.  Specifically, one student 
continued to have trouble writing the correct formula for ammonia.  Other students took 
positive advantage of this time, such as one student who explained polar/nonpolar to his 
group.  The investigator spoke with one student who said, “work with groups – always 
working – at least someone knows it.” 
In general, students were asked to visualize and most were able to draw the 
pictures on paper, but not all were able to picture the molecules three-dimensionally or in 
their heads.  A few students understood the concepts immediately and were able to assist 
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others.  As with the Pilot Study, some did not even grasp the very basic concepts, such as 
writing formulas and charges, which made new content much harder for them.  Again, it 
was noted that students knew the terminology, such as valence electrons and 
ionic/covalent bonding, but did not have a firmer, deeper grasp of how these concepts 
related to each other or to the overall concept of bonding. 
In order to probe their grasp of the concepts and understand why some students 
understood molecular structure, two interview questions were asked:  What do you know 
about the topic?  How do you feel about this topic?   
           Some of the student responses were varied as reflected in Table 19. 
 
 
Table 19 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  What do you know about the topic? 
Interview Question Student Responses 
What do you know 
about the topic?  
How do you feel 
about this topic? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
· “Virtually nothing.  I couldn’t grasp most of the VSEPR models . . . I 
could [do] the electron configuration, I could do the orbital notation, but 
[to] figure out the atoms where they would go – structure – I just 
couldn’t.” 
· Ionic and covalent bonding.  “At first it was all brand new, so that was 
sort of hard it took awhile just to let it sink in.” 
· “I learned about ionic and covalent bonding, and how two bonds like 
metals and nonmetals and two nonmetals and the difference between 
them.  I learned how to associate charges with bonding and how that’s 
important.  The naming system made me understand more where names 
come from, like monoxide, I actually understand what that is.” 
· “Mostly I remember the shapes after we saw that chart in the textbook, 
that’s how I remembered everything.”   
· “I liked it cause it was a lot of seeing the models on paper and drawing 
things more than what we’re doing now ” 
· “. . . I basically remember how to do it, how to do Lewis structures, 
VSEPR, what it stands for, how to drop and cross charges, things like 
that.”  
·  “. . . I almost remember directly how to draw mostly all of them.” 
· “It’s hard to think of something off the top of my head. . . . Um, ionic 
bonding bonding between wait, yeh, a metal and a nonmetal.”  
· Asked about electronegativity:  “Um, that was from covalent bonding . . . 
two nonmetals bonding and one of them has more electronegativity than 
the other which would be more polar object more polar than the other 
element.” 
· “I remember using dot structures to show the bonding and drawing  
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Table 19 (continued)  
circles around them.  And then writing all the different types of shapes 
for them, and whether or not they would bond to them.” 
· “I do remember a little bit about it.  It allowed me to visualize what we 
were working on little bit more.” 
· “I remember electronegativity cause for some reason I liked that and I 
don’t know why.  I understand most of everything, I remember about the 
valence shell eight electrons to be happy.  I remember the whole bonding 
theory.  I remember the whole diagrams tetrahedral, linear.” 
· “I really got the bonding and the charges part.” 
 
 
Another interview question that supported understanding molecular structure was: 
What do you think of when you hear a chemical name?  The interviewer gave the students 
an example formula (magnesium fluoride) and the students responded by saying what 
they would picture.  The majority of their answers dealt with picturing the symbols, the 
formula, and how it would bond.  Other various answers are noted in Table 20.  
 
 
Table 20 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  What do You Think of When You Hear a Chemical 
Name? 
 
Interview Question Student Responses and Themes 
What do you think 
of when you hear a 
chemical name? 
(Gave the students 
magnesium 
fluoride) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
· “I’m just picturing the symbols.  I see where magnesium is and I see 
where fluoride is, but I can’t see most of the other elements [on the 
Periodic Table].” 
· “Magnesium is a metal and then fluoride is a nonmetal and you change it 
from fluorine to fluoride after you bond it.” 
· “I automatically see MgFl [should be MgF2] – I just see the letters first.”   
· When asked if see the chemical in a jar:  “No.  Cause I don’t know what it 
looks like . . . If you were to say table salt that’s what I think of, if you 
were saying sodium, I think salt on the table I can picture that.” 
· “I think of the formula and what it would be and I don’t know how they 
would bond.  Probably more the symbols and letters.” 
· “. . . think of what it looks like pretty much, especially with the Periodic 
Table, what the charges are and how it bonds.” 
· “I think of the Periodic Table and I think of MgFl [should be MgF2], the 
Mg and I think of the fluoride, Fl, and it’s pretty much I never think of it 
that’s why I have such a problem cause I say I can’t visualize it.” 
· “Well, fluoride, ionic bond, obviously.  I know magnesium is an alkali 
first I would say then halogen for the fluorine.  The magnesium is giving 
out their electrons for fluorine to be happy . . . then magnesium has two so 
the fluorine have eight and it gives up it’s two cause fluorine has seven . . . 
would have two fluorines for one magnesium . . . would be happy, would  
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Table 20  (continued) 
have the valence shell would eventually be eight so it would be happy.” 
· “Magnesium and chlorine, bonding.”  Thinks of the symbols. 
· “I automatically think MgCl2 [asked about MgF2] because the Cl is minus 
one and this one would have to have two.”  Thinks in terms of formula – 
balance them out. 
  
 
Second research question. 
The second research question was:  “How do students think about molecular 
structure?”  The teacher described molecular structure by using a step-by-step approach 
which she had the students copy down.  She commented that VSEPR Theory is like 
drawing Lewis structures but taking it one step further.  She then provided examples that 
she worked through on the board with the students, such as hydrogen sulfide, H2S, 
drawing both a Lewis structure and the proper shape (bent).  She also put questions on 
the board and called on students to answer the questions. 
Students helped other students which provided specific and direct information and 
understanding.  One student was observed as doing a nice job at explaining VSEPR 
Theory and types of bonds to another student.  He said that the VSEPR Theory related to 
angles and that they needed to know the shapes of various structures with angles from 
120 to 109.5°.  The angles were due to the electrons and how close they were to each 
other.   
In terms of VSEPR Theory, the students read about and discussed it with each 
other.  She suggested that they think of the nonbonding electrons as balloons and how 
balloons would push away.  Unfortunately, when she gave a quiz on this content, she 
gave two optional questions on VSEPR (“What does it stand for” and “What is the 
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difference between Lewis structures and VSEPR drawing”) as extra credit instead of 
making these key questions a requirement. 
The teacher also spoke of spatialization.  She said she still ducks when she is in a 
parking garage that says there is a seven-foot clearance.  She said she cannot parallel 
park, but that some people are good at spatial conceptualization.  The independent 
observer noted that the teacher  
shows students on the board how ‘answers should look’ so they have a better 
visual idea.  The teacher reviews:  ‘I want you to SEE the molecular shape of 
things.  What happens when pairs of electrons. . .’  And repeatedly points to board 
as reference with how ‘things should LOOK.’  Teacher shares rules from text, but 
also shares her own wording of rules for ‘how it should look.’ 
 
In order to attempt to answer this second research question, a key sub-question 
was posed to the students:  “How does one picture a molecule?”  Table 21 includes 
various responses. 
 
 
Table 21 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  Picturing a Molecule 
Interview Question Student Reponses and Themes 
How do you 
picture a molecule 
now as compared 
to the first day of 
the unit?   
· “It makes more sense because you can picture it more . . . Before it was just 
like I heard the words, but I couldn’t get a picture in my head to understand 
it just knew the definition of it.” 
· “. . . I understand it more - I see where it’s coming from more than before.” 
· “When I first started I didn’t know anything, but then I could knowing 
definitely once I learned the shapes pretty much it started making sense.” 
 
 
For the modeling assignment, the teacher had the students draw out a chart instead 
of giving them one and they did not have questions to answer.  Since the teacher did not 
explain how to use the model kits, group work definitely helped students, especially the 
ones who were weak in drawing structures and relied on a partner.  The teacher suggested 
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using the book to see how to draw/build the structures.  Most of the students said they 
could picture the chemicals better on paper rather than in three dimensions.  One student 
spun the model he built and examined it from different viewpoints.  The teacher talked to 
him about the tetrahedral shape and how the bonds were not all on the same plane, but 
three-dimensional.  Some student responses about models and formulas are in Table 22. 
 
Table 22 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  Models or Formulas? 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
Models or 
formulas?   
· “. . . just made it a little harder to grasp but I can do it on paper . . .  I can work with 
my hands but I can’t visualize things in my head, I have to have blueprints written 
down for me.”  
· “Easier for me to see on paper.” 
· “I think I pretty much see it in my head for the most part after we drew them.”  
· “See it on paper definitely; you can never actually see it three-dimensionally.  Once 
it gets more complicated ones stupid springs went out.  It didn’t really explain 
much.  And I mean it looks better in three, I can see the bonds . . .  I mean they’re 
clear.” 
Modeling 
assignment 
· “. . . some of them were a little bit more confusing because we had to build them 
differently than what they looked like in the book.  It was more 3d.”   
· One thought it was fun to build the models. 
· “I liked making the shapes.” 
· “I got confused with the models; I wasn’t too good at that. When it was the models 
it was different on paper - they look so much different.  Imagine in 3d and actually 
seeing two different things.” 
· “. . . we actually got to build the molecules.  It gave me a chance, I’m a very visual 
learner, if I can’t see it, I can’t do it.  That’s why I’m having a problem with 
trig[onometry], it’s all written down, cause it’s all two-dimensional that I can’t take 
it out and put it in front of me and look at it.” 
 
 
Now that the students could see that the chemical structures had shapes and 
angles, these interview questions were asked:  How do you interpret a two-dimensional 
drawing?  A three-dimensional drawing?  Student responses are in Table 23. 
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Table 23 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  Interpretation of Two- and Three-Dimensional Drawings 
Interview 
Questions 
Examples Student Reponses and Themes 
CHF3  
Trifluoro-
methane 
· “Ok, I’m trying to picture now I’m trying to remember how many 
valence electrons there are which ones they have.  Right now I’m 
writing down the element, the electrons, so I know every last one  
. . .  and I’m putting the hydrogen on the top and the fluorines on 
the sides . . . tetrahedral.” 
· “Carbon has four electrons and hydrogen has one and fluorine has 
one . . .  I would do a dot structure.  Two dots on the top and I put 
hydrogen.  And that side the other dots.  Then I put one fluorine 
here, which has seven.  Electrons I draw.  Yes, then I’m going to  
do that two more times.  Tetrahedral.” 
SCl2 
Sulfur 
dichloride 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
· “S [sulfur] has six and chlorine has seven and they would bond  
so it would be single bond on both sides.  Then it would be bent . . . 
the two lone ones they pull it downwards.” Question asked if 
picture in head:  “Yeh, cause we did that with actually building 
them, the models.”   
· “Sulfur has six . . . [drawing] . . . trigonal pyramidal, two lone pairs. 
[said it wrong] . . . Oh, that’s bent, that’s right.” 
· “. . . for every one sulfur, there’s two chlorines that will be bonded 
to each other.  Sulfur has six.  Six electrons and then chlorine has 
seven, so chlorine on either side.  That’ll be happy with seven.  That 
would make both of them happy.”  Said linear at first, and then  
     realized it was bent. 
· “First comes to my mind is sulfur is the same as oxygen so I put 
that in the middle.  There’s two Cl’s [chlorines], sulfur has six.  
Chlorine has seven.  Cause there’s six sulfur and they each need one 
so there’s going to be four left over so it would be eight.” Explain 
why bent:  “Well, it’s pulling down on it first of all, which goes 
back to electronegativity . . . So it’s pulling sulfur towards it and to 
the right.  So it’s bending it down.  It has two bonds.  Bent.” 
NCl3 
Nitrogen 
trichloride 
· “. . . nitrogen being in the middle.  And the Cl’s the chlorines I see 
going on the sides likes so [drawing the picture].”  Trigonal 
pyramidal. 
· “And N [nitrogen], I’d look and see how many valence electrons.  
So there’s five [also drawing] . . . and chlorine has seven and 
there’s three of them.  There’s three chlorines and one nitrogen.”  
Realized the shape is pyramidal. 
CO2 
Carbon 
dioxide 
· Drew very quickly – “It just came to me.  I know that always C 
[carbon] is four and it goes to the middle and that oxygen needs two 
because it has six . . . you’ve seen them so many times, you know 
exactly what all the charges are.” 
How do you 
interpret  
a two-
dimension-
al drawing?  
 A three-
dimension-
al drawing? 
How do you 
draw a 
molecular 
structure? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H2O 
water 
· “. . . like H2O [water] is a bent molecule . . . I remember that 
memorizing if there’s four electrons left over on the central atom 
then it’s bent.” 
 
 
As part of the second research question considered, the following question arose:  
“How does the student learn about chemical bonding?”  Specifically, in the interview, 
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the question was asked:  “How do you know you got it, how do you know you’re learning 
or learned something,” which is displayed in Table 24. 
 
 
Table 24 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  How does the Student Learn about Chemical Bonding? 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
How does the 
student learn 
about chemical 
bonding? 
                    
· “I just stay up studying all night and I just get to the test.” 
· “When I can explain it to somebody else . . . when [a student] was absent and 
she asked me something and I can teach it to her then I should realize that I 
really do understand that.” 
· “When I realized that I understand where these elements, what they’re for and 
how they can relate to my real world.” 
 
 
How do you  
know you got it, 
how do you 
know you’re 
learning (learned 
something). 
· “I teach it to somebody else.  I got it, that’s when I know I had it.  Because if I 
[am] able to go around to a guy and this is how we do it, then when someone 
says why is it this way I’m able to actually explain it then I can pretty much 
do it whenever I want.” 
· “If I can think about it later, I know what I’m talking about it . . . if I can go 
back and not have to review through my stuff.” 
· “I guess if I can just do it, what’s this and I can do it for you.” 
· “When I can go home and do it by myself.  If I can get it at home, I know I 
have it.  And, usually at that point I’ll try it at home.  I’m pretty good with 
explaining things.” 
· “Well, if I can explain it to somebody else then I know it.  Cause I can tell 
everybody what it is then I obviously understand it enough to explain it to 
them then they can understand it, learn from me.” 
· “Usually it just clicks in my head and I realize it . . . it reinforces when you 
teach someone, but reading it, it’s just in one ear and out the other.” 
 
 
The independent observer noted that one day the teacher had a student walk the 
entire class through “what he’s thinking, how he processes the problem” and his 
outcome.  The teacher used several ‘reminders,’ “this is what I want to see,” while 
reinforcing what was on the board.  She said, “Think of balloons, it’s a lot like balloons.”  
She also gave several visual keyword clues and guides reminding them to predict and 
draw shapes.  The students seemed to pick up on the clues.  The teacher was very 
practical in her approach and the content was very applicable. 
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 Third research question. 
The third research question was:  “Is learning style a factor influencing student 
learning of molecular structures?”  It appeared that learning style did influence the way a 
student learns molecular structures because a number of students independently said that 
they could “see it.”  How students learn affects what they learn. 
Methods relating to learning style that the teacher used were writing on the board, 
giving leading questions, and talking to the class (expecting them to take notes).  
Methods students used were paying attention to the teacher talking (observed:  all 
students looked up when she spoke about double and triple bonds), memorizing shapes, 
copying the molecular structure table from the textbook, doing group work, and using 
whiteboards with teams.  One of the strengths of the teacher and this class was that the 
teacher allowed for time to discuss concepts and created a vehicle for eliminating any 
misconceptions without doing large amounts of traditional teaching. 
The teacher said that one very verbal student was able to connect what he read 
with what he knew.  He was able to teach other students.  She explained polar/nonpolar to 
him and had him teach the class the next day.  Another student, and another favorite of 
the teacher, always asked a lot of questions.  It seems that he learned by hearing words 
and hearing himself say it. 
 A part of the concept of learning style, especially with visualization, was students’ 
ability to draw structures and to draw in general.  Most students were not able to draw 
well, but were able to draw molecular structures effectively.  A few students were good at 
drawing and one was especially good at computer art.  Some said they doodled in class, 
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and as they doodled, they paid attention.  It seemed that these students needed physical 
movement as a way of processing information.  Some student responses are in Table 25. 
 
Table 25 
Phase II:  Student Responses to Drawing Ability 
Drawing ability Student Reponses and Themes 
Prefer drawing or a 
picture on paper? 
· “Drawing . . . physically moving the electrons and actually seeing it.”   
· “. . . easier to draw it.” 
Able to and like to 
draw? 
 
 
 
 
 
· “No, I’m not really artsy.” 
· “I’m not a great artist.  I doodle everywhere, but I’m not an artist.” 
· “I doodle on stuff in class.” 
· “No.  I can’t draw.  I can copy, if somebody drew something like my 
friend he drew this thing and he drew it in five minutes cause he’s a 
really good artist and it was amazing.  It took me two hours to do half 
the picture which was a rose but it was the exact same thing.” 
· “Yep.  I can draw ok, I just doodle.” 
· “I think I’ve always been pretty good with drawing things if I see 
something flat on paper I can pretty much picture it in three-d.” 
· “I do, I can’t.  But I get not like I master things, but copy, I use to 
draw a lot more than I do now.  I can draw that [simple objects] but if 
it wasn’t in 3d, I would not be able to do it, but if you ask me to draw 
like a box or something, I can do it.” 
· “Not really kind of artist, I don’t know, I don’t mind draw[ing], but I 
cannot.” 
· “I can’t draw for anything.” 
· “I’m actually a terrible drawer.” 
· “I’m alright, I can sketch stuff, but I’m not an art major or anything.” 
 
 
 
Learning style inventory.  
 The Learning Style Inventory was given to the students the day after they took the 
post-Visualization Tests.  The Learning Style Inventory is in Appendix C and the results 
are in Appendix W.  
 In the Inventory, students were asked questions about how they rated themselves 
in various modalities, where the individual student was the best source of knowing what 
works for him or her.  The results of the Inventory showed 24 students saw themselves as 
visual learners, 13 as auditory learners, 13 as tactile learners, 21 as social/individual 
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learners, 13 as good at oral expressiveness, and 11 good at written expressiveness.  Two 
students were absent the day it was given.  These numbers do not tally to the class total 
because some students showed more than one strength in the Inventory. 
 In order to tabulate the results, the student answers were entered into the software 
program of Brown and Cooper’s Learning Style Inventory (1999).  The inventory was 
scored by three general categories and nine subcategories:  Cognitive Style (Auditory 
Language, Visual Language, Auditory Numerical, Visual Numerical, Tactile Concrete), 
Social Style (Individual Learning, Group Learning), and Expressive Style (Oral 
Expressiveness, Written Expressiveness).  
 In the Cognitive Style category, Auditory Language learners use audio methods of 
learning, such as audiotapes, lectures, and class discussions.  Visual Language learners 
use books and written content, such as handouts, and both see and take notes from the 
board.  Auditory Numerical students read problems aloud and are part of a discussion.  
Visual Numerical students use worksheets, workbooks, and problems on the board.  
Tactile Concrete learners use a hands-on experience, such as drawing pictures and using 
equipment.  Social Individual Learning students need time to work alone, whereas Social 
Group Learning students need to interact in class discussions.  Finally, Oral Expressive 
students need to be evaluated on their oral work, such as presenting reports, whereas 
Written Expressive students need to be evaluated on their written work, such as writing 
reports, journals, and notebooks. 
 The student results were tabulated by the Educational Activities Software 
Program and the higher the value, the higher the tendency for the student to exhibit that 
particular behavior.  Since there were nine subcategories, these subcategories were first 
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coded into five modalities:  Visualization, Auditory, Tactile, Social, and Oral and 
Written.  Based on this coding system, it appeared that there were three main 
subcategories for each student (Appendix W).  This brought the number of categories 
down to eighteen, but too varied for a pattern.  The Expressive Style category was 
separated from the results and examined on its own.  With this change, there were eleven 
groups with one group having five subcategories and two groups each with one. 
 In the Expressive Style category, 13 students had high Oral Expressiveness and 
11 students had high Written Expressiveness.  Of the 11 students interviewed, six 
students were high Oral Expressive and five were high Written Expressive.  Of those who 
rated themselves good at Oral Expressiveness, only three spoke very well in the interview 
and in class.  As compared to their test results, only three who scored high on the Written 
Expressiveness also did well on the test, especially the independent response section.  
Four of the students who scored high on the Oral Expressiveness did well on the test, 
which was a surprising result. 
During the interview, the students were asked what they thought about the 
Learning Style Inventory and their responses are in Table 26. 
 
 
Table 26 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  Learning Style Inventory 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
Learning 
Style 
Inventory 
 
 
 
 
· “I’m more auditory.  I learn well in classes where I just have to listen and I don’t have 
to take notes – I just have to absorb it all in – when I take notes, that’s when you’ll 
lose me.” 
· “I guess visualizer cause a lot of them were like you like see stuff written . . . Or like 
having to write down notes.  Instead of just listening.” 
· “. . . I think a little bit of everything cause sometimes I like to hear things, sometimes 
I like to have them written down, I guess it depends on the subject, too.” 
· “I like to write down because like picture something, I [get] confused I want to keep 
going back and checking to make sure my answers are the same.” 
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Table 26 (continued) 
· Commented that she is doodling:  “. . . when it might seem I’m not paying attention, 
cause I’m drawing but I’m listening to her.” 
· “Write things down, very visual.  If someone tells me something it goes in one ear 
and out the other.” 
· “. . . in engineering I keep everything I memorize them I don’t have to listen and I can 
pick everything up and I don’t have to write it all down I do but I don’t have to and 
I’ll draw it out some things like this [referring to the drawing he did] sometimes it’s 
better to draw them out for me it’s like I can see them well this is the answer . . . 
sometimes just hearing it doesn’t help it.” 
· Writing it and picturing it.  “After someone has said it or if they write it on the board.  
If I write it down I can remember it better.” 
 
 
Two students had interesting comments about their learning style strategy.  One 
said that “. . . I have to see them [directions], if a teacher explains something, I have to 
write it down so I can read it again . . . When she writes it on the board, that’s when I 
really understand what she’s talking about.”  The other said that “I like doing the 
drawings that really helped me understand.”  Some say that they can picture the formula 
in their heads.   
Finally, lessons should not be completely altered to differentiate students by their 
learning styles, but styles should be taken into account.  Students who are less able to 
visualize structures due to their preference in another learning style should be given ways 
to compensate and to learn to visualize these structures.   
Another assignment related to a student’s learning style was the drawing of the 
“T-shirt” and the answers to six questions:  I am a good at, a personal trait, what I would 
like to be able to do at 17 years old, what do I do with my free time, where I would like to 
travel to, and one wish I could have.  Three students mentioned academics, seven 
individual activities, 11 social or team activities, and three drawing.  Of the seven who 
noted individual activities, five also showed high relevance on the subcategory Individual 
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Learning.  Of the 11 who mentioned social or team activities, eight also answered high on 
the subcategory of Group Learning.   
 Once Oral and Written Expressiveness was removed from the results, three main 
groups of students with a number of subgroupings remained (see Appendix W).  The first 
group encompassed Visual and Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, and Social 
Learning.  The second encompassed Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, and 
Individual Learning and the last showed Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory 
(Language and Numerical), Tactile Concrete, and Social (Individual and Group).  It 
narrowed the categories, but also complicated the subgroups. 
 The next step to coding showed a pattern where students had similar behaviors 
depending on their Social Style.  In this aspect, eight categories were found:  Visual 
Numerical, Tactile Concrete (Social and Individual Learning); Auditory Numerical, 
Tactile Concrete (Social Learning) or Auditory Numerical (Social Learning); Visual and 
Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete (Social and Individual Learning); Visual and 
Auditory Numerical (Social and Individual Learning); Visual (Language and Numerical); 
Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory (Language and Numerical), Tactile Concrete 
or Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory Numerical; Auditory Language 
(Individual Learning); and Visual Numerical (Social and Individual Learning).  The last 
three categories were specific to one student each.   
Typical students in these eight categories follow the patterns found in Table 27. 
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Table 27 
Eight Learning Style Patterns 
Subcategory Social Style Type of Student Work 
Visual Numerical, 
Tactile Concrete 
Social Learning Worksheets, problems on the board; hands-on experience 
(draw, physical objects); interact with others in discussions 
 Individual Learning Worksheets, problems on the board; hands-on experience 
(draw, physical objects); time alone to work on 
assignments 
   
Auditory Numerical, 
Tactile Concrete 
Social Learning Read problems aloud and discussion; hands-on experience 
(draw, physical objects); interact with others in discussions 
Auditory Numerical Social Learning Read problems aloud and discussion; interact with others 
in class discussions 
   
Visual and Auditory 
Numerical, Tactile 
Concrete 
Social Learning Worksheets, problems on the board; read problems aloud 
and discussion; hands-on experience (draw, physical 
objects); interact with others in class discussions 
 Individual Learning Worksheets, problems on the board; read problems aloud 
and discussion; hands-on experience (draw, physical 
objects); time alone to work on assignments 
   
Visual and Auditory 
Numerical 
Social Learning Worksheets, problems on the board; read problems aloud 
and discussion; interact with others in class discussions 
 Individual Learning Worksheets, problems on the board; read problems aloud 
and discussion; time alone to work on assignments 
   
Visual (Language 
and Numerical) 
 Use books and other written material, information on the 
board, handouts, take notes; worksheets, problems on the 
board 
Visual (Language 
and Numerical) 
Individual Learning Use books and other written material, information on the 
board, handouts, take notes; worksheets, problems on the 
board; time alone to work on assignments 
   
Visual (Language 
and Numerical), 
Auditory (Language 
and Numerical), 
Tactile Concrete 
Both Individual and 
Social  
Use books and other written material, information on the 
board, handouts, take notes; worksheets, problems on the 
board; audiotapes, lectures, class discussion; read 
problems aloud and discussion; hands-on experience 
(draw, physical objects); interact with others in 
discussions; time alone to work 
Visual (Language 
and Numerical), 
Auditory Numerical 
Social Learning Use books and other written material, information on the 
board, handouts, take notes; worksheets, problems on the 
board; read aloud and discuss; interact with others in class 
discussions 
   
Auditory Language Individual Learning Audiotapes, lectures, class discussion; time alone to work 
on assignments 
   
Visual Numerical Both Individual and 
Social 
Worksheets, problems on the board; interact with others in 
class discussions; time alone to work on assignments 
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 Using Table 27 and the coding patterns, ten students who did very well on the 
molecular assignment were also students who scored high on the Visual Numerical and 
Tactile Concrete subcategories.  Nine students who did poorly on the molecular assign-
ment scored high on the Auditory Numerical, Visual Language, and Social or Individual 
Learning.  The significance of this finding was that the students who did better with 
three-dimensional representations did so because they had practice worksheets and 
preferred a hands-on experience as a part of their learning process.  The students who did 
not do well with the three-dimensional representations had the same practice and chances 
to discuss the practice problems with fellow students (or work by themselves) but needed 
more written content, which the teacher did not provide, and did not have the same 
preference for hands-on experiences as the other group did.  (The comparison of the 
Learning Style Inventory results and the Visualization Tests are in a following section.) 
Fourth research question. 
The fourth research question was:  “What influences will teaching students to 
visualize have on their learning?”  There were many influences on student learning.  Any 
interaction of the teacher and student that allowed the student to understand the concept 
of chemical bonding influenced student visual learning.  Some students drew pictures of 
structures, some pictured the structures in their heads, and some used their hands to 
explain and think about their work.   
As related to the fourth question, the investigator asked the following interview 
question:  Which strategies from this unit were the most effective in helping you to 
understand the concepts?  The students had many comments and one in particular said: 
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Usually if I don’t learn it in class then I can still learn it out of the book.  But the 
way they explain it, it’s kind of weird, so I generally learn out of class or I’ll 
review my notes but in science it seems to me like I pick up stuff [snaps fingers] 
real quick so usually I don’t have to go back and relearn stuff. 
 
It seemed that there were many strategies that the students employed, but one 
emerged from the interview:  using computers to see the molecules.  A few days before 
setting off to the computer room, the teacher reminded the students about what they 
would do with the computers and gave the students a list of websites with which they 
could start their search (Appendix R).  The students used various websites in order to 
experience a sample of structures of molecules and their animation.  The day of the 
activity, the teacher also suggested to students that they could find some sites on their 
own through various search engines.  Unfortunately, the teacher said that this would be a 
more relaxed day for the students, implying that they did not have to take their 
performance seriously.  During the class period, the students had a good chance to 
experience various pictures of molecules from every aspect and angle.  The investigator 
tape recorded some comments, took observational notes, and talked to students about 
what they saw.  Most students were able to find a VSEPR table that not only showed an 
extensive set of examples and shapes, but allowed the students to click on the picture and 
start a rotation of the molecules.  Some student comments from the interviews are listed 
in Table 28. 
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Table 28 
Phase II:  Strategies Students Used to Help Understand Chemical Concepts 
Interview 
Question 
Student Reponses and Themes 
Which 
strategies, from 
this unit, were 
the most 
effective in 
helping you to 
understand the 
concepts? 
(computer 
room)  
· “. . . I’m better with that computer art so it did help a lot.” 
· “. . . it didn’t really add on anything.  It was just basically seeing what we saw  
in the book.” 
· “The rotation was probably the hardest part when we looked at it on the 
computer.” 
· “. . . one weird thing when we used the internet and had it spinning and that 
made a little confusing.  That was just weird to see it move.  And actually see it 
like where like 1800 should end up like that.” 
· “That’s helpful like seeing it after I drew it, cause I got the shape and I didn’t 
really know what it looked like.” 
· “Not really.” [wanted it to be more user friendly] “Like the computer lab, it 
allowed me to look at it, but it really didn’t help me.” 
 
 
 
Two of the key, but more difficult, concepts of this unit were VSEPR and 
Hybridization Theories.  Therefore, the investigator asked an interview question about 
the VSEPR Theory.  The VSEPR Theory represented various geometrical shapes of 
molecules instead of just a two-dimensional simplified Lewis structures.  Along with 
these examples of VSEPR Theory, other students responded in Table 29. 
Table 29 
Student Examples of VSEPR Theory 
 
Examples of what students understood Examples of what students  
did not understand 
• “. . . I think of the lone pairs and how many it 
bonds with.” 
• “. . . basically it shows you the bond angles, the 
shape that it should technically come out to be, 
based on how many lone pairs you have, it’ll 
show how many bonded atoms you have on the 
central atom.  And then show why the bond 
angles are so different because the lone pairs 
squished them closer together.” 
• “. . . the electrons are pulled so they push away 
the chlorine.” 
• “Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion.  Isn’t 
that the chart that just teaches you about this?  
Two lone pairs don’t want to be near each 
other.”   
• “The basic stuff that I can; it’s just that when 
it hit the VSEPR theory.” 
• “The theory I just started memorizing which 
is also not difficult cause I memorize 
hundreds and hundreds of pages of lines so I 
do the same thing with this.  I’m a step 
learner, I have step one, is this and step two 
is this and three is that.” 
• “People understand the theory and I don’t 
understand the theory.” 
• “I mean it made sense, but it was easier to be 
I know the theory I don’t have to explain I 
don’t have to need to know the title for 
another theory.” 
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Visualization test. 
 
 The Visualization Testing consisted of five individually timed tests that were 
given in one class period.  The students took the test at the beginning and at the end of the 
study.  The five tests were:  S-1 Card Rotations Test, S-2 Cube Comparison Test, VZ-1 
Form Board Test, VZ-2 Paper Folding Test, VZ-3 Surface Development Test (Ekstrom et 
al., 1990a, 1990b). 
The Cards Rotation Test consisted of one card and eight variations on the card.  
The student had to figure out which of the variations were the same or different as the 
original card.  The Card Rotations Test measured students’ ability to compare two-
dimensional figures, such as one would do with chemical drawings.  The Cube 
Comparison Test consisted of two cubes per question with different symbol notations on 
each side, and the student had to figure out whether the two cubes were the same cube or 
not.  The Cube Comparison Test measured a student’s ability to compare three-
dimensional figures, such as one would do with chemical structures.   
          The Form Board Test consisted of an outline of a shape given and each question 
had various individual shapes.  The students had to decide which of these shapes fit into 
the outline of the original shape.  The Form Board Test measured a student’s ability to 
decide which pieces can fit together to create the original shape, such as chemistry 
students would do when using electrons and bonds to create Lewis structures.  The Paper 
Folding Test consisted of folding of a piece of paper and, once folded, poking a hole in 
the paper.  The students had to choose the correct configuration of the unfolded paper 
from five given answers.  The Paper Folding Test measured a student’s ability to 
visualize three-dimensional figures from various angles.   
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           The last test, the Surface Development Test, consisted of a piece of paper opened 
up and the same paper folded into a three-dimensional figure.  The students had to decide 
which sides of the open paper matched with the folded paper.  The Surface Development 
Test measured a student’s ability to visualize two and three-dimensional objects, again, 
similar to what students had to do in this unit.   
 The results of the pre- and post-Visualization Tests are in Appendix V.  Most 
students improved in their scores from pre- to post-testing.  Twenty-seven of the thirty-
one students in the class took the Visualization Tests.  Three missed the pre-test and one 
missed the post-test.  Table 30 shows the results. 
 
Table 30 
Student Scores on the Visualization Tests 
Visualization Tests What students did on the test 
All five tests Fifteen of twenty-seven students (56%) improved scores 
Card Rotations Test Twenty-five students scores improved between pre- and post-testing (ten 
over 25%), two down 
Cube Comparison Test Twenty-four scores improved, two down, one stayed the same 
Form Board Test Twenty-three scores improved (ten over 25%), four down 
Paper Folding Test Nineteen scores improved (one over 25%), six down, two stayed the same 
Surface Development Test Twenty-four scores improved (two over 70%), three down 
 
 
 
The greatest improvements overall were shown in the Card Rotations Test and the 
Form Board Test, both tests which asked about rotation and fitting parts together, but not 
about two- or three-dimensional positioning.  Most students improved on the scores for 
all the tests except for the Paper Folding Test, which, again, asked the students to work 
with three-dimensional shapes.  It appeared that even though students showed 
substantially, statistically significant improvement from pre- to post-testing, they did not 
improve as readily with the three-dimensional aspect.  
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 Statistical analysis using the t-test for correlated groups showed that five 
individual pre- and post-Visualization Tests differences were significant (Appendix V).  
The Mean between pre- and post-tests increased for the post-test, that is the students had 
more correct answers the second time tested.  The correlation was high for all five tests 
and with a high significance (p > .01).  In terms of the two-tailed t-test, all five tests 
showed high significance.  For the Cards Rotations Test, the t value was -7.050 with a 
high significance (p > .000).  For the Cube Rotations Test, the t value was -4.908 with a 
high significance (p > .000).  For the Form Board Test, the t value was -5.407 with a high 
significance (p > .000).  For the Paper Folding Test, the t value was -3.331 with a high 
significance (p > .003).  For the Surface Development, the t value was -6.692 with a high 
significance (p > .000).  Even though the visualization tests were not chemistry oriented, 
such as chemical structures, the students appeared to apply some of their chemical 
structure learning to these tests as they took it the second time.  When asked, most 
students did not remember the test in any great detail; therefore, the results were 
attributed to the students making a connection between chemical structure and rotation in 
both two- and three-dimensions. 
 Comparison of visualization tests and learning style inventory. 
 Comparing the Visualization Tests with the Learning Style Inventory resulted in 
some interesting findings.  The eight Visual Numerical and Tactile Concrete Social 
Learning students did well in the Visualization testing.  All improved scores on the Card 
Rotations Test, seven with the Cube Comparison Test, six with the Form Board Test, 
seven with the Paper Folding Test, and all eight with the Surface Development Test.  
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These students do well with worksheets and testing and could probably do well on paper 
and pencil testing. 
 The two Auditory Numerical and Tactile Concrete Social Learning students had 
mixed results with the Visualization Tests.  One improved and one went down with the 
Card Rotations Test with the other four tests improving, but not significantly, except for 
the Form Board Test.   
 The two Auditory Numerical Social Learning students improved with the Card 
Rotations Test, Cube Comparison Test, and Form Board Test with the last two tests 
having mixed results.  This result was clearly significant because these students needed 
the information both to be read aloud and discussed in class groups. 
 The one Social and two Individual Learning Visual and Auditory Numerical and 
Tactile Concrete students show mixed results in the Visualization tests.  The Social 
Learning student had scores up and down; the one Individual Learning student had 
significant improvement in the Card Rotations Test and the Form Board Test, while the 
other Individual Learning student improved in all tests.  The mixed results signified that 
these students needed both written and oral means to learning. 
 The two Social and one Individual Learning Visual and Auditory Numerical 
students all showed increases in the five tests, except for one Social Learning student 
whose scores dropped on the Paper Folding Test.  These students had the ability to 
combine both the need to hear the content orally with the use of written worksheets, 
which would help them in these tests. 
 Four of the five Visual Language and Numerical students all increased in their 
Visualization Testing with the fifth student not taking the pre-Visualization Test.  They 
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all did significantly well in the Form Board Test.  These students seemed to be good 
candidates for a paper and pencil testing situation along with using all the handouts and 
worksheets effectively.  One other Visual Language and Numerical Individual student did 
well on the Card Rotations Test, Cube Comparison Test, and the Form Board Test, 
especially the Cards Rotations Test.  In the interview, this student commented that the 
tests became progressively harder for her and that she did see the connection between the 
unit testing and these visualization tests. 
 One student showed almost equal ability in all learning style categories, being 
classified as a Language and Numerical Visual, Language and Numerical Auditory, 
Tactile Concrete, Social and Individual Learning.  This student did well in all the tests, 
especially the Card Rotations Test and the Surface Development Test.  From class 
observation, he paid attention to the teacher, worked well with his partners and alone, and 
was prepared for class each day. 
 Three other students seemed to fit three other individual categories.  One student 
was Language and Numerical Visual, Auditory Numerical, and Social Learning who only 
took the post-test.  One student was Auditory Language, Individual Learning and did well 
on all the tests.  She was very quiet in class and did well on her own.  The last student 
was Visual Numerical and Social and Individual Learning and did not take the pre-test. 
 In order to make sense of this information, the students were asked if this 
Visualization Test connected with the content they were covering in class.  One student 
said:   
I think when you . . . had to turn the things that’s probably more easier but still 
you have to visualize . . . And so you have to see sometimes you have to change 
around the electrons to see how they’ll fit, whether it be a double or just a single 
bond. 
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When asked if they understood the purpose behind this test, most students said 
they understood it related to the visualization of the molecules, but could not really 
explain it.  One student said “. . . maybe to see if drawing things in the unit and 
visualizing helped us see things on paper better.”  Another student had a better, well-
thought-out answer to this question: 
I was thinking . . . it makes us think in another level cause I mean you look at 
bonding and you can’t actually see the bond you can’t actually understand you 
can only theorize them to understand them.  So you have to take another level of 
imagining a level of thinking the way it is well, it’s there it does exist.  But I can’t 
see it.  And, so those things the test that make you think of another level, you flip 
things around maybe this will work or maybe you have to use your head more 
than anything that helps you use your brain. 
 
Most students did not remember the questions or their answers well enough from 
pre- to post-testing to make any significant difference in their answers.  They did 
remember the type of questions and what the test was like in general.  As they went from 
one test to another they said they found the testing was progressively more difficult.  
The students were asked to comment on the pre- and post-visualization test and if they 
remembered questions from the pre- to the post-test.  Their comments are in Table 31. 
 
 
Table 31 
Phase II:  Interview Question:  Visualization Test 
Interview Question 
about the 
Visualization Test 
Student Responses and Themes 
 
Taking the pre-
Visualization Test 
 
 
 
 
· “Very very very poorly . . . on a few parts of it I could just match them right 
up and I remember on the last section I left two or three of them blank per 
problem.” 
· “. . . the first time I think it was more time consuming than anything.  I find 
I did pretty well in the beginning cause I was able to kind of pick out.  
Some of the easier ones I thought were just one either they had an opening 
or had like a C with the one little indentation I can handle those I think . . . I 
was able to pick out right away whether it was basically on the same side 
cause if it was flipping on the other side you could automatically tell that it  
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Table 31 (continued)  
was upside down . . . it was hard certain parts were hard the one that was 
like there’s a triangle and try to think rectangles on it, that one was a little 
rough, cause you had to first figure out how the heck you were going to put 
it cause everything was like backwards.  Nothing was like forward, 
everything was all backwards.”   
· “. . . actually I think I did better the first time.”   
· Thought he did better on the first one. 
· “I think the first day it clicked.  The first test we took I put a little bit more 
into it.”   
Taking the post-
Visualization Test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
· “I felt a little worse it’s just felt everyone was bombarding you with the 
models that I couldn’t figure out.”   
· “I don’t think that good.  Maybe in the beginning, but like towards the end 
with the folding. . . . That was hard.” 
· “I didn’t think I did as well as I expected because I’m more visual learner I 
can’t hear directions I have to look at them but a couple of them I did fine.” 
· “. . . I think I did better the second time. . . . parts were difficult though like 
the folding.” 
· “. . . because of the fact I went through it a lot quicker the second time.  
Cause I remember pretty much a lot of . . . The paper one with the holes I 
remembered most of those as far as from what I put down before – whether 
they are right or not I don’t know.” 
· “I think it was about the same.  I had engineering last semester and we did  
some things like that, like visualizing, especially those that one where you 
were supposed to put the box together each side.” 
· “. . . second time I kind of knew what I was doing and I knew it was going 
to be a long test.  But I can visualize how that would turn around.” 
· Thought did worse the second time.   
· “I didn’t think it was that bad.  Just near the end it started getting weird 
where you were putting the pieces in . . . it seemed I didn’t have enough 
time to do it.  It was harder set of questions.  But the blocks and stuff I can 
usually see it flipping around in my mind so I can visualize where the stuff 
is.”   
· “I do a lot of things in my head, shapes I was piecing them together in my 
head, cause I never drew them all, I drew some of them but not all of 
them.”   
Remembered the 
questions? 
 
· “Some of them, like some of the harder ones I didn’t remember.”  
·  “A couple of them I remembered, like the very beginning, the ones with 
the turning, those I pretty much remembered . . . the folding ones, it was 
just like new again, I couldn’t remember what I had done before.”   
· “. . . some of them I picked up easier on it, and ones that I didn’t get to 
finish I was this is it.  I don’t know why, I just felt I was concentrating 
more, trying harder to figure it out.” 
· “I remembered the questions, but I didn’t recall the answers or anything.”   
· Not remembered how to answer, recognize some of it.   
· “I remember some of it, but when I had to match the puzzles and piece it 
together I did it sporadically as I was going through it so it wasn’t like I 
couldn’t memorize the answers to them there was so many shapes to go 
through your head.  I do a lot of things in my head.  And it was kind of hard 
to remember something when you keep skipping around.” 
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Summary 
The Main Study gave a more in-depth understanding of what happened with 
student learning, specifically visualization, in terms of chemical structures and bonding, 
by the use of the five Visualization Tests and the Learning Style Inventory.  The Main 
Study accomplished its goal to use instruments not only to measure the learning process 
but to gather some basic information about what happened with their thought processes 
with two- and three-dimensional structures and classroom activities.  Unfortunately, as 
noted in the Review of the Literature, there is very little research with high school 
students in the area of chemical bonding and structures.   
As with the Pilot Study, most students were able to do the assigned homework 
exercises, quizzes, and test successfully.  Much of the data were obtained through 
observations of the class day-by-day, documents, and interviews.  Since the investigator 
had observed a class previously, she was aware of information and factors that were 
necessary to take note.  Again, the interviews were successful because both the students 
and the investigator were at ease in the conversation format.   
As to the purpose of the Main Study, information was gathered and the process of 
visualization was better understood.  As compared to last semester, the teacher reviewed 
and reinforced the concepts more and spent less time describing Hydrocarbons and 
VSEPR and Hybridization Theories.  This limitation was due in part to the time frame of 
required PSSA testing and Spring Vacation.  She also did not emphasize working with 
partners as much as last semester, which allowed some students with a preference for 
working alone to do so.   
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For this study, both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods gave a 
richer and more detailed view of what students were doing and thinking.  The various 
documents and methods used were described previously.  Most of the mistakes that the 
students made in their work were based on their misunderstandings on writing proper 
formulas either by not learning the rules in the first place or by not remembering/ 
memorizing the more common ion formulas.  These mistakes followed some students 
throughout the unit and with the unit test.   
As to the Molecular Modeling Assignment, the teacher spent less time preparing 
students for the activity, and therefore the students had to rely more on each other and 
their textbooks.  The students who preferred written and tactile modalities were able to do 
this assignment well.   
As to the data and findings, one must return to the four fundamental research 
questions.  The first research question asked:  “Why do some students understand 
molecular structure and chemical bonding and some do not?”  To answer this question, 
one relied on day-to-day student work, student interest, and learning style along with how 
the teacher framed the activities and information.  With any class, part of the 
understanding comes from the interaction of the student with the teacher.  If the teacher 
sets up the classroom so that the students were comfortable with asking and answering 
questions, then the students who took advantage of it had a better chance of doing well.  
A traditional class would create ‘speed bumps’ in the learning and processes of students 
who were more auditory, tactile, and orally expressive.  This class had more opportunities 
to interact with the teacher, even though she appeared to have favorite students, and had 
more opportunities to interact and work with each other.  Unfortunately, there was not 
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much emphasis on the students picturing the chemical structures in both two- and three-
dimensions.  Students said that they knew much about ionic and covalent bonding, but 
not much else, which was fine at a beginning level, but not the only objective to this unit.  
Even though students had opportunities to do some laboratory work, they did not make 
the connection between the chemical name and that beyond the formula there was some-
thing tangible.   
The second research question asked:  “How do students think about molecular 
structure?”  This question gave the investigator an opportunity to ask the students about 
their thought processes, but also to see what the teacher provided in her lessons.  The 
teacher presented many examples of chemicals and how they were drawn through dot 
structures, Lewis structures, and finally the VSEPR Theory.  Students had a chance to 
work with each other not only to work on practice questions, but to practice with 
chemical models.  Most of the students said that the content made more sense to them as 
the unit was ending.  During the interview, students were given an opportunity to draw 
and describe how they would interpret a particular chemical (see Table 20) and most 
were able to answer this question pretty easily.   
The students had their own methods to how they learned about chemical bonding 
and how they knew that they knew the content.  For the most part, students said that if 
they can teach or explain it to someone else, then they knew that they knew it.  Also, if 
they could think about the concept and/or think about it again a week or so later, then 
they confirmed that they knew it.   
The third research question stated:  “Is learning style a factor influencing student 
learning of molecular structures?”   This question was the crux of why the Brown and 
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Cooper’s Learning Style Inventory (1999) was given at the end of the unit.  Due to the 
combination of the teacher’s teaching style and the way students processed the 
information, learning style was a factor for students learning chemistry.  Once the 
Expressiveness and Social Style factors were separated out from the other modalities, 
there appeared to be a pattern among student answers.  These patterns are noted in Table 
26.  One finding related the ability to do and complete the molecular modeling 
assignment with the Visual Numerical and Tactile Concrete subcategories.   
The fourth research question asked:  “What influences will teaching students to 
visualize have on their learning?”  Many strategies were noted with a good one being the 
use of computers to visualize chemical structures.   
The five Visualization Tests data were discussed along with a comparison of these 
tests with the Learning Style Inventory (Brown and Cooper, 1999).  As noted earlier, 
most of the students’ scores improved between the pre- and post-testing.  The five 
individual tests were discussed and it appeared that the best overall results were from the 
Card Rotations and the Form Board Tests.  These tests allowed for rotations and fitting 
pieces together, two more common and concrete operations as compared to the other 
three tests that emphasized two- and three-dimensional processing.  Statistically, all five 
pre- and post-test comparisons were highly significant in the two-tailed t-test (p > .01).  
With the overall improvement in the post-testing, it appears that the students were able to 
transfer some of their chemical understanding and practice to these more neutral, non-
chemical structures. 
Finally, a comparison of the Visualization Tests and the Learning Style Inventory 
showed some preliminary results.  It appeared that the Visual Numerical and Tactile 
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Concrete learners also did well with the Visualization testing.  The Auditory Numerical 
and Tactile Concrete learners had mostly mixed results.  The Visual and Auditory 
Numerical students all showed improved results in all five tests, where they possibly 
combined both oral and written perceptions in their work.  The Visual Language and 
Numerical students also did well in the Visualization testing, most likely because they 
could work most effectively with written work and testing.  The other categories 
delineated were specific for each student, and most likely the results were due to the 
individual student’s work ethic.  Overall, this research study showed promise as a 
foundation to other future studies, which will be discussed in the final chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Considerations 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 The purpose of this research study was to study the process of visualization of 
chemical structures and its role in learning chemistry among high school students.  This 
study set out to examine classroom and student observations to understand how students 
process chemical bonding structures.  Many observations on this topic have been 
gathered by the investigator during her numerous years of teaching.  This study involved 
the collection of data to create a more systematic way of investigating what was regarded 
as a major dilemma in teaching chemistry and a critical topic in the field of Chemical 
Education.   
Many students have taken chemistry in high school; however, throughout the 
years many students have done poorly in specific chemistry topics due to their 
misconceptions.  Some of the topics taught consisted of what happens to the water 
molecules when water boils, how students interpret the microscopic and macroscopic 
views of chemistry, and problem-solving in chemistry (Gabel, 1993, 1999; Gabel & 
Sherwood, 1980; Kosslyn & Pomerantz, 1977; Lord, 1985; Metzler & Shepard, 1974; 
Nakhleh, 1992; Pinker & Kosslyn, 1983; Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Shepard, 1978; Shepard 
& Metzler, 1971; Smyth et al., 1987).  Fortunately, most students were able to pass the 
Chemistry course and went on to productive careers, some even in science.  However, at 
some point in their learning these students had to make up for their deficiencies in the 
areas of chemistry in which they continued to maintain gaps and misconceptions.   
Good educators are always concerned when students learn the content with 
misconceptions and then work even harder to learn the content again, with correct 
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conceptions.  This study was devised to look into student learning processes in order to 
identify better ways to teach the concepts of chemical bonding and molecular structures 
to high school students so as to minimize and remove misconceptions.  This is likely an 
important investigation in the field of Chemical Education.  There has been very little 
research done in this area with high school students (Gabel & Sherwood, 1980; Seddon & 
Moore, 1986; Seddon et al., 1984), even though studies have been done with several 
groups of college students (Carter et al., 1987; Coleman & Gotch, 1998; Lord, 1985, 
1987; Tuckey et al., 1991). 
This study considered that some students learned the concepts of chemical 
bonding and molecular structure through visualization and modeling of structures.  It also 
demonstrated that understanding of these topics can be attained through practice in 
visualizing.  Students who learned these concepts more effectively were students who 
were better at visualizing structures and were better at using molecular models to enhance 
their knowledge of these structures.  Others showed improvement in learning after 
practice in visualizing was provided. 
Research Findings 
1. Visual (Language and/or Numerical) and Tactile Learning Styles (and Social 
Learning) were most critical in the sense that students who tested as high in these 
constructs had an advantage in learning this unit of chemical bonding. 
2. Practice in visualization with chemical models and with computer software helped 
learning of this unit.   
3. Comprehension of concepts indicated that visualizing ability was critical and that 
it could be acquired.  Support for this finding was provided by the pre- and post- 
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Visualization Test data that the t-test showed to be highly significant.  Also, 
support for this finding was supplied through student comments.  Students 
realized that the chemical models they created gave much more information, such 
as shapes and angles, than just the actual structures.   
4. As for computer software, various molecular animation programs and websites 
have been found to be effective with the students (see Appendix R).  Through 
student comments it was noted that the students who tried these sites discovered 
that they were clearly able to understand molecular structure, the appearance of 
the molecules, and how molecules interact with each other. 
5. Visualization and modeling of structures encompasses both two- and three-
dimensional space and the Visualization Test findings suggest that the students 
did better with basic rotation of structures over both two- and three-dimensional 
objects.  As part of their practice, the students were given plenty of time to draw 
Lewis structures, to draw representations of chemical models, and to understand 
more thoroughly the concepts.  Some students said that they were able to see the 
structures better three-dimensionally by using the molecular models (see Table 
10), but a number of them still preferred to see it on paper (see Table 22).  The 
students who were interviewed were asked to draw a chemical structure and many 
were able to give a good detailed description of the structure as they were drawing 
it (see Tables 11 and 23).  These students were also able to give a more complete 
description of what they pictured a molecule should look like in their heads (see 
Table 21), possibly due to their good visual and verbal abilities. 
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6. Data from observations suggest that teaching style was an important factor in 
student learning of molecular structure and chemical bonding.  The teacher in this 
study appeared to be kinesthetically oriented (based on observations) and 
encouraged the class to be involved; that is, sometimes having the students get up 
and move about.  In class, the teacher did more of the talking and asking 
questions while moving about the classroom.  If the teaching style is different 
than the students, then these students must work harder to learn. 
7. Students did learn the chemistry concepts.  Based on the Visualization Test 
results, which showed that most of the students did better on the post-test, it 
seemed that the visualization experience and the abstract nature of the content 
allowed them to take their learning and apply it to these Visualization Tests.  As 
to the specific topic of the VSEPR Theory, the students responded, through 
interviews, journals, and test results, that they needed more work and guidance.  
Students also responded that towards the end of the unit they were able to picture 
a molecule much better.  At that point, the information was brought together to 
create a deeper meaning.  With practice, students were readily able to draw Lewis 
structures and create three-dimensional chemical models.  Group work, partner 
work, peer teaching, teacher questioning, practice with the concepts, and teacher 
repetition were classroom practices that facilitated and supported student learning.        
Implications for Teaching Chemistry  
There are many implications for the teaching of chemistry.  First, students who 
have both Visual and Tactile Learning Styles were able to learn the concepts of this unit 
better.   Based on learning style assessment data, it was found that seventy-five percent of 
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the students thought of themselves as visual learners.  Therefore a larger percentage of 
students were thought of as visual learners than auditory or tactile learners.  This was 
supported by data on the Learning Style Inventory, which found seventy-two percent of 
the students were Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory Numerical, or Tactile 
Concrete Learners. 
 Second, throughout this unit, students had the opportunity to practice writing and 
interpreting Lewis structures, and, from the findings of this study, this practice seemed to 
transfer from their chemistry work to the post-Visualization Testing.  This practice and 
repetition of content not only gave students ample time to explore the nuances of the 
structures and the rules of chemical bonding, but gave the students a chance to reinforce 
the foundational content in which they have now built additional, and more complicated, 
concepts and images. 
 Third, students do have different learning styles, but the ones who have a more 
visual and tactile inclination did better on the Visualization Tests.  Fortunately, it appears 
that all students have the means to do well in this unit by adapting their own style to the 
content and by working conscientiously to learn the concepts.   
Along with student learning style, one must account for the teacher’s teaching 
style.  Just as the students should become aware of their strengths in learning, the 
teachers also must be aware of their teaching style and find ways of adapting what they 
do to meet the individual needs of the students. 
 From the years of teaching experience that the investigator has, teachers seem to 
teach in the modality with which they are most comfortable, which leads to negative 
implications for learners who have different learning styles than that of the teacher.  An 
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interesting research study would have teachers participate in the Learning Style Inventory 
in order to see what their strengths are and if they teach to those strengths.  Teacher 
learning styles and teaching styles are factors for how readily students learn the content.  
Many students have learned to adapt to various teaching styles, whereas most teachers 
may not have realized that they have specific styles.  In this research study, the teacher 
appeared to be both a kinesthetic and auditory learner/teacher and it seemed that she 
taught best with movement and lots of discussion. 
A question that should be explored further is whether a teacher’s teaching style 
makes a difference in how students learn, specifically in what they learn and the  
misconceptions they have.  The teacher in this study utilized both a kinesthetic and audi-
tory teaching style; some students appeared to thrive where they had an opportunity to 
move about the room and to ask/answer questions.  By working in pairs and groups and 
discussing their work, these students had an outlet.   
For others, they were able to compensate their own learning style by “playing 
school”; that is, they could read the text and work in class, but learned little.  A question 
must be raised as to how this style of teaching relates to students who need tactile or 
visual learning, especially those who have not learned to compensate for a teaching style 
opposite of their learning style. 
Another factor in student learning related to teacher style is teacher bias.  This 
teacher appeared to work with and favor specific students.  In the Pilot Phase, the teacher 
spent more time with students on one side of the room than the other side of the room.  
She would walk down the aisle between desks and look more to the right two rows than 
to the other side.  She tended to notice questions more with those students.  In the Data 
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Phase, she spoke with three male students who were very verbal in class, who asked and 
answered questions, and who appeared to enjoy the class.  The independent observer also 
noted that “mostly males [were] asking questions and giving responses to questions.”  
The females did ask and answer questions, but their hands and voices were not seen or 
heard as readily by the teacher.  Teacher bias, even if it is unintentional, is worth further 
exploration. 
 Fourth, there is a need for teachers and the chemistry curriculum to have a goal of 
“teaching for understanding.”  The investigator, as a teacher, has known of many 
incidents where the content was “covered” in order to finish the unit, but that there was 
very little understanding on the part of the students.  There is a need for teachers to teach 
the content for understanding, especially as it pertains to molecular structures and 
chemical bonding. 
Fifth, students appeared to appreciate and learn from their fellow students in 
terms of peer teaching.  Most students were able to gain information from the teacher, but 
a number of students, both in interviews and in observations, said they were able to learn 
from their peers.  It seems that their peers “speak” the same language and that the 
explanations tended to be in words that they can make more sense of as compared to the 
teacher teaching with proper chemistry terms.  The peers may also find that their learning 
is better enhanced with social interaction that allows them to be comfortable asking and 
answering questions they might not normally ask a teacher.  Moreover, some students 
said that teaching another student helped them to learn the concepts better, as the 
investigator has experienced many times in her years of teaching chemistry.   
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Implications for Chemistry Students 
The students learned about chemical bonding in many ways, both by traditional 
methods and, as shown in this study, by more of a visualization approach.  Traditional 
methods included question/answer, teacher prompts, step-by-step instructions, partner 
pairing, journal entries, and homework assignments discussed/checked with partners or 
the class.  With all these methods, it appeared that the students did better with a partner, 
such as explaining a concept to a fellow student, or with whole group interaction, but not 
through small group teaching. 
With the more visual approach to student learning, students who have a natural 
inclination as visual learners had an advantage over students with strengths in other 
learning styles.  These students understood the content because their own learning style 
appeared to match the unit content as well as the teacher’s teaching style; that is, there 
was congruence in how these students learned in class, how the teacher taught the class, 
and how the students processed the visualization of two- and three-dimensional 
molecules.   
 Some students with other natural learning styles appeared to have difficulty with 
the content, the drawings of various structures, and the chemical models.  Some of these 
students, through practice, were able to become better visualizers, as measured by the 
Visualization Tests.  Therefore, they had more of a capacity to conceptualize the content.  
Unfortunately, with any class, no matter what natural advantage a student has, some 
students do not do any work at home and/or do not understand the text well enough to 
read it successfully.  As in the analysis chapter, when some students did not have work to 
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hand in/check, they also did not appear to grasp the very basic concepts and, therefore, 
had difficulty with the subsequent topics that built on these basic foundational ones.   
The students interviewed had definite opinions about what they thought they 
knew about this unit (see Table 19).  Most students created and named ionic and covalent 
chemical formulas, understood electronegativity, and drew Lewis structures.   
Unfortunately, when the Lewis structure concept was expanded to the VSEPR Theory, a 
number of students had difficulty with combining the concept (words) with the actual 
structures (pictures with angles).  Those students who had problems with the structures 
tended to memorize the shapes and examples, which may have been a way to compensate 
for their weakness in the visualization learning style.  As discussed in the analysis 
chapter, students who had Visual Numerical and Tactile Concrete Learning Styles did 
well on the Molecular Modeling Assignment, the unit test, and the Visualization Tests.   
 Chemistry is a conceptual, abstract, mathematically intense class for students in 
high school.  Students who choose to take chemistry usually are motivated to take the 
class for their own interest and to meet requirements that would gain them acceptance 
into college.  Whatever the reason, Chemistry, specifically, the unit on chemical bonding, 
must be taught with the consideration of how students learn.   
 Therefore, there are many areas of implications for chemistry students.   
1. Some students were able to work with these structures easily because 
their dominant learning style was visual; whereas others needed much 
more practice to gain the same ease.  These other students either have 
not had the opportunity to work with two- and three-dimensional 
figures or have not had much practice.  These were students who may 
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not have done well in their geometry class or, possibly, did not have 
good artistic or perception skills.   
2. Some students benefited from their learning style being compatible to 
the concepts of this unit and to the teacher’s teaching style. 
3. Some chemistry students were able to think of the structures easily in 
both two- and three-dimensions, through previous training, such as the 
students who mentioned they had mathematical or engineering 
experience.   
4. The use of computer technology allowed students to see structures 
through a more three-dimensional approach than they would have 
normally been able to see. 
5. In terms of taking notes, one must ask if students think through the 
concepts or just copy information.  One must question whether the 
writing process has helped students to learn.  Also, with the teacher’s 
step-by-step instruction and the students writing down the process, one 
must question whether this writing method aids learning.   
6. It was found that students who did better on the independent portion of 
the unit test also did better on the whole test.  As noted before, these 
students could explain the concepts and theories in depth and more 
coherently and were able to draw the required structures.  Students 
who had more mistakes with simple naming and formulas also did 
poorly on the test.   
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 The findings suggest that all chemistry students would benefit by having more 
practice in thinking about the concepts of this unit and drawing the structures, more train-
ing in visualization of structures, and more adaptation to their learning style strengths.  
Practice could consist of homework assignments where students work independently on 
drawing structures and then the work is checked in class.  This kind of practice would 
benefit students whose strength is in writing.  Practice could include projects, such as 
creating three-dimensional objects, with various creative materials or even Origami 
shapes.  This kind of practice would benefit the more creative, tactile learner who needs 
an outlet for hands-on projects.  Practice could also include the Molecular Modeling 
Assignment that students could work on both in and out of class.  Some students would 
need more time to work on this assignment and should be given the opportunity to take 
the materials home to work with them.  Thus, practice assignments could be geared to 
student learning styles. 
Training in visualization can include step-by-step instruction on how to do the 
practice questions, but can also include the use of computer technology.  Except for the 
student who naturally visualizes objects beyond the direct concrete elements, most 
students need instruction on how to work with these structures, especially since they 
cannot be seen macroscopically (see Table 26).  Computer technology aids the student 
with the use of various websites and software applications.  Various software applications 
(see Literature Review, Chapter 2), are used by scientists to enhance their chemical 
research, and each day more applications are created to help students “see” these 
structures. 
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 During the interviews some students understood the purpose of the pre- and post-
Visualization Tests.  Students were able to take what they learned about two- and three-
dimensional structures in their class and apply it to basic objects in the Visualization 
Tests.  Further research implications suggest that students, through training and practice, 
may be able to transfer these learning skills from chemical structures to the non-chemical 
Visualization Tests and transfer non-chemical visualization examples to their chemical 
learning. 
 Finally, the study suggests that the Visualization Tests were a viable way to see 
how students understood the rotation and structure of objects.  The students in the Data 
Phase of the study appeared to do better with the tests that asked them to rotate or to fit 
pieces together (the Card Rotations and the Form Boards Tests) but not as readily with 
the tests that required two-dimensional (Cube Comparison Test) and three-dimensional 
attributes (Paper Folding and Surface Development Tests). 
Implications for Curriculum 
Based on this study, there are a number of research implications for chemistry 
teachers in designing and implementing curriculum.  Teachers may use this information 
for curriculum design, such as creating specific activities to allow for more visualization 
of structures, more training on visualization techniques, a deeper understanding of the 
concepts, implications for interdisciplinary education, and differentiated learning, such as 
utilizing information on different learning styles.  This information can be integrated in 
the curriculum design for specific instruction to be included. 
As stated in the Introduction, Chapter 1, Piaget’s theory put forward that teenage 
high school students learned to visualize more so at the formalized operational level 
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(Biehler & Snowman, 1986; Lawson, 1994; Parziale & Fischer, 1998; Slavin, 2000).  
From the Data Phase, it appeared that students, given procedures and practice and with 
help from concrete applications, had the ability to conceptualize. 
 One can note that the area of more practice in visualization of chemistry concepts 
is the essential question to all of the Chemistry curriculum and to the foundation of what 
students learn.  Chemistry students definitely need to have more training on visualization 
techniques, even more than what was done in this study, in order to interpret molecular 
structures better.  In both the Pilot and Data Phases, the Molecular Modeling Assignment 
was a good beginning, not only to manipulate three-dimensional chemical structures that 
could not be seen in the macroscopic world, but also to allow the students to grasp the 
relationship of the concepts they learned with real-world molecules and shapes.   
Most students realized that their drawings related to actual molecules, both in 
shape and angles.  The ball-and-stick models they used were three-dimensional physical 
representations of what they were learning, and the models made it easier for the students 
to understand how chemicals bond.  Unfortunately, the students did not see a relationship 
between the chemical name and the real chemical, most likely due to the lack of 
experience in the laboratory and with the use of the chemicals themselves.  It is essential 
that these students see more connections with understanding the structures and why the 
content is so important. 
 Also, students must have a deeper understanding of theories that go beyond 
chemical formulas, theories such as intermolecular forces, VSEPR, and Hybridization.  
The basis of other concepts in Chemistry, such as chemical reactions, equilibrium, 
reaction rates, and thermodynamics, is dependent on the foundation that students gain 
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with the visualization of these chemical structures.  Even the inclusion of a short unit on 
Organic Chemistry would be critical to a student’s conceptualization of structures.  These 
concepts are part of the typical Chemistry I curriculum and must be explored further so 
that students have a better foundation as to why and how chemical structures exist.   
As with the Chemistry curricular content, one may consider the sequencing of all 
the science course offerings in high school.  This suburban high school was unique in that 
the program of studies required students to take the Physics course before Chemistry.  
Students with this sequence of courses already have a foundation on the macroscopic 
concepts from which the chemistry teacher could draw.  This sequencing of course 
offerings may also imply an opening to consideration of the nature of each branch of 
science and how it should be taught. 
Research Implications for the Field of Chemical Education 
For several years, the field of Chemical Education has investigated visualization, 
chemical structures, and molecular modeling (Carter et al., 1987; Lord, 1985; Pribyl & 
Bodner, 1987; Selvaratam & Bradley, 1991; Summerlin & Borgford, 1989; Tuckey et al., 
1991).  This research finding shows that more training in visualization, more visuali-
zation testing as related to chemical models, and more research in learning styles 
(meeting students’ needs) and differentiated learning (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006), is 
needed to gain more understanding about reforming the teaching of this unit on molecular 
structure and chemical bonding.   
For high school students, a good way of introducing and practicing the visualiza-
tion of molecules is through the topic of Organic Chemistry in the Chemistry I 
Curriculum.  As all college science majors know, sophomore Organic Chemistry is 
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considered the “weeding out” course for Chemistry and Pre-Medicine majors and has 
been known to be a very difficult course.  These students would be best served by being 
given an introduction to this course in high school, specifically by working with simpler 
formulas, names, and functional groups along with modeling and visualization exercises.   
As this study has shown, high school students have the ability to visualize mo-
lecular structures and practice can enhance these abilities of visualizing.  Training should 
be based upon the subject matter of chemistry, but, as the students in the Data Phase 
showed, their scores improved the second time they took the Visualization Tests.  The 
Visualization Tests were composed of non-chemical structures.  A comparison of the 
results of the Visualization Tests and the Learning Style Inventory, as discussed in the 
Data Analysis and Findings Chapter (Chapter 4), has shown that students with Visual 
Numerical and Tactile Concrete learning strengths also perform better in these tests.  
Therefore, visualization testing should be developed with actual chemical structures to 
make the work for students more meaningful and to understand the nature of the 
visualization of chemical structures better.  Perhaps, through visualization tests using 
chemical structures, students may transfer the knowledge of how they manipulate and 
learn about these structures from their chemistry studies to these tests. 
Training may also be enhanced by the use of computer technology.  Every day 
scientists use computer programming, computer modeling, and software applications to 
understand the chemicals that they cannot “see” in the real world, and some of these 
programs, such as Chime™, CAChe, and PCSpartan, have been used with college 
students (Russell & Geno, 2000; Ungar, 2000;  Viswanathan, 2000) and could be used 
with high school students.   
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In terms of learning styles, most of chemistry is taught the way it is learned, and 
even though most chemistry teachers are able to formulate their points to students, the 
design of the presentation could be better.  College chemistry professors, whose main 
focus is research and presentations of their research, mostly provide lectures to their 
classes and do not always give as meaningful learning experiences as they could.  For 
years, high school teachers have been innovators in educational methods and their 
conceptualizations of research questions can be used to forward the field of chemical 
education research (Lampert, 2000).   
Therefore, high school and college chemistry teachers and professors should have 
continuous and collaborative discussions towards the education of chemistry students.  In 
this respect, a tolerance both to research performed and presented by educators in the 
classrooms is necessary (Lampert, 2000).  The chemical education of students should not 
stop at the high school level and then start up again at the undergraduate level.   
Future Research Considerations 
 As with this study, many findings and questions emerge.  Some of the future 
research considerations are:  more visualization research is necessary, more research on 
student misconceptions in light of visualization research, a focus on student interest in 
chemistry, and more visualization practice and training with chemical structures. 
First, more visualization-related research is necessary in order to answer why 
visualization of chemical molecules is so difficult for some high school students.  This 
research study is a beginning to many other means of exploring this area of student 
learning.  One way to explore this area would be to develop a visualization test with 
chemistry structures that would give more information to how students are processing 
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these concepts.  Another way would be to conduct more research on the ability of 
students to transfer knowledge from one area of their studies, such as general 
visualization exercises and the Visualization Tests, and applying it to other areas of their 
studies, such as the chemical concepts. 
Second, misconceptions present themselves in many forms (Hyerle, 1996; Liggitt-
Fox, 1997; Nakhleh, 1992).  One way is that students may understand the content on 
some level, but have a hard time applying it to new situations (Crockett, 2004).  Another 
is that sometimes teachers do not readily know when students have misconceptions or the 
students do not realize that they have them in the first place.  In this respect, a student’s 
or a teacher’s mindset form an opinion that they find the subject too hard, and this 
mindset may get in the way of learning. 
Also, misconceptions could be due to the language of chemistry.  One could 
investigate whether the language of chemistry makes the subject even more difficult.  
Chemists use so many different abstract terms to represent molecules and use many 
common words that have different meanings in the subject of chemistry (Henry, 2004; 
Hitt & Townsend, 2004).  Therefore, the visualization skills for some students could 
depend on their knowledge of the language of chemistry, especially when the teacher 
moves fluently among the symbolic, microscopic, and macroscopic realms (Bodner, 
1992; Dyche et al., 1993; Gabel, 1993, 1999; Kozma & Russell, 1997; Lee, 1999).   
Third, several questions emerge as to how a teacher keeps students interested in 
the content and on task:  When do the students find themselves not interested in the 
content?  Why is it that students do not work as hard or give up on a particular unit?  
Why are some students easily distracted or not focused on the work in front of them?  
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One factor that may answer these questions is due to the way the content is presented and 
the classroom environment, possibly due to the teacher’s teaching style and the students’ 
learning styles.  Another factor is due to the motivational level of students and whether 
they choose to ask for help, ask questions, or participate in class.  Some students are not 
even sure how to ask a question in order to receive help.  Some areas that affect these 
factors include frequent absenteeism, poor attention span, not doing homework 
assignments, and/or reading levels of students.   
Lastly, both students and teachers should take a learning style inventory 
(Appendices A, B, and C) in order to investigate both student learning and teacher 
teaching styles.  One may ask if the teacher’s teaching style affects the learner and if it 
makes a difference in how students learn and, therefore, find means to adjust the way the 
content is approached.   
Practice in visualization. 
Students not only need more practice, but they need to practice in a variety of 
different ways.  Some suggestions for practice exercises are listed below. 
1. The types of chemical models used may make a difference, such as space 
filling, ball-and-stick, Lewis dot structures, and Lewis structural formulas 
(Harrison & Treagust, 1996).   
2. Chemical models are typically three-dimensional, physical and concrete.  
Stereoview pictures appear as three-dimensional, whereas drawings and 
sketches are two-dimensional.  In Organic Chemistry, there are stereo-
view, sawhorse, R/S configurations, and Newman Projections, all two-
dimensional attempts to represent three-dimensional character.   
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3. One may ask how does one teach a student what a model represents, the 
many forms of modeling, and how to use the models effectively.  High 
school students tend to use pictures to represent chemical structures, 
which may have no meaning to them, and which creates difficulty when it 
comes time to recall the information.  Students need to be taught how to 
use diagrams, drawings, and model relationships effectively (Seddon & 
Moore, 1986).   
4. One means of studying student understanding would be to develop an 
assignment where various ways of writing the same structures were given 
to the students.  Students would have to construct Lewis structures and 
other various ways of drawing these molecules.  One could then see which 
of these ways of representing the molecules students choose to do and see 
which ones have the most meaning for the students.   
5. Students need time to draw and manipulate the models so that each student 
may effectively integrate the conceptual understanding with the physical 
representation. 
 Training in visualization abilities. 
 Students need more time with non-chemical and chemical structures in visualiza-
tion training.  This study just chose one unit of chemical bonding and showed that the 
students performed better on the Visualization Tests.  If students had the entire semester, 
even more visualization activities could be done.  Exercises of this nature and explana-
tions of illustrations and diagrams are rare, and there is a need for more experience and 
exercises with this content (Mathewson, 1999).   
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This training brings to mind a further question of whether there is a correlation 
between general visualization skills and chemical structures and if the correlation 
functions both ways.  That is, one may ask if general visualization skills can be taught 
and then transferred to chemistry.  One may also ask if training can be accomplished with 
a similar type of modeling, such as video games and puzzles, and if teaching students 
skills in these areas develops visualization skills in chemistry.  These skills would 
certainly help with rotations of molecules and three-dimensional structures, essential in 
Organic Chemistry.  A further question asks if students who are not visual learners can 
still learn chemistry through visualization. 
 Finally, this research study opens up many other questions.   
1. One may ask how more experienced persons, such as a high school 
chemistry teacher, a graduate chemistry student, or a professor of 
chemistry, differ in their understanding from a student who is learning this 
subject for the first time in high school or for a second time in an 
introductory course in college.   
2. One may ask if there a gender difference in how students visualize objects. 
3. One may ask if exposure to visualization practice makes a difference when 
the students learn the content again in college. 
4. One may ask what one could learn about how one goes through the 
learning process from beginning student to mastery of the content. 
Conclusions 
 This research is a first step in understanding the process of visualization of 
chemical structures and its role in learning chemistry among high school students.   
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First, the findings from the four questions in this study: 
1. There are many factors as to why some students understand molecular 
structure and chemical bonding and some do not.  These factors include 
working in class, doing homework assignments, learning style, 
visualization practice, and what students process in their learning. 
2. In order to answer the question about students thinking of molecular 
structure, the students were asked about how they picture a molecule at the 
beginning and the end of the unit, how their thought processes expand, 
whether they see two- or three-dimensional structures, and the ways they 
learn about chemical bonding. 
3. Learning style is a factor influencing student learning of molecular 
structure.  This was supported by the data on the Learning Style Inventory. 
4. It appears that teaching students to visualize allows the students a better 
understanding of the concepts and therefore a more thorough understand-
ing of the unit.  They have opportunity to draw and to create chemical 
structures, such as with homework assignments and the Molecular 
Modeling Assignment.  It also allows the students to use this training in 
their other chemistry classes.   
Second, the students improved their scores on the Visualization Tests between the 
first and second testing, which appears to show that the students learned something in the 
class and were able to apply it to these tests. 
Third, there are many implications for chemistry teachers and their students 
through curriculum, teacher learning and teaching styles, and meeting students’ needs.  
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Training and practice, a deeper understanding of the content, a student’s learning style, 
and how the teacher teaches are factors involved.  These implications are best drawn out 
by a more qualitative method, as developed in this study. 
Fourth, there are many research implications to the field of Chemical Education.  
This study adds to the few studies done with high school students; it combines the 
implication that visualization is related to a student’s learning style and can be looked at 
through both Visualization Tests and a Learning Style Inventory, and it suggests that the 
learning can be enhanced by computer technology. 
Lastly, there are many future research considerations, such as misconceptions, 
more practice with structures, training in visualization abilities, undergraduate chemistry 
studies, the use of the Learning Style Inventory, and a student’s artistic ability.  Visuali-
zation training may clear up misconceptions that students have in this unit.  They may 
also become more proficient in the content if they could visualize the structures through 
practice and training.  Using more experienced chemists, one could see how this under-
standing develops along with giving the teachers the Learning Style Inventory in order to 
see if problems arise from incompatible learning styles. 
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Learning Style Inventories 
Type Purpose Questions Evaluation Reliability 
and 
Validity 
References 
Gregorc 
Learning 
Style 
Delineator 
Individuals differ in 
abstract or concrete; 
sequential or randomly; 
four patterns – concrete 
sequential (logically 
ordered, hands-on); 
abstract sequential 
(written, verbal, and 
visual images); concrete 
random (divergent 
experimental attitude 
with intuition); abstract 
random (human 
behavior) 
40 words in 
10 columns 
of 4 items 
each; for 
adult use 
Self analysis 
tool; plotted  
on a grid 
Very good Gregorc, 
1979; Guild 
& Garger, 
1998; Reiff, 
1992 
Dunn, 
Dunn, and 
Price 
Learning 
Style 
Inventory 
Emotional, 
environmental, physical, 
psychological, 
sociological factors and 
stimuli 
104 true-
false 
questions 
Computer 
scored of 24 
scales grouped 
in five 
categories 
Very good 
reliability 
and validity 
Dunn, 1996, 
2000; Dunn, 
Dunn, & 
Price, 1979; 
Guild & 
Garger, 1998; 
Hickcox, 
1995; Thies, 
1979 
Kolb 
Learning 
Style 
Inventory 
Perception and 
processing; Experiential 
Learning Model - four 
stages – concrete 
experiential (feelings 
over thinking); reflective 
observation (quick to 
grasp meanings, 
deductive); abstract 
conceptualization 
(logical, symbols, 
theories); active 
experiential (decide and 
solve practical problems 
rationally 
12 sentence 
with four 
completers 
Computer 
scored; scores 
on a graph 
Strong 
reliability 
and fair 
validity 
Bigge, 1971; 
Guild & 
Garger, 1998; 
Hickcox, 
1995; Nilson, 
1998; Reiff, 
1992; Sims & 
Sims, 1995 
NASSP 
Learning 
Style 
Profile 
Parallels Dunn, Dunn, & 
Price Inventory with 
study skills; high and 
low analytic 
  Similar to 
Dunn, Dunn 
and Price 
Learning 
Style  
Dunn, 1996, 
2000 
Learning 
Styles 
Inventory 
Similar to Dunn, Dunn, 
and Price LSI; for 
secondary students; three 
categories – cognitive, 
social, expressive styles 
45 
questions,  
4 point 
Likert scale 
  Brown & 
Cooper, 1999 
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Other Learning Style Inventories 
Type Purpose Questions References 
Hill Cognitive Style 
Mapping or 
Cognitive Style 
Interest Inventory 
Profile of a student as a thinker, 
learner, and performer; information 
process; modality preferences and 
cultural factors; Hill died before the 
inventory was completed 
224 statements of  
28 learning 
characteristics; 
Visual bar graph 
Dunn, 1996, 
2000; Hickcox, 
1995; Hillm, 
1979 
Barbe, Swassing, 
and Milone 
Modality Index 
Assessing student modality 
differences and strengths; Profile of 
strengths and weaknesses 
Plastic shapes to 
repeat a pattern 
presented by 
auditory, visual, and 
tactile/kinesthetic 
means 
Guild & Garger, 
1998 
LASSI (Learning 
and Study 
Strategies Inventory 
Remedial; thoughts and behaviors 
measuring “anxiety, attitude, 
concentration, information 
processing, motivation, scheduling, 
selecting the main idea, self-testing, 
study aids, and test strategies” 
90 items with ten 
scales 
Hickcox, 1995; 
Weinstein, 1988,  
p. 299 
Grasha & 
Riechmann Student 
Learning Style 
Scales 
Three bipolar dimensions: 
independent/dependent; 
avoidance/participation;  
collaboration/competition 
Five point Likert 
type scale 
Hickcox, 1995 
Rezler & Rezmovic 
Learning Profile 
Inventory 
Three bipolar dimensions: abstract or 
concrete; individual or interpersonal; 
student or teacher structure 
15 rank order with  
6 choices 
Hickcox, 1995 
Canfield & Lafferty 
Learning Style 
Inventory 
Four areas:  learning environment; 
content; mode; expectations 
120 self-report rank; 
20 scales 
Hickcox, 1995 
Friedman & Stritter 
Instructional 
Preference 
Questionnaire 
Student pacing; learning; media; 
participation; feedback 
40 self-report 
questions of 6 point 
Likert type scale 
Hickcox, 1995 
Goldberg Oregon 
Instructional 
Preference 
Inventory 
College students 82 questions of two 
forced choices 
Hickcox, 1995 
Renzulli & Smith 
Learning Style 
Inventory 
Nine categories: “projects, drills and 
recitation, peer teaching, discussion, 
teaching games, independent study, 
programmed instruction, lecture, and 
simulation”  
65 self report 
questions; five point 
Likert type scale 
Hickcox, 1995,  
p. 32 
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Academic Standards for Science and technology specifically for the Chemical Bonding 
Unit: 
 
 
The Academic Standard Grade 10 Grade 12 
3.1. Unifying Themes B. Describe concepts of 
models as a way to predict 
and understand science and 
technology. 
B. Apply concepts of 
models as a method to 
predict and understand 
science and technology. 
 C. Apply patterns as repeated 
processes or recurring 
elements in science and 
technology. 
C. Assess and apply 
patterns in science and 
technology. 
3.2. Inquiry and Design A. Apply knowledge and 
understanding about the 
nature of scientific and 
technological knowledge. 
A. Evaluate the nature of 
scientific and technological 
knowledge. 
3.4. Physical Science, 
Chemistry and Physics 
A. Explain concepts about 
the structure and properties 
of matter. 
A. Apply concepts about 
the structure and properties 
of matter. 
3.7. Technological 
Devices 
D. Utilize computer software 
to solve specific problems. 
D. Evaluate the 
effectiveness of computer 
software to solve specific 
problems. 
 E. Apply basic computer 
communications systems. 
E. Assess the effectiveness 
of computer 
communications systems. 
These standards are taken directly from Academic Standards for Science and 
Technology, Pennsylvania Department of Education, www.pde.psu.edu. 
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE 
 
COURSE Chemistry I 
 
UNIT  Chemical Bonding 
 
STANDARDS 
1. Compare and contrast among the three basic types of chemical bonding, along 
with applying the concept of electronegativity to bonding. 
2. Write and predict electron structure and electron dot formulas for bonds using 
the octet rule. 
3. Recognize geometry and molecular shapes by utilizing the theories of 
VSEPR, hybridization, resonance, and intermolecular forces. 
 
ASSESSMENTS 
1-2. Ability to draw Lewis dot structural formulas for any bond types. 
1-3. Ability to create a ball-and-stick models of structural formulas of various 
bond types. 
1-2. Successful completion of the laboratory experiment on Ionic and Covalent 
Bonding. 
 
LEARNING STRATEGIES 
Practice with chemical models, computer software and Internet sites. 
 
ENRICHMENT 
1. Researching molecules with other geometry shapes. 
2. Research molecular orbital theory. 
3. Students may prepare and perform a chemical demonstration. 
 
REMEDIATION 
1. Peer Tutoring 
2. Additional Calculations 
 
MATERIALS 
1. Electronegativity Handout 
2. Merrill Textbook, Chapters 12 and 13 
3. Chemical Rubber Company (CRC), "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" 
4. Chemical Models 
5. Computer Software for Molecular Modeling 
6. PC Computer connection to the Internet 
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Lesson Plans 
Chemical Bonding Unit 
Chemistry I 
 
Objectives and Homework Assignment reminders are placed on a topic board where 
students read it as they come into the classroom.  Each class is a Block long (82 minutes). 
 
Day 1: 
Objectives:   
Introduction to Chemical Bonding 
 
Activities and Evaluation: 
1. Ask students:  How does one picture a molecule? (an essential question) 
2. What do you know about chemical bonding? (answers written on the board; 
connection to previous learning and previous unit) 
3. Teacher defines types of bonds:  covalent, ionic, metallic, and 
electronegativity.  Remind students of diatomic molecules. (on board, out 
loud) 
4. Teacher asks students, using the periodic table, to name examples of covalent, 
ionic, and metallic bonds. (wait time, guided correction of answers) 
Students give suggested molecules and compounds with mostly wrong 
answers, students ask if there is a way to predict these. 
5. Teacher explains electronegativity scale.  Asks why the value of 1.7 and how 
to calculate the electronegativity difference. (patterns) 
Students now give better examples. (practice) 
6. Define nonpolar and polar covalent.  Teacher shows examples and hands out 
Electronegativity Tables. 
7. Teacher gives students examples to calculate the electronegativity difference. 
(practice) 
8. Teacher asks students if there is a periodic trend. (students puzzle and realize 
that there is a pattern – connection to past periodic properties unit) 
9. Short discussion about bonding properties – both microscopic and 
macroscopic. 
10. Teacher plays a chemical bonding song (“If it isn’t Love, What’s Going on?”, 
Offutt, 1998).  
11. Teacher defines bond energy and lattice energy. 
12. Review of terms:  Worksheet “Introduction to Chemical Bonding” 
(Tzimopoulos et al., 1990b, p. 18) (answer together in class). 
13. Practice Questions:  Modern Chemistry Textbook (Tzimopoulos et al., 1990a) 
p. 192-193 Application Questions #9, 10; p. 193 Application Problems # 1, 2. 
14. Students write in their journals:  WILT at the end of class (reflection). 
15. Homework:  This unit:  Chapter 12 and 13 Merrill Chemistry (Smoot et al., 
1995); Chapter 12 Questions #3-6, 9, 20-22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 32, 35 for 
tomorrow.  Merrill Chemistry (Smoot et al., 1995); Laboratory Experiment in 
two days. 
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            Day 2 
Objectives:  
Review electronegativity, electron configuration, and isoelectronic  
        elements. 
 Graphing of a hydrogen-hydrogen bond 
 Lewis Structures 
 Organic Chemistry 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. What kinds of bond and electronegativity differences are for F2, NaCl, 
SCl2, O2, and C2H2 ? (review and practice) 
2. Quiz on electronegativity (Appendix T) (evaluate previous day’s 
knowledge) 
3. Homework check.  The students volunteer to put homework problems 
on the board.  The teacher checks the work and corrects it.  The 
teacher discusses mistakes with students. (evaluation of Homework 
and answers) 
4. Review electron configuration (connection to previous unit) and 
isoelectronic elements by using F2 and F-1. 
5. The electron configuration of F2 is used to discuss the bonding on a 
molecular (microscopic) level. 
6. On the board, the teacher graphs the H2 bonding and explains the 
forces, bonding distance, and bond energy. 
7. The teacher discusses what Lewis Structures are and their use.  She 
reminds the students of Lewis dot structures from the previous unit 
and incorporates the Lewis dot structures into the discussion.  The 
teacher writes the rules on the board as a reference.  The teacher 
models the drawing of a structure and shows the flexibility in the use 
of the rules. (modeling)  The teacher gives examples for the students to 
do and allows the students time to practice the structure formation.  
The examples are:  HCl, CH4, NI3, CH3Cl, MgCl2, NH4+1, H2O, CO2, 
KF, H2S, and ICl.  With the NH4+1, there is a discussion of coordinate 
covalent bonding. 
8. As the students work on the assignment, the teacher walks around and 
comments on their work.  Meanwhile, the teacher draws three 
structures on the board – cholesterol, nicotine, and penicillin. 
9. The teacher reviews the structures and the names of molecules and 
compounds after the students put the questions on the board.  The 
teacher answers any questions.  CH4 and CH3Cl are used as an 
introduction to Organic Chemistry nomenclature. 
10. Students copy the structures from the board.  The teacher describes 
organic chemistry as an introduction, using the structures to identify 
functional groups and then names them. (Students make connections 
of large structures of carbon molecules with common chemicals they 
know.) 
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11. One Minute paper:  What do you need more explanation on? They 
hand in their written work. (metacognition – reflection) 
12. Homework:  Write questions you have on the work from today; 
Laboratory work tomorrow. 
 
 
Day 3 
Objectives: 
 Ionic and Covalent Bonding through a Laboratory Experience. 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Return and discuss quizzes. 
2. Collect the questions that the students wrote for homework.  Discuss the 
questions and give examples. (Review, clear up misconceptions) 
3. Hand out the Laboratory Procedure (Appendix O) for the “Ionic and Covalent 
Bonding Experiment.” 
4. In terms of laboratory procedures: 
a. Discuss laboratory safety rules (Appendices M and N) in terms of  
          chemicals using and equipment. 
b. Discuss chemicals’ potential harmfulness (p-dichlorobenzene, petroleum  
     ether, ethanol, ferrous sulfate, sulfuric acid, potassium permanganate,  
     oxalic acid), read the labels, discuss structure, resonance, and the use of the  
     Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Weast, 1975). 
c.  Remind students to wash their hands. 
 d.  Discuss the use of the electrical conductivity apparatus. 
 e.  Remind students of proper laboratory technique for diluting sulfuric acid. 
f. Discuss the danger of potassium permanganate and how it looks purple in 
solution, but stains clothing and hands brown. 
g. Remind students when the laboratory write-up is due. 
5. Predetermined laboratory partners perform the experiment.  If time permits, 
students are given time to work on their laboratory reports and to ask 
questions.  Students use “Revision Groups” to discuss their laboratory results. 
6. Homework:  Laboratory Report and  
Journal Entry:  a. Write up a summary of the laboratory experience  
      (without looking at the laboratory sheet),  
 b. Write up properties of ionic and covalent bonds based  
      on the laboratory work for tomorrow. 
 
 
Day 4 
Objectives: 
 Discuss the Laboratory results in relation to the journal entry. 
 World of Chemistry Video:  Chemical Bonds, Volume 8 
 Review of Lewis Structures 
 Polyatomic Lewis Structures 
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Activities and Evaluation: 
1. Discuss the laboratory results by students volunteering information from their 
journal entries.  (Displaying information in a connected visual map.) 
2. Students watch World of Chemistry Video as the students fill in answers to 
questions on a handout (Appendix P).  At the end, there will be a discussion of 
the video and the students hand in their answers. 
3. Review of Lewis structures with examples. 
4. Practice Questions from Modern Chemistry Text (Tzimopoulos et al., 1990a) 
p. 179 #4; p. 181 #1-3; p. 191 Questions #6, 8, 14, 20; p. 192 #24 and 
Problems #1-3, 5-7. 
5. A discussion of how to draw Polyatomic Lewis structures.  The teacher shows 
the students a few examples.  Discusses expanded octet.  The students try 
drawing some examples:  HOCl, CH4O, SiO4-4, NO3-1, PO4-3, SO4-2, SO3-2, 
NO2-1. 
6. Homework:  Students write in their journal – KWL 
 
 
Day 5 
Objectives: 
 Review polyatomic ions and discuss journal entry. 
 Organic Chemistry:  Define, Name and Draw, Key Terms 
 
Activities and Evaluation: 
1. Collect the Ionic and Covalent Bonding Laboratory Report. 
2. Review Polyatomic structures using the KWL journal entry 
3. Review of terms:  Worksheet “Metallic Bonding” (Tzimopoulos et al., 1990b, 
p. 21) (answer together in class). 
4. Quiz (Appendix T) (evaluate previous knowledge) 
5. The teacher defines organic chemistry – both the old and newer definitions.  
The teacher makes a connection of the definitions to a story about Wöhler’s 
discovery. 
6. Using examples, the teacher explains to students how to name and draw 
organic molecules.  Prefixes and roots of names are given.  Examples are 
drawn in expanded, condensed, and line diagrams.  In naming the students are 
told to think of what is attached, where it is attached, and how many are 
attached. 
7. The teacher defines and gives examples of single, double, and triple bonds.  
Also acyclic, cyclic, heterocyclic, and aromatic examples. 
8. Ticket at the Door:  The students are asked to list three things they learned and 
one thing that they did not understand. 
9. Homework – Organic Textbook (Hart, 1987) – Chapter 2 #5-8, 10, 11, 24, 25, 
27, 30 which is due in one week. 
 
The unit of Organic Chemistry and the unit of chemical bonding are started at about the 
same time because there are similar underlying themes (bonding, models) in both units, 
of continuity and overlap, and Organic Chemistry is an application of chemical bonding.  
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Also, students need a change of pace within the class time.  Organic Chemistry gives the 
students a respite from the main topic and the students have some time to think about it.  
From the investigator’s personal experience, students appear to do better when the 
material is spread out over a number of days (with practice) rather than a few days of 
concentrated work. 
 
 
Day 6 
Objectives: 
 Lewis Structures 
 Organic Chemistry 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Review Lewis Structures: 
a. Draw ClO3-1, PO3-3, NO+1, CO2, HCN, CO3-2, CH3COO-1, C2H2O4. 
b. Draw resonance structures of some of these examples. 
c. Review of terms:  Worksheet “Covalent Bonding and Molecular 
Compounds” (Tzimopoulos et al., 1990b, p. 19) and Worksheet “Ionic 
Bonding and Ionic Compounds” (Tzimopoulos et al., 1990b, p. 20) 
(answer together in class). 
2. Go over the Ticket to the Door and clear up some of the problems students are 
having. 
3. Organic Chemistry.  The teacher gives more examples of naming and drawing 
structures, including double and triple bonds and attachments. 
4. Homework – Organic Textbook (Hart, 1987) – Chapter 2 #5-8, 10, 11, 24, 25, 
27, 30 which is due in four school days. 
 
 
Day 7 
Objectives: 
 Physical and Chemical Changes through a laboratory experience. 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Hand out laboratory sheet (Appendix O) Physical and Chemical Changes 
2. In terms of laboratory procedures: 
a. Discuss laboratory safety rules (Appendices M and N) in terms of  
          chemicals using and equipment. 
b. Discuss chemical harm by reading the labels of the chemicals, such as  
          sulfur. 
 c. Remind students of proper laboratory technique for diluting sulfuric acid  
     and hydrochloric acid. 
 d. Discuss how to flute filter paper and how to filter. 
 e.  Remind students to wash their hands. 
 f.  Remind students that the laboratory report is due in one week. 
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3. Predetermined laboratory partners perform the experiment.  If time permits, 
students are given time to work on their laboratory reports and to ask 
questions.  Students us “Revision Groups” to discuss their laboratory results. 
4. Homework:  Laboratory report is due and Journal entry:   
a. write down the differences between chemical and physical properties, based  
     on the laboratory work,  
      b. what gases are found?  What are the tests for these gases? 
 
 
Day 8 
Objectives: 
 Discuss the laboratory results in relation to the journal entry. 
 VSEPR Theory. 
 SMART Board Presentation. 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Discuss the laboratory results by students volunteering information from their 
journals. 
2. Give students the balanced chemical equations (for the experiment) as an 
introduction to balancing equations in a future unit. 
3. Discuss VSEPR Theory and give molecular geometry examples on the board, 
while making a connection to the periodic table.  The teacher creates model 
structures and passes them around to the students. 
4. SMART Board Technology use for showing chemical structures from 
websites and from software (Appendices R and S).  Also, the teacher will give 
a PowerPoint presentation incorporating the websites.  Software applications 
specific to bonding will be used.  Students try to draw structures on the 
SMART Board. 
5. Journal entry – WILT – reflection on the presentation and how it may or may 
not helped the understanding. 
 
 
Day 9 
Objectives: 
 Organic Chemistry Functional Groups 
 Review of VSEPR Theory 
 Hybridization Theory 
 Models 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Collect the Physical and Chemical Changes Laboratory Report. 
2. Go over organic functional groups with students.  List the groups on the 
board, give the students some examples, and make connections to help them 
remember the groups. 
3. Students create flash cards of the organic functional groups from which to 
study. 
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4. Review VSEPR Theory.  Go over the five molecular geometries involved. 
5. Ask students, using electron configuration, how they would show carbon. 
(students notice that the four bonds do not seem to work easily)  The teacher 
explains another theory:  the hybridization of carbon.  Discussion of the 
theory and drawings on the board of single, double, and triple bonds.  
Discussion of chirality. 
6. Students, in groups of two and three, create models of some examples using 
the handout on molecular modeling (Appendix Q)  
7. Students write their comments and answers on the handout.  Students ask 
questions to each other and to the teacher.  Students hand in the paper for 
teacher review, class grades, and comments. 
8. Finish Homework – Organic Textbook (Hart, 1987) – Chapter 2 #5-8, 10, 11, 
24, 25, 27, 30 
 
 
Day 10 
Objectives:   
Review Hybridization theory and modeling. 
Review the use of models. 
Organic Chemistry Homework Assignment 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Quiz (Appendix T). 
2. Review Hybridization Theory and explain the connection between the other 
elements on the periodic table and carbon. 
3. Preview Molecular Orbitals (they will see this topic again in the Chemistry II 
course and/or college chemistry) 
4. Organic Homework – Chapter 2 
a. Quick check Homework of each student. 
b. Student volunteers put answers on the board.  The teacher discusses and 
checks each question with the class and asks them questions.  The teacher 
explains the material in depth using the answers to the questions as a 
springboard to other molecules – drawings, naming, real life examples, 
and two- and three-dimensional viewing. 
5. Homework:  Merrill Text (Smoot et al., 1995) Chapter 13 #3, 6, 17-19, 26-28, 
39-41, 43, 44, 46 for tomorrow; Organic Text (Hart, 1987) Chapter 3 #2-4, 6, 
28-31, 34 due in one week. 
 
 
Day 11 
Objectives: 
 Finish the Organic Homework Assignments 
 Intermolecular and Intramolecular Forces 
 Homework Assignment, Chapter 13 
 Dipole Moment 
 Computer technology use and modeling 
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Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Finish Organic Homework Assignment from the previous day – the students 
put the rest of the problems on the board and the class finishes going over 
them.  Students ask any questions. 
2. Discussion of intermolecular and intramolecular forces with examples. 
3. Discussion of dipole moment and overall dipole moment. 
4. Check of Homework from Chapter 13 and the problems placed on the board. 
5. Using the Bonding software (Appendix S) and the computer/projector, the 
students review the bonding geometries, the VSEPR Theory, and 
Hybridization Theory.  The teacher creates specific models of the geometries 
representing single, double, and triple bonds and answers more questions. 
6. What do you think?  Teacher reads a short passage on Cryogenics and asks the 
students to write on the topic – whatever they think about it (like a Free 
Write).  Teacher collects the writings. 
7. Homework:  Test, Notebook Check, and collection of journal (Day 14) 
 
 
Day 12 
Objectives: 
 Isomers 
 Hybridization 
 Differences between organic and inorganic molecules 
 Nobel Prize Winners in Chemistry 
 
Activities and Evaluations: 
1. Teacher reads “Administratium” – new element to students (a joke article) 
2. Teacher shows students other comics on bonding. 
3. Isomer game.  Teacher explains what isomers are.  Students volunteer to try 
questions on the board in a race. 
4. Teacher reviews hybridization with models.  Teacher shows students 
cycloalkanes, cycloalkenes, benzene (planarity), saturated and unsaturated 
acyclic structures, and discusses chirality. 
5. Teacher gives students free time to create a structure with models and name it.  
The students show their structures to the class. 
6. Nobel Prize Winners in Chemistry.  Students are given a handout with Nobel 
Prize Winners in Chemistry.  They are asked if they recognize any of the 
names and the teacher discusses the practical applications of some and the 
advancement of new knowledge by others.  The teacher asks the students who 
won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry this year?  For extra credit, the students are 
asked to write the name(s) and summary of what they did (for the next day). 
7. The students are asked to write their own Nobel Prize acceptance speech.  
They need to include what they accomplished, whom they would thank, and 
how their career led up to this moment in time. 
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Day 13 
Objectives: 
 Review for the unit test 
 
Activities and Evaluation: 
1. The teacher collects any extra credit answers from the students as they enter 
the class.  The teacher discusses the winner(s) of the most recent Nobel Prize 
in Chemistry and what they did. 
2. Review of terms 
a. Ask students to name terms learned (organic chemistry terms are not on 
the test) and these words are put on the board. 
b. The teacher gives the students a Review Sheet on Chemical Bonding.  The 
teacher and students go over the material together. 
c. The teacher answers any questions the students may have. 
d. Examples to compare based on hybridization:  CsF, H2Te and H2Be; 
CH(CH3)3, AsCl3, and GaH3; 4-methyl-2-pentene and 2,2-dimethyl-2-
pentyne. 
3. The teacher reads a story about the electron. 
4. Teacher asks the original question, “So how does one picture a molecule?”  
Students write their answers in their journal and discuss it in class. 
5. The teacher introduces the next unit:  Balancing Equations. 
6. Homework:  Study for the test; Notebook and journal are both due. 
 
 
Day 14 
Objective: 
 Test 
 
Activities and Evaluation: 
1. The teacher answers any student questions they have and review any topic that 
is unclear. 
2. The teacher collects the notebooks and journals.  The teacher grades the 
notebooks and writes comments on the journals as the students take the test. 
3. The teacher hands out the test.  She gives two versions – one version to every 
other row of students.  The students do not use calculators.  Feedback 
questions (as a part of the test) are written on the board: 
a. Did the animation on the websites help you understand the material? 
b. Did the models help you picture the molecules better?  How? 
c. What else could have made this unit better for you? 
d. Did you look at the websites at home?  If yes, did they help? 
4. Homework:  Organic Chemistry Questions. 
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Research Design 
Chemical Bonding Unit - Chemistry I classes 
Introduction of Study (Phases I and II) 
1. Contact Letter to Parents about the research study 
2. Discussion with the class about the research study  
3. Parent/Student Meeting  
4. Parent Consent/Assent Forms (Appendix H) 
Phase I – Preliminary Data Collection 
                 Fall, 2003 – one class – 6 weeks,  
                 82 minute periods 
Timing and testing instruments 
1. Quiz (Appendix T) 
2. Unit Test (Appendix U) 
3. Interview Protocol (Appendix J) 
4. Observation Systems  
                   Videotape of class 
                   Field Notes by investigator and   
                         independent observer 
5. Visualization Lessons and Plans 
(Appendices D, E, G, O, and P) 
a.  Classwork and problems 
b. Guided practice 
c. Reflection journals  
d. World of Chemistry Video 
Series (Appendix P) 
e. Homework (Appendix L) 
f. Student board work 
g. Laboratory Experiments 
(Appendices M, N, and O) 
h. Chemical modeling 
i. Modeling Assignment  
(Appendix Q) 
j. Computer technology 
(Appendices R and S) 
Phase II – Data Collection 
                  Spring, 2004 – one class -  
                  6 weeks, 82 minute periods 
Stage One 
1. Five Visualization Tests 
(Ekstrom et al. 1990a) 
2. Quiz (Appendix T) 
3. Unit Test (Appendix U) 
4. Observation Systems  
      Videotape of class 
                   Field Notes by investigator and   
                         independent observer 
5. Visualization Lessons and Plans 
(Appendices D, E, G, O, and P) 
a. Classwork and problems 
b. Guided practice 
c. Reflection journals 
d. World of Chemistry Video 
Series (Appendix P) 
e. Homework (Appendix L) 
f. Student board work 
g. Laboratory Experiments 
(Appendices M, N, and O) 
h. Chemical modeling 
i. Modeling Assignment  
(Appendix Q) 
j. Computer technology 
(Appendices R and S) 
Stage Two: 
· Five Visualization Tests (Ekstrom et al. 
1990a)  
· Interview Protocol (Appendix J) 
· Learning Style Inventory (Appendices 
A, B, and C) 
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APPENDIX G 
 
QUALITATIVE APPROACHES TO STUDENT LEARNING 
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Qualitative Approaches to Student Learning 
Method Purpose 
Interviewing To ask students of learning 
 To gather common themes 
Journal Writing What students think 
 Reflection Questions 
KWL Three Columns - Knowing, Want to Know, Learned 
WILT What I Learned Today 
Ticket at the Door Three things learned; one thing not understand; end of class 
Free Writes Thoughts in a few minutes; to activate prior knowledge and 
ideas; not worry about grammar 
Revision Groups Exchange papers & thoughts; can use for review 
One Minute Paper Answer specific question; helps absorb, digest, and internalize 
new material 
Sentence Summary One long sentence; simplify, reorganize, synthesize material to 
smaller, essential units easier to remember 
Learning Logs Two lists: one of the major points understood and other of the 
points unclear 
Muddiest Point State most troublesome point 
Dialectical notes Write reactions of reading on left side as take notes 
Question Writing Write questions; bring to class 
Concept Maps Visual connections of what learned 
Building Models Reinforce learning concretely 
 Three-dimensional 
Computer Software Chemical modeling applications 
 Tutorials 
 Websites 
 Use of technology 
Board Show what know/not know 
 General trends in learning 
 Volunteer, confidence 
 
References: Angelo & Cross, 1993; Nilson, 1998; Novak, 1991; Tileston, 2000 
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Dear Parent/Guardian: 
 
As a part of your child’s Chemistry class at *** High School, we would like to 
conduct a research study that would give your child an opportunity to enhance his/her 
learning of the topic of Chemical Bonding by use of visualization lessons and activities.  
This particular topic is one of the hardest for chemistry students to learn well and, as you 
know, *** School District is always looking for opportunities to create environments 
where your child may learn new concepts in new ways.  The findings of this study will be 
used to provide insights into high school chemistry students about techniques for 
classroom instruction.  This information may also be of interest to teachers of high school 
chemistry students and researchers in chemistry education. 
 Under the supervision of Education Professor, Dr. Sheila Vaidya, Miss Susan 
Deratzou is conducting this research study in partial fulfillment of a doctorate in 
Education at Drexel University.  Miss Susan Deratzou is an Honors and Advanced 
Placement Chemistry Teacher at *** High School.  The study will be conducted with 
[teacher’s name] Chemistry class this semester over a three-week period and Miss Susan 
Deratzou will be observing the chemistry class.  Both [Director’s name], Director of 
Curriculum, and [Principal’s name], High School Principal, of the *** School District 
give their permission and full support for this study. 
As a teacher of Chemistry, Miss Susan Deratzou has found that students have a 
hard time learning about chemical bonding.  The problem may lie the picturing of 
chemical structures in two- and three-dimensions.  Not only do students need to learn a 
new topic and vocabulary in Chemistry, but they are expected to picture what the 
chemicals look like, too.  By definition, visualization is the ability to picture a drawing or 
a model in one’s head and be able to think about it and use it.  Research studies have 
shown most students are poor visual learners.  Models and diagrams have been shown to 
help college students, but little research has been done with high school students.  This 
study would include lessons and activities that would allow your child to visualize these 
structures.  We are asking if you would like to have your child participate in this study.  
Miss Susan Deratzou will contact you about a time that parents, students, [teacher’s 
name], and herself may meet and give you more information and answer any questions 
and concerns you may have.  You may contact Miss Susan Deratzou at *** High School 
at [telephone number] with any questions at any time. 
Thank you very much for your interest in the research and in our effort to make 
your child’s education better. 
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Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
 Under the supervision of Education Professor Dr. Sheila Vaidya and the *** 
School District, Miss Susan Deratzou is conducting a research study in partial fulfillment 
of a doctorate in Education at Drexel University.  The study will be conducted with 
[teacher’s name] Chemistry class this semester over a three-week period and Miss Susan 
Deratzou would be observing the chemistry class. 
 As part of these observations, Miss Deratzou would appreciate it if you would 
give permission to videotape your son/daughter during the research study whether he or 
she is part of the study or not.  If you have already given permission for your 
son/daughter to be a part of this study, Miss Deratzou will videotape the class and use the 
observations as part of her dissertation.  If you have not given permission for your 
son/daughter to be a part of this study, Miss Deratzou will videotape the class, but will 
not include your son/daughter in her observations. 
 As a part of Drexel University policy, these tapes will be kept in a secure, locked 
place for seven years after your son/daughter has turned eighteen years old.  Then these 
tapes will be erased, broken apart, and destroyed. 
You may contact Miss Susan Deratzou at *** High School at [telephone number] 
with any questions at any time.   
Thank you very much for your interest in this research and in our effort to make 
your child’s education better. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Please return the bottom portion of this letter to Miss Susan Deratzou at *** High School. 
 
 
 
I, ________________________________, give permission for my son/daughter, 
who is in [teacher’s name] Chemistry class, to be videotaped for the Chemical Bonding 
research study at *** High School. 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature ___________________________________ 
 
Son/Daughter Name ________________________________________ 
 
Date ________________________ 
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Drexel University 
Permission to Take Part  
In a Research Study 
 
1. Subject Name:   ________________________________________ 
 
2. Title of Research:    
 
Visualization of Molecular Structure Learning in High School Chemistry:  A 
Case Study of Student Learning 
 
3. Investigators’ Names:    
 
Sheila Vaidya, Ph.D. – Principal Investigator 
Susan Deratzou - Co-investigator 
 
4. Consenting for the Research Study:   
 
This is a long and an important document.  If you sign it, you will be 
authorizing Drexel University and its researchers to perform research studies 
on your teenager.  You should take your time and carefully read it.  You can 
also take a copy of this consent form to discuss it with your family member, 
attorney or anyone else you would like before you sign it.  Do not sign it 
unless you are comfortable in participating in this study.  
 
5. Purpose of  Research:    
 
This research is being done as a part of the requirements for the degree of 
doctor of philosophy in education at Drexel University.  Your teenager is 
being asked to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to 
understand and describe how visualization lessons and activities act as a 
scaffold in supporting high school chemistry students’ understanding of a 
chemistry topic, chemical bonding, and molecular structure.  Visualization in 
chemistry is a mental process in which one attempts to display an image by 
means of diagrams and models.  This study will follow the participants in their 
learning process and test the visualization lessons and activities used.  
Traditionally, students have had difficulty learning chemistry, especially when 
it comes to visualizing the structures and how they bond.  Specifically, 
students experience difficulty with three-dimensional thinking required for the 
learning of chemistry; therefore, models, diagrams, and chemical formulas are 
used to aid this understanding.  There is very little research in understanding 
these chemistry concepts with high school students.  This study aims to 
investigate the following: 
a. that high school students are capable of picturing (visualizing) and 
communicating chemical structures, 
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b. that students have different ways of learning and using a specific 
learning style, such as visualization, may help the student learn better,  
c. that students, who have difficulty visualizing, can be taught to picture 
the chemicals in their learning and,  
d. that teaching students to visualize could help their learning, thinking, 
and understanding in chemistry (and in other subjects).   
Your teenager is being asked to take part in this study because this study is 
relevant to your teenager’s classwork and to his/her learning process.  The 
findings will be used to provide insights to high school chemistry teachers 
about techniques for classroom instruction.  This information may also be of 
interest to teachers of high school chemistry students and researchers in 
chemistry education.  Your teenager may, at any time, choose not to be part of 
the study or may withdraw whenever he or she wishes. 
Overall, this study hopes to recruit 28 students, but 15 will be enough to 
complete the research.  
 
6.  Procedures and Duration: 
 
You understand that the following things will be done to your teenager.  
The research will be performed in the Fall of 2003 each school day (82 
minutes) over a six-week period at *** High School in room 357.  The 
Chemistry I class will be taught by [teacher’s name].  The co- investigator 
(Miss Susan Deratzou) and one independent observer [independent observer’s 
name] will observe the class during the unit on chemical bonding.  Your 
teenager will be in this class.  The student age range for this study will be 15-
18 years old with 14 or 19 year old students being allowed to participate in all 
research activities, but the data will not be included when the findings are 
reported. 
The teacher, [teacher’s name], will teach the Chemical Bonding Unit, will 
grade all of the students’ work, and will, at times, give input about her 
knowledge of the students to the co- investigator.  The teacher will also view 
the videotapes in order to give her view point to the research, but will not 
conduct the research study.  The co- investigator, Miss Susan Deratzou, will 
send out the initial contact letter, conduct the student meeting, conduct the 
parent meeting, collect the consent and assent forms, observe the class 
through field notes and videotaping, and conduct the interviews (audiotaping 
the students), and analyze the research using input from the teacher and the 
independent observer.  The independent observer, [independent observer’s 
name], will observe the class through field notes and videotaping and will 
discuss her thoughts with the co- investigator.  She will also read the co-
investigator’s analysis and drafts to see if what is written coincides with what 
she viewed.  Both the co- investigator and independent observer will not teach 
nor grade the students. 
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The co- investigator will observe the Chemistry I class in both lecture and 
visualization lessons and activities and collect documents without your 
teenager’s name (but coded for anonymity).  The visualization lessons and 
activities will include classwork, guided practice, journal writing (reflections), 
problems given to the class (both done by the teacher and the students), and 
student work on the board.  The co- investigator will also review your 
teenager’s homework that is collected by the teacher.  As part of the lessons, 
your teenager will conduct two Laboratory Experiments and the co-
investigator will observe the laboratory experience and the completed 
laboratory reports.  
Your teenager will also work with chemical models.  As a part of the 
visualization process, the teacher will demonstrate the use of the models, 
along with the examples she does in class throughout the entire unit.  Your 
teenager will construct and draw/write his/her observations of the models in a 
Modeling Assignment.  The  co- investigator will observe the modeling 
experience and document the results of the student’s attempts to construct and 
draw these models.   
 To facilitate students’ use of visualization, computer technology is used.   
Typically computer technology is not incorporated in high school chemistry 
classes.  The computer technology includes the use of the SMART Board 
where the teacher will demonstrate and incorporate a presentation, web sites 
(that show three-dimensional models), software applications, and her own 
drawings to explain the content and theories.  
The teacher will ask your teenager to write reflections in a daily journal 
and the co- investigator will use these reflections as a way to understand the 
thoughts going through their heads.  The journal reflections delve into the way 
the students think about the content, what they “picture” in their minds versus 
what it actually is, and the ability to show progress in the understanding of 
this complicated unit.  The laboratory experiences are performed in light of 
the content covered in the class and the laboratory analysis is a reflection of 
this knowledge.  Lastly, a short introduction to Organic Chemistry (carbon 
based chemistry) will be presented, which relates closely to the understanding 
of molecular structure and bonding and is a topic most high school chemistry 
curricula do not have. 
Your teenager will also watch a “World of Chemistry” Video and answer 
questions regarding the topic of Chemical Bonding.  The teacher will ask the 
students what they thought of the video and how it relates to what they are 
learning.  Your teenager will take a quiz and a unit test on this unit in which 
the teacher will grade for the course and the co- investigator will evaluate for 
the research.  Along with the information from your teenager’s classwork, the 
co-investigator may need to use some information from your teenager’s 
previous grades and test scores.  Lastly, the co- investigator will interview 
your teenager, again to gain information about how he or she is learning the 
content. 
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 The co- investigator will videotape your teenager as a way to collect more  
detailed observations that includes the exact words/questions the students say 
and their gestures/facial expressions as they experience the new content.  The 
videotapes will only be viewed by the co- investigator, the independent 
observer, and the teacher and will not be used for demonstration or teaching 
purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss the observation notes that she 
and the independent observer have taken.  Finally, the co- investigator will 
audiotape an interview with your teenager in order to gain a more in depth 
understanding of what he/she is thinking about the content.  Again, the 
audiotapes will be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for 
    this research. 
 
7. Risks and Discomforts/Constraints: 
 
Risks: 
At the beginning of the semester you were asked to read the Science 
Laboratory Safety Regulations and sign the Student Laboratory Safety 
Contract as per district regulations.  The teacher and co- investigator are 
always concerned for your teenager’s safety and the need to minimize risks 
while performing a laboratory experiment.  For every laboratory experiment, 
your teenager is given information about any hazards of the experiment and 
reminded about specific safety rules, such as wearing appropriate clothes, 
safety glasses, and laboratory aprons.  To ensure safety for all, the teacher, 
well aware of the safety hazards of the chemicals, is constantly moving 
around the class observing and correcting student procedure and behavior. 
 
       Discomforts: 
The teacher and co- investigator will discuss with the class information 
about videotaping and audiotaping for the three weeks of the research study.  
They will ask for concerns from the students and address them before the 
taping and every effort will be made to have the participants feel comfortable 
and treat them with respect.  If the participants feel uncomfortable from 
sharing their thoughts with the co- investigator on being observed and taped 
(audio and video), the teacher and co- investigator will refer your teenager to 
the guidance counselor regarding any concerns not addressed in the class.  If 
your teenager continues to have any discomfort with the videotaping, then the 
teacher can make arrangements for him or her either not to be videotaped or 
audiotaped in the study or to be transferred to another chemistry class.   
 
       Constraints: 
If your teenager has concerns with the content presented (as related to the 
research study), he or she may discuss the information with a friend in the 
class, come in for extra help before or after school, or use the list of students 
posted who are willing volunteers and tutors for first year chemistry students.  
The student has many opportunities and many assessment techniques to do  
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well.  The grading will only be done by the teacher of the class, not by the co-
investigator.  For the participants who have more difficulty visualizing (than 
using more traditional methods of learning), the teacher will give the 
participants a chance for a retest of the content after the research study is 
complete.  If your teenager feels that this material is too difficult, with no 
penalty to your teenager, he or she may transfer out of the class to another 
class. 
This information is provided to you to decide whether your teenager 
wishes to participate in the study.  You should be aware that your teenager is 
free to decide not to participate or to withdraw at any time without affecting 
your teenager’s relationship with the Chemistry class at *** High School. 
 
8. Responsibility for Costs: 
 
The responsibility for the costs of this study is solely on the research co-  
       investigator.  
 
9. Stipend/Reimbursement: 
 
A stipend of a $10 gift certificate to Barnes and Noble will be given at the 
completion of the study as a token of appreciation for their time. 
 
10. Benefits: 
 
There may be no direct benefits from participating in this study.  Your 
teenager may learn a different way to study chemical bonding.  If there are 
potential benefits, they may be: 
a. Your teenager may learn the material better through training in various 
science skills. 
b. Your teenager may be better prepared for college science courses. 
c. The study may create an interest in sciences for your teenager, 
especially chemistry. 
d. The study may help your teenager understand his/her personal learning 
style and how it affects his/her learning. 
You may request and receive a copy of the results of this study if you are 
interested. 
   
11. Alternative Procedures: 
  
If your teenager does not participate in the study, he or she may stay in the 
class and learn the concepts with the rest of the class or may transfer to 
another class that would give him or her the same concepts, but without the 
same method as the study. 
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      12.  Reasons for Removal from Study: 
 
  Your teenager may be required to stop the study before the end for any of the 
following reasons: 
a. If all or part of the study is discontinued for any reason by the 
investigator, or university authorities. 
b. If participation in the study is adversely affecting your teenager’s 
academic performance. 
c. If your teenager fail to adhere to requirements for participation 
established by the researcher as set forth under the procedures 
section of this consent. 
 
13. Voluntary Participation: 
 
  Participation in this study is voluntary, and your teenager can refuse to be in 
the study or stop at any time.  There will be no negative consequences if your 
teenager decides not to participate or to stop.  
 
14.       Confidentiality: 
 
All data obtained in this study will be kept confidential.  The teacher will 
keep the     grades and will only discuss them with the co- investigator.  In any 
publication or presentation of research results, your teenager’s identity will be 
kept confidential, but there is a possibility that records which identify your 
teenager may be inspected by authorized individuals, the institutional review 
boards (IRBs), or employees conducting peer review activities.  You consent 
to such inspections and to the copying of excerpts of your teenager’s records, 
if required by any of these representatives. 
The journal writing will include specific questions that the teacher would 
review with the class, student reflections on what and how they are learning, 
and their feedback on what they still need to understand.  The journals will be 
collected by the teacher and both the teacher and co- investigator will read 
them.  The co- investigator will read the journals for in depth information from 
the students about the content and their learning process.  Both the journals 
and the observation notes will not have any identifying labels of the students.  
A coding system will be developed to keep track of the students.  This coding 
system will be kept in a locked filing cabinet. 
Only the co-investigator will have access to the audiotapes and the co-
investigator, independent observer, and teacher will have access to the 
videotapes.  The audiotapes and videotapes will not be used for demonstration 
or teaching purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss observation notes 
that she and the independent observer have taken.  Again, the audiotapes will 
be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for this research.  The 
videotapes and audiotapes will be stored securely in a locked filing cabinet in 
the Department of Education at Drexel University and will be saved for seven  
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years after the student reaches the age of eighteen and then erased, broken 
apart, and destroyed. 
 
15.       Other Considerations: 
 
If new information becomes known that will affect your teenager or might 
change your teenager’s decision to be in this study, you will be informed by 
the co-investigator.  If you have any questions at any time about this study or 
your teenager’s rights as a research subject, you may contact Dr. Vaidya at 
[telephone number] and the Office of Research Compliance at [telephone 
number]. 
 
16.      CONSENT 
          
· I have been informed of the reasons for this study. 
· I have had the study explained to me. 
· I have had all of my questions answered. 
· I have carefully read this permission form, have initialed each page, 
and have received a signed copy. 
· I gave permission voluntarily. 
 
 
_______________________________________  _______________ 
 Parent/Guardian      Date 
 
 
___________________________________________ ______________ 
 Investigator or Individual Obtaining this Permission Date 
 
 
  ___________________________________________ _______________ 
  Witness to Signature      Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Permission 
 
Name   Title   Day Phone #  24 Hr Phone # 
Susan Deratzou Co-Investigator [telephone number] [telephone number]      
Dr. Sheila Vaidya Committee Chair [telephone number] [telephone number]    
     and Principal Investigator 
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 Drexel University 
Consent to Take Part  
In a Research Study 
 
1.         Subject Name: ________________________________________ 
 
      2.         Title of Research:    
 
   Visualization of Molecular Structure Learning in High School Chemistry:  A  
    Case Study of Student Learning 
 
3.          Investigators’ Names:    
 
Sheila Vaidya, Ph.D. – Principal Investigator 
Susan Deratzou - Co-investigator 
  
      4.        Consenting for the Research Study:   
 
This is a long and an important document.  If you sign it, you will be 
authorizing Drexel University and its researchers to perform research studies 
on you.  You should take your time and carefully read it.  You can also take a 
copy of this consent form to discuss it with your family member, attorney or 
anyone else you would like before you sign it.  Do not sign it unless you are 
comfortable in participating in this study.  
 
       5.        Purpose of  Research:    
 
This research is being done as a part of the requirements for the degree of 
doctor of philosophy in education at Drexel University.  You are being asked 
to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to understand 
and describe how visualization lessons and activities act as a scaffold in 
supporting high school chemistry students’ understanding of a chemistry 
topic, chemical bonding, and molecular structure.  Visualization in chemistry 
is a mental process in which one attempts to display an image by means of 
diagrams and models.  This study will follow the participants in their learning 
process and test the visualization lessons and activities used.  Traditionally, 
students have had difficulty learning chemistry, especially when it comes to 
visualizing the structures and how they bond.  Specifically, students 
experience difficulty with three-dimensional thinking required for the learning 
of chemistry; therefore, models, diagrams, and chemical formulas are used to 
aid this understanding.  There is very little research in understanding these 
chemistry concepts with high school students.  This study aims to investigate 
the following: 
a. that high school students are capable of picturing (visualizing) and 
communicating chemical structures, 
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b. that students have different ways of learning and using a specific 
learning style, such as visualization, may help the student learn better,  
c. that students, who have difficulty visualizing, can be taught to picture 
the chemicals in their learning and,  
d. that teaching students to visualize could help their learning, thinking, 
and understanding in chemistry (and in other subjects).   
You are being asked to take part in this study because this study is relevant 
to your classwork and to your learning process.  The findings will be used to 
provide insights to high school chemistry teachers about techniques for 
classroom instruction. This information may also be of interest to teachers of 
high school chemistry students and researchers in chemistry education.  You 
may, at any time, choose not to be part of the study or may withdraw 
whenever you wish. 
Overall, this study hopes to recruit 28 students, but 15 will be enough to 
complete the research.  
 
       6.        Procedures and Duration: 
 
You understand that the following things will be done to you.  The 
research will be performed in the Fall of 2003 each school day (82 minutes) 
over a six-week period at *** High School in room 357.  The Chemistry I 
class will be taught by [teacher’s name].  The co- investigator (Miss Susan 
Deratzou) and one independent observer (independent observer’s name) will 
observe the class during the unit on chemical bonding.  You will be in this 
class.  The student age range for this study will be 15-18 years old with 14 or 
19 year old students being allowed to participate in all research activities, but 
the data will not be included when the findings are reported. 
The teacher, [teacher’s name], will teach the Chemical Bonding Unit, will 
grade all of the students’ work, and will, at times, give input about her 
knowledge of the students to the co- investigator.  The teacher will also view 
the videotapes in order to give her view point to the research, but will not 
conduct the research study.  The co- investigator, Miss Susan Deratzou, will 
send out the initial contact letter, conduct the student meeting, conduct the 
parent meeting, collect the consent and assent forms, observe the class 
through field notes and videotaping, and conduct the interviews (audiotaping 
the students), and analyze the research using input from the teacher and the 
independent observer.  The independent observer, [independent observer’s 
name], will observe the class through field notes and videotaping and will 
discuss her thoughts with the co- investigator.  She will also read the co-
investigator’s analysis and drafts to see if what is written coincides with what 
she viewed.  Both the co- investigator and independent observer will not teach 
nor grade the students. 
The co- investigator will observe the Chemistry I class in both lecture and 
visualization lessons and activities and collect documents without your name  
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(but coded for anonymity).  The visualization lessons and activities will 
include classwork, guided practice, journal writing (reflections), problems 
given to the class (both done by the teacher and the students), and student 
work on the board.  The co- investigator will also review your homework that 
is collected by the teacher.  As part of the lessons, you will conduct two 
Laboratory Experiments and the co- investigator will observe the laboratory 
experience and the completed laboratory reports.  
You will also work with chemical models.  As a part of the visualization 
process, the teacher will demonstrate the use of the models, along with the 
examples she does in class throughout the entire unit.  You will construct and 
draw/write your observations of the models in a Modeling Assignment.  The 
co-investigator will observe the modeling experience and document the results 
of your attempt to construct and draw these models.   
To facilitate students’ use of visualization, computer technology is used.  
Typically computer technology is not incorporated in high school chemistry 
classes.  The computer technology includes the use of the SMART Board 
where the teacher will demonstrate and incorporate a presentation, web sites 
(that show three-dimensional models), software applications, and her own 
drawings to explain the content and theories.  
The teacher will ask you to write reflections in a daily journal and the co-
investigator will use these reflections as a way to understand your thoughts.  
The journal reflections delve into the way you think about the content, what 
you “picture” in your mind versus what it actually is, and the ability to show 
progress in the understanding of this complicated unit.  The laboratory 
experiences are performed in light of the content covered in the class and the 
laboratory analysis is a reflection of this knowledge.  Lastly, a short 
introduction to Organic Chemistry (carbon based chemistry) will be presented, 
which relates closely to the understanding of molecular structure and bonding 
and is a topic most high school chemistry curricula do not have. 
You will also watch a “World of Chemistry” Video and answer questions 
regarding the topic of Chemical Bonding.  The teacher will ask you what you 
thought of the video and how it relates to what you are learning.  You will 
take a quiz and a unit test on this unit which the teacher will grade for the 
course and the co-investigator will evaluate for the research.  Along with the 
information from your classwork, the co- investigator may need to use some 
information from your previous grades and test scores.   
The co- investigator will videotape you as a way to collect more detailed 
observations that includes the exact words/questions you say and your 
gestures/facial expressions as you experience the new content.  The 
videotapes will only be viewed by the co- investigator, the independent 
observer, and the teacher and will not be used for demonstration or teaching 
purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss the observation notes that she 
and the independent observer have taken.  Finally, the co- investigator will 
audiotape an interview with you in order to gain a more in depth 
understanding of what you are thinking about the content.  Again, the  
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audiotapes will be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for this 
research. 
 
        7.       Risks and Discomforts/Constraints: 
 
Risks: 
 
At the beginning of the semester you were asked to read the Science 
Laboratory Safety Regulations and sign the Student Laboratory Safety 
Contract as per district regulations.  The teacher and co- investigator are 
always concerned for your safety and the need to minimize risks while 
performing a laboratory experiment.  For every laboratory experiment, you are 
given information about any hazards of the experiment and reminded about 
specific safety rules, such as wearing appropriate clothes, safety glasses, and 
laboratory aprons.  To ensure safety for all, the teacher, well aware of the 
safety hazards of the chemicals, is constantly moving around the class 
observing and correcting student procedure and behavior. 
 
      Discomforts: 
The teacher and co- investigator will discuss with you information about 
videotaping and audiotaping for the three weeks of the research study.  They 
will ask for your concerns and address them before the taping and every effort 
will be made to have you feel comfortable and treat you with respect.  If you 
feel uncomfortable from sharing your thoughts with the co- investigator on 
being observed and taped (audio and video), the teacher and co- investigator 
will refer you to the guidance counselor regarding any concerns not addressed 
in the class.  If you continue to have any discomfort with the videotaping, then 
the teacher can make arrangements for you either not to be videotaped or 
audiotaped in the study or to be transferred to another chemistry class. 
 
       Constraints: 
If you have concerns with the content presented (as related to the research 
study), you may discuss the information with a friend in the class, come in for 
extra help before or after school, or use the list of students posted who are 
willing volunteers and tutors for first year chemistry students.  The student has 
many opportunities and many assessment techniques to do well.  The grading 
will only be done by the teacher of the class, not by the co-investigator.  For 
the participants who have more difficulty visualizing (than using more 
traditional methods of learning), the teacher will give the participants a chance 
for a retest of the content after the research study is complete.  If you feel that 
this material is too difficult, with no penalty to you, you may transfer out of 
the class to another class. 
 This information is provided to you to decide whether you wish to 
participate in the study.  You should be aware that you are free to decide not  
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to participate or to withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship 
with the Chemistry class at *** High School. 
 
8.       Responsibility for Costs: 
 
The responsibility for the costs of this study is solely on the research co-
investigator.  
 
9.       Stipend/Reimbursement: 
 
A stipend of a $10 gift certificate to Barnes and Noble will be given at the 
completion of the study as a token of appreciation for your time. 
 
10.       Benefits: 
 
There may be no direct benefits from participating in this study.  You may 
learn a different way to study chemical bonding.  If there are potential 
benefits, they may be: 
a. You may learn the material better through training in various science 
skills. 
b. You may be better prepared for college science courses. 
c. The study may create an interest in sciences for you, especially 
chemistry. 
d. The study may help you understand your personal learning style and 
how it affects your learning. 
You may request and receive a copy of the results of this study if you are 
interested. 
   
11. Alternative Procedures: 
  
If you do not participate in the study, you may stay in the class and learn 
the concepts with the rest of the class or may transfer to another class that 
would give you the same concepts, but without the same method as the study. 
 
      12.  Reasons for Removal from Study: 
   
  You may be required to stop the study before the end for any of the following 
reasons: 
a. If all or part of the study is discontinued for any reason by the 
investigator or university authorities. 
b. If you are a student, and participation in the study is adversely 
affecting your academic performance. 
c. If you fail to adhere to requirements for participation established by 
the researcher as set forth under the procedures section of this 
consent. 
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13. Voluntary Participation: 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary, and you can refuse to be in the 
study or stop at any time.  There will be no negative consequences if you 
decide not to participate or to stop.  
  
14.       Confidentiality: 
 
All data obtained in this study will be kept confidential.  The teacher will 
keep the grades and will only discuss them with the co- investigator.  In any 
publication or presentation of research results, your identity will be kept 
confidential, but there is a possibility that records which identify you may be 
inspected by authorized individuals, the institutional review boards (IRBs), or 
employees conducting peer review activities.  You consent to such inspections 
and to the copying of excerpts of your records, if required by any of these 
representatives. 
The journal writing will include specific questions that the teacher would 
review with the class, student reflections on what and how they are learning, 
and their feedback on what they still need to understand.  The journals will be 
collected by the teacher and both the teacher and co- investigator will read 
them.  The co- investigator will read the journals for in depth information from 
the students about the content and learning process.  Both the journals and the 
observation notes will not have any identifying labels.  A coding system will 
be developed to keep track of the students.  This coding system will be kept in 
a locked filing cabinet. 
Only the co-investigator will have access to the audiotapes and the co- 
investigator, independent observer, and the teacher will have access to the 
videotapes.  The audiotapes and videotapes will not be used for demonstration 
or teaching purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss observation notes 
that she and the independent observer have taken.  Again, the audiotapes will 
be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for this research.  The 
videotapes and audiotapes will be stored securely in a locked filing cabinet in 
the Department of Education at Drexel University and will be saved for three 
years and then erased, broken apart, and destroyed. 
 
15.      Other Considerations: 
 
If new information becomes known that will affect you or might change 
your decision to be in this study, you will be informed by the co- investigator.  
If you have any questions at any time about this study or your rights as a 
research subject, you may contact Dr. Vaidya at [telephone number] and the 
Office of Research Compliance at [telephone number]. 
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16.      CONSENT: 
          
· I have been informed of the reasons for this study. 
· I have had the study explained to me. 
· I have had all of my questions answered. 
· I have carefully read this consent form, have initialed each page, and 
have received a signed copy. 
· I gave consent voluntarily. 
 
 
            _______________________________________  _______________ 
 Subject’s Signature      Date 
 
 
      ___________________________________________ ______________ 
 Investigator or Individual Obtaining this Consent Date 
 
 
       ___________________________________________ _______________ 
  Witness to Signature      Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Permission 
 
Name   Title   Day Phone #  24 Hr Phone # 
Susan Deratzou Co-Investigator [telephone number] [telephone number] 
Dr. Sheila Vaidya Committee Chair [telephone number] [telephone number] 
and Principal Investigator 
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 Drexel University 
Permission to Take Part  
In a Research Study 
 
1.        Subject Name:  ________________________________________ 
 
      2.        Title of Research:    
 
Visualization of Molecular Structure Learning in High School Chemistry:  A 
Case Study of Student Learning 
 
       3.        Investigators’ Name:    
 
Sheila Vaidya, Ph.D. – Principal Investigator 
Susan Deratzou - Co-investigator 
 
      4.        Consenting for the Research Study:   
 
This is a long and an important document.  If you sign it, you will be 
authorizing Drexel University and its researchers to perform research studies 
on your teenager.  You should take your time and read it carefully.  You can 
also take a copy of this consent form to discuss it with your family member, 
attorney or any one else you would like before you sign it.  Do not sign it 
unless you are comfortable in participating in this study.  
 
5.       Purpose of  Research:    
 
This research is being done as a part of the requirements for the degree of 
doctor of philosophy in education at Drexel University.  Your teenager is 
being asked to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to 
understand and describe how visualization lessons and activities act as a 
scaffold in supporting high school chemistry students’ understanding of a 
chemistry topic, chemical bonding, and molecular structure. Visualization in 
chemistry is a mental process in which one attempts to display an image by 
means of diagrams and models.  This study will follow the participants in their 
learning process and test the visualization lessons and activities used.  
Traditionally, students have had difficulty learning chemistry, especially when 
it comes to visualizing the structures and how they bond.  Specifically, 
students experience difficulty with three-dimensional thinking required for the 
learning of chemistry; therefore, models, diagrams, and chemical formulas are 
used to aid this understanding.  There is very little research in understanding 
these chemistry concepts with high school students.  This study aims to 
investigate the following: 
a.  that high school students are capable of picturing (visualizing) and  
                communicating chemical structures, 
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  b. that students have different ways of learning and using a specific  
               learning style, such as visualization, may help the student learn better,  
c.   that students, who have difficulty visualizing, can be taught to picture  
                  the chemicals in their learning and,  
d.   that teaching students to visualize could help their learning, thinking,  
      and understanding in chemistry (and in other subjects).   
Your teenager is being asked to take part in this study because this study is 
relevant to your teenager’s classwork and to his/her learning process.  The 
findings will be used to provide insights to high school chemistry teachers 
about techniques for classroom instruction.  This information may also be of 
interest to teachers of high school chemistry students and researchers in 
chemistry education.  Your teenager may, at any time, choose not to be part of 
the study or may withdraw whenever he or she wishes. 
Overall, this study hopes to recruit 28 students, but 15 will be enough to 
complete the research.  
 
6.         Procedures and Duration: 
 
You understand that the following things will be done to your teenager.  
The research will be performed in the Spring of 2004 each school day (82 
minutes) over a six-week period at *** High School in room 357.  The 
Chemistry I class will be taught by [teacher’s name].  The co- investigator 
(Miss Susan Deratzou) and one independent observer (independent observer’s 
name) will observe the class during the unit on chemical bonding.  Your 
teenager will be in this class. The student age range for this study will be 15-
18 years old with 14 or 19 year old students being allowed to participate in all 
research activities, but the data will not be included when the findings are 
reported. 
The teacher, [teacher’s name], will teach the Chemical Bonding Unit, will 
grade all of the students’ work, and will, at times, give input about her 
knowledge of the students to the co- investigator.  The teacher will also view 
the videotapes in order to give her view point to the research, but will not 
conduct the research study.  The co- investigator, Miss Susan Deratzou, will 
send out the initial contact letter, conduct the student meeting, conduct the 
parent meeting, collect the consent and assent forms, observe the class 
through field notes and videotaping, and conduct the interviews (audiotaping 
the students), and analyze the research using input from the teacher and the 
independent observer.  The independent observer, [independent observer’s 
name], will observe the class through field notes and videotaping and will 
discuss her thoughts with the co- investigator.  She will also read the co-
investigator’s analysis and drafts to see if what is written coincides with what 
she viewed.  Both the co- investigator and the independent observer will not 
teach nor grade the students. 
In two stages, the co- investigator will observe the Chemistry I class in 
both lecture and visualization lessons and activities and collect documents  
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without your teenager’s name (but coded for anonymity).  In the first stage, 
the co-investigator will give five short Visualization Tests as a way to 
understand how your teenager visualizes as he/she begins this unit.  The 
visualization lessons and activities will include classwork, guided practice, 
journal writing (reflections), problems given to the class (both done by the 
teacher and the students), and student work on the board.  The co- investigator 
will also review your teenager’s homework that is collected by the teacher.  
As part of the lessons, your teenager will conduct two Laboratory 
Experiments and the co-investigator will observe the laboratory experience 
and the completed laboratory reports.  
Your teenager will also work with chemical models.  As a part of the 
visualization process, the teacher will demonstrate the use of the models, 
along with the examples she does in class throughout the entire unit.  Your 
teenager will construct and draw/write his/her observations of the models in a 
Modeling Assignment.  The   co- investigator will observe the modeling 
experience and document the results of the student’s attempts to construct and 
draw these models.   
To facilitate students’ use of visualization, computer technology is used.  
Typically computer technology is not incorporated in high school chemistry 
classes.  The computer technology includes the use of the SMART Board 
where the teacher will demonstrate and incorporate a presentation, web sites 
(that show three-dimensional models), software applications, and her own 
drawings to explain the content and theories.  
The teacher will ask your teenager to write reflections in a daily journal 
and the co- investigator will use these reflections as a way to understand the 
thoughts going through their heads.  The journal reflections delve into the way 
the students think about the content, what they “picture” in their minds versus 
what it actually is, and the ability to show progress in the understanding of 
this complicated unit.  The laboratory experiences are performed in light of 
the content covered in the class and the laboratory analysis is a reflection of 
this knowledge.  Lastly, a short introduction to Organic Chemistry (carbon 
based chemistry) will be presented, which relates closely to the understanding 
of molecular structure and bonding and is a topic most high school chemistry 
curricula do not have. 
Your teenager will also watch a “World of Chemistry” Video and answer 
questions regarding the topic of Chemical Bonding.  The teacher will ask the 
students what they thought of the video and how it relates to what they are 
learning.  Your teenager will take a quiz and a unit test on this unit in which 
the teacher will grade for the course and the co- investigator will evaluate for 
the research.   
For stage two, your teenager will be given a Learning Style Inventory at 
the end of the unit.  The Learning Style Inventory will evaluate his/her style of 
learning.  The co- investigator will again give five short Visualization Tests as 
a way to evaluate the work after your teenager has had an opportunity to learn 
the content through visualization techniques and compare it with the pre-tests.   
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Along with the information from your teenager’s classwork, the co-
investigator may need to use some information from your teenager’s previous 
grades and test scores.  Lastly, the co- investigator will interview your 
teenager, again to gain information about how he or she is learning the 
content.     
The co- investigator will videotape your teenager as a way to collect more 
detailed observations that includes the exact words/questions the students say 
and their gestures/facial expressions as they experience the new content.  The 
videotapes will only be viewed by the co- investigator, the independent 
observer, and the teacher and will not be used for demonstration or teaching 
purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss the observation notes that she 
and the independent observer have taken.   
 Finally, the co- investigator will audiotape an interview with your teenager  
in order to gain a more in depth understanding of what he/she is thinking 
about the content.  Again, the audiotapes will be transcribed by the co-
investigator and only be used for this research. 
 
7.        Risks and Discomforts/Constraints: 
 
Risks: 
At the beginning of the semester you were asked to read the Science 
Laboratory Safety Regulations and sign the Student Laboratory Safety 
Contract as per district regulations.  The teacher and co- investigator are 
always concerned for your teenager’s safety and the need to minimize risks 
while performing a laboratory experiment.  For every laboratory experiment, 
your teenager is given information about any hazards of the experiment and 
reminded about specific safety rules, such as wearing appropriate clothes, 
safety glasses, and laboratory aprons.  To ensure safety for all, the teacher, 
well aware of the safety hazards of the chemicals, is constantly moving 
around the class observing and correcting student procedure and behavior. 
 
Discomforts: 
The teacher and co- investigator will discuss with the class information 
about videotaping and audiotaping for the three weeks of the research study.  
They will ask for concerns from the students and address them before the 
taping and every effort will be made to have the participants feel comfortable 
and treat them with respect.  If the participants feel uncomfortable from 
sharing their thoughts with the co- investigator on being observed and taped 
(audio and video).  The teacher and co- investigator will refer your teenager to 
the guidance counselor regarding any concerns not addressed in the class.  If 
your teenager continues to have any discomfort with the videotaping, then the 
teacher can make arrangements for him or her either not to be videotaped or 
audiotaped in the study or to be transferred to another chemistry class.   
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       Constraints: 
If your teenager has concerns with the content presented (as related to the 
research study), he or she may discuss the information with a friend in the 
class, come in for extra help before or after school, or use the list of students 
posted who are willing volunteers and tutors for first year chemistry students.  
The student has many opportunities and many assessment techniques to do 
well.  The grading will only be done by the teacher of the class, not by the co-
investigator.  For the participants who have more difficulty visualizing (than 
using more traditional methods of learning), the teacher will give the 
participants a chance for a retest of the content after the research study is 
complete.  If your teenager feels that this material is too difficult, with no 
penalty to your teenager, he or she may transfer out of the class to another 
class. 
This information is provided to you to decide whether your teenager 
wishes to participate in the study.  You should be aware that your teenager is 
free to decide not to participate or to withdraw at any time without affecting 
your teenager’s relationship with the Chemistry class at *** High School. 
 
8.        Responsibility for Costs: 
 
The responsibility for the costs of this study is solely on the research co-
investigator.   
 
 9.       Stipend/Reimbursement: 
 
A stipend of a $10 gift certificate to Barnes and Noble will be given at the 
completion of the study as a token of appreciation for their time. 
 
10.      Benefits: 
 
There may be no direct benefits from participating in this study.  Your 
teenager may learn a different way to study chemical bonding.  If there are 
potential benefits, they may be: 
a. Your teenager may learn the material better through training in various  
 science skills. 
b. Your teenager may be better prepared for college science courses. 
c. The study may create an interest in sciences for your teenager, 
especially chemistry. 
d. The study may help your teenager understand his/her personal learning 
style and how it affects his/her learning. 
You may request and receive a copy of the results of this study if you are 
interested. 
 
11. Alternative Procedures: 
  
If your teenager does not participate in the study, he or she may stay in the 
class and learn the concepts with the rest of the class or may transfer to  
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another class that would give him or her the same concepts, but without the 
same method as the study. 
 
      12.  Reasons for Removal from Study: 
   
  Your teenager may be required to stop the study before the end for any of the 
following reasons: 
a. If all or part of the study is discontinued for any reason by the 
investigator, or university authorities. 
b. If participation in the study is adversely affecting your teenager’s 
academic performance. 
c. If your teenager fails to adhere to requirements for participation 
established by the researcher as set forth under the procedures 
section of this consent. 
 
13. Voluntary Participation: 
Participation in this study is voluntary, and your teenager can refuse to be 
in the study or stop at any time.  There will be no negative consequences if 
your teenager decides not to participate or to stop.  
  
14.       Confidentiality: 
 
All data obtained in this study will be kept confidential.  The teacher will 
keep the      grades and will only discuss them with the co- investigator.  In any 
publication or presentation of research results, your teenager’s identity will be 
kept confidential, but there is a possibility that records which identify your 
teenager may be inspected by authorized individuals, the institutional review 
boards (IRBs), or employees conducting peer review activities.  You consent 
to such inspections and to the copying of excerpts of your teenager’s records, 
if required by any of these representatives. 
The journal writing will include specific questions that the teacher would 
review with the class, student reflections on what and how they are learning, 
and their feed back on what they still need to understand.  The journals will be 
collected by the teacher and both the teacher and co- investigator will read 
them.  The co- investigator will read the journals for in depth information from 
the students about the content and their learning process.  Both the journals 
and the observation notes will not have any identifying labels of the students.  
A coding system will be developed to keep track of the students.  This coding 
system will be kept in a locked filing cabinet. 
Only the co-investigator will have access to the audiotapes and the co-
investigator, independent observer, and teacher will have access to the 
videotapes.  The audiotapes and videotapes will not be used for demonstration 
or teaching purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss observation notes 
that she and the independent observer have taken.  Again, the audiotapes will 
be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for this research.   
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videotapes and audiotapes will be stored securely in a locked filing cabinet in 
the Department of Education at Drexel University and will be saved for seven 
years after the student reaches the age of eighteen and then erased, broken 
apart, and destroyed. 
 
15.      Other Considerations: 
 
If new information becomes known that will affect your teenager or might 
change your teenager’s decision to be in this study, you will be informed by 
the co-investigator.  If you have any questions at any time about this study or 
your teenager’s rights as a research subject, you may contact Dr. Vaidya at 
[telephone number] and the Office of Research Compliance at [telephone 
number]. 
 
   16.  CONSENT: 
          
· I have been informed of the reasons for this study. 
· I have had the study explained to me. 
· I have had all of my questions answered. 
· I have carefully read this permission form, have initialed each page, 
and have received a signed copy. 
· I gave permission voluntarily. 
 
 
 _______________________________________  _______________ 
 Parent/Guardian      Date 
 
 
________________________________________  ______________ 
 Investigator or Individual Obtaining this Permission Date 
 
 
  ________________________________________  _______________ 
  Witness to Signature      Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Permission 
 
Name   Title   Day Phone #  24 Hr Phone # 
Susan Deratzou Co-Investigator [telephone number] [telephone number] 
Dr. Sheila Vaidya Committee Chair [telephone number] [telephone number] 
and Principal Investigator 
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 Drexel University 
Consent to Take Part  
In a Research Study 
 
1.        Subject Name:  ________________________________________ 
 
2.        Title of Research:    
 
        Visualization of Molecular Structure Learning in High School Chemistry:  A  
        Case Study of Student Learning 
 
3.        Investigators’ Names:    
 
   Sheila Vaidya, Ph.D. – Principal Investigator 
   Susan Deratzou - Co-investigator 
 
4.       Consenting for the Research Study:   
 
This is a long and an important document.  If you sign it, you will be 
authorizing Drexel University and its researchers to perform research studies 
on you.  You should take your time and read it carefully.  You can also take a 
copy of this consent form to discuss it with your family member, attorney or 
any one else you would like before you sign it.  Do not sign it unless you are 
comfortable in participating in this study.  
 
5.        Purpose of  Research:    
 
This research is being done as a part of the requirements for the degree of 
doctor of philosophy in education at Drexel University.  You are being asked 
to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to understand 
and describe how visualization lessons and activities act as a scaffold in 
supporting high school chemistry students’ understanding of a chemistry 
topic, chemical bonding, and molecular structure. Visualization in chemistry 
is a mental process in which one attempts to display an image by means of 
diagrams and models.  This study will follow the participants in their learning 
process  and test the visualization lessons and activities used.  Traditionally, 
students have had difficulty learning chemistry, especially when it comes to 
visualizing the structures and how they bond.  Specifically, students 
experience difficulty with three-dimensional thinking required for the learning 
of chemistry; therefore, models, diagrams, and chemical formulas are used to 
aid this understanding.  There is very little research in understanding these 
chemistry concepts with high school students.  This study aims to investigate 
the following: 
a. that high school students are capable of picturing (visualizing) and 
communicating chemical structures, 
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b. that students have different ways of learning and using a specific 
learning style, such as visualization, may help the student learn 
better,  
c. that students, who have difficulty visualizing, can be taught to 
picture the chemicals in their learning and,  
d. that teaching students to visualize could help their learning, 
thinking, and understanding in chemistry (and in other subjects).   
You are being asked to take part in this study because this study is relevant 
to your classwork and to your learning process.  The findings will be used to 
provide insights to high school chemistry teachers about techniques for 
classroom instruction. This information may also be of interest to teachers of 
high school chemistry students and researchers in chemistry education.  You 
may, at any time, choose not to be part of the study or may withdraw 
whenever you wish. 
Overall, this study hopes to recruit 28 students, but 15 will be enough to 
complete the research.  
 
6.        Procedures and Duration: 
 
You understand that the following things will be done to you.  The 
research will be performed in the Spring of 2004 each school day (82 minutes) 
over a six-week period at *** High School in room 357.  The Chemistry I 
class will be taught by [teacher’s name].  The co- investigator (Miss Susan 
Deratzou) and one independent observer (independent observer’s name) will 
observe the class during the unit on chemical bonding.  You will be in this 
class. 
The teacher, [teacher’s name], will teach the Chemical Bonding Unit, will 
grade all of your work, and will, at times, give input about her knowledge of 
you to the co- investigator.  The teacher will also view the videotapes in order 
to give her view point to the research, but will not conduct the research study.  
The co- investigator, Miss Susan Deratzou, will send out the initial contact 
letter, conduct the student meeting, conduct the parent meeting, collect the 
consent and assent forms, observe the class through field notes and 
videotaping, and conduct the interviews (audiotaping the students), and 
analyze the research using input from the teacher and the independent 
observer.  The independent observer, [independent observer’s name], will 
observe the class through field notes and videotaping and will discuss her 
thoughts with the co- investigator.  She will also read the co- investigator’s 
analysis and drafts to see if what is written coincides with what she viewed.  
Both the co- investigator and the independent observer will not teach nor grade 
the students. 
       In two stages, the co- investigator will observe the Chemistry I class in 
both lecture and visualization lessons and activities and collect documents 
without your name (but coded for anonymity).  In the first stage, the co-  
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investigator will give five short Visualization Tests as a way to understand 
how you visualize as you begin this unit.  The visualization lessons and  
activities will include classwork, guided practice, journal writing (reflections), 
problems given to the class (both done by the teacher and the students), and 
student work on the board.  The co- investigator will also review your 
homework that is collected by the teacher.  As part of the lessons, you             
will conduct two Laboratory Experiments and the co- investigator will observe 
the laboratory experience and the completed laboratory reports.  
You will also work with chemical models.  As a part of the visualization 
process, the teacher will demonstrate the use of the models, along with the 
examples she does in class throughout the entire unit.  You will construct and 
draw/write your observations of the models in a Modeling Assignment.  The 
co-investigator will observe the modeling experience and document the results 
of your attempt to construct and draw these models.   
To facilitate students’ use of visualization, computer technology is used.  
Typically computer technology is not incorporated in high school chemistry 
classes.  The computer technology includes the use of the SMART Board 
where the teacher will demonstrate and incorporate a presentation, web sites 
(that show three-dimensional models), software applications, and her own 
drawings to explain the content and theories.  
The teacher will ask you to write reflections in a daily journal and the co-
investigator will use these reflections as a way to understand your thoughts.  
The journal reflections delve into the way you think about the content, what 
you “picture” in your mind versus what it actually is, and the ability to show 
progress in the understanding of this complicated unit.  The laboratory 
experiences are performed in light of the content covered in the class and the 
laboratory analysis is a reflection of this knowledge.  Lastly, a short 
introduction to Organic Chemistry (carbon based chemistry) will be presented, 
which relates closely to the understanding of molecular structure and bonding 
and is a topic most high school chemistry curricula do not have. 
You will also watch a “World of Chemistry” Video and answer questions 
regarding the topic of Chemical Bonding.  The teacher will ask you what you 
thought of the video and how it relates to what you are learning.  You will 
take a quiz and a unit test on this unit in which the teacher will grade for the 
course and the co-investigator will evaluate for the research.  
For stage two, you will be given a Learning Style Inventory at the end of 
the unit.  The Learning Style Inventory will evaluate your style of learning.  
The co- investigator will again give five short Visualization Tests as a way to 
evaluate the work after you have had an opportunity to learn the content 
through visualization techniques and compare it with the pre-tests.  Along 
with the information from your classwork, the co- investigator may need to use 
some information from your previous grades and test scores.  Lastly, the co-
investigator will interview you, again to gain information about how you are 
learning the content.  
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The co- investigator will videotape you as a way to collect more detailed 
observations that includes the exact words/questions you say and your 
gestures/facial expressions as you experience the new content.  The  
videotapes will only be viewed by the co- investigator, the independent 
observer, and the teacher and will not be used for demonstration or teaching 
purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss the observation notes that she 
and the independent observer have taken.  Finally, the co- investigator will 
audiotape an interview with you in order to gain a more in depth 
understanding of what you are thinking about the content.  Again, the 
audiotapes will be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for this 
research. 
 
7.        Risks and Discomforts/Constraints: 
 
Risks: 
At the beginning of the semester you were asked to read the Science 
Laboratory Safety Regulations and sign the Student Laboratory Safety 
Contract as per district regulations.  The teacher and co- investigator are 
always concerned for your safety and the need to minimize risks while 
performing a laboratory experiment.  For every laboratory experiment, you are 
given information about any hazards of the experiment and reminded about 
specific safety rules, such as wearing appropriate clothes, safety glasses, and 
laboratory aprons.  To ensure safety for all, the teacher, well aware of the 
safety hazards of the chemicals, is constantly moving around the class 
observing and correcting student procedure and behavior. 
 
Discomforts: 
The teacher and co- investigator will discuss with you information about 
videotaping and audiotaping for the three weeks of the research study.  They 
will ask for your concerns and address them before the taping and every effort 
will be made to have you feel comfortable and treat you with respect.  If you 
feel uncomfortable from sharing your thoughts with the co- investigator on 
being observed and taped (audio and video), the teacher and co- investigator 
will refer you to the guidance counselor regarding any concerns not addressed 
in the class.  If you continue to have any discomfort with the videotaping, then 
the teacher can make arrangements for you either not to be videotaped or 
audiotaped in the study or to be transferred to another chemistry class. 
 
       Constraints: 
If you have concerns with the content presented (as related to the research 
study), you may discuss the information with a friend in the class, come in for 
extra help before or after school, or use the list of students posted who are 
willing volunteers and tutors for first year chemistry students.  The student has 
many opportunities and many assessment techniques to do well.  The grading 
will only be done by the teacher of the class, not by the co-investigator.  For 
the participants who have more difficulty visualizing (than using more  
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traditional methods of learning), the teacher will give the participants a chance 
for a retest of the content after the research study is complete.  If you feel that  
this material is too difficult, with no penalty to you, you may transfer out of 
the class, to one with more traditional teaching methods. 
This information is provided to you to decide whether you wish to 
participate in the study.  You should be aware that you are free to decide not 
to participate or to withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship 
with the Chemistry class at *** High School. 
 
8.        Responsibility for Costs: 
 
The responsibility for the costs of this study is solely on the research co-
investigator.   
 
      9.         Stipend/Reimbursement: 
A stipend of a $10 gift certificate to Barnes and Noble will be given at the 
completion of the study as a token of appreciation for their time. 
 
10.       Benefits: 
   
There may be no direct benefits from participating in this study.  You may 
learn a different way to study chemical bonding.  If there are potential 
benefits, they may be: 
a. You may learn the material better through training in various science 
skills. 
b. You may be better prepared for college science courses. 
c. The study may create an interest in sciences for you, especially 
chemistry. 
d. The study may help you understand your personal learning style and 
how it affects your learning. 
You may request and receive a copy of the results of this study if you are 
interested. 
   
11. Alternative Procedures: 
  
If you do not participate in the study, you may stay in the class and learn 
the concepts with the rest of the class or may transfer to another class that 
would give you the same concepts, but without the same method as the study. 
 
      12.  Reasons for Removal from Study: 
   
  You may be required to stop the study before the end for any of the following 
reasons: 
a. If all or part of the study is discontinued for any reason by the 
investigator, or university authorities. 
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b. If you are a student, and participation in the study is adversely 
affecting your academic performance. 
c. If you fail to adhere to requirements for participation established 
by the researcher as set forth under the procedures section of this 
consent. 
 
13. Voluntary Participation: 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary, and you can refuse to be in the 
study or stop at any time.  There will be no negative consequences if you 
decide not to participate or to stop.  
  
14.       Confidentiality: 
 
All data obtained in this study will be kept confidential.  The teacher will 
keep the     grades and will only discuss them with the co- investigator.  In any 
publication or presentation of research results, your identity will be kept 
confidential, but there is a  possibility that records which identify you may be 
inspected by authorized individuals, the institutional review boards (IRB), or 
employees conducting peer review activities.  You consent to such inspections 
and to the copying of excerpts of your records, if required by any of these 
representatives. 
The journal writing will include specific questions that the teacher would 
review with the class, student reflections on what and how they are learning, 
and their feedback on what they still need to understand.  The journals will be 
collected by the teacher and both the teacher and co- investigator will read 
them.  The co- investigator will read the journals for in depth information from 
students about the content and their learning process.  Both the journals and 
the observation notes will not have any 
identifying labels.  A coding system will be developed to keep track of the 
students.  This coding system will be kept in a locked filing cabinet. 
Only the co-investigator will have access to the audiotapes and the co-
investigator, independent observer, and the teacher will have access to the  
videotapes.  The audiotapes and videotapes will not be used for demonstration 
or teaching purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss observation notes 
that she and the independent observer have taken.  Again, the audiotapes will 
be transcribed by the co- investigator and only be used for this research.  The 
videotapes and audiotapes will be stored securely in a locked filing cabinet in 
the Department of Education at Drexel University and will be saved for three 
years and then erased, broken apart, and destroyed. 
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15.      Other Considerations: 
 
 If new information becomes known that will affect you or might change your      
decision to be in this study, you will be informed by the co-investigator.  If 
you have any questions at any time about this study or your rights as a  
research subject, you may contact Dr. Vaidya at [telephone number] and the 
Office of Research Compliance at [telephone number]. 
 
16.      CONSENT: 
          
· I have been informed of the reasons for this study. 
· I have had the study explained to me. 
· I have had all of my questions answered. 
· I have carefully read this consent form, have initialed each page, and 
have received a signed copy. 
· I gave consent voluntarily. 
 
 
 _______________________________________  _______________ 
 Subject’s Signature      Date 
 
 
___________________________________________ ______________ 
 Investigator or Individual Obtaining this Consent Date 
 
 
  ___________________________________________ _______________ 
  Witness to Signature      Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Permission 
 
Name   Title   Day Phone #  24 Hr Phone # 
Susan Deratzou Co-Investigator [telephone number] [telephone number] 
Dr. Sheila Vaidya Committee Chair [telephone number] [telephone number] 
and Principal Investigator 
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Drexel University 
Assent Form for Teenagers/Minors in a Research Study 
 
This research is being done as a part of the requirements for the degree of doctor of 
philosophy in Education at Drexel University.  You are being asked to participate in a 
research study.  The purpose of this study is to understand and describe how visualization 
lessons and activities act as a scaffold in supporting high school chemistry students’ 
understanding of a chemistry topic, chemical bonding, and molecular structure.  
Visualization in chemistry is a mental process in which one attempts to display an image 
by means of diagrams and models. There is very little research in understanding these 
chemistry concepts with high school students.  This study will follow the participants in 
their learning process and test the visualization lessons and activities used.   
You are being asked to take part in this study because this study is relevant to your 
classwork and to your learning process.  The findings that are learned from your 
participation will help future students.  
The research will be performed in the Fall of 2003 each school day (82 minutes) over 
a six-week period at *** High School in room 357.  The Chemistry I class will be taught 
by [teacher’s name.  The co- investigator (Miss Susan Deratzou) and one independent 
observer (independent observer’s name) will observe the class during the unit on 
chemical bonding.  You will be in this class.   
The teacher, [teacher’s name], will teach the Chemical Bonding Unit, will grade all 
your work, and will, at times, give input about her knowledge of you to the co-
investigator.  The teacher will also view the videotapes in order to give her view point to 
the research, but will not conduct the research study.  The co- investigator, Miss Susan 
Deratzou, will send out the initial contact letter, conduct the student meeting, conduct the 
parent meeting, collect the consent and assent forms, observe the class through field notes 
and videotaping, and conduct the interviews (audiotaping the students), and analyze the 
research using input from the teacher and the independent observer.  The independent 
observer, [independent observer’s name], will observe the class through field notes and 
videotaping and will discuss her thoughts with the co-investigator.  She will also read the 
co-investigator’s analysis and drafts to see if what is written coincides with what she 
viewed.  Both the co- investigator and the independent observer will not teach nor grade 
the students. 
The co- investigator will observe the Chemistry I class in both lecture and 
visualization lessons and activities and collect documents without your name (but coded 
for anonymity). The visualization lessons and activities will include classwork, guided 
practice, journal writing (reflections), problems given to the class (both done by the 
teacher and the students), and student work on the board.  The co- investigator will also 
review your homework that is collected by the teacher.  As part of the lessons, you will 
conduct two Laboratory Experiments and the co- investigator will observe the laboratory 
experience and the completed laboratory reports.  The laboratory experiences are 
performed in light of the content covered in the class and the laboratory analysis is a 
reflection of this knowledge. 
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You will also work with chemical models.  As a part of the visualization process, the 
teacher will demonstrate the use of the models, along with the examples she does in class 
throughout the entire unit.  You will construct and draw/write your observations of the 
models in a Modeling Assignment.  The co-investigator will observe the modeling 
experience and document the results of your attempt to construct and draw these models.   
To facilitate students’ use of visualization, computer technology is also used.  
Typically computer technology is not incorporated in high school chemistry classes.  The 
computer technology includes the use of the SMART Board where the teacher will 
demonstrate and incorporate a presentation, web sites (that show three-dimensional 
models), software applications, and her own drawings to explain the content and theories.  
You will also watch a “World of Chemistry” Video and answer questions regarding the 
topic of Chemical Bonding.  The teacher will ask you what you thought of the video and 
how it relates to what you are learning.  You will take a quiz and a unit test on this unit in 
which the teacher will grade for the course and the co- investigator will evaluate for the 
research.  Along with the information from your classwork, the co- investigator may need 
to use some information from your previous grades and test scores. 
The teacher will ask you to write reflections in a daily journal and the co- investigator 
will use these reflections as a way to understand your thoughts.  The journal reflections 
delve into the way you think about the content, what you “picture” in your mind versus 
what it actually is, and the ability to show progress in the understanding of this 
complicated unit.  Lastly, a short introduction to Organic Chemistry (carbon based 
chemistry) will be presented, which relates closely to the understanding of molecular 
structure and bonding and is a topic most high school chemistry curricula do not have. 
 The co- investigator will videotape you as a way to collect more detailed observations  
that includes the exact words/questions you say and your gestures/facial expressions as 
you experience the new content.  The videotapes will only be viewed by the co-
investigator, the independent observer, and the teacher and will not be used for 
demonstration or teaching purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss the observation 
notes that she and the independent observer have taken.  Finally, the co- investigator will 
audiotape an interview with you in order to gain a more in depth understanding of what 
you are thinking about the content.  Again, the audiotapes will be transcribed by the co-
investigator and only be used for this research. 
You will receive a stipend of $10 gift certificate to Barnes and Noble at the 
completion of the study as a token of appreciation for your time. 
In the case we find out someone has hurt you, we must report this to a responsible 
adult, but not to the person who hurt you. 
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   Teenager/Minor’s Assent:   
 
I have been told about the study and know why it is being done and what to do.  I also 
know that I do not have to do it if I do not want to.  If I have questions, I can ask Miss 
Deratzou and I can stop at any time. 
 
My parents/guardians know that I am being asked to be in this study. 
 
 
____________________________________                                    ______________ 
Teenager/Minor’s Signature     Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Assent 
 
Name   Title   Day Phone #  24 Hr. Phone # 
Susan Deratzou Co-Investigator [telephone number] [telephone number] 
Dr. Sheila Vaidya Committee Chair [telephone number] [telephone number] 
   and Principal Investigator 
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Drexel University 
Assent Form for Teenagers/Minors in a Research Study 
 
This research is being done as a part of the requirements for the degree of doctor of 
philosophy in Education at Drexel University.  You are being asked to participate in a 
research study.  The purpose of this study is to understand and describe how visualization 
lessons and activities act as a scaffold in supporting high school chemistry students’ 
understanding of a chemistry topic, chemical bonding, and molecular structure. 
Visualization in chemistry is a mental process in which one attempts to display an image 
by means of diagrams and models. There is very little research in understanding these 
chemistry concepts with high school students.  This study will follow the participants in 
their learning process and test the visualization lessons and activities used.  
You are being asked to take part in this study because this study is relevant to your 
classwork and to your learning process.  The findings will be used to provide insights to 
high school chemistry teachers about techniques for classroom instruction. This 
information may also be of interest to teachers of high school chemistry students and 
researchers in chemistry education. You may, at any time, choose not to be part of the 
study or may withdraw whenever you wish. 
The research will be performed in the Spring of 2004 each school day (82 minutes) 
over a six-week period at *** High School in room 357.  The Chemistry I class will be 
taught by [teacher’s name].  The co- investigator (Miss Susan Deratzou) and one 
independent observer (independent observer’s name) will observe the class during the 
unit on chemical bonding.  You will be in this class. 
The teacher, [teacher’s name], will teach the Chemical Bonding Unit, will grade all 
your work, and will, at times, give input about her knowledge you to the co- investigator.  
The teacher will also view the videotapes in order to give her view point to the research, 
but will not conduct the research study.  The co- investigator, Miss Susan Deratzou, will 
send out the initial contact letter, conduct the student meeting, conduct the parent 
meeting, collect the consent and assent forms, observe the class through field notes and 
videotaping, and conduct the interviews (audiotaping the students), and analyze the 
research using input from the teacher and the independent observer.  The independent 
observer, [independent observer’s name], will observe the class through field notes and 
videotaping and will discuss her thoughts with the co-investigator.  She also will read the 
co-investigator’s analysis and drafts to see if what is written coincides with what she 
viewed.  Both the co- investigator and the independent observer will not teach nor grade 
the students. 
In two stages, the co- investigator will observe the Chemistry I class in both lecture 
and visualization lessons and activities and collect documents without your name (but 
coded for anonymity).  In the first stage, the co- investigator will give five short 
Visualization Tests as a way to understand how you visualize as you begin this unit.  The 
visualization lessons and activities will include classwork, guided practice, journal 
writing (reflections), problems given to the class (both done by the teacher and the 
students), and student work on the board.  The co- investigator will also review your 
homework that is collected by the teacher.  As part of the lessons, you will conduct two 
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Laboratory Experiments and the co- investigator will observe the laboratory experience 
and the completed laboratory reports.  The laboratory experiences are performed in light 
of the content covered in the class and the laboratory analysis is a reflection of this 
knowledge. 
You will also work with chemical models.  As a part of the visualization process, the 
teacher will demonstrate the use of the models, along with the examples she does in class 
throughout the entire unit.  You will construct and draw/write your observations of the 
models in a Modeling Assignment.  The co-investigator will observe the modeling 
experience and document the results of your attempt to construct and draw these models.   
To facilitate students’ use of visualization, computer technology is used.  Typically 
computer technology is not incorporated in high school chemistry classes.  The computer 
technology includes the use of the SMART Board where the teacher will demonstrate and 
incorporate a presentation, web sites (that show three-dimensional models), software 
applications, and her own drawings to explain the content and theories.  You will also 
watch a “World of Chemistry” Video and answer questions regarding the topic of 
Chemical Bonding.  The teacher will ask you what you thought of the video and how it 
relates to what you are learning.  You will take a quiz and a unit test on this unit in which 
the teacher will grade for the course and the co- investigator will evaluate for the research.   
The teacher will ask you to write reflections in a daily journal and the co- investigator 
will use these reflections as a way to understand your thoughts.  The journal reflections 
delve into the way you think about the content, what you “picture” in your mind versus 
what it actually is, and the ability to show progress in the understanding of this 
complicated unit.  Lastly, a short introduction to Organic Chemistry (carbon based 
chemistry) will be presented, which relates closely to the understanding of molecular 
structure and bonding and is a topic most high school chemistry curricula do not have. 
For stage two, you will be given a Learning Style Inventory at the end of the unit.  
The Learning Style Inventory will evaluate your style of learning.  The co- investigator 
will again give five short Visualization Tests as a way to evaluate the work after you have 
had an opportunity to learn the content through visualization techniques and compare it 
with the pre-tests.  Along with the information from your classwork, the co- investigator 
may need to use some information from your previous grades and test scores.  Lastly, the 
co-investigator will interview you, again to gain information about how you are learning 
the content. 
The co- investigator will videotape you as a way to collect more detailed observations 
that includes the exact words/questions you say and your gestures/facial expressions as 
you experience the new content.  The videotapes will only be viewed by the co-
investigator, the independent observer, and the teacher and will not be used for 
demonstration or teaching purposes.  The co- investigator will also discuss the observation 
notes that she and the independent observer have taken.  Finally, the co- investigator will 
audiotape an interview with you in order to gain a more in depth understanding of what 
you are thinking about the content.  Again, the audiotapes will be transcribed by the co-
investigator and only be used for this research. 
You will receive a stipend of $10 gift certificate to Barnes and Noble at the 
completion of the study as a token of appreciation for your time. 
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In the case we find out someone has hurt you, we must report this to a responsible 
adult, but not to the person who hurt you. 
 
   Teenager/Minor’s Assent:   
 
I have been told about the study and know why it is being done and what to do.  
I also know that I do not have to do it if I do not want to.  If I have questions, I can ask 
Miss Deratzou and I can stop at any time. 
 
My parents/guardians know that I am being asked to be in this study. 
 
 
____________________________________                                  ______________ 
Teenager/Minor’s Signature           Date 
 
 
List of Individuals Authorized to Obtain Assent 
 
Name   Title   Day Phone #  24 Hr. Phone # 
Susan Deratzou Co-Investigator [telephone number] [telephone number] 
Dr. Sheila Vaidya Committee Chair [telephone number] [telephone number] 
   and Principal Investigator 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OBSERVATION PROTOCOL – FIELD NOTES LOG 
(BASED ON CRESWELL, 1998, P. 129) 
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Observation Protocol - Field Notes 
Project:  Student and chemical bonding 
 
Name of Observer: 
Time: 
Date: 
Place: 
 
Descriptive 
Notes/Classroom 
Activities 
Reflective Notes – 
Observations, Questions, 
Connections 
Other Comments (after 
notes are taken) 
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APPENDIX J 
 
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL AND GUIDE 
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Interview Protocol Procedures: 
1. Parents will be given “Informed Consent Forms” (Appendix H).  The research 
study participants will be on a voluntary basis through the parent permission. 
2. Parents will be given an opportunity to ask any questions as an open meeting. 
3. Students will be given information about the research. 
4. The interviewer will set up interview times with the individual students. 
5. The interview will be held in the chemistry classroom, which will allow the 
surroundings to be familiar and comforting.  It will also allow for prompts of 
work that has been done in class. 
6. The interviewer will ask if she may tape record the interview. 
7. The interviewer will start with a few initial comments to put the student at 
ease.  At this point in the course, the interviewer usually has a good rapport 
with the students. 
8. The following Interview Protocol was adapted from Creswell (1998, p. 127). 
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Interview Protocol 
Project:  Student and chemical bonding 
 
Time of Interview: 
Date: 
Place: 
Interviewer: 
Interviewee: 
Position of Interviewee: 
Length of Interview: 
 
Interview Questions (students would be given scrap paper to write and draw): 
 
A. What do you know about this topic? (probe) 
 
B. What do you think of when you hear a chemical name? (probe) 
 
C. How do you interpret a two-dimensional drawing?  (probe) 
 
D. How do you interpret a three-dimensional drawing? (probe) 
 
E. Explain the VSEPR Theory. (probe) 
 
F. What is Hybridization?  Give an example. (probe) 
 
G. How would you explain the bonding (geometry and hybridization) in the 
following:  propane, propene, and propyne? (probe, draw) 
 
H. Where are you having difficulty – in drawing?  picturing?  concepts? (probe) 
 
I. How do you feel about this topic? (probe) 
 
J. How does your new knowledge compare with what you use to think? 
 
K. Examples of chemical formulas will be given to draw or to represent with 
chemical models.  Decide the geometry. (probe) 
1. What is required to complete this exercise? 
2. How did you do this? 
3. Do you fully understand this? 
 
L. Examples related to organic chemistry topics. (probe) 
 
M. Which strategies, from this unit, were the most effective in helping you to  
      visualize and understand the concepts? 
 
(Thank the student for participating in the interview, discuss confidentiality.) 
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INDEPENDENT OBSERVERS’ CREDENTIALS 
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The credentials of the two peer colleagues who will observe, analyze, and discuss the 
data with the co- investigator are as follows: 
1. The independent observer received her Bachelors of Science in English Education, 
Cum Laude, (1988) and her Masters in Literature (1996) both from West Chester 
University.  She has taught English since 1989, first at *** High School (1989) and 
then at *** High School (1990-2000).  Her interests are in Multicultural Education 
(she is a Certified Consultant in “Cultural and Diversity Communications”) and she 
was the faculty sponsor for the Omni Club.  She was also a co-coordinator for the 
Student Assistant Program, a faculty advisor to the National Honor Society, a faculty 
member of the Scholarship Committee, and was a major influence in the English 
Curriculum at *** High School. 
2. The teacher received her Bachelors of Science in Chemistry from Saint Joseph’s 
University (2000) and is completing her Masters in Education from Cabrini College.  
She has taught Chemistry since 2000, first at *** High School (where she taught 
Honors Chemistry and Applied Science) and then at *** High School (2001-present).  
Her classes include Introduction to Physical Science, Conceptual Chemistry, and 
Chemistry I. 
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APPENDIX L 
 
CHEMICAL BONDING HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS AND ANSWERS  
 
 
Merrill Text (Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995) 
Chapter 12:  #3-6, 9, 20-22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 32, 35 
Organic Text (Hart, 1987)  Chapter 2:  #5-8, 10, 11, 24, 25, 27, 30 
Merrill Text (Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995) 
Chapter 12:  #16, 19, 39 
 Chapter 13:  #1, 5 
Merrill Text (Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995) 
Chapter 13:  #3, 6, 17-19, 26-28, 39-41, 43, 44, 46 
Organic Text (Hart, 1987)  Chapter 3:  #2-4, 6, 28-31, 34  
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Merrill Text (Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995):   
Chapter 12:  #3-6, 9, 20-22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 32, 35  
 
All Answers are in italics 
3.  Classify the bonds between the following pairs of atoms as principally ionic or  
      covalent.   a.  Al-Si  covalent b.  Ba-O   ionic       c. C-H    covalent       
      d. Li-S   covalent        e. Ca-P   covalent       f. B-Na    covalent     g. Ca-Cl     ionic         
      h. F-S    covalent         i.  Br-Rb  ionic 
4.   For each atom pair listed below, decide whether an ionic or a covalent bond would  
      form between the elements.  
      a. hydrogen-iodine  covalent  b. astatine-beryllium covalent   
      c. cobalt- fluorine  ionic   d. chlorine-tellurium covalent 
      e. bromine-cerium   covalent  f. calcium-fluorine   ionic 
5.  Describe the periodic nature of electronegativity values of the elements. 
     Electronegativity within a group tends to decrease down the table and  increase from  
     left to  right.  Cesium and Francium have the lowest electronegativities.  Fluorine has  
     the highest electronegativity. 
6.  Compare and contrast ionic, covalent, and metallic bonds.  
     Ionic bonds are formed with a transfer of electrons.  Covalent bonds are formed with     
    sharing electrons.  Metallic bonds are delocalized and are formed with orbital overlap. 
9.  Predict the length of the bond formed between each of the following pairs of atoms.  
      a. Al-Cl  218 pm  b. H-I  170 pm   c. N-P  180 pm   d. Se-S   222 pm   e. B-F  154 pm 
20. List three characteristics of metals. 
       Malleable, ductile, conductive, lustrous, hard, high density, high melting point 
21. Why are the alkali metals and the alkaline earth metals very soft metals?  How could  
       they be strengthened?          They have 1 or 2 delocalized electrons and form alloys. 
22.  Explain how NaNO3 is an example of two different types of bonding.  
       N and O are covalent bonds; Na and NO3-1 are ionically bonded. 
24. Three elements have electron configurations of 1s22s22p4, 1s22s22p63s1, and 
1s22s22p63s23p5.  Their electronegativities are 1.01, 2.83, and 3.50.  The covalent 
radii in picometers are 73.5, 99.5, and 154.  Identify each element and match with the 
correct electronegativity and covalent radius.  
        1s22s22p4 – Oxygen, 3.50, 73.5 pm  1s22s22p63s1 – Sodium, 1.01, 154 pm 
       1s22s22p63s23p5 – Chlorine, 2.83, 99.5 pm 
26.  How is the chemical activity of elements related to their electronegativities?         
       Nonmetals and metals are the most active. 
27. Use the definition of electronegativity to explain why small differences in 
electronegativity between two atoms result in the formation of a covalent rather than 
an ionic bond between the atoms.  Similar electronegativities – shared by two atoms 
30. Explain how the nature of the metallic bond accounts for electrical conductivity of  
      metals.   Delocalized electrons flow freely within an electrical field. 
32. Why is the term ionic molecule incorrect?    A molecule is a covalent bond, not ionic. 
35. How does the oxidation number of an element relate to its charge in an ionic bond?  
How does the ion charge relate to the number of electrons transferred when the atom 
becomes an ion?         The same.  The ion charge (positive value) is the number of 
transferred electrons. 
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Organic Text (Hart, 1987)  Chapter 2:  #5-8, 10, 11, 24, 25, 27, 30  
(ten points – Homework Check, answers on the board and explained) 
 
5.  Write the formula for each of the following compounds: 
     a. n-propyl iodide   CH3CH2CH2I        b.  isopropyl chloride  CH3CH(Cl)CH3  
     c. 2-chloropropane CH3CH(Cl)CH3     d.  tert-butyl iodide   (CH3)3I   
     e. isobutyl bromide  (CH3)2CHCH2Br 
6.  Name the following compounds by the IUPAC system: 
       a. CH3CHFCH3    2-fluoropropane  
            b. (CH3)3CCH2CHClCH3    4-chloro-2,2-dimethylpentane 
7. Write the structure for 3,3-dimethylpentane.         CH3CH2C(CH3)2CH2CH3  
8. Explain why 1,3-dichlorobutane is a correct IUPAC name, while 1,3-   
    dichloromethylbutane is not a correct IUPAC name.    
      CH2(Cl)CH2CH(Cl)CH3   1,3-dichlorobutane     
      CH3CH2CH2CH(CH3)CH3    2-methylpentane      
10. Draw the structural formulas for: 
a. 1,3-dimethylcyclopentane b.  1,2,3-trichlorocyclopropane 
     
              Cl 
 
 
 
     Cl      Cl 
 
11. Give IUPAC names for: 
a.      b.  
         CH2CH3 
          Cl 
 
           Cl 
     ethylcyclobutane      1,1-dichlorocyclopropane 
24. Write structural formulas for the following compounds. 
       a. 3-methylpentane      CH3CH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3  
       b. 2,3-dimethylbutane  CH3CH(CH3)CH(CH3)2 
       c. 4-ethyl-3,3-dimethylhexane     CH3CH2CH(CH3)2CH(CH2CH3)CH2CH3      
       d. 2-chloro-3-methylpentane       CH3CH(Cl)CH(CH3)CH2CH3 
       e.  2,2,3-trimethylbutane             CH3C(CH3)2CH(CH3)2   
       f.   2-bromopropane              CH3CH(Br)CH3 
       g.  1,1-dichlorocyclopropane  h. 1,1,3,3-tetrachloropropane 
       CHCl2CH2CHCl2 
     i. 3-bromo-1,1-dimethylcyclopentane 
 
              
         Cl        Cl 
                      Br   
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j. 1,4-dichlorocyclohexane             
 
Cl           Cl 
 
 
25. Write the expanded formulas for the following compounds and name them using the 
IUPAC system. 
      a. CH3(CH2)3CH3     pentane    b. CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH3      2-methylbutane 
      c. CH3CH2C(CH3)2CH2CH3  3,3-dimethylpentane     
      d. CH3(CH2)2C(CH3)3   2,2-dimethylpentane     e. CH3CH2CHBrCH3    2-bromobutane       
      f. CH3CCl2CBr3  1,1,1-tribromo-2,2-dichloropropane    
      g. (CH3CH2)4C   3,3-diethylpentane       h. CH2ClCH2Br    1-bromo-2-chloroethane     
      i. CH2BrCH(CH3)CH(CH3)2   1-bromo-2,3-dimethylbutane   j. (CH2)5    cyclopentane          
      k. MeI    iodomethane          l. i-PrBr    2-bromopropane 
  27. Write a structure for each of the compounds listed.  Explain why the name given  
        here  is objectionable and give a correct name in each case. 
        a. 1-methylpentane    hexane        b. 2-ethylbutane     3-methylpentane        
        c. 2,3-dichloropropane   1,2-dichloropropane  
        d. 1.4-dimethylcyclobutane    1,2-dimethylcyclobutane    
        e. 1,1,3-trimethylpropane   2-methylpentane  
        f. 3-bromo-2-methylpropane   1-bromo-2-methylpropane 
30. Write the structural formulas for all the isomers (number is indicated in parentheses)  
       for each of the following compounds, and name each isomer by the IUPAC system.       
        a. C4H10 (2)       CH3(CH2)2CH3     butane   (CH3)3CH 2-methylpropane 
        b. C4H9Br (4)    CH3(CH2)3CH2Br    1-bromobutane            
            CH3CHBrCH2CH3   2-bromobutane         
            (CH3)2CHCH2Br  1-bromo-2-methylpropane    
(CH3)3CBr  2-bromo-2-methylpropane 
        c. C6H14 (5)    CH3(CH2)4CH3        hexane     
            CH3CH(CH3)CH2CH2CH3   2-methylpentane 
CH3CH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3   3-methylpentane   
CH3CH(CH3)CH(CH3)CH3   2,3-dimethylbutane    
CH3C(CH3)2CH2CH3   2,2-dimethylbutane 
        d. C3H6Br2  (4)    CH3CH2CHBr2   1,1-dibromopropane       
              CH3CHBrCH2Br 1,2-dibromopropane 
   CH2BrCH2CH2Br  1,3-dibromopropane     CH3CBr2CH3 2,2-dibromopropane 
        e. C2H2BrCl3  (3)         CH2BrCCl3          1-bromo-2,2,2-trichloroethane 
CH2ClCBrCl2      1-bromo-1,1,2-trichloroethane 
CHBrClCHCl2    1-bromo-1,2,2-trichloroethane 
        f. C3H6BrCl  (5)         CHBrClCH2CH3    1-bromo-1-chloropropane 
CH2BrCHClCH3     1-bromo-2-chloropropane 
CH2BrCH2CH2Cl    1-bromo-3-chloropropane 
CH2ClCHBrCH3     2-bromo-1-chloropropane 
CH3CBrClCH3        2-bromo-2-chloropropane 
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Merrill Text (Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995) 
Chapter 12:  #16, 19, 39;   Chapter 13:  #1, 5  
 
           Chapter 12:  #16, 19, 39 
16.  What force holds ions together in ionic bonds?  What causes this force?  
 Ions are held together by an electrostatic force.  The force is caused by different ion      
 charges. 
19.   How does van der Waals radius differ from covalent radius?  
 Van der Waals radius is the distance between the nuclei of nonbonded adjacent   
 atoms.  Covalent radius is the distance between the nuclei of bonded atoms. 
39.   Draw electron dot structures for the following polyatomic ions.  Use dots to indicate  
   the electrons from one type of atom, x’s to indicate electrons from the other type of  
   atom, and o’s to indicate any electrons that are gained to stabilize the total electron  
   configuration.      
       ·· 
  a.  NH4+         H+1       b. OH-  : O ·x  H-1  
    xx         ··     
   H ·x N x· H 
            x· 
              H 
          ··     ··     ··    ··  
        c. C2O4-2        : O      O :      d. O2-2      -1:O ·· O:-1 
             ··     ··     ··    ·· 
         ··     
x x     ·· 
     -1:O ·x C xx C x·O:-1 
           ··              ·· 
 
 Chapter 13:  #1, 5 
1. Draw Lewis electron dot diagrams for the following.  
         xx    ··     xx     ·· 
a.  H2Te  H ·x Te x· H  b. PF3          :F·x  P x·F: 
            xx    ··   ·x    ··      
  :F: 
   ··    ·· 
     :Br: 
··      xx     ··       ··   ·x      ·· 
c. NI3           :I·x  N x·I:  d. CBr4   :Br  ·x  C x· Br: 
       ··   ·x    ··        ··    ··x   ··       
  : I:          :Br:    
       ··        ·· 
 
5.   Predict the shape and bond angles for the molecule in Problem 4. (CHCl3)  
       Tetrahedral; angle is 109.50 
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Merrill Text (Smoot, Smith, & Price, 1995) 
Chapter 13:  #3, 6, 17-19, 26-28, 39-41, 43, 44, 46  
 
3.   Predict whether the bond angle of each of the following is greater than, less than, or  
      equal to 109.50.  
      a.  F-N-F in NF3   <109.50         b. F-O-F in OF2    <109.50       c.  F-Be-F in BeF2   
          >109.50    d.  F-As-F in AsF5   equatorial-equatorial angles  >109.50; axial- 
         equatorial angle  <109.50      e. F-Te-F in TeF4  nearly tetrahedral with some  
        angles >109.50 and some angles <109.50      f. O-Xe-O in XeO4   109.50 
6.   A molecule has a trigonal planar shape.  What hybridization would you expect to find  
      on its central atom?         sp2 hybridization 
17. Predict shapes for the following ions.   
a. IO4-  tetrahedral     b. ClO3-   trigonal pyramidal       c.  SiF6-2   octahedral      
d. SO4-2    tetrahedral     e. PO4-3    tetrahedral     f. ClF4-     square planar 
18. Predict the shapes of the following molecules.  
a. H2CO    trigonal planar       b. SeO2    bent        c. BF3   trigonal planar    
d. SF6   octahedral       e. S2Cl2  zigzag        f. SF4   irregular tetrahedron 
19. What is meant by hybrid in the term hybrid orbital?   
Hybrid is the average characteristics or mixing of the orbitals. 
26. Predict the bond angles indicated in the following compounds.   a. H-Se-H   in H2Se    
104.50     b. H-P-H   in PH3   1070       c. C-N-C   in N(CH3)3    960     d. Cl-P-Cl  in 
PCl3   1070           e. F-C-F  in CF4     109.50       f. C-Pb-C  in Pb(C2H5)4  109.50 
27.  How many pairs of electrons are shared by two atoms with each of the following  
       bonds between them?  a.  single  one   b. double   two      c. triple   three 
28.  In the HCN molecule, the bonds are H-C and C=N.  Predict the shape of the  
       molecule, the hybridization of the orbitals on the carbon atom, and the type (s,p) of  
        each bond.  Linear.  sp, H-C is sigma; C=N is one sigma and two pi bonds. 
29.  A conjugated system stabilizes a molecule.  Define “conjugated system” and give an  
       example of one.   Multiple p overlap; benzene or 1,3-butadiene 
39. What accounts for the difference in shape between the electron clouds of shared pairs  
       and unshared pairs of electrons?    Unshared pair attracted to one nucleus; shared  
       pair to two different nuclei 
40. Why is the bond angle in ammonia only 1070 when the bond angle for boron    
 trifluoride is 1200?       Ammonia has a unshared pair of electrons, boron trifluoride 
does not 
41. Explain why water has a bond angle of 104.50 instead of the predicted 109.50.   
      Repulsion of two unshared pairs of electrons is greater than repulsion of shared pairs  
      which is greater than repulsion of bond pairs.  Shared pairs pushed closer together. 
43. Explain why the carbon atom forms four equal bonds instead of just two bonds  
      involving electrons from the p orbitals. 2s and 2p orbitals mix to form four new  
      equivalent sp3 orbitals 
44. One might expect the bond angle for each C-H bond in methane to be 900.  Why is  
       this prediction incorrect?    Four equal hybrid orbitals; three-dimensional; furthest  
       apart to create a tetrahedral shape of 109.50. 
46. What is the major difference between sigma and pi bonds?   
 Sigma is end-to-end overlap; Pi is sideways overlap of p orbitals. 
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Organic Text (Hart, 1987)  Chapter 3:  #2-4, 6, 28-31, 34 
(ten points – Homework Check, answers on the board and explained) 
 
2. Which of the following compounds have conjugated multiple bonds? 
a.      b.    c.   d. 
 
 
  
 
Compounds b and c have alternating single and double bonds -  conjugated. 
3. Name each of the following structures by the IUPAC system. 
a. ClCHCHCH3  b. (CH3)2CC(CH3)2  c. CH2C(CH3)CHCH2 
  1-chloro-1-propene  2,3-dimethyl-2-butene  2-methyl-1,3-butadiene 
d.          CH3  e. CH2C(Cl)CH3   f. HCC(CH2)3CH3 
 
 
     2-chloro-1-propene    1-hexyne 
 
 
1-methylcyclopentene 
4. Write the structural formula for: 
a. 2,4-dimethyl-2-pentene   b. 2-hexyne 
   (CH3)2CCHCH(CH3)2     CH3CCCH2CH2CH3 
c. 1,2-dibromocyclobutene  d. 2-chloro-1,3-butadiene 
    Br         Br         CH2CClCHCH2    
 
  
 
6.  Which of the following compounds can exist as cis-trans isomers?  Draw their  
     structures. 
a. propene  b. 3-hexene  c. 2-hexene  d. 2-methyl-2-butene 
Compounds c and d are cis-trans isomers because they have different substituents. 
28. For the following compounds, write structural formulas and IUPAC names for all 
possible isomers having the indicated number of multiple bonds. 
a.  C4H8 (one double bond)  b. C5H10  (one double bond) 
     CH2CHCH2CH3     1-butene      CH2CHCH2CH2CH3     1-pentene 
     CH3CHCHCH3      2-butene      CH3CHCHCH2CH3      2-pentene 
    CH2C(CH3)CH3    2-methylpropene     CH2C(CH3)CH2CH3  2-methyl-1-butene 
          CH2CHCH(CH3)CH3   3-methyl-1-butene 
          CH3C(CH3)CHCH3      2-methyl-2-butene 
c.  C5H8 (two double bonds)  d. C5H8 (one triple bond) 
    CH2CCHCH2CH3  1,2-pentadiene      HCCCH2CH2CH3     1-pentyne 
    CH2CHCHCHCH3  1,3-pentadiene     CH3CCCH2CH3    2-pentyne 
   CH2CHCH2CHCH2 1,4-pentadiene     HCCCH(CH3)CH3  3-methyl-1-butyne 
   CH3CHCCCHCH3  2,3-pentadiene 
   CH2CC(CH3)CH3 3-methyl-1,2-butadiene 
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  CH2C(CH3)CHCH2 2-methyl-1,3-butadiene 
29. Name the following compounds by the IUPAC system. 
a. CH3CH2CHCHCH3  b. (CH3)2CCHCH3  c.   
2-pentene      2-methyl-2-butene 
 
 
         
       1,2-dimethylcyclopentene 
 
     d.  CH3CCCH2CH3  e. CH2CClCHCH2  f. 
 2-pentyne     2-chloro-1,3-butadiene 
         trans-2-hexene 
     g.  
 
        cis-2-hexene 
30. Write a structural formula for each of the following compounds. 
a. 3 – hexene       b. cyclobutane  c. 1,3-dibromo-2-butene 
   CH3CH2CHCHCH2CH3                      CH2BrCHCBrCH3      
 
 
d. 3-methyl-1-pentene         e. 1,4-hexadiene            f. vinyl bromide 
    HCCCH(CH3)CH2CH3             CH2CHCH2CHCHCH3           CH2CHBr 
g. allyl chloride  h. vinylcyclopentane        i. 4-methylcyclohexene 
    CH2CHCH2Cl                          H 
             H 
       CHCH2          CH3  
  
 
j. 2,3-dibromo-1,3-cyclopentadience 
 
 
 
 
 
             Br           Br 
 
31. Explain why the following names are incorrect, and give a correct name for each 
case. 
a. 3-butene b. 3-pentyne  c. 2-ethyl-1-propene 
    2-butene     2-pentyne      2-methyl-1-butene 
d. 2-methylcyclopentene  e. 3-methyl-1,3-butadiene  f. 1-methyl-2-butene 
    1-methylcyclopentene      2-methyl-1,3-butadiene     2-pentene 
34. The mold metabolite and antibiotic mycomycin has the formula       O 
 
HC   C       C      C        CH      C       CH      CH      CH      CH      CH       CH2C      OH 
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Number the carbon chain, starting with the carbonyl carbon. 
a. Which multiple bonds are conjugated? 
The 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8 double bonds are conjugated. Also 8-9, 10-11, and 12-
13 are conjugated. 
b. Which multiple bonds are cumulative? 
The 7-8 and 8-9 double bonds are cumulated. 
c. Which multiple bonds are isolated? 
Isolated bonds are when there is more than one single bond between multiple 
bonds – such as the carbonyl bond from carbon 3.  This molecule does not 
give a good example of isolated bonds. 
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APPENDIX M 
 
SCHOOL DISTRICT LABORATORY SAFETY CONTRACT 
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APPENDIX N 
 
SCHOOL DISTRICT LABORATORY SAFETY REGULATIONS 
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APPENDIX O 
 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS AND SCORING RUBRICS: 
 
Ionic and Covalent Bonding Experiment 
Physical and Chemical Properties Experiment 
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Ionic and Covalent Bonding Laboratory 
 
 
Objective:  To understand the type of chemical bond by its properties. 
 
Procedure:   
1. Use sodium chloride (an ionic compound) and p-dichlorobenzene (a nonpolar 
covalent molecule) for: 
a. Smell the compounds carefully and record any odor (if there is an odor, 
the compound is volatile). 
b. Test the hardness by rubbing a small amount between your fingers.  
Record the hardness as either soft and waxy or brittle and granular.  Wash 
your hands. 
c. Place a few crystals of each compound in separate test tubes containing 
water and shake.  Record the relative solubilities of the two compounds. 
d. Put a few crystals of each compound in separate test tubes containing 
petroleum ether (hexanes) and shake.  Record the relative solubilities of 
the two compounds. 
e. Look up the melting points, boiling points, and solubilities for the two 
compounds. 
 
2. Test the electrical conductivity of solutions of sodium chloride (an ionic 
compound), ethanol (a polar covalent molecule), petroleum ether (a nonpolar 
molecule), and water (a polar covalent molecule) by using the conductivity 
apparatus.  
 
3. Test the rate of reaction for ionic and covalent compounds. 
a. Place a few crystals of ferrous sulfate (an ionic compound) in a small flask 
and add water to dissolve.  
b. Add 2 or 3 mL of dilute (1:1) sulfuric acid to the flask. 
c. Add dropwise a solution of potassium permanganate (which is made by 
adding a few crystals of this compound to water) to the flask while 
swirling.  Record if the color disappears quickly or slowly. 
d. Do steps a-c again but use oxalic acid (a polar covalent molecule) in place 
of ferrous sulfate. 
 
 
Data:  Make a table of the results comparing ionic and covalent compounds. 
 
Questions: 
1. Explain ionic and covalent. 
2. Draw Lewis structures for ethanol, benzene (resonance structures), petroleum 
ether, and sodium chloride.  Draw a structure for p-dichlorobenzene.  Write 
formulas for ferrous sulfate and potassium permanganate. 
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Ionic and Covalent Bonding Laboratory – Rubric 
 
General Requirements for all laboratory reports: 
 Written in ink or typed; formal writing (no I, we, or you); one side only; 
name, date, and title on every page of the report 
 The laboratory report includes – Title, Objective, Procedure, Diagram 
(with labels), Results (Observations, Data), Conclusions, and Questions. 
 Students are reminded about the safety rules (Appendices M and N) and 
formal laboratory reporting. 
 
 The laboratory experiment is discussed in detail.  The students are 
reminded about the safety and use of chemicals and to wash their hands during 
and after the laboratory experience. The students are shown what the formula for 
petroleum ether is and how to draw various isomer forms.  They are shown how 
to use the Inorganic and Organic Tables in the Handbook of Chemistry and 
Physics.  The students are shown how to use the electrical conductivity apparatus 
and are told that the solutions are already prepared for them.  The students are 
reminded that potassium permanganate is dangerous and should be used carefully.  
If they touch the material it will stain their hands and clothes brown and will wash 
off after a few times.  They are reminded about how to use sulfuric acid - such as 
how to pour it out safely under the ventilation hood, how to hold the top, how to 
dispose of the extra material, how to wipe up any spills, how always to add acid to 
water, and to wash their hands.  
 
 Objective and Procedure  
  May use the one given or write one of their own; procedure may be  
                              shortened but with no personal pronouns included. 
 Diagram – Electrical conductivity apparatus 
 Results  
1. a-d – Observations of the experiment; the sodium chloride has 
no smell; the p-dichlorobenzene smells like a bathroom product 
(students usually use more descriptive terminology). 
e. – The information can be found in any Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics available in the classroom. 
2. Conductivity – Only the sodium chloride conducts electricity; 
the students are asked why the water does not conduct 
electricity. 
3. Reaction Rate – The ferrous sulfate appears to react faster.  The 
students notice the “purple solution color” disappears.  Some 
also observe the color stain on their hands. 
     Conclusions – Discussion of the similarities and differences of ionic  
                             and covalent compounds.  Discussion of results obtained as  
                             related to their understanding of bonding. 
         Questions – Defining ionic and covalent bonding; drawing proper  
                             structures and formulas of the chemicals listed. 
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Physical and Chemical Properties 
 
 
Objective:   To determine the difference between physical and chemical  
                    properties. 
        To determine the difference between elements and compounds. 
 
Procedure:  Part I – Sandpaper a piece of copper foil and heat it in the outer cone  
                    of the burner flame.  Allow to cool and note the appearance.  See if  
                    the black scale will scrape off.  Reheat and note the result. 
 
Part II – Add a piece of zinc to 5 mL of dilute (1:4) sulfuric acid in a  
test tube.  Result?  Bring a burning splint to the mouth of the test 
tube.  Result?  What gas is evolved?  Now filter the reaction solution.  
Result?  Place some of the filtered liquid on a watch glass and allow 
it to evaporate.  Result? 
 
Part III – To one gram of baking powder, add 5 mL of water in a test 
tube.  Result?  Thrust a burning splint into the upper portion of the 
test tube.  Result?  
 
Part IV – Mix four grams of iron filings and one gram of powdered 
sulfur on a piece of paper.  Transfer the mixture to a test tube and 
heat strongly until all the material has finished the reaction.  When 
the reaction is finished, break the test tube and recover the product.  
Note the appearance. 
 
Part V – Add 5 mL of dilute hydrochloric acid (1:4) to each of three 
test tubes.  To one test tube add 0.5 grams iron, to the second tube 
add 0.5 grams sulfur, and to the third test tube add some of the 
product from Part IV.  Result?  Look for bubbles and note the odor 
produced. 
 
Results:  Write a balanced equation for each of the procedures except Part III. 
 
Questions:  Explain a chemical change, a physical property, a chemical property,  
                   an element, and a compound. 
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Physical and Chemical Properties – Rubric 
 
General Requirements for all laboratory reports: 
 Written in ink or typed; formal writing (no I, we, or you); one side only; 
name, date, and title on every page of the report 
 The laboratory report includes – Title, Objective, Procedure, Results 
(Observations, Data), Conclusions, and Questions. 
 Students are reminded about the safety rules (Appendices M and N) and 
formal laboratory reporting. 
 The laboratory experiment is discussed in detail.  The students are 
reminded about the safety and use of chemicals and to wash their hands during 
and after the laboratory experience.  They are reminded about safe use of the 
Bunsen Burner in heating and in using burning splints.  They are reminded about 
how to use sulfuric and hydrochloric acids such as how to pour it out safely under 
the ventilation hood, how to hold the top, how to dispose of the extra material, 
how to wipe up any spills, how always to add acid to water, and to wash their 
hands.  They are told how to break the test tube easily without glass shards all 
over the table.  
 Objective – May use the one given or write one of their own. 
Procedure – May be shortened with no personal pronouns included. 
 Results  
  Part I – The copper foil is shiny, then black (with varying colors),  
                                     then shiny after sandpaper again; forms copper (II) oxide.   
  Part II – Bubbles as reacts; splint causes a small “popping” sound;  
                                      forms hydrogen gas.  The filtered material is clear,  
                                      overnight it dries up and crystals form (zinc chloride). 
  Part III – No reaction, material does not dissolve or mix. 
  Part IV – The iron is black/brown; the sulfur is yellow.  Mixed  
                                        together and heated, the material turns orange and red,  
                                        the solid is dark gray/black, yellow gas.  Iron (II) sulfide  
                                        forms. 
  Part V – The Iron reacts and forms bubbles, no smell, iron (II)  
                                       chloride.  The sulfur does not react, but floats on the  
                                       liquid.  The product form Part IV (Iron (II) sulfide) reacts  
                                       and forms bubbles, with a rotten egg smell, iron (II)  
                                       chloride and hydrogen sulfide forms. 
  Reactions: Part I: 2Cu (s) + O2 (g) à  2CuO (s) 
         Part II: Zn (s) + H2SO4 (aq)  à ZnSO4 (aq) + H2 (g) 
          Part III: NaHCO3 (s) + H2O (l) à  No Reaction 
         Part IV: Fe (s) + S (s) à FeS (s)  
         Part V: Fe (s) + 2HCl (aq) à FeCl2 (aq) + H2 (g) 
     S (s) + HCl (aq) à No Reaction 
     FeS (s) + 2HCl (aq) à FeCl2 (aq) + H2S (g) 
Conclusions – Discuss the difference between physical and chemical  
                        properties using the results as examples. 
 Questions – Define the five words. 
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APPENDIX P 
 
WORLD OF CHEMISTRY:  QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
(UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (PRODUCER), 1990) 
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      Name ______________________________ 
 
World of Chemistry 
Volume 8 
Chemical Bonds 
 
 
1. What two ideas are important to understanding bonding? 
 
 
 
2. How are ionic bonds formed? 
 
 
3. Ionic compounds form crystalline solids, what does this mean? 
 
 
4. Why do ionic solids not conduct electricity? 
 
 
 
5. Which solid in the demonstrations was an electrolyte? 
 
 
 
6. Name two examples of salts besides sodium chloride. 
 
 
 
7. Energy is __________________ when bonds are formed and energy is  
 
      _____________________ when bonds are broken. 
 
 
8. How do we obtain nitrogen atoms from nitrogen molecules found in the atmosphere? 
 
 
 
9. What are nitrogen fixers? 
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      Name _____KEY ____________ 
 
World of Chemistry 
Volume 8 
Chemical Bonds 
 
 
1. What two ideas are important to understanding bonding?  
Two ideas that are important to understanding bonding are: 
a. sharing, gaining, or loosing electrons 
b. electrons insist as bond pairs 
 
2. How are ionic bonds formed?   
Ionic bonds are formed by electrostatic attraction of ions. 
 
3. Ionic compounds form crystalline solids, what does this mean?   
Ionic compounds form crystalline solids because electrostatic forces are attracted 
(positive and negative) and they are of a rigid, ordered pattern. 
 
4. Why do ionic solids not conduct electricity?   
Ionic solids do not conduct electricity because the ions that form the solid are not free 
to move around. 
 
5. Which solid in the demonstrations was an electrolyte?   
The solid number one is the electrolyte and conducts electricity.  The solid is table 
salt. 
 
6. Name two examples of salts besides sodium chloride.   
Two examples of salts besides sodium chloride are calcium chloride and tin (II) 
fluoride. 
 
7. Energy is decreased when bonds are formed and energy is  released  when bonds are 
broken.   
 
8. How do we obtain nitrogen atoms from nitrogen molecules found in the atmosphere?  
We obtain nitrogen atoms from nitrogen molecules found in the atmosphere by: 
a. lightening – the lightening reacts with oxygen to form nitric acid which is 
absorbed by the plants. 
b. Plants use bacterium to convert nitrogen to ammonia in order to make amino 
acids 
 
9. What are nitrogen fixers?  
Nitrogen fixers are either bacterium or ammonium nitrate which helps plants to 
obtain nitrogen. 
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APPENDIX Q 
 
MOLECULAR MODEL STRUCTURES: 
CLASS ASSIGNMENT 
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Name ______________________________ 
 
Molecular Model Structures 
 
Name of 
Chemical 
Formula 
Structure 
Interpretation of  
the Structure 
Drawing from 
Molecular Model 
Ethane    
 
 
 
Ethene    
 
 
 
 
Ethyne 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Acetic acid    
 
 
 
 
Carbon dioxide    
 
 
 
 
Ethanol    
 
 
 
 
1- Propanol    
 
 
 
 
2- Propanol    
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Name ______________________________ 
 
Molecular Model Structures 
 
Name of 
Chemical 
Formula 
Structure 
Interpretation of  
the Structure 
Drawing from 
Molecular Model 
Carbon trichloride    
 
 
 
Phosphorous 
trifluoride 
   
 
 
 
 
Hydrogen sulfide 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Propane    
 
 
 
 
2-methylpropane 
 
 
 
 
   
Examples of 
trigonal planar, 
tetrahedral, 
trigonal pyramidal, 
bent, linear 
   
 
 
 
 
 
Comments: (Answer questions on the back of the paper) 
 
1. How do the interpretation of the structure and the molecular model compare? 
 
2. What have you learned from this experience? 
 
3. What connections can you make from the content already learned in previous 
units? 
 
4. List questions that you still have after this activity. 
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APPENDIX R 
 
WORLD WIDE WEBSITES FOR CHEMISTRY BONDING 
(ALL ACCESSED OCTOBER 22, 2006) 
 
 
http://www.chemmybear.com/shapes.html  - animated molecules 
 
http://www.tc.cornell.edu/Edu/MathSciGateway/  - molecular modeling – different chemicals 
 
http://www.nyu.edu/pages/mathmol/library/  - library of molecules 
 
http://www.chem.purdue.edu/gchelp/vsepr/whatis2.html  - VSEPR Theory – Molecular Structure 
 
http://www.molecules.org – Lebanon Valley College – molecular modeling 
 
http://www.towson.edu/~ladon/shapes.html  -  good animation 
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APPENDIX S 
 
CD-ROM SOFTWARE 
 
 
In conjunction with the World Wide Web (see Appendix R for websites), CD-
ROM Software Applications and teacher created SMART Board/PowerPoint 
presentations are used to allow students to visualize examples of molecular structures.  
The Software Applications may be used individually, in small groups, or with an entire 
class using a projector and SMART Board technology.   The teacher created presentation 
will be given to the entire class. 
The CD-ROM Software Applications used are Bonding I:  Ionic, Metallic, and 
Covalent Bonds (Bonding I:  Ionic, Metallic, and Covalent Bonds, 2000) and Bonding II:  
Molecular Bonding, Shape, and Intermolecular Forces (Bonding II:  Molecular Bonding, 
Shape, and Intermolecular Forces, 2000).  The Bonding I Application includes 
information on Ionic, Metallic, and Covalent Bonding and is an introduction to the 
second application, Bonding II.  This application demonstrates Lewis structures, VSEPR 
Theory, and Hybridization Theory.  Both explain the concepts and show visual examples 
to reinforce the student understanding. 
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APPENDIX T 
 
QUIZZES AND ANSWERS 
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(Pilot Study Quiz) 
Name 
Date 
Weekly Quiz – Chemistry I 
 
 
 
1.) List three ways that covalent bonding differs from ionic bonding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.) Using words, differentiate between polar and nonpolar covalent bonding. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.) Decide on the electronegativity difference and what type of bond for the following – 
be specific. 
 
 
 Electronegativity Difference Type of Bond 
 
Barium and Oxygen 
  
 
Bromine and Rubidium 
  
 
Calcium and Phosphorous 
  
 
 
4.) Draw the Lewis structure for water. 
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(Pilot Study Quiz) 
Name  KEY 
Date 
Weekly Quiz – Chemistry I 
 
 
 
1.) List three ways that covalent bonding differs from ionic bonding. 
- Covalent has nonpolar or polar bonding 
- Covalent bonds are a stronger bond 
- Covalent bonds share electrons 
 
 
 
2.) Using words, differentiate between polar and nonpolar covalent bonding. 
Polar bonding is an unequal sharing of electrons; nonpolar bonding is an equal 
sharing of electrons 
 
 
 
3.) Decide on the electronegativity difference and what type of bond for the following – 
be specific. 
 
 Electronegativity Difference Type of Bond 
 
Barium and Oxygen 
2.53 Ionic 
 
Bromine and Rubidium 
1.85 Ionic 
 
Calcium and Phosphorous 
1.02 Polar covalent 
 
 
4.) Draw the Lewis structure for water. 
 xx 
            H – O - H 
                  xx 
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(Data Collection Study Quiz) 
Name 
Date 
Quiz #2 – Lewis/VSEPR 
 
For the following, draw Lewis structures: 
 
1.) H2Te 
 
 
 
2.) PF3 
 
 
 
3.) NI3 
 
 
 
4.) CBr4 
 
 
 
5.) H2O 
 
 
 
Using the VSEPR theory, name the shape and draw accurately the following: 
 
1.) H2Te 
 
 
 
2.) PF3 
 
 
 
3.) NI3 
 
 
 
4.) CBr4 
 
 
 
5.) H2O 
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(Data Collection Study Quiz) 
Name   KEY 
Date 
Quiz #2 – Lewis/VSEPR 
 
For the following, draw Lewis structures: 
 
1.) H2Te  xx 
                             H – Te - H 
                                     xx 
 
2.) PF3                       xx 
                       F -  P - F 
                             xx 
                             F 
3.) NI3                             xx 
                       I – N – I 
                  xx 
                   I 
4.) CBr4            Br 
                          xx 
                   Br – C – Br 
                           xx 
                           Br 
                  xx 
5.) H2O                    H – O - H 
                                        xx 
 
Using the VSEPR theory, name the shape and draw accurately the following: 
 
1.) H2Te       bent 
 
2.) PF3         trigonal pyramidal 
 
3.) NI3          trigonal pyramidal 
 
4.) CBr4        tetrahedral 
 
5.) H2O        bent 
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APPENDIX U 
 
CHEMICAL BONDING UNIT TEST AND ANSWERS 
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Name ____________________________ 
(Pilot Study Test) 
Department of Science 
Chemistry I:  Chemical Bonding Exam 
 
Knowing the bond types, give information for the following: 
Bond Type Formed between Formed by Properties Examples 
Ionic  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Covalent  
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
Use these suggested words for the following questions: 
polyatomic ion    ductility        London dispersion forces       hybridization 
polar covalent bond  chemical formula   chemical bond   malleability  diatomic molecule    
 
1. The link between atoms resulting from the mutual attraction of their nuclei for  
    electrons is called a(n) __________________________________ . 
 
2. A covalent bond in which there is an unequal attraction for the shared electrons is  
    called a(n) ___________________________________________ . 
 
3. A molecule containing two atoms is called a(n) ______________________ . 
 
4. A shorthand representation of the composition of a substance using atomic symbols  
    and numerical subscripts is called a(n) _____________________________________ . 
 
5. A charged group of covalently bonded atoms is called a(n) ______________________  
 
6. The property of being able to be drawn, pulled, or extruded through a small opening to  
    produce a wire is called___________________________ . 
 
7. The mixing of two or more atomic orbitals of similar energies on the same atom to  
     give new orbitals of equal energies is called _________________________________. 
 
8. Intermolecular attractions resulting from the constant motion of electrons and the  
    creation of instantaneous and induced dipoles are called _________________ . 
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Complete the following Table: 
Formula Electronegativity 
difference 
Type of bond  Most Electronegative  
Atom 
F2  
 
  
NaF  
 
  
CO  
 
  
CaCl2  
 
  
 
Multiple Choice 
_______ 9. Compared to molecular bonds, the strength of intermolecular forces is  
          a. weaker  b. stronger  c. about the same   d. too variable to compare 
 
_______ 10. In orbital notation, the hybridized orbitals responsible for the shape of CH4  
          are identified as      a. 1s21p3      b. sp2 c. 2s22p2 d. sp3 
 
Complete the following Table: 
Formula Lewis Dot 
Structures 
Nonpolar 
or Polar? 
Overall dipole 
moment 
Shape Angle 
HCl  
 
 
 
    
NI3  
 
 
 
    
CF4  
 
 
 
    
SCl2  
 
 
 
    
 
11. Using HCl, show the orbital notation and the type of bond. 
 
 
12. Of the intermolecular forces discussed, what is hydrogen bonding?  
 
 
13. In general, how do ionic and molecular compounds compare in terms of melting  
      points, boiling points, and ease of vaporization. 
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14. What do the letters in VSEPR represent? 
 
 
 
15. What is the relationship between electronegativity and ionic character of a chemical  
       bond? 
 
 
 
16. Using CH3CHCHCH3, CH3CCCH3, and CH3CH2CH2CH3, identify the type of  
      hybridization and shape.  Explain hybridization. 
 
 
 
 
17. Predict shapes (geometry) for the following: 
a.  IO4 –1 b. ClO3 –1  c. PO4 –3  d. H2CO 
 
 
 
 
 
18. Why is the bond angle in ammonia (NH3) only 107o when the bond angle for boron  
       trifluoride (BF3) is 120o ?               
 
 
 
 
19. Name the following organic molecules: (on the board) 
a. CH3CH(CH3)CH(CH3)CH2CH2CH3 
b. H2C=CHCH2CH3 
c. CH3CH2CHBrCH2CH3 
d. CH3C       CCH2CH2CH3 
e.     CH3 
 
 
 
        CH3 
 
20. Draw the following organic molecules: (on the board) 
a. 3- heptyne 
b. 2-chloro-3-methylhexane 
c. 2-chloro-1,1-dimethylcyclopentane 
d. 1-pentene 
e. cyclopropane 
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Name ________KEY_________________ 
(Pilot Study Test) 
Department of Science 
Chemistry I:  Chemical Bonding Exam 
 
Knowing the bond types, give information for the following: 
Bond Type Formed between Formed by Properties Examples 
Ionic Atoms of metallic 
and nonmetallic 
elements of 
widely differing 
electronegativity 
Electrostatic 
attraction between 
ions resulting from 
a transfer of 
electrons 
Charged ions in 
gas, liquid, solid.  
Solid is 
electrically 
nonconducting. 
NaCl, BaS, 
LiH, BaBr2, 
Ca3N2 
Covalent Nonmetal 
elements of 
similar  
electronegativity 
Sharing of electron 
pairs 
Stable 
nonionizing – 
not conductors 
of electricity  any 
phase 
C2H6, H2O, 
SCl2 
 
Use these suggested words for the following questions: 
polyatomic ion    ductility        London dispersion forces       hybridization 
polar covalent bond   chemical formula  chemical bond   malleability   diatomic molecule    
 
1. The link between atoms resulting from the mutual attraction of their nuclei for  
    electrons is called a(n) __________chemical bond__________ . 
 
2. A covalent bond in which there is an unequal attraction for the shared electrons is  
    called a(n) ____________ polar covalent bond___________ . 
 
3. A molecule containing two atoms is called a(n)   ______diatomic molecule_____ . 
 
4. A shorthand representation of the composition of a substance using atomic symbols  
    and numerical subscripts is called a(n) ___________chemical formula__________ . 
 
5. A charged group of covalently bonded atoms is called a(n) ____polyatomic ion_____ . 
 
6. The property of being able to be drawn, pulled, or extruded through a small opening to  
     produce a wire is called_______ductility__________ . 
 
7. The mixing of two or more atomic orbitals of similar energies on the same atom to  
     give new orbitals of equal energies is called ________hybridization__________ . 
 
8. Intermolecular attractions resulting from the constant motion of electrons and the  
    creation of instantaneous and induced dipoles are called __London dispersion forces . 
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Complete the following Table: 
Formula Electronegativity 
difference 
Type of bond  Most Electronegative  
Atom 
F2 0 
 
Nonpolar covalent Neither 
NaF 3.1 
 
Ionic F 
CO 1.0 
 
Polar covalent O 
CaCl2 2.0 
 
Ionic Cl 
 
 
Multiple Choice (2 points each) 
__A____ 9. Compared to molecular bonds, the strength of intermolecular forces is  
         a. weaker  b. stronger  c. about the same   d. too variable to compare 
 
__D____ 10. In orbital notation, the hybridized orbitals responsible for the shape of CH4  
           are identified as         a. 1s21p3          b. sp2 c. 2s22p2 d. sp3 
 
 
Complete the following Table: 
Formula Lewis Dot 
Structures 
Nonpolar 
or Polar? 
Overall dipole 
moment 
Shape Angle 
HCl H-Cl   polar  linear 1800 
NI3   ··  xx    ·· 
: I ·x N x·   I :  
  ··   ·x    ··     
  : I: 
    ·· 
polar  trigonal 
pyramidal 
1070 
CF4            ·· 
    :F: 
    ··   ·x      ·· 
: F·x C x· Br: 
  ··           ·x     ·· 
   :  F: 
           ·· 
nonpolar no dipole tetrahedral 
 
 109.50 
 
SCl2 xx xx 
              S 
   ·x  x· 
 :Cl: :Cl:  
     ··      ·· 
polar  bent 1050 
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11. Using 19a. from above, show the orbital notation for the formation of the bond. 
  H           
 
   1s1 
 
 
  Cl                    
 
   1s2      2s2                2p6                  3s2         3p6 
 
12. Of the intermolecular forces discussed, what is hydrogen bonding?  
        Hydrogen bonding is a strong intermolecular force that works with H, F, and O. 
 
13. In general, how do ionic and molecular compounds compare in terms of melting  
      points, boiling points, and ease of vaporization?  
 Ionic – high melting point; high boiling point; not vaporize easily 
  Molecular – low melting point; low boiling point; vaporizes easily 
 
14. What do the letters in VSEPR represent?  
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory 
 
15. What is the relationship between electronegativity and ionic character of a chemical  
       bond?      The more electronegative the atom, the more ionic the chemical bond. 
 
16. Using CH3CHCHCH3, CH3CCCH3, and CH3CH2CH2CH3, identify the type of  
       hybridization. Explain hybridization.  
      At the 2-3 bond, the first molecule is sp2; the second molecule is sp; the third  
      molecule is sp3.   Hybridization is the mixing of orbitals to form the same number of  
      new similar orbitals. Usually the s and p orbitals are mixed.  They form bonds of  
      various geometries:  linear, planar, and tetrahedral are a few. 
 
17. Predict shapes (geometry) for the following:  
   a. IO4 –1  tetrahedral                 b. ClO3 –1  trigonal pyramidal  
   c. PO4 –3  tetrahedral               d. H2CO  trigonal planar 
 
18. Why is the bond angle in ammonia (NH3) only 107o when the bond angle for boron  
       trifluoride (BF3) is 120o ?              
      Boron has no lone pairs of electrons whereas Nitrogen has one lone pair of electrons.   
      Using the VSEPR theory, one may predict that boron would have a trigonal planar  
      shape and  nitrogen would have a trigonal pyramidal shape, thus the angles. 
 
19. Name the following organic molecules: 
a. CH3CH(CH3)CH(CH3)CH2CH2CH3    2,3-dimethylhexane 
b. H2C=CHCH2CH3   1-butene 
c. CH3CH2CHBrCH2CH3   3-bromopentane 
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d. CH3C       CCH2CH2CH3  2-hexyne 
e.     CH3     1,3-dimethylcyclohexane 
 
 
 
        CH3 
20. Draw the following organic molecules: (on the board) 
a. 3- heptyne 
         CH3CH2C       CCH2CH3 
b. 2-chloro-3-methylhexane 
     CH3CH(Cl)CH(CH3)CH2CH2CH3     
c. 2-chloro-1,1-dimethylcyclopentane 
 
CH3 
 
           
 Cl               CH3   
 
e. 1-pentene 
CH2=CHCH2CH2CH3     
f. cyclopropane 
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(Data Study Test) 
Name: 
Date: 
 
Chemistry Test 
Unit 5:  Bonding 
 
Multiple Choice:  Write the Letter of the best possible answer. 
 
1. Ions that are formed from one atom are known as . . . 
a. Polyatomic ions 
b. Monatomic ions 
c. Cations 
d. Anions 
 
2. A group of atoms united by covalent bonds is a(n) . . . 
a. Cation 
b. Molecule 
c. Ionic compound 
d. Octet 
 
3. Ionic compounds are always . . . 
a. Electrically neutral 
b. Polyatomic cations 
c. The same as a molecule 
 
4. To form a bond, atoms share . . . 
a. Neutrons 
b. Protons 
c. Inner shell electrons 
d. Valence electrons 
 
5. A positive charged ion attracts a(n) . . . 
a. Neutral ion 
b. Cation 
c. Anion 
d. Proton 
 
6. Ionic compounds . . . 
a. Have high melting points 
b. Are brittle 
c. Are good conductors in their liquid state 
d. All of the above 
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7. If the electronegativity difference between two atoms is greater than 0.4 but less  
            than 1.7, a bond between them will . . . 
a. Be ionic 
b. Be covalent and nonpolar 
c. Be covalent and polar 
d. Not form 
 
8. One example of a molecule with a bent shape is . . . 
a. O 
b. N 
c. Carbon dioxide 
d. Water 
 
9. An example of a nonpolar molecule is . . . 
a. Formaldehyde 
b. Nitrogen molecule 
c. Water 
d. Ammonia 
 
10. Compared with shared pair of valence electrons, unshared pairs exert 
a. A greater repulsive force 
b. A lesser repulsive force 
c. Same repulsive force 
d. No repulsive force 
 
11. CO2 is nonpolar because it 
a. Has a pyramidal shape 
b. Contains only nonpolar bonds 
c. Has a linear shape 
d. Has positive ends only 
 
12. The shape of methane, CH4, is 
a. Tetrahedral 
b. Pyramidal 
c. Square 
d. T-shaped 
 
13. Polar molecules tend to . . . 
a. Attract one another 
b. Repel one another 
c. Have identical shapes 
d. Be similar in size 
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True or False:  If the statement is True, write “true”.  If it is False, change the 
underlined word or words to make the statement true. 
 
1. A dipole is a polar molecule. 
2. BCl3 is an example of a trigonal planar molecule. 
3. Water is an example of a nonpolar, linear molecule 
4. The geometry between two adjacent bonds is called a(n) atomic orbital. 
5. Many common ions have the electron configuration of a(n) noble gas. 
6. In a Lewis dot diagram, the dots represent atomic nuclei. 
7. Negatively charged ions are cations. 
8. The atoms that make up sulfate ions are held together by covalent bonds. 
9. Atoms share electrons in a(n) ionic bond. 
10. Molecules are composed entirely of ions. 
11. The name of the cation usually comes first in the name of an ionic compound. 
12. A covalent bond may be polar or ionic. 
 
 
Determine if the following are ionic or covalent bonds.  Write the formulas for the 
following: 
 
1. Silver nitrate 
2. Magnesium hydroxide 
3. Carbon tetrachloride 
4. Lead (II) acetate 
5. Iron (III) nitrate 
6. Cu3(PO4)2 
7. NH4Cl 
8. CO 
 
 
Determine if the following are ionic or covalent bonds.  Write the names for the 
following: 
 
1. Sb2S3 
2. FeS 
3. Na2O 
4. CaSO4 
5. SiO2 
6. CaI2 
7. Fe2O3 
8. N2O4 
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Draw Lewis structures for the following: 
 
1. H2O 
2. CO2 
3. Cl2 
4. HCN 
5. NCl3 
6. N2 
 
Determine if the following molecules are polar or nonpolar: 
 
1. Br2 
2. CO 
3. OF2 
4. SF6 
5. BeCl2 
6. IF 
 
Determine the shape of the molecule (with the name and draw) and whether it is 
nonpolar or polar. 
 
1. CCl4 
2. H2O 
3. CO2 
4. IO4-1 
5. NBr3 
6. BF3 
7. CH2O 
8. SO4-2 
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Short Answer.  Answer each of the following questions. 
 
1. What is the octet rule?  Why is it important?  How does the rule explain the 
common ion of fluorine and of calcium? 
 
2. Explain the difference between copper (I) nitrate and copper (II) nitrate.  What do 
the Roman numerals signify in these names? 
 
3. How do ionic bonds and ionic substances differ from covalent bonds and 
molecules? 
 
4. Can a nonpolar molecule have polar bonds?  Use an example to explain your 
answer. 
 
 
 
Answer 4 of the following.  If more than four are answered, the first four will be graded. 
 
1. Why are some covalent bonds polar and others nonpolar? 
 
2. The bond angles in NH3 are 1070 and in NH4+ are 109.50.  Explain this difference 
between bond angles. 
 
3. What does each letter in VSEPR stand for?  What is the VSEPR theory? 
 
4. When naming ions of the transition metals, what extra information must you 
provide?  Why is providing this information necessary? 
 
5. Define and compare cations, anions, and polyatomic ions. 
 
6. What factors determine the polarity of a molecule? 
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(Data Study Test) 
Name: KEY 
Date: 
 
Chemistry Test 
Unit 5:  Bonding 
 
Multiple Choice:  Write the Letter of the best possible answer. 
 
1. Ions that are formed from one atom are known as . . .  a 
a. Polyatomic ions 
b. Monatomic ions 
c. Cations 
d. Anions 
 
2. A group of atoms united by covalent bonds is a(n) . . .  b.  
a. Cation 
b. Molecule 
c. Ionic compound 
d. Octet 
 
3. Ionic compounds are always . . .     a 
a. Electrically neutral 
b. Polyatomic cations 
c. The same as a molecule 
 
4. To form a bond, atoms share . . .     d 
a. Neutrons 
b. Protons 
c. Inner shell electrons 
d. Valence electrons 
 
5. A positive charged ion attracts a(n) . . .    c  
a. Neutral ion 
b. Cation 
c. Anion 
d. Proton 
 
6. Ionic compounds . . .       d 
a. Have high melting points 
b. Are brittle 
c. Are good conductors in their liquid state 
d. All of the above 
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7. If the electronegativity difference between two atoms is greater than 0.4 but less  
            than 1.7, a bond between them will . . .    c 
a. Be ionic 
b. Be covalent and nonpolar 
c. Be covalent and polar 
d. Not form 
 
8. One example of a molecule with a bent shape is . . .    d 
a. O 
b. N 
c. Carbon dioxide 
d. Water 
 
9. An example of a nonpolar molecule is . . .     b 
a. Formaldehyde 
b. Nitrogen molecule 
c. Water 
d. Ammonia 
 
10. Compared with shared pair of valence electrons, unshared pairs exert a 
a. A greater repulsive force 
b. A lesser repulsive force 
c. Same repulsive force 
d. No repulsive force 
 
11. CO2 is nonpolar because it       c 
a. Has a pyramidal shape 
b. Contains only nonpolar bonds 
c. Has a linear shape 
d. Has positive ends only 
 
12. The shape of methane, CH4, is      a 
a. Tetrahedral 
b. Pyramidal 
c. Square 
d. T-shaped 
 
13. Polar molecules tend to . . .       a 
a. Attract one another 
b. Repel one another 
c. Have identical shapes 
d. Be similar in size 
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True or False:  If the statement is True, write “true”.  If it is False, change the 
underlined word or words to make the statement true. 
 
1.  A dipole is a polar molecule.       T 
2.  BCl3 is an example of a trigonal planar molecule.    T 
3.  Water is an example of a nonpolar, linear molecule   F, polar, bent 
4.   The geometry between two adjacent bonds is called a(n) atomic orbital. F, VSEPR 
5. Many common ions have the electron configuration of a(n) noble gas. T 
6. In a Lewis dot diagram, the dots represent atomic nuclei.  F, electrons 
7. Negatively charged ions are cations.     F, anions 
8. The atoms that make up sulfate ions are held together by covalent bonds. T 
9. Atoms share electrons in a(n) ionic bond.    F, covalent 
10. Molecules are composed entirely of ions.    F, compounds 
11. The name of the cation usually comes first in the name of an ionic compound. T 
12. A covalent bond may be polar or ionic.    F, nonpolar 
 
Determine if the following are ionic or covalent bonds.  Write the formulas for the 
following: 
 
1. Silver nitrate     Ionic and covalent    AgNO3 
2. Magnesium hydroxide   Ionic and covalent   Mg(OH)2 
3. Carbon tetrachloride    covalent          CCl4 
4. Lead (II) acetate    ionic and covalent   Pb(C2H3O2)2 
5. Iron (III) nitrate    ionic and covalent  Fe(NO3)3 
6. Cu3(PO4)2     ionic and covalent 
7. NH4Cl      ionic and covalent 
8. CO      covalent 
 
Determine if the following are ionic or covalent bonds.  Write the names for the 
following: 
 
     1.  Sb2S3      covalent, antimony (III) sulfide 
     2.  FeS      covalent, iron (II) sulfide 
     3.  Na2O      ionic, sodium oxide 
     4.  CaSO4      ionic, calcium sulfate 
     5.  SiO2      covalent, silicon dioxide 
     6.  CaI2      ionic, calcium iodide 
     7.  Fe2O3      ionic, iron (III) oxide 
     8.  N2O4      covalent, dinitrogen tetroxide 
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Draw Lewis structures for the following: 
 
       1.  H2O   H – O – H 
       2.  CO2   O = C = O 
           3.  Cl2   Cl-Cl 
           4.  HCN  H – C       N 
     5.  NCl3  Cl – N – Cl 
       xx 
            Cl      
     6.  N2   N       N 
 
 
Determine if the following molecules are polar or nonpolar: 
 
1. Br2       nonpolar 
2. CO   nonpolar 
3. OF2   polar 
4. SF6   polar 
5. BeCl2   polar 
6. IF   polar 
 
 
Determine the shape of the molecule (with the name and draw) and whether it is 
nonpolar or polar. 
 
1. 1.  CCl4  tetrahedral, carbon tetrachloride, nonpolar 
2. H2O   bent, water, \polar 
3. CO2   linear, carbon dioxide, nonpolar 
4. IO4-1   tetrahedral, iodate ion, nonpolar 
5. NBr3   trigonal pyramidal, nitrogen tribromide, polar 
6. BF3   trigonal planar, boron trifluoride, nonpolar 
7. CH2O   trigonal planar, formaldehyde, polar 
8. SO4-2   tetrahedral, sulfate ion, nonpolar 
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Short Answer.  Answer each of the following questions. 
1. What is the octet rule?  Why is it important?  How does the rule explain the 
common ion of fluorine and of calcium? 
There are eight electrons in the valence shell – stability.  Fluorine gains one 
electron; calcium loses two electrons. 
 
2. Explain the difference between copper (I) nitrate and copper (II) nitrate.  What do 
the Roman numerals signify in these names? 
Copper (I) has one less electron; copper (II) has two less electrons.  The Roman 
numeral tells which cation charge the ion has. 
 
3. How do ionic bonds and ionic substances differ from covalent bonds and 
molecules? 
Ionic bonds transfer electrons; covalent share electrons 
 
4. Can a nonpolar molecule have polar bonds?  Use an example to explain your 
answer. 
Yes, because it can be composed of individual polar bonds that create a nonpolar 
molecule, such as boron trifluoride. 
 
Answer 4 of the following.  If more than four are answered, the first four will be graded. 
1. Why are some covalent bonds polar and others nonpolar? 
Due to the electronegativity difference of the individually bonded atoms; the 
electronegativity difference of 0-0.3 is nonpolar; 0.3-1.7 is polar. 
 
2. The bond angles in NH3 are 1070 and in NH4+ are 109.50.  Explain this difference 
between bond angles. 
Ammonia is trigonal pyramidal; ammonium ion is tetrahedral in shape. 
 
3. What does each letter in VSEPR stand for?  What is the VSEPR theory? 
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion.  This theory explains the lone pair 
electrons and how much they repel each other which then allows for a better 
understanding of the structure. 
 
4. When naming ions of the transition metals, what extra information must you 
provide?  Why is providing this information necessary? 
Transition metals have various charge states and one needs to know which one by 
using the Roman Numeral system. 
 
5. Define and compare cations, anions, and polyatomic ions. 
Cations are positively charged ions; anions are negatively charged ions; 
polyatomic ions are elements combined together with a charge. 
 
6. What factors determine the polarity of a molecule? 
The polarity of a molecule is due to the ability to attract or release electrons from 
the valence shell. 
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APPENDIX V 
 
VISUALIZATION TEST DATA 
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Comparison of Pre- and Post-Visualization Tests 
 
Number 
of 
Students 
S-1 
  
S-2 
  
VZ-1 
  
VZ-2 
  
VZ-3 
 
  Pre Post   Pre Post   Pre Post   Pre Post   Pre Post 
  Total Total   Total Total   Total Total   Total Total   Total Total 
 160 160   42 42   240 240   20 20   60 60 
28M 127 146  27 27  112 110  6 11  22 25 
29F 119 120  24 26  164 158  14 12  50 52 
30F 51 62  13 19  10 50  7 11  33 42 
31M 118 122  23 26  178 183  16 17  22 36 
32M 104    29    44    6    38   
33F 84 125  26 33  61 96  13 13  20 18 
34F   58    27    165    12    30 
35F 141 142  24 25  124 162  11 15  20 36 
36F 128 154  27 35  142 206  19 18  34 58 
37M 125 154  20 29  183 213  14 17  38 36 
38M 103 129  22 25  143 172  8 9  19 25 
39M 104 138  24 31  117 118  17 18  23 43 
40F 102 123  19 31  88 113  12 13  50 56 
41M 84 108  13 14  102 179  11 10  21 26 
42F 72 113  22 25  140 141  10 13  26 40 
43M 120 158  29 31  105 125  11 17  40 52 
44F 70 129  18 24  119 144  12 11  36 35 
45M 146 142  27 29  183 220  15 18  50 56 
46M 116 114  23 22  125 124  11 14  23 31 
47F 87 115  15 16  60 125  13 15  36 54 
48M   150    33    154    9    39 
49F   103    23    129    12    39 
50F 114 127  20 26  120 167  15 16  46 60 
51F 130 146  29 38  125 175  13 14  47 52 
52F 138 153  25 26  173 211  13 15  44 51 
53M 70 89  14 19  76 83  8 13  40 46 
54F 112 127  24 33  126 98  16 16  54 58 
55F 66 72  23 15  76 94  14 10  30 41 
56F 114 129  32 35  187 219  14 17  50 57 
57M 102 120  21 28  96 110  16 14  48 53 
58M 56 91  21 22  47 64  5 10  16 34 
 
 
S-1 Card Rotations Test 
S-2 Cube Comparison Test 
VZ-1 Form Board Test 
VZ-2 Paper Folding Test 
VZ-3 Surface Development Test 
Blank Space – Student did not take the Test 
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Statistical Data for Visualization Tests 
Paired Samples Statistics 
 
Visualization 
Test (Pre- and 
Post-Test) 
 Mean N Std. 
Deviation 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
Correlation  Significance 
Pre 103.667 27 26.735 5.145 Card Rotations 
Post 124.000 27 24.147 4.647 
.831 .000 
Pre 22.407 27 4.893 0.942 Cube 
Comparison Post 26.296 27 6.207 1.195 
.749 .000 
Pre 117.852 27 44.949 8.651 Form Board 
Post 142.963 27 48.422 9.319 
.869 .000 
Pre 12.370 27 3.432 0.661 Paper Folding 
Post 13.963 27 2.794 0.538 
.699 .000 
Pre 34.741 27 12.145 2.337 Surface 
Development Post 43.444 27 12.116 2.332 
.845 .000 
 
 
 
Statistical Data for Visualization Tests 
Paired Samples Test 
(t test) 
 
Paired Differences 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
Visualization 
Test (Pre- and 
Post-Test) Mean Std. Deviation 
Std. 
Error 
Mean Lower Upper 
t df Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 
Card Rotations -20.333 14.987 2.884 -26.262 -14.405 -7.050 26 .000 
Cube 
Comparison 
-3.889 4.117 .792 -5.518 -2.260 -4.908 26 .000 
Form Board -25.111 24.132 4.644 -34.657 -15.565 -5.407 26 .000 
Paper Folding -1.593 2.485 .478 -2.576 -.609 -3.331 26 .003 
Surface 
Development 
-8.704 6.759 1.301 -11.377 -6.030 -6.692 26 .000 
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APPENDIX W 
 
LEARNING STYLE INVENTORY DATA 
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Learning Style Inventory Subcategories 
Data Collection Phase, March, 2004 
 
Number 
of 
Student 
1  
Vis 
Lang 
2  
Vis 
Num 
3  
Aud 
Lang 
4  
Aud 
Num 
5  
Tactile 
Concrete 
6  
Indiv 
Learning 
7  
Social 
Learning 
8  
Oral  
Express 
9  
Written  
Express 
Students best 
traits (top 3) 
28M 10 17 14 16 17 16 14 19 11 2,5,8 
29F 11 15 14 15 15 14 15 16 14 2,4,5,7,8 
30F 20 18 11 13 15 14 12 11 17 1,2,9 
31M 9 16 15 13 18 10 15 18 10 2,5,8 
32M           
33F 12 19 13 17 17 20 13 15 15 2,4,5,6 
34F 19 16 8 13 12 15 13 14 18 1,2,9 
35F 12 15 14 18 16 16 14 19 8 4,5,6,8 
36F 15 20 9 13 19 11 18 15 13 2,5,7 
37M 11 12 13 14 12 13 16 16 13 4,7,8 
38M 17 20 5 10 7 9 15 10 19 1,2,9 
39M 13 15 15 15 13 13 13 10 13 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
40F 8 12 19 11 11 20 9 14 12 3,6,8 
41M 10 15 13 16 12 13 15 17 14 2,4,7,8 
42F 14 19 7 5 14 14 17 15 13 2,7,8 
43M 13 15 12 16 16 16 13 13 14 2,4,5,6 
44F 18 19 12 9 16 19 12 9 19 1,2,6,9 
45M 11 13 15 16 18 16 15 18 13 4,5,6,8 
46M           
47F 12 19 10 18 16 19 10 9 20 2,4,6,9 
48M 12 15 11 12 12 15 17 16 11 2,6,7,8 
49F 16 19 12 15 14 14 15 12 15 1,2,4,7,9 
50F 18 18 9 8 11 12 12 11 16 1,2,9 
51F 10 20 14 14 20 12 17 15 13 2,5,7 
52F 16 19 8 13 9 15 9 10 19 1,2,9 
53M 11 15 13 14 13 10 14 13 15 2,4,7,9 
54F 9 18 14 15 17 13 18 14 15 2,5,7 
55F 13 19 13 9 19 16 15 16 16 2,5,6,8,9 
56F 15 18 9 12 16 13 14 12 17 2,5,9 
57M 9 14 12 17 14 12 17 20 9 4,7,8 
58M 14 17 12 15 15 13 17 20 12 2,7,8 
Total 12 27 8 17 20 16 18 17 16 2,4,5,6,7,8 
 
Terms: 
Vis – Visual 
Lang - Language 
Num – Numerical 
Aud – Auditory 
Indiv – Individual 
Express - Expressiveness 
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Learning Style Inventory Groups by General Learning Style 
Data Collection Phase, March, 2004 
 
 
Number 
of 
Student 
Visualization 
(1,2) 
Auditory 
(3,4) 
Tactile 
(5) 
Social 
(6,7) 
Oral (8) Written 
(9) 
28M          
29F            
30F         
31M          
32M       
33F           
34F         
35F           
36F          
37M          
38M         
39M           
40F          
41M           
42F          
43M           
44F          
45M           
46M       
47F           
48M          
49F           
50F         
51F          
52F         
53M           
54F          
55F            
56F          
57M          
58M          
Total 24 13 13 21 13 11 
      Visualization            Auditory      Tactile         Social  Oral     Written 
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Top Three Learning Style Inventory Values and Numbers of Students 
 
LSI Student Numbers  LSI Student Numbers 
2,5,8 2  2,4,7,8 1 
2,4,5,7,8 1  2,7,8 2 
1,2,9 5  1,2,6,9 1 
2,4,5,6 2  2,4,6,9 1 
4,5,6,8 2  2,6,7,8 1 
2,5,7 3  1,2,4,7,9 1 
4,7,8 2  2,4,7,9 1 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1  2,5,6,8,9 1 
3,6,8 1  2,5,9 1 
LSI – Learning Style Inventory 
 
 
Learning Style Inventory by Groups and Subcategories 
 
Group Subcategories 
2,4,5,7,8 2,5,8 2,5,7 4,7,8 2,4,7,8 2,7,8 
1,2,9      
2,4,5,6      
4,5,6,8      
1,2,3,4,5,6,7      
3,6,8      
1,2,6,9      
2,4,6,9      
2,6,7,8      
1,2,4,7,9 2,4,7,9     
2,5,6,8,9 2,5,9     
 
 
 
Learning Style Inventory Subcategories 
of Oral and Written Expressiveness 
 
Separate 8 and 9 (Oral and Written Expressiveness) 
Subcategory Numbers Number of Students 
8 13 28M, 29F, 31M, 35F, 37M, 40F, 41M, 42F, 45M, 48M, 55F, 57M, 58M 
9 11 30F, 34F, 38M, 44F, 47F, 49F, 50F, 52F, 53M, 55F, 56F 
Neither 6 33F, 36F, 39M, 43M, 51F, 54F 
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Learning Style Inventory Groupings and Subcategories 
without Oral and Written Expressiveness 
 
Group Subcategories (numbers of students) 
2,4,5,7 (1) 2,5 (3) 2,5,7 (3) 4,7 (2) 2,4,7 (2) 2,7 (2)    
4,5,6 (2)         
1,2,3,4,5,6,7 (1) 1,2 (5) 2,4,5,6 (2) 1,2,6 (1) 3,6 (1) 2,4,6 (1) 2,6,7 (1) 2,5,6 (1) 1,2,4,7 (1) 
 
 
General Learning Style Inventory Category Groupings 
without Oral and Written Expressiveness 
 
Grouping without 8 or 9 (Oral and Written Expressiveness) 
Total Group Categories 
13 2,4,5,7  Visual Numerical, Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, Social Learning 
2 4,5,6  Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, Individual Learning 
15 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory (Language and Numerical), 
Tactile Concrete, Individual Learning, Social Learning 
 
 
Specific Learning Style Inventory Category Groupings 
without Oral and Written Expressiveness 
 
 
Grouping without 8 or 9 (Oral and Written Expressiveness) 
Total 
 
Number of 
Students 
Group Subcategories 
13 29F 2,4,5,7 (1) Visual Numerical, Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, 
Social Learning 
 28M, 31M, 56F 2,5 (3) Visual Numerical, Tactile Concrete 
 36F, 51F, 54F 2,5,7 (3) Visual Numerical, Tactile Concrete, Social Learning 
 37M, 57M 4,7 (2) Auditory Numerical, Social Learning 
 41M, 53M 2,4,7 (2) Visual Numerical, Auditory Numerical, Social Learning 
 42F,58M 2,7 (2) Visual Numerical, Social Learning 
    
2 35F,45M 4,5,6 (2) Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, Individual Learning 
    
15 39M 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 (1) Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory (Language and 
Numerical), Tactile Concrete, Individual Learning, Social 
Learning 
 30F,34F,38M, 
50F,52F 
1,2 (5) Visual (Language and Numerical) 
 33F,43M 2,4,5,6 (2) Visual Numerical, Auditory Numerical, Tactile Concrete, 
Individual Learning 
 44F 1,2,6 (1) Visual (Language and Numerical), Individual Learning 
 40F 3,6 (1) Auditory Language, Individual Learning 
 47F 2,4,6 (1) Visual Numerical, Auditory Numerical, Individual Learning 
 48M 2,6,7 (1) Visual Numerical, Social Style (Individual and Social 
Learning) 
 55F 2,5,6 (1) Visual Numerical, Tactile Concrete, Individual Learning 
 49F 1,2,4,7 (1) Visual (Language and Numerical), Auditory Numerical, 
Social Learning 
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Specific Learning Style Inventory Category Groupings 
without Oral and Written Expressiveness 
and Coded for Social Style 
 
 
Grouping without 8 or 9 (Oral and Written Expressiveness) 
Total 
 
Subcategories Social or 
Individual 
Learning 
Number of Students 
8 Visual Numerical, Tactile 
Concrete 
Social 28M,31M,56F,36F,51F,54F,42F,58M 
1  Individual  55F 
    
2 Auditory Numerical, Tactile 
Concrete 
Social 35F,45M 
2 Auditory Numerical Social 37M,57M 
    
1 Visual and Auditory Numerical, 
Tactile Concrete 
Social 29F 
2  Individual 33F,43M 
    
2 Visual and Auditory Numerical Social 41M,53M 
1  Individual 47F 
    
5 Visual (Language and 
Numerical) 
 30F,34F,38M,50F,52F 
1 Visual (Language and 
Numerical) 
Individual 44F 
    
1 Visual (Language and 
Numerical), Auditory 
(Language and Numerical), 
Tactile Concrete 
Both Social and 
Individual Learning 
39M 
1 Visual (Language and 
Numerical), Auditory 
Numerical 
Social 49F 
    
1 Auditory Language Individual 40F 
1 Visual Numerical Both Social and 
Individual Learning 
48M 
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VITA 
SUSAN DERATZOU 
Place of Birth:  Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 
 
 
 
 
EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATIONS 
Principal and Supervisor Certifications (pending Praxis Test), St. Joseph’s University, 
Philadelphia, PA 
 
Doctorate of Philosophy, Educational Leadership and Technology, November 2006, 
Drexel University, Philadelphia 
 
Instructional I and II Certifications:  Chemistry; Elementary Education, 1988, 1991, 
Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 
 
Master of Arts, Organic Chemistry, May 1987, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA 
 
Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry and Psychology, May 1982, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, PA 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Radnor High School, Radnor, PA Fall, 2006 – 
present · Chemistry teacher  
Upper Darby High School, Drexel Hill, PA 1990 – Fall, 2006 
· Facilitator of the 10-12th grade programs for the Smaller  
Learning Communities Grant, Fall 2003 – Spring 2006 
0    Initiated and administered new programs:  Peer Mentoring, Dual    
   Enrollment, Portfolios, Faculty Advisement, Student Advisory 
· Lead Chemistry Teacher of Advanced Placement Chemistry II, 
Honors Chemistry I, Chemistry I, 1992 – 2006 
Delaware County Community College, Media, PA 1993 – 1998 
· Adjunct Instructor Organic Chemistry I and II; General Chemistry II 
 
PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOPS 
· A Comparison of Colorimetry:  CBL Technology and Spectrophotometer:  Determination of the 
Quantity of Iron in a Vitamin Tablet, ACS, 216th National Meeting, Boston, MA, August 26, 1998. 
· Creation, Organization, and Presentation of “The Royal Chemists”, 1993-2006 
 
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
American Chemical Society (Organic and Education Divisions); American Association of University 
Women, Philadelphia Branch; Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development; National 
Education Association; National Science Teachers Association; Phi Delta Kappa, University of 
Pennsylvania Branch; World Affairs Council; Philadelphia Branch 
 
AWARDS 
Pyramid Educational Service Award, Phi Delta Kappa, May, 2002; Who’s Who Among America’s 
Teachers, 2002; Outstanding Teacher, Elks National Foundation, 2001; Teacher of the Month, Upper 
Darby High School, January 1997; Phi Lambda Upsilon Honorary Chemical Society, Drexel University 
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